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Fore^^ord

WITH the unprecedented increase in our commer-

cial activities has come a demand for better

business methods. Methods which were adequate

for the business of a less active commercial era have given

way to more elaborate systems and countless labor-saving

ideas in keeping with the financial and industrial progress

of the world.

C Out of this progress has risen a new literature—the

literature of business. But with the rapid advancement in

the science of business its literature can scarcely be said to

have kept pace, at least, not to the same extent as in other

sciences and professions. Much excellent material dealing

with special phases of business activity has been prepared,

but this is so scattered that the student desiring to acquire

a comprehensive business library has found himself con-

fronted by serious difficulties. He has been obliged, to a

great extent, to make his selections blindly, resulting in

many duplications of material without securing needed in-

formation on important phases of the subject, except at the

sacrifice of much time and patience.

4L In the belief that a demand exists for a library which

shall embrace the best practice in all branches of business—

from buying to selling, from simple bookkeeping to the

administration of the financial affairs of a great corpora-

tion—these volumes have been prepared. Prepared pri-

marily for home study, the authors have striven for sim-

plicity and directness of style and have used a large num-

ber of practical problems to further illuminate the text.

In addition to the purely accounting and management

phases, the newly developed subject of Income Tax has

received adequate treatment.



4i Editors and writers liave been selected because of their

familiarity with, and experience in handling various sub-

jects pertaining to Commerce, Accountancy, and Business

Administration. "Writers with practical business experience

have received preference over those with theoretical train-

ing; practicability has been considered of greater impor-

tance than literary excellence.

C These volumes are offered with the confident expectation

that they will prove of great value to the trained man who

desires to become conversant with phases of business prac-

tice with whicli he is unfamiliar, and to those holding

advanced clerical and managerial positions.
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BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE

INTRODUCTORY

Business Correspondence may be roughly divided into two

classes—letters pertaining to general business affairs, and letters

designed especially to produce new business. Under the first head

would come recomnaendations, applications for positions, inquiries,

orders, complaints, etc., and their answers, and the many other

letters that make up the daily routine of business correspondence;

under the second head would come form letters answering inquiries

or soliciting business, follow-up systems, and similar business-getting

letters. As a matter of fact, however, every business letter should

have for its first purpose the getting of business, either by direct

solicitation and sound argument, as in the form letter, or by satisfy-

ing and retaining a customer already on the firm's books, as in a

courteous answer to a complaint. This textbook will consider all

business letters as potential business-getting letters, and will so treat

them.

The business correspondent will write many letters to men who
will have no interest in what he has to say—who will, indeed, be glad

of any excuse to refuse to read his letters. It will be important to

him, either personally or as a paid correspondent, to have his letters

read. The first step to that end is to make the letter so correct in

form that it will stand out from the mass of less careful communi-

cations, and .so clear that it can be read without effort. The chief

task of the business correspondent is to get a hearing; to gain that

point is to have the battle half won. It is the purpose of this text

to teach the correspondent how to write a letter that will be suflSciently

business-like to get a reading, and sufficiently forceful to produce

upon the reader the effect intended.

It is assumed that the student of this text has already mastered

the elements of English grammar; it is absolutely necessarj' that he

shall have done so if he is to profit by it. The writer who confuses

11



2 BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE

cases and tenses, who misuses relative pronouns and other connectives,

who cannot construct a correct sentence or paragraph, or who hesi-

tates over a question of punctuation, can never attain any great degree

of success as a business correspondent. No amount of natural

ability as a letter writer or salesman can equal the training that

enables the writer to use the correct word, the telling phrase, the

proper sentence construction. The most efTective letter is the one

that is the nearest correct in all its details.

\\Tiile the student is expected to meet the grammatical require-

ments of the English language, he is not expected to follow slavishly

any particular style commended in the following pages. On the

contrary, he is urged to cultivate his own individual style, so long as

it does not violate the principles of English grammar or business

practice. A good individual style is one of the most valuable assets

of the business correspondent. Since form letters seem to bring out

the individuality of the writer more certainly than general letters,

this text uses form letters even to illustrate some phases of general

correspondence.

It is to be hoped that the student can copy his Exercises on the

typewriter. If he cannot do so, he should use the regular t\'pewriter

sheet (8^ X 1 1 inches), and make his letter conform as nearly as

possible to the form of a typewritten letter. Each letter that is sup-

posed to be written by a business firm requires, as part of a perfect

Exercise, the lettering of the firm's letterhead, properly arranged.

No Exercise given should make more than a page of single-spaced

typewriting. For the benefit of those who are not able to use a

t^-pewriter, it may be stated that the contents of a one-page typewritten

letter would not contain more than three hundred words.

A text that covered every phase and style of business corre-

spondence would run into many volumes—and would still be in-

complete. Business correspondence is a live and growing profes-

sion—even yet in its infancy; and the correspondent who desires to

succeed in his profession should study in detail every business letter

that comes into his hands, and either profit by its effectiveness, or

consider how he could better it.

12



BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE 3

LESSON I

THE FORM OP THE LETTER

As a matter of convenience, business letters may be roughly

divided into three classes : general business letters, such as a business

firm uses in handling its daily correspondence; personal business

letters, such as an individual writes to another individual, or to a

business firm; and business-getting letters, such as form letters,

inquiry letters, and "follow-ups." This text will first consider the

general requirements to which all three classes should conform,

and will then take up in detail the specific features of each particular

class.

Modern business is a thing of well-defined system, and the

modern business man exacts a strict conformity to that system.

It follows, therefore, that the business letter has a very definite form,

which permits of few variations, because it exactly meets business

requirements. Only in business-getting letters, as will be explained

later, is it wise to depart from the accepted form.

The parts of a letter are :

(1) Heading, including:

(a) Address of writer

(6) Date of letter

(2) Introduction, including:

(c) Name and address of addressee

(d) Salutation

(3) Body of the letter

(4) Conclusion, including:

(e) Complimentary close

(f) Signature of writer

The heading of a letter should ('on(ain (a) the address of the

writer, and (6) the date of the letter.

In Fig. 1, the address and date line could also be written in either

of the following ways:

123 Hlgb St.,
123 Hlgb 8t,, OahJEOBU, His.,

Ofibkosh, WIS., Jan. 3, 1910. Jan. 3, 1910.,

Or the place and date alone could be written at the top of the letter,

and the name and full address below the letter, against the left

IS



4 BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE

margin. The use of the last form insures setting down the full

address, and enables the reader to eepy the address without being

obliged to hunt up its component parts. If the address were on a

R. F. D. route, the route and box number should take the place of

the street and number.

In Fig. 2, the firm's letterhead contains the address, so that need

not be repeated. If the town were placed below and at the right,

the date should be written after it (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 11); otherwise,

it should be written at the right, and a little below the letterhead,

as in Fig. 2.

Note the punctuation of the heading: the several parts are always

separated by commas, whichever form is used. The names of the

months may be abbreviated; but remember that an abbreviation

requires a period after it. It is not necessary to use letters in the

date line; as, "1st," "2nd," "3rd," "4th," etc. Abbreviating the

number of the year ("'10" for "1910," etc.) is permissible only in

informal notes between departments, and in notations.

The introduction of a letter should contain (c) the name and

address of the addressee, and (d) a courteous salutation.

In Fig. 1, the name and address require only two lines, because

the firm is sufficiently well known to be able to dispense with the use

of its street and number. In addressing a firm doing business under

the names of any of its several partners, it is proper to prefix the firm

name by "Messrs.," the plural of "Mr.," as Fig. 1. It is, however,

not considered a breach of courtesy to omit this formality. If tl-e

firm is doing business under a trade name, the "Messrs." is omitted;

as in addressing "The Fair, Chicago, 111."

In Fig. 2, the name and address require three lines, and should

always be written in this form. Some business houses omit the

street and number from the address, but it is better practice to put

them on every letter. The letter may fall into the hands of a person

who does not know the address, and who may be obliged to spend

valuable time looking it up.

If the addressee is an individual who is addressed in his official

capacity, it is proper to place the title of his position on a separate

line between his name and the addrass. This permits the letter to be

handled by some person responsible to him, in case it is impossible

or unnecessary for him to give it his personal attention. It is much

14



BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE 5

better to address a busines-s letter in this way than to use only the

addressee's name. When the title is used, the introduction would

be written thus:

Mr. 0. C. Miller,
Seo'y Bxtenaion worn, Aaer. Sohool of Correspondenoe,

Cbtcago, 111.

* * *

Dear Sir:

Mr. Wm. H. Field,
Adv. ugr., The Franlc A. ilunsey Co.,

New YorJc, N. Y.

Dear Sir:

It is customary to prefix the name of the addressee with some

title. The ordinary tide for a man is "Mr.," which is never spelled

out. Some writers still cling to the old form, "John Brown, Esq.,"

but this is no longer in good use. If, however, a man has a right to

a title, it is a mark of courtesy to address him by it. He should be

addressed as "Dr. John Brown," if he has taken a medical degree;

as "Prof. John Brown," if he is actually a professor in a college or

a university, but not if he is a public school teacher; as "Capt.,"

"Maj.," "Col.," or "Gen.," if he holds an army commission; as

"Rev.," "Rev. Dr.," or "Rt. Rev.," according to his position in the

church; as "Hon.," if he holds or has held a high political office. A
married woman should be addressed as "Mrs."; an unmarried

woman as "Miss"—which is not an abbreviation and requires no

period after it; a firm composed of women as "Mesdames" or "Misses,"

according as they are married or unmarried.

The proper salutation to use in addressing a firm is either "Gentle-

men" or "Dear Sirs"; the former is coming to be the more general

usage. In addressing a single person, "Dear Sir" is proper for a

man, "Dear Madam" for a woman, even if she is known to be single.

"Dear Miss" is never permissible; a young unmarried woman may

be addressed as "Dear Miss Brown," if "I^ear ^ladara" seems too

formal. The use of "Sir" alone as a salutation is too formal for

business correspondence. Such salutations as "Dear Mr. Brown,"

"My Dear Mr. Brown," and "My Dear Sir," imply a personal

acquaintance or considerable previous correspondence. "Dear

Friend" has no place in ordinary business correspondence.

Note the punctuation of the introduction. The several parts

15



6 BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE

(if the address are separated by commas, and the completed address

is marked by a period. The salutation may be followed by either

rx^<!^,.

(2) (c) 7?Uy(l^A^ /7'aJli:u&^ nii^^y / ^.^

yC*!^' ''''^^^^^Jc^ "^^^^.^yC-ill^ (/Dt^<^-t^- -T^^Mg^^si^ "^\^

Fig. 1. Correct Form for Personal Business Letter.

a colon, a colon and a dash, or a comma and a dash; the first punctua-

tion i.s perhaps the most common.

The body of the letter should contain the matter which led to

the writing of the letter. For its proper treatment, see Lesson II.

16



BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE 7

The conclusion of the letter should contain (e) a complimentary

close, and (/) the signature of the writer.

The complimentary close to be used is largely a matter of per-

sonal taste, or of the custom of the firm. The most impersonal forms

are "Yours truly," "Truly yours," "Yours very truly," "Very truly

yours." "Yours" alone is too curt to be courteous. The forms

"Respectfully," "Yours respectfully," "Yours very respectfully,"

"Very respectfully yours," imply a subtle deference which is not (juite

in accord with ordinary business correspondence, but which makes
them particularly appropriate in letters from applicants for a posi-

tion, from the ordinary man to one of high position, or from employe

to employer. "Yours sincerely," "Yours cordially, " and their

several variants, imply a degree of intimacy which should exist in

fact to justify their use in general business correspondence.

The complimentary close should always occupy a line by itself.

The first word only should begin with a capital letter, and a comma
should follow the whole expression. It is improper to abbreviate

any of the words in a complimentary close. "Y'rs," "Resp'tly," etc.,

convey an idea of haste or carelessness which amounts to discourtesy.

The signature of a letter should always be written with a pen,

never with a typewriter. A typewritten signature is neither courteous

nor legal. To avoid confusion and inconvenience, the signature

should always be written in the same way; it is a serious fault to sign

"John Henry Smith" one time, "John H. Smith" another time, and
"J. H. Smith," at a third writing. In a personal letter. Fig. 1, a

man should not prefix his name by "Mr." or by any title whatsoever;

a woman should always prefix either "Miss" or "Mrs.," as the case

may be, enclosing the title in parentheses; as, "(Mi.ss) Jane Brown,"
"(Mrs.) John II. Brown." The best usage requires a married

woman to use her own name as a signature, and to supplement it

with her husband's name, prefixed by "Mrs."; thus:

According to the same usage a widow should sign her own name,

prefixed by "Mrs." in j)arentheses; as, "(Mrs.) Jane A. StoU."

17



8 BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE

The business letter of a firm may be signed variously, according

to the usage of the firm. Except in form letters, however, it should

never be signed by the firm name only; as:

Uarsball Field & Co.

Aoerloan sobool or Correspondence

The firm name may or may not be a part of the signature; it is not

necessary, because it appears in the letterhead. If it is not made a

part of the signature, the name of the signer is usually followed by

the title of his position witli the firm; but his title may be omitted if

his name and position appear in the letterhead. If the signer has

no official title, he signs under the firm name, and prefixes his signa-

ture by "By." The following are proper signatures:

Yours_lrul7^ Very truly yours,

Publicity Manager. Secretary Eii-etisTon Woe*

Very truly yours, Yours t.ruly,
The Frank A. Munsey Co., .The Jewell Nursery Co.,

Advertising Manager.
.^^.-w ^r^^rt^

The postscript of a letter follows all the matter previously ex-

plained. It is introduced by the initials "P. S.," with or without a

following dash, and is sometimes followed by the writer's initials.

Strictly speaking, the postscript has no place in business cor-

respondence, because it is the sign of an afterthought, and after-

thoughts are not good business. However, it may properly be used

to call attention to an enclosure, or to matter sent by current mail;

or—in a business-getting form letter—to give emphasis to some

particular point or argument. (See Figs, (i, 10, and 12.)

The folding of a business letter is also prescribed by custom.

The letter sheet usual in business correspondence is 8^ X H
inches. This sheet should be folded once from bottom to top, and

then once from either side. Any other folding will give the letter

an unbusiness-like appearance, and make it less easy to open. In

case, however, the letter is to l)e mailed in u long envelope (legal size,

or "No. 0"), the sheet should be folded from bottom to middle, and

from top of sheet to bottom of fold.

18



BUSINESS CORRESPOXDEXCE 9

The envelope containing the letter should bear the name and

address that appears at the head of the letter. This is called the

snper.scripf.wn of the letter. The following are properly arranged

superscriptions

:

Aoerioan Sobool of Correspondenoe,
Cbloago,

111.

Amerloan Sohool of Correspondeaoe,
Cblcago, III.

Mr. 0. C. Ulller,
Seoretary Extension Worlc,

American Sobool of Correspoaaeaod^
Cbloago, 111.

Messrs. Marshall Field & Co.,
State, VaaningtoD, and Randolpn Sts.,

Cblcago, 111*

Up. John Brown,
123 state St.

,

Chlcaeo, 111.

The town and state may be written in one or two lines. The commas

following the lines are strictly correct, but many firms omit them to

save time. Every letter should be addressed correctly and legibly,

and the names of the states should be abbreviated according to the

suggestions of the Postoffice Department. The envelope of a letter

requiring foreign postage should be marked "5c" in the upper right-

hand corner, to insure its being correctly stamped.

In most matters of form each firm has formulated its own style,

which is probably correct. If, however, the correspondent is left

to form his own style, he should conform to some accepted usage.

The careless arrangement of a letter betrays ignorance of business

practice.

EXFRCISES

1. Arrange in proper form, capitalize and punctuate correctly,

the parts of letters given below. Supply any parts necessary.

1. Josiah J Hazen Adv Mgr McClures Magazine 44 60 east Twenty-

third St New York November 24 1909**** sincerely yours O .\ Brown

2. Manufacturers cigar co 288 S Center avenue Chicago September

9 1908 your advertisement in the morning papers caught my eye*****hoping

for an early answer I am yours respectfully Marvin Hughes 324 East st Cairo 111.
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10 BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE

3. 11 Flatiron Bldg New York city Oct 25 1909 American School of

Correapondence Chicago Dear sirs**** Marj' J Devine

4. Planters Hotel St Louis Mo Jan 3 1910 A Lehmann President The

Fair State Adams and Dearborn sts Chicago dear Mr Lehmann***** cordially

yours John E Graves

5. Chicago 111 Jan 5 1910 John E Graves Planters Hotel St Louis Mo
Dear Mr Graves****very truly yours A Lehmann president

G. Tampa Fla Feb 3 08 Henry W Nelson R F D 34 Minnetonka Minn
*** very truly yours J. W. Roberts & Son per J W Roberts Jr P S The sample

is mailed under separate cover Watch for it

7. R F D 34 Minnetonka Minn Feb 8 1908 J W Roberts & Son Tampa
Fla gentlemen****yours Henry W Nelson

2. Arrange in proper form, capitalize and punctuate correctly,

the superscriptions of the seven letters given above.

3. Complete one of the letters given in part above by supplying

its body—not less than three paragraphs on some business matter.

Arrange the completed letter in proper form.

PONT USE*

ABOVE as a noun, as, "He dictated the above;" or as an ad-

jective, as, "He dictated the above statement." Say, "He dictated

the above-mentioned (or, foregoing) statement."

ALL OF THEM. "Of them" is superfluous. "Some of

them" is correct.

ALLOW for "think," "think likely," "intend," or "say."

"Allow" means to offer no objection.

ALRIGHT. The correct spelling is "all right."

AMONG for "between." "Among" refers to more than two;

"between," to two only.

ANGRY ^4 7* in reference to persons. Say, "I am angry with

him;" "I am angry at the accident that delayed me."

ANTICIPATE for "hope," or "expect." "Anticipate" means

to expect with confidence and pleasure.

ANY as an adverb. Don't say, "T didn't walk any." Say,

"I didn't walk at all."

ANYHOW, ANYWAY. Don't say, "Anyhow, I don't care."

Say, "in any event," "at any rate," or, "be that as it may."

*Thia list of misuxed worda is far from oompleto. The correspondent should early form

the habit of conaulting a dictionary when in doubt reearding tho ex.ict mcaaing or i)ro])er UMafe

of a word.
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LESSON 11

THE BODY OF THE LETTER

As a writer of English, the business correspondent is governed

by the rules of English grammar in the use of words, sentences,

paragraphs, capitals, and punctuation marks; but as a business-

getter he is allowed considerable latitude in the inter|)retation of those

niles. Thus some of the form letters and "follow-ups" used as

illustrations disregard many of the general principles presented in

this Lesson, and still stand as models of their kind. These variations

are explained in Lessons XII, XIII, XIV, and XV.

A letter that is properly paragraphed is both more attractive

and more easy to read than one which is written solid. Similarly,

short paragraphs are usually more effective than long ones, and so

better adapted to business letters. It might be said that an average

paragraph should not contain over ten tj'pewritten lines—about

one hundred words; but such a paragraph would appear "long"

in a short letter, while in a long letter it would seem a good length.

Considered solely by its effect upon the eye, proper paragraphing is

a matter of proportion, and a given paragraph will appear long or

short according to the length and arrangement of the whole matter.

In illustration, compare the actual lengths of the paragraphs in Fig.

5, with the apparent length of the first paragraph in Fig. 11.

Any letter containing ten or more lines will be improved in ap-

pearance by being divided into at least two paragraphs, and almost

any letter can be so divided. The opening and closing sentences

of even a short letter are usually so distinct from the other matter

that they can be used as paragraphs without violating the thought.

Each subject discussed should be treated in a separate paragraph,

e\'en if it requires but two or three lines. If the discussion tends to

run much over ten lines, it is justifiable to force a paragraph where

the division will do the least hann to the sense; there is almost no

paragraph of one hundred words or more which does not show a

slight break in the thought, where a new paragraph might properly

be made. Compare Figs. 13 and 14.

The depth of the indoiitation of the paragraph is largely a matter of

choice; as a rule it shoiikl not exceed ten spaces. Whether the first paragraph

shoiild be indented uniformly with its successors, or should be dropped down
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12 BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE

from the end of the salutatibn, is a matter of dispute. The first method is

preferable chiefly because its regularity improves the general appearance of

the letter. Some firms have the practice of beginning both the different

parts of the address, and the several paragraphs composing the body of the

letter, flush with the left-hand type margin. This gives the letter a style

which has its attractive qualities, but which is better adapted to form letters

than to general correspondence. (See Fig. 26.)

Proper paragrapliing can result only from proper methods of

thought. A letter that i.s logical in the arrangement of its matter

will divide itself naturally into a series of complete and well-propor-

tioned paragraphs; a letter in which several different subjects are

jumbled together can be properly paragraphed only after it has been

rewritten. To say "Begin at the beginning, complete the first sub-

ject before taking up the second, and so on to the end of the letter,"

may sound ridiculous; but if correspondents followed that simple

rule more carefully they would write briefer and better letters. Con-

stant dictation tends to encourage a loose, illogical habit of thought,

which can be corrected only by a continual effort to separate the

several subjects to be treated, and to arrange them in the most effective

order.

What that order should be depends upon the nature of the

letter. In answering a letter it is usually wise to take up the several

subjects in the order in which they appear in that letter. This method

will make it easier for the reader to connect question and answer,

and will insure that the writer overlooks nothing of importance.

It is better to leave to the latter part of the letter the introduction of

new matter, because the reader will not be in a mental condition to

consider properly a new proposition until his own letter has been

satisfactorily answered. In arranging an original letter—that is,

one which is not a direct answer to a previous letter—it is a good plan

to handle first, those matters on which there has been previous cor-

respondence; then, those of which the reader may be supposed to

have some knowledge; and last, those which will be new to him. A
letter so arranged is logical because it progresses from the known to

the unknown, and it is particularly effective because it has the force

of a climax.

Neither of these methods of arrangement should be followed blindly.

Certain subjects are of such importance that they require presentation in the

first paragraph. If, for example, there has been anj' difference of opinion
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BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE 13

regarding the way in which an order has been filled, that difference should at

once be presented in its best light, whether or no it can be settled at that

writing, so that the reader will be in a mental condition to give full and un-

ci) (a) WALLACE. HILLS & COMPANY
STATE STREET AND WABASH AVENU8

CHICAGO. nj_

(b) Januarr t, 1910.

(2) (c) Mrs. JobD A. Stoll,
123 High St.,

OshlCOStl, Wt89.

(d) Dear Madam:-

(3) ThanK you for your order of tne 3ra Inst,, ati'l

remlltanoe of $21.65 In payment. The goods go forward today,
by Amerloan Express, In eocordanoe with your Instruotlooa.

The advertised price of the Hand Haamered Corree
Spoona, $1.25 each. Is for elngle spoons only. On orders
for hair a dozen we give our customers me advantage of ine
price for a dozen, wnlch Is $13.60. We acoordlngly enolose
a oredlt slip for 75^, wnioh you may apply on a future
order, or for wnieh we win send you oash, if you prefer.

Enclosed you will find samples of the new import-
ted Dimities, with price tags aiiacned. If none of these
exactly meets your needs, will you Kindly return the one
that comes the nearest and allow us to send you otner
samples? We have a ver' large line of these goods, and are
confident that we shall be sole to please you.

Wo are mailing you our catalogue of Spring dress
goods, ID which we are offering the newest styles and
fabrics at prices whlob aake them bargains.

(4) (e) Yours very truly,

Ugr. lien Order Dept.

Fig. 2. Correct Form for a General Business Letter.

prejudiced consideration to what follows. If the letter answers an inquiry

regarding an extension of time on a bill or a selling offer, or if it makes a new
proposition greatly to the advantage of the reader, that answer or proposition

should be the first thing in the first paragraph, in order to put the reader in a

complaisant and receptive frame of mind. After the big thing has been
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14 BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE

properly handled, the less important matters may follow in the usual order.

Such a letter will form an anticlimax, but it will fulfill its purpose. (See Fig.

21, and its answer, Lesson X.)

The first paragraph of a letter answering anotlier should refer

to the date of the letter answered. It should, however, avoid the

stereotyped phrase, "Referring to your esteemed favor of the 11th

inst., would say, etc.;" that is neither good English nor good business.

It should be the aim of the correspondent to put something of his

personality into his letter, and to make it individual. (See Fig. 2.)

There are other ways of opening a letter; as:

Our Fall and winter Catalogue, a«nt l3y current mall ID
answer to your Inquiry of the 11th Inst., will, »e believe, give
you full Information conoemlng the styles and prices in our
Ready-to-Wear lines. If, however, you desire further InfonDalloD^
etc. « « « «

Your order of the 11th Inst. Is already being prepared for
shipment. We regret to say, however, that a temporary brealtdown In
our factory will prevent us from shipping your full order, etc.

* * * *

Your orlticlem of our Shipping Deparimenl,' as expreased
ID your letter of the 11th Inst., seems to be Justified. If you
Hill return the damaged suits, at our expense, etc.

A letter acknowledging a remittance should repeat the amount,

and the purpose to which it is to be applied. In acknowledging an

order, it is not usual to repeat the order unless it consists of a single

item, or can be grouped under some general term. It is no longer

necessary to refresh a correspondent's memory by giving a synopsis

of his letter. Modern copying and filing methods make it possible

for either party to study the complete correspondence, if necessary,

and the writer has done enough if he includes in his first paragraph

the date of the letter answered, and a phrase that will identify it.

Lists of any kind—items in an order, specifications, names,

titles of books, etc.—should not be run into the body of a paragraph,

but should be written an item to a line, and the lines should be in-

dented. This arrangement enables the reader to distinguish easily

the several items, and to check or number them in any way that will

facilitate the handling of the letter. Note the proper method of writ-

ing the list in Figs. 1 and 21, and compare the appearance of the list

from Fig. 1 when run into one paragraph, as printed below:

Please send me, by American Express, the following arlloles,
as advertised by you in the •Chicago Record-Herald* of January 2nd:

1 German Silver Hexagon Mesh Bag, $8.60; 1 Baby's Sleeping Bag, $1.75;
1 Burnt Leather Pillow Slip, Brown, with Indian Head Design, $3.00;
1/2 dozen Hand Hammered Coffee Spoons, $8.10; Total, $21. &5. I enclose
pcelofflce money order #3281 for $21.65, In payment.
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BUSINPISS CORRESPONDENCE 15

The last paragrapli of the letter should be short and courteous.

It may convey the writer's appreciation of a courtesy shown hira,

his thanks for an order or a prompt remittance, or a request for an

early consideration of a proposition. It should avoid such phrases

as, "Thanking you again for your esteemed favor," "Trusting that

you will favor us with an early order," etc.; they mean nothing, and

only waste time. The last paragraph, like each of its predecessors,

should be business-like. When there is really nothing more to say,

the best thing to do is to add a courteous salutation and the signature.

For good examples of closing paragraphs, see Figs. 2, 18, and 21

.

The general appearance of a letter is important; it corresponds

to a man's personal appearance, and the reader will judge the writer

by its looks, just as he would judge him by iiis clothes or manner, if

talking to him in person. If he approves of the appearance of the

letter, or the man, he will be much more ready to listen than if the

letter were slovenly, or the man untidy.

Single-spaced typewriting gives the letter a better appearance than

double-spaced; it is more compact, and it allows a more definite separation

of the paragraphs by means of double spacing. It has the further advantage

of making it possible to get the ordinary letter upon one sheet, which makes

it appear more easy to read, and which is also a great convenience in filing.

If the letter has an ample margin on either side, it can be read as easily as if

it were double-spaced. The margin should never be less than an inch.

The general appearance of the letter depends largely upon its

arrangement upon the letter sheet. However well it may be phrased,

paragraphed, and punctuated, it will lose much of its force if it is

placed haphazard upon the paper. It should be so arranged that

it has a symmetrical appearance, with about the same margin all

around; or, if it is a short letter written upon a full size letterhead,

it should at least have the same margin top and bottom. For the

value of proper arrangement, study the Figures reproduced as good

examples.

EXERCISES

1. Copy the following letter, arranging it properly on a sheet

by itself; capitalize and punctuate it:

Room 7 Rookery bldg Chicago 111 Feb 18 1910 Mgr A C McClurg & co

Chicago 111 dear Sir on monday the 7th inst I purchased at your store a set of

Dirkens's complete works latest edition 15 vols paying for them $15 in cash

tlie clerk promised that they woulil be deHvereil at my home address given
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16 BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE

below not later than Wednesday night but they have not come yet will you

kindlj' look into the matter it would seem that the books must have been

misdirected as there is always some one at home if necessary I can stop in dur-

ing the luncheon hour and see the clerk who made the sale I believe I should

remember him very truly yours Miss Harriet Northam 29 Grove st Evanston

2. Write an answer to the letter given above, stating that the

books were not delivered because they were temporarily out of stock,

that they will be sent in two or three days, and that you supposed that

Miss Northam had been notified to that effect; tell her it will not be

necessary for her to call at the store, and apologize for the trouble

caused her. Sign your own name as manager.

3. Write a letter which will illustrate the logical arrangement

of matter in a letter. Supply your own details.

4. Write a letter which will illustrate the effect of putting the

important part of the letter in the opening paragraph. Supply your

own details.

SEND TO THE SCHOOL YOUR EXERCISES FOR LESSONS I and II.

DON'T USE

AUGHT for "ought." "Aught" means any part; "ought," as a

noun, is a corruption of "naught," meaning a cipher.

AVOCATION for "vocation." "Vocation" means a calling

—that is, a regular occupation; an "avocation" is that which takes a

man from his "vocation."

AWFUL for "very," or to express the superlative degree.

"Awful" means inspiring awe.

BACK OF. Say, "behind the desk."

BALANCE for "remainder," or "rest." A bookkeeper obtains

a "balance" from his books; he obtains a "remainder" by subtraction.

Don't say, "The balance of the party staid behind;" say, "The rest

of the party staid behind."

BECAUSE WHY. "Why" is superfluous.

BELONG without a word or phrase explaining to what some-

thing belongs. "They all belong in the same city (or, to the same

club)" is correct.

BLAME ON. Don't say, "He blames his trouble on me;"

say, "He blames me for his trouble."
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LESSON in

THE WORDING OP THE LETTER

The business letter represents the firm as much as does the man
in whose place it is sent. No reputable firm will tolerate a careless

or impudent clerk, or a salesman who confuses business and bungles

orders; and no reputable firm will keep a correspondent who writes

impudent, careless, or unbusiness-like letters. In some ways a bad

business letter is more detrimental than a bad employe, because the

offensive letter puts its damaging statements into permanent form,

where they can be referred to at any time, or produced for the ex-

amination of a third party. Successful business correspondence,

therefore, depends upon a constant observance of five cardinal prin-

ciples: clearness, completeness, brevity, courtesy, and tact.

While these characteristics are matters of expression, they are based

upon habits of thought. A man who thinks in long, involved sentences, may
be sufficiently skillful to "boil down" his letter through successive rewritings

to a proper brevity of expression; but that is the wrong way to go about it.

As few men have the time to write a letter more than once, thej"^ must be able

to put it in proper form the first time. It is onlj'- incidentally the province

of this textbook to teach proper methods of thought; but it is well within its

province to insist upon the importance of the correspondent's training himself

to think clearly, logically, and accurately.

Clearness. Clearness requires that a letter should say what it

has to say in a manner that cannot possibly be misunderstood. It

is not enough that it shall be sufficiently plain to be mastered by two

or three readings; it should be so plain and so unmistakable that it

can be read and understood at a glance. Every business letter is

likely to be read hurriedly and by several different persons, none of

whom can give any unnecessary time to its perusal; and if a letter,

even after several readings, fails to convey what it was meant to say,

the letter is wasted, and its purpose is unfulfilled. It is better to

write no letter at all, than one that fails to perform its function, and

so creates an additional obstacle to overcome in future correspondence.

Every business letter concerns money, either directly or indirectly,

and all money matters require careful handling, whether they concern

a few cents, or thousands of dollars.

Clear expression comes only from clear thinking; clear thinking

depends both upon a knowledge of the matter to be discussed, and
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18 BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE

upon the ability to arrange ideas in an orderly manner. It is a mis-

take to try to answer a letter without having mastered all the previous

correspondence to which it may refer, and the whole subject which

it concerns. It is good business practice to answer all letters promptly;

it is better business practice never to answer a letter until it can be

answered finally, with a full knowledge and understanding of the facts

in the case. It is a further aid to clear expression to think only of

business during business hours. Baseball scores and social events

are well enough in their places, but they have no place in business

correspondence. They will intrude upon it, at least to the extent of

confusing it, if the mind is allowed to dwell upon them when it should

be intent on business matters.

Completeness. Completeness requires that a business letter

shall contain all that is necessary to its understanding, without oblig-

ing the reader to refer to letters that have preceded it. This does

not mean that it shall contain a synopsis of all that has gone before,

but that it shall be complete in itself, and shall make a definite part

of the complete correspondence. Letters usually lack completeness

because the writer unconsciously takes the attitude that a firm with

which he has frequent correspondence must be as familiar with their

mutual affairs as he is. That might be true if correspondence were

always handled by the same person; but it may be handled by any

one of half a dozen different men, according to its nature.

A letter that conforms to the mechanical requirements explained in the

preceding Lessons, and that possesses clearness, will be complete in many im-

portant respects. It should also contain all details pertaining to the subjects

that it treats. If it is answering an inquiry, it should answer all queries,

however trivial they may seem. If it is giving or acknowledging an order,

it should make the order specific, and contain a definite statement regarding

its yhipment. If it is making or acknowledging a remittance, it should state

the amount and purpose of the remittance. If it is making or handling a

complaint, it should cover every detail neceesary to the understanding and

settlement of the difficulty.

Brevity. Brevity requires that the letter shall treat of business

matters only, and that it shall convey its ideas in as few words as

clearness, completeness, and courtesy will permit. The last require-

ment is much the more important. The average business correspond-

ent tries to attain brevity by sacrificing completeness and courtesy;

he omits essential facts and adopts a curt style, instead of using con-
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BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE 19

cise and exact expressions. Proper brevity is secured by making every

word tell, not by using the discourteous abbreviations, and the

choppy, ungrammatical style which many people regard as "business

WALLACE. HILLS & COMPANY
STATE STREET AND WABASH AVENUE

CM4CAOO. ILL

Dec. U, 1909.

Mtstra. Anderaon & King,
tle» Tork, N. T.

Oentlemen:

We acknowledge your valued order at the 8th Inst for on*

#1 Snapshot Camera, size 2 ;< x 4 U. as listed tn rour

catalogue at fl2.20. This Includes the camera listed at t'0>

carrying case at tl.50, and the film pack at |.70, making

a total of }12.20. We are, hoiteirer, unable to allow a discount

of 40^ on the fllo pack, as 2bi Is absolutely the best price

we ever alio* on rilo packs. Our original quotation, giving |roa

« net price equal to 40i on the Snapshot Camera, did not cover

film packs or other eapplles. We are able to make yoa the sane

conoesslona on the carrying case, but o net price equal to

2bt only on the film pack.

We desire a definite understanding In this respect so aa

to avoid any future complications: so when placing ordera

hereafter, please do not mention the discount on the order.

Ve >tll Invoice the goods at net prices, wnlcn could be equal

to 40^ on both the camera and the carrying cases, and a dis-

count equal to 2S< on the packs.

•e ara shipping the outfit today, by United Stale* Express.

Thanking you for the order, •» beg to remain,

Tours very truly.

ABP/C. Mgr. Camera Department

Fig. 3. A Letter That Is Olear, Complete, and Property Brief.

English." Proper brevity is rendered doubly valuable because of

the number of persons to whom each letter must go for its proper

handling, and the .short time that each can give to a single letter.
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If the letter lacks brevity it cannot be handled with the usual faciKty,

and the attempt to handle it so may cause confusion and trouble.

However, an answer to a letter which is full of personalities

must sacrifice brevity to a certain extent, or the correspondent will

take offense. When a man writes that he has recently been married,

or a woman announces that little Johnny has just recovered from the

whooping cough, that man or woman supposes that the reader will

be interested in the news, and expects some acknowledgment of the

announcement. Such letters are frequent in the correspondence of

mail-order houses. They are an evidence of the personal interest

felt by the writer for that particular house, and, however annoying

and out of place they may be in a business house, they should be an-

swered in kind.

In illustration of the preceding paragraphs, compare Fig. 3

with its briefer form:

Dear Sir:
Y'rs of 8th Inst, rec'd, and outfit goes forward today by

express. Dlsoount of 40<X, on list price good for Camera, but on
film packs can allow only 254). Hereafter please order by Hat
price; we will Invoice at net prices, allowing dlsoounle as agreed.

Yours truly,

This example lacks clearness because it does not fully explain the

difference in discounts, nor why Anderson & King are requested

to quote only list prices. It lacks completeness because it does not

state the name, number, or price of the camera ordered, nor the ex-

press company by which it is shipped. It makes too great an effort

to be brief in its use of the abbreviations "y'rs" and "rec'd," and

in failing to give the details necessary for a clear understanding of

the difference in discounts.

Courtesy. Courtesy requires that all correspondents shall be

treated as gentlemen, however discourteous their letters may be.

Courtesy is shown partly in the attitude taken toward the correspond-

ent, but quite as much in the manner in which his wants are attended

to, and the language in which he is addressed.

No man would expect to promote business by being impudent

or insulting to customers who came to him in person; too many men
appear to think that a customer, who is handled by mail only, may
be insulted or bulldozed with impunity. This opinion is particularly

prevalent among young correspondents, who are inclined to think it

"smart" and "funny" to talk by letter as they would not dare to talk
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to a customer in person. Successful businesses are not built up by

such methods, and no house worth working for will tolerate such

conduct on the part of its employes.
'

Business is too hard to get to be thrown away lightly. Answer-

ing inquiries, however foolish they may seem, is part of the regular

business of the correspondent; as is the prompt and courteous adjust-

ment of complaints, however unjust they may be. The fact that a

man writes angrily, discourteously, and unreasonably, is no reason

why he should be answered in like manner; on the contrary, it is the

best reason why the answer should take the opposite tone, both to

shame him by contrast and to handle him effectually.

A customer is entitled to ordinary courtesy because he is, pre-

sumably, a gentleman; and to special courtasy because he is a cus-

tomer. The fact that he shows himself to be anything but a gentle-

man does not justify treating him discourteously; to follow his example

is to sink to his level. The fact that he has purchased goods should

be regarded as a favor, because it is probable that he could have

obtained just as acceptable goods and just as attractive prices from

one of a dozen other concerns. His decision not to go elsewhere in

the first place may have been influenced by the reputation of the

several firms for business courtesy.

Tact. Tact in business, as in other things, implies making the

other person feel at ease by giving him the impression that, under

similar circumstances, anyone would feel and act just as he does.

Business tact is applicable to a considerable extent in business-

getting letters, where it enables the writer to put himself in the reader's

place, to think as he will be likely to think, and to meet the objections

which he is apt to present. It is particularly applicable to general

business correspondence, enabling its skillful user to "turn down"

a man without hurting his feelings, to show him the injustice of his

[)osition while persuading him to see things differently, and to keep

his good will and respect even if, for business reasons, it seems better

to lose his trade.

A sound business is built not alone upon honest goods, honest

dealings, and honest profits, but as much upon the mutual goodwill

and respect of the two parties concerned. Tact does not mean

giving in to a man who is unreasonable ov unjust in his demands,

but it does mean believing that he has some reason for his attitude,
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and, if an agreement is impossible, disagreeing without being dis-

agreeable. A customer is worth to a business house not only the

profits that he puts upon its books, but also the reputation that he

gives it. Ever}' man's opinion carries some weight, and tact makes

it easy to retain the good opinion of every man who has any dealings

with the firm.

In illustration of the value of courtesy and tact, compare the

letter given below with its more courteous and tactful version in

Fig. 4.

Dear Madam:
We are In receipt of your letter of the 23rd Inst., asking

us to explain why the blue-figured Dimity, suoh as you bought of
us for 22 cents a yard. Is no» advertised by us at 18 oenis. The
explanation 18 simple: you made your purchase when the goods were
Just placed on sale; the present price, as our last advertisement
plainly states, is made on remnants. In order to close out the
line. Under the circumstances we must decline to consider your
suggestion hat we refund to you the difference in price.

Yours very truly,

Both letters contain the same matter, but it is self evident tliat

the example will only further irritate a dissatisfied customer, while

Fig. 4, without giving offense, will probably cause her to appreciate

her unreasonableness.

HXERCISES

1

.

Write a letter for Wallace, Hills & Co., explaining an error

in shipping a bill of goods. Pay particular attention to clearness,

completeness, and proper brevity. Supply your own <letails.

2. Write a letter for Wallace, Hills & Co., to an irate customer

who has some cause for complaint, but who has allowed his anger

to befog his judgment. He is a valued customer, and a person of

influence in his town, so use courtesy and tact. Supply your own

details.

DONT USE

BOOST for "increase," or "assist." Don't say, "He boosted

the business," "He gave me a boost in business;" say, "He increased

(or, enlarged) the business," "He assisted me in business."

BOTH ALIKE. "Alike" is superfluous.

BRAN-NEW. The correct spelling is "brand-new."

BROKE for "broken." Don't say, "I'm broke;" say, "I'm

broken;" or (what is really meant) "I have no money."
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BULK for "greater part." Don't say, "I sold the bulk of the

stock;" say, "I sold the greater part of the stock."

BY for "of." Don't say, "I know a man by the name of Smith
;"

say, "I know a man of the name of Smith.
'

CALCULATE for "think," "intend," etc. Don t say, "I cal-

culate he's the man," "I calculate to go tomorrow:" say, "I think he's

the man," "I intend to go tomorrow."

CHARACTER for "reputation" or "recommendation." "Char-

acter" is what a man really is; "reputation" is what the world thinks

In'm to be. A "recommendation" may give a man a good "reputation
;"

it cannot give him a "character." Don't say, "My last employer

gave me a good character;" say, "My last employer gave me a recom-

mendation;" it would not be a "recommendation" if it were not

"good."

CHUCK-FULL. The correct .spelling is "chock-full."

CLAIM for "assert" or "maintain." "Claim" means to demand

as one's own; "assert," to state positively; "maintain," to defend

by argument.

CONSTANTLY for "continually." "Constantly" means at

regular intervals; "continually," without ceasing.

CONTINUE ON. "On" is superfluous.

CO-OPERATE TOGETHER. "Together" is superfluous.

COUPLE for "two." "Couple" means two things coupled or

united by some bond. A man and wife are properly "a couple;"

"two" books, "two" dollars, etc., are not.

DAMAGE for "cost" or "charge." Don't say, "What is the

damage?" say, "What is the cost (or, charge)?"

DEAL for "bargain." Don't say, "I closed the deal;" say.

"I close<l the bargain."

DEMEAN i'oT "debase" or "degrade." "Demean" means

(() behave.

DIE for "long for," and similar expressions. Don't say, "T

am dying for a drink of water;" say, "I am longing for a drink of

water,'' or "I want a drink of water very much."

DIRECTLY for "at once," or "as soon as." Don't say, "I

will come directly;" say, "T will come at once."

DISREMEMBER for "forget." "Disremeraber" is no longer

in good use.
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LESSON IV

THE TONE OF THE LETTER

The tone of the letter is determined both by its matter, and by

the impression that its writer wishes to produce. An order written

by one firm to another in the ordinary course of business may be

expressed in the briefest terms consistent with clearness and com-

pleteness, without giving offense; but a letter asking a favor, or en-

deavoring to bring another man to a different way of thinking, or

attempting to appease a dissatisfied customer, requires the utmost

care in its phrasing.

Many correspondents fail to attain the end desired because

they can see only one side of a question, and that their own. It

seems idle to suggest that every question has at least two sides; but

that is the first thing to consider in handling a delicate problem in

correspondence. The easiest way to get a man to change his mind

is first to agree with him so far as is possible, and then to show him

how slight the difference of opinion really is. In finally convincing

him, it may be necessary to take direct issue with him; but first siding

with him makes it possible to put him in a state of mind suitable to

a calm and careful consideration of the arguments presented. To
do this requires an unlimited amount of tact, a deal of careful courtesy,

and a strong determination not to take nor give offense; but it is worth

all the time and care required.

"Put yourself in his place" is the first principle of successful

correspondence. Every subject should be viewed as nearly as

possible in the light in which it will appear to the reader. It is im-

possible to think another man's thoughts, but it is possible to come

so near to his habits of thought that he can be unconsciously in-

fluenced It is important that the correspondent should not lose

his patience or his temper, however much occasion he may have.

The average man is ashamed of himself as soon as he has mailed a

"scorching" letter; it is much better policy to take advantage of his

shame by making one's courtesy emphasize his lack of it, than to

bring shame upon one's self by answering him in kind. As different

diseases demand different remedies, so different men and different

circumstances demand different treatment; but "like cures like"

is not an infallible rule in business correspondence. This insistence
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on tact and courtesy may seem to be mere theorizing, but observation

and experience will prove it to be based upon sound fact.

When the correspondent has put himself in his reader's place,

WALLACE. HILLS & COMPANY
STATE STREET AND WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO. ILL.

Msrob 18, 1810.
,

ura. John a. stoii,
123 Htgn St.,

OsDicosn wieo.

Dear Madam:

-

While 11 IS true that *e are now Qdvertlslog at IS^

a yard clue figured Olmlty for vhlch you paid 28^ In

January, tie are selling remnaats only. These gooda proved

80 popular at 32^ that ne «ere unable to fill some or the

later orders, and ne had only a Tew odds and ends to put on

the bargain oounier. We were advertising similar bargains

at the time of your purchase, but »e tooK It for granted

mat you preferred to pay a Utile more In order to get tUe

newest patterns.

We can readily understand that you object to paying

more for goods man others are aslsed to pay, but we believe

you will agree with us that the goods were worth wnat we

asK.ed for then in January, and that we are justiried in

getting what we can out or tna remnants left on our shelves.

Wo thant you for allowing ua to explain this matter In detail,

and trust that you will find our explanation satisfaotory.

Assuring you of our appreolatlon for your patronage,

I am

CBH-0««

Youra very truly,

Ugr. Mali Order Dapt.

Fig. 4. A Letter That is Courteous and Tactful.

and has determined how best to convince him, even against his will,

his method of handling him becomes largely a mechanical matter.

The letter may be business-like but courteous, genial or cifusive,
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wmtliful or apologetic, pei*suasive or peremptory, argumentative or

conciliatory, familiar or dignified; but while its tone will be deter-

mined by the attitude decided upon by the correspondent, its striking

that tone will depend upon his knowledge of the possibilities of the

English language. Just as a skilled musician can compose many

different tunes from the same few notes, so the expert correspondent

am produce many different effects with the same words.

The tone of a letter is affected to a considemble extent by the

length of the sentences composing it. Short sentences give a letter

a snap and directness which are most desirable in the regular routine

of business correspondence, but which may be fatal when the occasion

calls for delicate treatment. Long sentences, on the other hand,

give an impression of geniality and studied courtesy which is very

effective in cases requiring special treatment, but which is unneces-

sary in ordinary correspondence. If the sentences are properly

constructed, it is usually possible to make them appear long or short

at will^ by a mere change in their punctuation. The change of a

semicolon or a comma to a period can often be made without doing

any damage to the construction of the sentence; and similarly a period

can be changed to a semicolon or a comma to produce the opposite

effect. In either case it is usually necessary to add or eliminate

certain connective words or phrases; but as these are simply con-

nectives they will affect the tone of the letter, rather than its sense.

In illustration, note the difference in tone of the following examples,

which reproduce the openings of two New Year's letters used on suc-

cessive years by the same correspondence school. Note also that

the length of the paragraph is governed by the length of the sentences

composing it. The first example shows how the use of short sen-

tences adds to the snap and pointedness of the ideas expreSvSed.

Dear Sir:
A Happy New Year to you, and many or them!

What? You don't see anything lo oe happy ebout? You're
still at the same old Job, at the same old pay?

If that's the case, my frienJ, you're luoty to have any
Job and fcet any pay. You've fajlen down, failed to mane good, got
in a rut, that'3 what's the matter with you. The boss la iieeplng

you on only because he Knows you oan do tetter, and hopes you win,

Ob, yes, he is! Strike hlra for a raise, and see. He'll
cut a flea in your ear that'll malce your head buzz. 'He'll say: "A
man who oan't earn a raise In a year's time -" Etc.
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The following example shows how the use of long, smooth sentences

gives an easy, genial expression to the thought:

Dear Sir:
TniB Is the season onen a man looks baok over ttie past

year and wonders Just where the time has gone, and what good It
has done him. You will catch yourself doing this Involuntarily
when you are feeling tired or "Olue," when things have not gone
Quits right with the worli, or you have to plnoh the pennies too
light at home. And when you rememher how far ahead me year
would have put you, If you had devoted some of your spare time
to systematic study, you will say to yourself: "There was where
I made a big ml6ta):e!" Etc.

A device somewhat similar is the use of the dash in the place

of the more conventional punctuation marks—chiefly in the place

of the comma or semicolon. This cannot be considered a violation

of the niles of punctuation, but is rather an exhibition of the value

and possibilities of the dash. The dash indicates a break in the

thought, caused either by the introduction of extraneous matter,

or produced deliberately to jolt the reader into paying particular

attention to the matter following the dash. The latter use is exceed-

ingly effective, especially in selling letters, when used with discretion,

and without doing violence to the structure of the sentence. A letter

so punctuated is often more effective than one interlarded with capitals

and underlined words, because it makes a better appearance, and

because it can give equal prominence to a succession of important

statements. A sentence so punctuated might make a long sentence,

if punctuated in the usual way; but the divisions into which it is cut

by the dashes must be short, or tlie desired effect will not be obtained.

For the effectiveness of this trick of punctuation, study its use in

Figs. 5, 7, and 2G.

The person in which the letter is written has un important in-

fluence upon its tone. While it is the exceptional letter which con-

fines itself to one person throughout, every correct letter is dominated

by one person, so that letters may properly be said to be in the first,

second, or third person, according to the dominant pronoun.

Too many correspondents allow the first person to dominate

their correspondence, not through an overweening sense of their

own importance, but through carelessness. In applying for a posi-

tion, giving an opinion upon a proposition, or handling any other

matter where personality is of importance, it is proper enough to use

the first person; but in most correspondence it is more courteous, and
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much more effective, to keep the writer in the background. This

appHes equally to the insistent use of the plural "we" that stands^

for the firm which the correspondent represents. It might be well to

make it a rule never to begin a letter with "we," to begin as few para-

graphs as possible with it, and to use that handy but rather pompous-

sounding pronoun as little as possible. The secret of this matter is

that the correspondent who makes too free use of the first person is

apt to get an undue idea of the importance of himself or liis firm, and

to assume a domineering attitude in his effort to make a forceful

presentation of his side of the matter. In the following paragraph the

underlines were not in the original; they are used to emphasize the

impression which the overabundant "we" must make on the reader.

We compiled the Cyclopedia of Civil Engineering to help
you in your everyday aort. _we want, you to add the books to
your working library, to keep them at your elbow and use them
every day. We are sure that you will find nothing else pub-
lished on the subject that will give you so much practical
help and up-to-date Information. We should like to send you
e/eet, express prepaid, for five days' free examination. We'll
jjay return charges. If you don't like the books.

The use of the third person gives the letter a cold and distant

tone which is out of place in most business correspondence. It is

proper for a letter of reprimand or dismissal, for the discussion of a

difference of great moment, or for the approach of a person far

removed in the business or social scale; but is not a business-getting

tone. ^Vhen used in connection wath the indefinite pronoun "one,"

and the passive voice, it is altogether out of place in business corre-

spondence. The impersonal tone is proper enough for the discussion

of an impersonal matter; but when the letter is intended to impress

ideas or arguments upon the reader, it cannot be too personal in tone.

Note the lack of personal application of the statements made in the

following paragraph; the effect is again heightened by underlining:

One brings to the labor marUet his time, his strength, and
whatever training he_ aiay have. All men have for sale time, and
some degree of strength; so one's salary win depend chiefly upon
bis training. Long and faithful service alone will not fit one
for the position he wants. It wtii take hlni all his life toTearn
a trade or a profession by practice alone, and 6y tne time he has
mastered li h£ will be too old to use his Knowledge. By supFle-
menllng Ole practical experience with systematic study, one can get
Just as thorough training In inree or five years, and have left the
beat part of hla life In whlon to en^Joy the results' of his fore-
elgdiedness.
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Obviously, then, the preferable person is the second, because

its use is a delicate courtesy to the reader, and a tacit assurance that

his point of view has been given due consideration. It has also the

Zmtxican dc^ool of €oTrt0pon&tnct

jBn\iar7 3, 1910.

Henry W. Morton,
Newstead, Hasa.

Dear Sir:

What kind of man does your boss promote? If you don't

know, rind out — keep your eyes and ears open — ask questions when
you get a chance. Idake It your buslnees to know why men are

hired or fired — and how you can get ahead.

Just now your boss Is busy taking stock — figuring up
profit and loss for' 1909 —laying plans for 1910 —getting ready
to make this the best year he ever had. He Is going over your

fecord —your failures and successes — your Interest or lack of
It — your ability to handle new si tuatlons — your progress
during the past — your prospects for the year to come.

Can you do better than to follow bis example?" — to tak«

e'tock of your record, your prospects? Your employer studies
how to increase his producing ability — correct his mistakes —
Bake things come his way. Prepare for opportunity In advance—?
then you can spend your time and energy in "making good" when
opportunity comes..

When your employer wants specific Information — h»
sends a man to dig It out for him. He hasn t time to go him

—

self — nor, perhaps, the ability to get at the facts — but he
will pay well for the information. Our textbooks present the
experience and investigations of experts — they enable you to

get at valuable facts — to do the special work which brings
special pay.

Home study —-during your spare time — will put the
cutting edge on your training. This certificate — used within
thirty days — ent 1 ties you to a complete and practical library,
free of cost. If you wuh, pay |3.00 a month — at the 16.00
a month rate. Make youreelf the kind of a man that your b08»
will prouotel

Very truly yours.

<!?

Secretary Extension Work.,

Fig. 5. Illustration of Punctuation by Dashes.

valuable quality of making a letter seem as personal as if the writer

were talking to the reader face to face, and so gives it a directness

that will go a long way toward attaining its end. This is particularly

true in form letters, "follow-ups," and other selling letters that are
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sent to liundreds and often thousands of persons, of all natures and

circumstances. This little trick of writing personally will often

strengthen weak points in the letter, which othensvise could not be

helped. This trick may seem too obvious to deceive any one; but,

while the average reader quickly recognizes it, he is nevertheless

influenced by this friendly and personal tone. It is a trick which

can hardly be overdone, if it is well done. Its greatest danger lies

in the fact that it may lead the writer to become unduly argumentative

and talkative. This danger can be avoided by presenting the general

arguments in the third person, and vese^^•ing the second person for

driving the application home to the reader. (See Fig. 5.) Compare

the effect produced by the following paragraphs with their effect

when previously used in illustration:

You need ibe Cyclopedia of Civil Engineering to nelp you
In your everyday worlc. You sftould add me boojts lo your worltlng
library, keep them at your elbow and use tnem every day. You mil
find noiblng else publlsned on tne subject ibal will give you so
mucn practical help and up-to-date Inrormailon. You should let ua

send you a set, express prepaid, for five days' free exacolnatlon.

If you don't want the books, we'll pay return charges.

» * * *

You bring lo the labor market your time, your strength, and
whatever training you may have. All men have for sale time, and
some degree of strength; so your salary will depend chiefly upon
your training. • Long and faithful service alone will not fit you
for tbe position you want. It will take you all your life to learn
a trade or a profession by practice alone, and by the time you
have mastered it you win be loo old to use your knowledge. By
supplementing your practical experience with syetemailc study, you
can get Just as thorough training in three or five years, and have
left the best part of your life In which to enjoy tne results of
your foreslghtedness.

The use of a limited amount of slang in a business letter may

be not only excused but even commended; this is particularly true

in a business-getting letter. By .flang is not meant the terms and

expressions peculiar to business, for they compose a business dialect

which is justified by their brevity and directness. The ordinary

slang of the street has a value of its own when used to relieve the

monotony of an otherwise dry presentation of facts, or to convey

an idea in an expression so pat and so catchy that it cannot easily

be forgotten. Slang should, however, be used witli moderation;

it should never approach vulgarity; and it should be carefully adapted

both to the subject and to the reader. It would not be policy to try

to sell Bibles by a slangy letter, nor to approach the dignified head
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of a big firm with a verbal slap on the back. Fig. 6, a reproduction

of a letter actually sent by one advertising man to others of the same

class, illustrates the effective use of slang.

In circular selling letters, where the reader knows that the

arguments are not really personal, it is often possible to use effectively

a tone that is best described as "fresh" and flippant. Business men

enjoy getting a breezy letter occasionally, especially if it is cleverly

done; they will often give to its proposition more attention than they

otherwise would—perhaps more than it really deserves. This tone

is a dangerous one, however; unless used with the utmost care, it will

lead to the writing of many letters which are simply "smart" and

which fail entirely to promote the business on which they are sent.

The first business of a selling letter is to get business. If it can best

accomplish that by the use of a rather unusual tone, it is justified in

adopting that tone; but, however clever it may be, it is not successful

unless it brings the business. Fig. 7 illustrates the effective use of

the flippant style. The two letters reproduced in Figs. 6 and 7 have

many characteristics in common; indeed, they might be said to rep-

resent different degrees of the same tone, rather than different tones.

EXERCISES

1. Write a letter for A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago, addressed

to the librarian of your public library, announcing the publication

of a new "History of Chicago," and asking the librarian to use his

influence to have the book placed in his library. Use the second

{)erson as far as possible. Supply any details necessary to make it

a forceful selling letter.

2. Write a letter for the Rambler Automobile Co., Kenosha,

Wise, that will sell a 1910 model, high speed, "gentleman's roadster"

to men who like to travel fast. Make it personal, snappy, and busi-

ness-like. Sujjply any necessary details.

SEND TO THE SCHOOL YOUR EXERCISES FOR LESSONS III and IV.

DON'T USE

EFFECT for "affect." "Effect" means to accomplish ; "affect,"

to influence.

ENDORSE ON THE BACK OF. "Endorse" means to write

upon the back of, therefore "on the back of" is superfluous.
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LESSON V

SUITING THE STYLE TO THE READER

One of the marks of the successful business correspondent is

adaptability—the skill to suit the style of his letters both to his firm

and to his readers. It is the business of the correspondent to approach

all classes of men in such a way that he will get a hearing from them,

but it is a further proof of his skill to be able to do this in a manner

that will uphold the standards of his firm, A correspondent for a

bond selling house may be called upon to deal with all classes

—

bankers, professional men, educators, business men, saloonkeepers,

housewives, working women—many of whom he may not know as

individuals; and it will be his duty to approach each class in the

manner that will best appeal to it, without lowering the dignity of

his firm.

A letter which would appeal to a banker might be entirely lack-

ing in selling power if addressed to a small shop keeper, and vice

versd; but it is exactly this problem which is continually confronting

the correspondent. Similarly, a letter from a cigar manufacturer,

announcing to the trade the merits of a new brand of cigars, should

be couched in different language than that used in a letter in which

a banking firm announces the sale of a new lot of bonds (compare

Figs. 8 and 24); but it is in his handling of just such problems that

the business correspondent is distinguished from the mere letter writer.

In order to make the difference more obvious, this Lesson will make

use of examples which are properly selling letters; letters handling

general correspondence would show the same difference; but, as they

would be confined to more routine work, the" would not make the

difference so distinct.

The last ten years have seen a great change in business correspondence;

this is only in keeping with the general trend in business methods. It used

to be considered good business for the correspondent to make a sale by mis-

representing the goods of his own firm, or running down competitors; the cor-

respondent was not held responsible, provided he got the business. But
business men have learned to have a pride in their business, and to consider

such methods unbecoming; they have learned, too, that such methods do not

pay in the long run, and that honest and dignified methods do. It is still

allowable for a correspondent to adapt his style and methods to the individual

or class with which he is dealing, but always with the reservation that he must
protect the honor and dignity of his firm.
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The first problem, then, is how far the dignity of the firm may

be strained in adapting the style and proposition to the habits and

mentaUtv of the man addressed. It is understood that "class"

Hand, Knox & Co.
KtinHriir *(p«icsti>T*Tivi8

•oyci •oa.oiias

CHfCA.oo. rtC, '•»>, 39, 1908.

Aatrlcftn School of Corr«apond«na«,
Chicago, 111.

Oshtlsaan:

Lookiag for quiolt r«turns and profitable onet?

Sural

Then you'll be gla4 to kno» the absolute trutb about
theee t«o splendid waelclles.

They are top-not«h(irs.

They are uniformly good In bringing replies at a prlea the
advertiser oan well afford to pay.

Some advertiser* use them both every week, Others find
big copy once a month more profitable.

Nearly every one who uses then however is satisfied.

Better join this bunch of satisfied ones.

Better— far better—use them now than to put the aatcer
off «v«n a week or two.

Uow about you?

Yours very truly,

HAND, KNOK i CO,

P. S, Tire Kansas City Weekly Journal and the St. Paul Paroere Weekly
Dispatch are included in the National Llet a combination of twenty-
seven Saturday and Sunday Home papers and Parn and Paolly Weeklies.

The circulation of the Rational List exceeds one million and a
half copies per week. The rate t* only |2.25 per line each insertion.

Fig. 6. Letter Showing Effective Use of Slang.

distinctions are made here only to provide a working basis, and not

at all to cast reflections upon any type of men. The men to whom
Fig. 8 would appeal would be of many different types; they would

form a "class" only through their supposed liking for cigars.
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34 BUSINESvS CORRESPONDENCE

It will be admitted that dignity should play a large part in the

correspondence of the banker, the bond and investment broker,

the wholesaler, and the retailer who is commonly kno\\Ti as tlie "better

class," because he appeals to customers who have more money to

spend. Consen-ative investors and particular purchasers judge

the business integrity of a firm very largely by the tone which per-

vades its advertisements, correspondence, and general business con-

duct; and while this fact is sometimes taken advantage of by less

reputable firms, it is nevertheless a very good criterion of the standing

of the firm. We may laugh at the antics and jokes of a clown, but

we do not as a rule respect him; we may even admire the "slickness"

of a shrewd schemer, but we do not care to trust our money to him;

and similarly, most men, whatever their own standing in the com-

munity, expect a certain dignity of the men who are the guardians of

their money, or the heads of their line of business. A letter such as

Fig. 9 is as reassuring in its style as in its contents. Compare with

it the style of the following paragraphs, which may present as good

an investment, but which will not appeal to as conservative a class.

TO U'l PRBFERSBD CLIENTS:

A number of my preferred ollenia have asked me to permit
ihem 10 BUbscrlbe for ihelr cbolce of the two slooKs Inolufled In

the GRAND EXTRA SPBCIAL COMBIKATION OPFBR.
One of the elOOUs ADVANCES TO 25 CENTS PER SHARK ON -------

,

while ine other ADVANCES TO 15 CENTS PER SHARE ON THE SAME DAY.
It seems hardly a fair proposition for ollonls to asK rile

to allow them to Bubsorlhe for a 26 oent stock at 10 cents per
share after I have arranged for the special offer of the two com-
bined at an average price of 10 oents per share, fcut, inasmuoh as

the requests are about evenly divided ae to eaon atool^t I "111
laKe the chance that all single subsorlptlons, that is, for one
stoak only, "111 be about evenly distributed and I »1LL ACCEPT
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR EITHER STOCK AT 10 CENTS PER SHARE and will al-
low a dlBoount of 10 per oent for all cash on either.

I told you In a circular the other day that I didn't care
Whether 1 made money on these two flotations, or not, and I MEAN IT.

What 1 want to do and MY ONLY OBJECT Is to see both of them make
good and be on a DIVIDEND-PAYING BASIS AT AN EARLY DATE, and I am
Just as confident as I am that I am alive that I will accomplish
my purpose. Both of them nave the goods and both of them oan de-
liver the gOO^S. THEY ARE REAL, LBOITIMATE, SQUARE-DEAL MINES and
no mietsKe about It. '.

I "in allow the time that it takes this letter to reaoh you
and a reply to come back BUT NO LONGER (that Is, If you are at a

distance wnere it cannot reach by ----). 1 will also allow for a

possible day or so delay in the mall, BUT THAT is ALL. I will return
all money received too late, so make up your mind qulokly and act.

I don't bellev* that you will ever get another opportunity equal to

1 1.

with kindest personal regards, I am,

For the sake of another concrete example, take the case of a

wholesaler, handling a line of general merchandise, and selling to
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all classes of retailers, from the mammoth city department store, to

the country general store. It is obviously impossible to interest

both the city and the country retailer by the same method. The

city man is presumably better posted on the market, more in touch

with general conditions, and less liable to be reached through the

personal appeal; while the country man is liable to be impressed with

the size, wealth, and importance of the wholesaler, and more open

to the "jollying" to which traveling salesmen have accustomed him.

The city retailer, therefore, needs a straight business proposition,

put in cold, terse, business English; while the country retailer can be

addressed in a more personal and confidential tone. In fact, it is

almost as sure that the city man will resent any attempt at familiarity,

as it is that the country man will resent its lack. That it is quite

possible to be at once familiar and business-like in the same letter is

shown by Figs. 8 and 11; it requires a more roundabout style of ap-

proach, and, therefore, a longer letter.

The same rule for distinguishing between classes holds good when the

seller is a large mail-order house, handling every variety of wares that can be

Hold from a catalogue. Such a house mil have customers of all classes and of

all varying degrees of wealth, from the family of the out-of-town magnate
to the family of the poor fai'mer or day laborer. In a business way these

two classes are equal—they are both spenders of money; but in their handling

they must be considered ^nd treated as very different classes.

The second problem, then, is for the correspondent to deter-

mine how far his firm can properly lower its dignity to get business.

As this is almost entirely a matter of approach, it may be stated as

a working fact that the problem is not as difficult as it may at first

appear. Persons of the so-called "better class" will respond most

readily to an appeal that is couched in the language ordinarily use<l

by them—that is, courteous, careful, dignified language. They will

resent at once any attempt at familiarity, as much as they will resent

any implication that they are in straightened circumstances. They
will excuse a letter for being formal, but not for being flippant; they

will not buy if approached in the latter manner; they may buy if the

formality does not hide the selling points.

It does not follow, however, that the so-called "lower classes"

will be equally complaisant if met on their own grounds. On die

contrary, they will resent any appearance of an attempt to put diem

at their ease, or anything that appears to be "written down" to them.
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The difference in addressing the two classes is only a matter of loosen-

ing up the language—by the use of an occasional phrase that ap-

proaches slang, by making the diction easier and more colloquial,

TechNiGAX World MAa<\ziNE

IL<#nMfA0svfnsiiioorrh-«

S»*«>«« - -—E

—

Aug.. Znt>, M99.

Adv. Mgr., MontgoBefir Mard i Cft. .

Chicago, III.

or course 70U read a.beac the Pratmukan aho dreppeS
Into London's front yant be/ora brealtfaot. one oomltjg, and
gave Johnny Bull a chill tn hta war Offkoe.

Yoti got quite exolted about tt. very Ilkety, and reofclle^
all you'd learned or dreamed about airships, and dirigibles, and
wished you'd been there to cheep the ptoofcjr Prenohman.

Then you began to brag about what the Amerloane caiUd
do. once they stopped gobbling th« prvzea and got town to boslnesa.

You thogght you were bragging - and dalog. It rather
neatly, toO'; but you didn't suggest crosstng. the Atlantic In
three days, did you? or the American Continent ls» four? You
lost your chance to pose as a prophet - and malce good-

Think of a flying trip from Seattla to Necr Y<vrk - nlnety-
alx hours running tima - over a roadbed of air - olnderless, dnst-
less. smokeless, noiseless - as clean and cool and comfortabia aa
the Imniaculate passenger of the "Road of Anthracite."

Then read "To Europe by Balloon* in the TECHNICAl.
WORLD MAGAZINE for September.

That's the beauty of the feCHNlOftL WORLD • It's
always "Johnny-on-the-spot" wtth the very article thai yo«'»»
been looking for.

That's why It's so strong •itn sdverttsera - It's read
by ll»e oeti and women, who want up-to-date news, up-to-date
Ideas, up-to-date necessaries, com-fo r t

s

, and luxuries.

I didn't mean to talk shop. Bead that article for
your o»n trvfonsallon and enjoyment.

Very truly yours.

Adsertielnv tiancger.

Fig 7 Letter Showing Effective Use of Breezy Style.

and by a greater insistence upon the pronoun of the second person.

It is surprising, to the uninitiated, how readily a reader, who is known
to be illiterate, will respond to an appeal couched in correct but

simple Enghsh. Becauae a man does not himself use correct English,
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is no reason why he should be addressed in language equally lacking

in grammatical correctness; indeed, it is almost sure that he will resent

a letter that appears to reflect upon his ability to use good English.

The practice of the skillful correspondent is not so much to

attempt to write down to his reader, as to try to make his language so

colloquial and personal that the reader will be caught at once by the

idea that the correspondent is a member of his social class, or familiar

with his business. Every trade and profession has a language of its

own, which is a dialect of ordinary business English; and every man
will read a letter that is written in his own tongue. It requires only

a touch here and there to give the appearance of familiarity with the

man's business—usually a figure of speech introducing the tools of

the workman, the trade terms of the business man, the stock market

talk of the banker or broker, the more learned speech of the profes-

sional man. For excellent illustrations of this writing for a particular

class, compare Figs. 10, 11, and 12. Fig. 10 is addressed to bank

cashiers—who compose one of the most dignified classes of business

men. Fig. 11 is addressed to business men in general; Fig. 12, to

clerks and bookkeepers.

EXERCISES

1. Write a letter from a wholesaler to a city department store

buyer, as suggested in paragraph 6. Supply your own details.

2. Rewrite Exercise 1 to adapt it to a country store keeper, as

suggested in paragraph 6.

3. Write a letter from a mail-order house to a customer in good

circumstances, as suggested in paragraph 7. Supply your own details.

4. Rewrite Exercise 3 to adapt it to a poor farmer or laborer,

as suggested in paragraph 7.

DON'T USE

ENTHUSE. There is no such word in the English language.

Don't say, "They enthused at the idea;" say, "They showed enthusi-

asm (or, became enthusiastic) at the idea."

EVERY WHICH WAY for "every way" or "in all directions."

EXCEPT for "unless." Don't say, "I will not go except you

do;" say, "I will not go unless you do."

^ O b lo D
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LESSON VI

PERSONAL BUSINESS LETTERS

By a "personal business letter" is meant a letter on business

matters written by an individual to another individual, or to a busi-

ness firm. Every person has occasional need to write such a letter;

and most persons, even among those well versed in general business

correspondence, neglect some important detail. All business letters,

whether general or personal, are subject to the general rules of form

laid down in the preceding Lessons; but the personal business letter

has certain peculiar requirements that are worth considering.

All business correspondence should be typewritten, if possible; if, how-

ever, that is out of the question, the letter should conform as nearly as pos-

sible to the typewritten form, and should be written carefully and legibly.

A firm should be addressed by the name that is used on its letterhead, or in

its advertisement; many firms object to having business letters addressed to

individual representatives of the firm. (See bottom line of Fig. 23.) Figures

and names should be made so plain that they cannot be misunderstood; the

addresses of both writer and addressee should be complete and legible; and

the signature of the writer should be repeated in ordinary script, if necessary

to insure its legibility. It is a good plan to print out, schoolboy style, any

word which might be misunderstood. This does not add to the neatness of

the letter, but it atones for that by making it easy to read. A letter that is

written carefully and plainly will naturally bring a prompter, more satisfac-

tory response than one that is carelessly arranged, and so poorly written that

its meaning must be guessed at. Firms doing a large business by mail often

use as a part of their letterhead a line reading, "In answering, please refer to

No —." When answering a letter so marked, it will expedite matters to

place above the address, about on a line with the date, "Referring to your

No.—."

The personal business letter should be uniformly courteous,

but business-like. Anger begets anger, and a discourteous letter

invites a discourteous answer. The writer of an angry or sarcastic

letter puts himself in a false position, and so injures his cause, how-

ever just his anger may be. Personal affairs or comments have no

place in a business letter, unless they directly affect and explain

some matter to which it relates. Business men are concerned not

with personal affairs, but with what they can do to serve the writer

in a business way. Personalities take a letter outside the province

of business correspondence.

A letter asking for information should state as plainly and

succinctly as possible just what the writer wants to know. Most
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business firms have at least two articles or propositions that are very

much alike, and if the writer desires information other than that

contained in their printed matter or catalogue, he should give them

'Mor* CiMr HhfVta Ogsri Ar« M«9* >r Twnp*^Tta» to-Anj Oth«r-C4«y «n~flit Wor^.

ririiTry No JM Oielrtcl of rur.l. T>MPA. rLORIDA. ' 9/9/OBft

Chas . R. Barren
,

Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir:

A new delight, avails you.

Have you ever siiioicod a real FRESH HAVAVA CIOAR'>

II Is far better than ihe dry, crisp veteran of
the show-case, which you buy fron the retailor.

In buying direct rrom our factory, you get a
ci|!ar vhich has been made only a few days, retaining
all or ii3 natural flavor and aroma, and you 'eave
all middlemen's proTits.

ROBERTS HAVANA CnARS are hand-made, by Cubans
from the best grade oT Havana tobacco—our own jm-
por tat ion

!

These Cubans know how to make a Havana cifjar so
that i *. smokes free, smooth, and even--bringi ng out
the full, rich aroaa.

«o want to send you 100 ROBERTS HAVANA CIGARS,
express prepaid , wi ih the understand! ng that if, aftor
smoking ton, you are not pleased with Ihora, you may
return th» remaining ninety at our expense.

Isn't that a fair proposition? You can't lose
anything, while we stand to lose the express both
wayf, and the tan cigars which you trooko.

Don't send any money, but give us a chance to
prove every statement we have made--at our oun
expenBel

Till out the onclo-ed blank for fifly of each
size and nail it to us.

TOOAir.-«IGHT NO*!
V«ry truly yours,

i. «. ROBERTS & SOU.

Fig. 8. A Style That is Brisk but Not Undignified.

some clue to what he want.s. Wlien referring to an advertised article,

it is best to state the name and date of the periodical in which the

advertisement appeared. If the number or price of the article is

given, it should be mentioned.

19
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A letter asking for bids, specifications, prices, or terms should

state exactly what conditions are to be met; it should leave nothing to

imagination or guess work. A letter giving an order should contain

instructions that cannot be misunderstood. It should give the number

of the article, if the firm has given it one, or the name or description

copied exactly as the firm had it; quote the price, if known; give any

dimensions that may be necessary; pay particular attention to size,

quality, color, finish, etc., if such particulars are necessary; give each

item in a list a line to itself; add any other description that will assist

the seller; give explicit directions regarding shipping. (See Fig. 1.)

A letter making a complaint should be even more explicit, if possible.

It should state exactly what was ordered, and in what particulars the

goods received failed to fill the order.

If the firm supplies a printed form order blank, it is wise to use

that blank, and to fill out carefully all the information requested.

The firm knows best how to arrange its orders to facilitate their

handling, and what information it needs. Questions that seem of

little importance, because their bearing is not clear, may be the very

ones that are of chief importance to the firm. It is usually unneces-

sary to send a letter with a printed order blank, as the blank will

provide for all necessary details. An order blank may be filled out

on the typewriter, but it should always be signed with pen or pencil.

Most order blanks provide separate spaces for the name as part of

the address, and as a signature.

Some persons have a peculiar objeotiou to using a printed order blank,

or contract form. Apparently there are three reasons for this: that the printed

form seeais discourteous; that a personal letter will receive more careful atten-

tion; that a printed order or contract, by some legerdemain, gives the firm

addressed an undue hold on the sender. None of these reasons has any basis

in fact. It is the height of courtesy to address a firm as that firm prefers to

be addressed. A printed form, properly filled out, is much more easily handled

than a written one, however carefully prepared, because the form exactly

meets the needs of the firm. A written order or contract is just as binding

upon the sender as a fiUed-in blank—or, if it is not, the firm will not accept it

until it has been made so. Similarly, it is usuall}'^ advisable to use the return

envelope that is supplied with the order blank. The firm has taken care that

that envelope is addressed properly and clearly; and that, if it should be

handled by a certain department, it is so distinguished by color or marking

that it will reach that department at once, and not after having gone the rounds.

A letter enclosing a remittance should state exactly why and

how the money is sent. If it is in the form of a postoffice money
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order, its number should be given; if it is an express money order,

the name of the express company, and the number of the order should

appear; if it is a bank draft, the name of the bank upon which it is

drawn, and the number of the draft should be given; and the letter

should always state the exact amount of the remittance. It is not

enough to say "enclosing remittance in full," or "balance due," or

"monthly installment." The addressee's books will show the amount,

to be sure, but the writer should know that he is sending the correct

amount. For the same reason, it is wise to compare the amount given

in the letter with the amount called for by the enclosure.

The four accepted ways of sending money by mail are: currency in a

registered letter; a postoffice or express money order; a bank draft. It is

wiser never to send currency, even in a registered letter. Currency in a letter

always betrays its presence, because such a letter has a peculiar "feel," as can

easily be proved by experiment; and currency, once misappropriated, is hard

to trace. A postoffice money order can be secured as easily as a letter can be

registered, and for the same nominal fee. Local checks should not be sent

out of town. City banks charge rather a high premium for the collection of

out-of-town checks, and most city business houses require the sender to pay
this discount. Even if they do not, it is neither fair nor courteous to force

them t<o pay for collection. Any person having a checking account can usually

get a bank draft from his banker, without expense.

It is a good practice to keep a copy of every business letter, par-

ticularly if it contains, or refers to, a remittance, or an order. If the

letter is typewritten, it is as easy to make a carbon copy as it is to

write the letter. If it is written by hand, and too long to copy in full,

it is well to copy the date and address, and sufficient data regarding

its nature to make possible its duplication if it goes astray. This

caution is to guard not against dishonesty, but against the chance of

its going astray in the mails, or being mislaid or misconstrued by the

addressee. To insure the return of the letter in case it cannot be

delivered, its envelope should bear a "return card" consisting of the

full name and address of the writer, and a request for its return in a

certain number of days.

An illustration of a badly written personal business letter is given

below

:

American School

,

'

Dear sire:
Y'rs reca. Enclosed find ranitiance for couree In Busi-

ness Admf^lst ration. My express offloe is Newsiead, Mass. Sena
literature to Alfred Sweet.

Y'rs.
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This letter lacks the complete address of the writer, thus necessitating

a search of the files of the School to supply the lack. The date line

is lacking—a matter of small moment here, but often of great

importance. The introduction is so brief as to be discourteous.

The abbreviation "Y'rs rec'd" is improper and discourteous, and

the date of the letter answered is lacking. The amount and form

of the remittance are omitted—a serious omission if the letter should

miscarr)', or if it should be confused in the office of the School. The
kind of literature desired by Alfred Swe^t is not given. "Y'rs" is

improper and discourteous. The whole tone of the letter is almost

insolent, because of its curtness. Too many correspondents adopt

this short, jerky, offensive style, with the mistaken idea that it is

"business-like."

Fig. 13 goes to the other extreme: it is cluttered with nonessentials,

rambling in style, and so confused that the reader will have to use

great care and consume an unusual amount of time to get at the in-

formation. The salutation is addressed to an individual, not to the

School; tlie form of the remittance is omitted; and one of the most

important items—the course for which Mr, StoU desires to enroll

—

is left to the postscript. Fig. 14 contains all necessary information,

presented in logical order, expressed briefly but courteously, and

arranged in short paragraphs, so that it can be easily mastered.

EXERCISES

1. Write a letter to some firm advertising in a newspaper or a

magazine, ordering a bill of goods, enclosing tlie necessary remit-

tance, and giving careful shipping directions. Also inquire regard-

ing other goods that you think they may carry.

2. You have received the goods ordered above, but the firm

was out of stock on olie article and substituted one of higher price

asking you to remit the balance due, if you were satisfied. The
information for which you asked was not given. Write a letter cover-

ing these points.

SEND TO THE SCHOOL YOUR EXERCISES FOR LESSONS V and VI

DON'T USE

FAVOR for "resemble." Don't say, "She favors her mother;"

say, "She resembles her mother."
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FINAL COMPLETION. "Final" is superfluous.

FIRST-RATE as an adverb. Don't say, "He talks first-rate;"

say, "He is a first-rate talker."

FIX for "condition," "predicament," or "dilemma." Don't

say, "I am in a bad fix;" say, "I am in a bad predicament Cor, con-

dition)."

FOLKS. "Folk" is the correct form for both singular and

plural.

FRIEND for "acquaintance." A "friend" is an intimate;

an "acquaintance" is any person whom one has met.

FUNNY for "queer," unless the "queer" thing is ludicrous as

well as unusual.

GENT. This contraction is not used by gentlemen.

HANGS ON for "remains." Don't say, "H- hangs on in the

place;" say, "He remains in the place."

HOWf for "What did you say?" "What?", the abbreviated

form of that sentence, is correct.

HUNG for "hanged." Meat is "hung;" men are "hanged."

ILLY. "Ill" is the proper form for both adjective and

adverb.

INGENIOUS for "ingenuous." "Ingenious" means clever

or skillful; "ingenuous," frank, free from guile.

INVENT for "discover." Man "invents" what did not exist

before; he "discovers" what had not been known before.

INVITE for "invitation." "Invite" is the verb, "invitation"

the noun. Don't say, "He gave me an invite to his party;" say, "He
gave me an invitation (or. He invited me) to his party."

IT'S for "its." "Its" is the possessive form of the pronoun;

"it's" is an abbreviation of "it is."

KICK for "protest" or "complaint." Don't say, "I want to

register a kick;" say, "I w^ant to make a complaint," or, "I want to

enter a protest," as the case may be

KNOCK for "find fault with." Don't say, "He's a knocker,"

"He's always knocking rae;" say, "He's a continual faultfinder,"

"He is continually finding fault with rae."

LADY for "woman" Don't say, "saleslady" or "washlady;"

say, "saleswoman," "washerwoman." And don't, under any cir-

cumstances, say "my lady friend;" say, "my friend, Miss Smith."
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LESSON VII

LETTERS OF APPLICATION

One of the best tests of a man's business ability is the manner

in which he apphes for a position. This is particularly true of the

correspondent, for if he cannot present his own case convincingly,

how can he expect to present that of the man whom he asks to employ

him? A laiowledge of the proper method of applying for employ-

ment is an essential part of a business education: The young man just

starting out may expect to make one or two false starts before he finds

his proper place; the man of experience is never sure of a life hold

on his position, and never knows when he may have to look out for

sometliing else; and the ambitious man may find his progress arrested

because he has exhausted the possibilities for promotion offered by

the firm by which he is employed.

Employers are coming more and more to advertise in the daily

papers for needed help; and, almost without exception, they make

use of what is known as a "blind ad."—that is, of a small ad. in the

"Help Wanted" columns, which sets forth the requirements to be

met by the applicant, and which gives as an address only a postoffice

box, or a number in care of the newspaper. The employer is too busy

to meet personally a horde of applicants, of whom the majority have

no fitness for the place; and he has found that requiring an application

by letter will save his time, and give him a fairly definite idea of the

general ability of the applicants. An employer will seldom hire a

man from a letter only, unless the applicant is very highly recom-

mended by some other business man in whom he has confidence;

he will usually give the writers of the best letters a personal interview.

The applicant for a position ehould take it for granted that he will be

only one of many—the answers to a "blind ad." often run into the hundreds;

and he should so arrange and word his letter that it will stick out of the mass

of answers and secure for him the coveted privilege of a personal interview

with the advertiser. That is, indeed, the chief purpose of a letter of applica-

tion in answer to a "blind ad."

In general the letter of application should conform to the form

prescribed for business letters; by his observance of that form the

applicant shows his familiarity with business usage. It should con-

tain the applicant's full name and address, plainly written, should

fulfill all requirements of the ad., and should present the case of the
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applicant convincingly without giving the impression of overcon-

fidence or conceit. Unless the ad. stipulates that it shall be answered

in the applicant's own handwriting, it is better to send a typewritten

437 Jift^ateniK

Oaeenber 31at, 1909.

Mr. C. R. Barrett,
Chicago, 111.

Bear Ur- Barrett >

Thia ia the last day ot 1909! To-morra« the Kew Tear «ill ba
• ith ua. I write to ezpresa the hope that it oajr be for you a happjr and
proaperoua Year.

Incidentally, as Preaident of The Fortune Colony, it is ay privi.
lege to remind you--you who are one of our correBpondents— that 1910 is
bound to be a great year-'great for the country at large, and great for
every progressive man and woman whose feet are in the path of earnest
effort and worthy achievement.

This new year

—

like other years--is oade up of twelve little
units called months, each one of which works for our good or our ill, each
one of which is packed with .choices. TO PICK THE RIGHT THIHCS AND LEI

THE WRONO ONES GO --this is at once the probleo and the opportunity which
will be in every month of 1910.

Ons of your first opportunities in January, now at hand, will be
to secure a aembership in The Fortune Colony which will help you to shape
your financial welfare during the entire year of 1910, and through nine
more years after that, at the end of which time you will receive, in cash,
the little fortune which your memberehlp provides. The amonnt of it will
be tl.OOO. J2.000, 15,000. or SIO.OOO. according to what you nay decide
at the beginning.

That this itembernhip is one of the right things for you to pick
in the first month of 1910 Is sure : the present members of The Fortune
Colony

—

all of them--would say so if they could speak to you psrsonally
and disinterestedly.

te have already sent you the Colony literature and an Invitation
to Uemberahip. A place is being reserved for you awaiting your aceeptanoe.
It ia both a business and friendly tie which binds the Uaobers of The For-
tune Colony together--good business and good frlendah^. The January
Uenberships are now being alloted.

(1th best wishes, I remain.

Cordially yours,

ni/a

^Cordially yi

^^^ ^

Fig. 9. A Style That is Dignified, Yet Forceful and Convincing.

letter, especially if the writer is able to use a machine; but a manu-

script letter, if written carefully and legibly, will receive equal atten-

tion. It is imperative that the letter, iiowever written, should be

neat in appearance, business-like in form and expression, and correct

in matters of spelling, capitalization, punctuation, etc. The use of
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an old scrap of paper, of a pencil or a peculiar shade of ink, or any

other bit of carelessness that may prejudice the receiver, is almost

sure to be fatal to the hopes of the applicant. A position that is not

worth applying for in a proper manner is not worth much to the

applicant—and the prospective employer desires a man who will

think the place wortli taking some care to get.

The following "blind ad." was actually used in an effort to fill

the position advertised:

YOUNG MAN—WELL EDUCATED,
original, to write mail-order litera-

ture; rapid promotion if satisfactorj';

state age, experience, and ealarj'' desired

to start. Address S A 45, Tribune.

In answer, the advertiser received about one hundred letters, of which

fifteen were never considered, some seventy-five were labeled "pos-

sible," and only ten were answered by a request for the writer to call

in person. That is about the usual proportion of "possible" answers

received in answer to a "blind ad.," and it proves conclusively the

importance to the applicant of making his letter effective. It is

presumable that more than ten of the writers possessed greater fitness

for the position than their letters showed.

Among the applications were two letters, reproduced here

verbatim, except for the names and addresses of tlie writers, which

well exemplify the two chief faults in most letters of application.

One letter was as follows:

Chicago Sept. lOlh, '08.

S - A - 45 "Tribune"
GontleiBen: -

In regard lo answer your ad* In the "Tribune" I am a younjt
man 20 yrs or age. Am veil educated and neat and rapid penman. Am
experienced In copying worn and etc.

Poapectf ully,,

y;/021 B eard St.^ city

This letter is m\ich too brief to answer all the requirements men-

tioned in the ad.; its writer seems also to have missed the purpose

of the ad., which is distinctly for a writer of original copy, not for a

copyist. The applicant states definitely only one fact—his age.

He fails to give his experience, or the salary which he expects, to start;

he does not fAni say that he is original, much less submit proof;
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and hesays that he is well educated without stating where he received

his education—and "well educated" is capable of a different inter-

pretation by each reader. Furthermore, his letter contains an offen-

Tlmttitan iftrhool of CorrecfponDence
CHICAUO. W. S.A.

Not. 8th, 1909.

Only one combination will open your vaults.

There's one right way to do anything, and a million
wrong Whys. There are two ways -of learning the right way. One is

by experiment. The other is by learning from those who know.

Eighteen experts, eighteen men who know, hare crammed the

Cyclopedia of Commerce, Accountancy, and Business Administration with

the kind of information ^hat you neel, that your eiployes need, that

will simplify every process by which you do buslfless. And we offer

to send these ten big, handsome volumes free, charges prepaid,
subject to fl»e days' examination. Put them to work for you, and,

If they don't make good, aend them back at our expanse.

The Cyclopedia covers every business matter on which you
will ever need exact Information. The chapters on business law
alone are worth more to you than the price of the Cyclopedia. It

sho«» the institution how to avoid red tape in everything. It shows
the Individual how to do more and batter work, how to do things the

quick way, the correct way, to be sure you are right every time, to

make Instantaneous and correct decisions, to do today's work and
plan tomorrow's, how to avoid guess-work in everything, to grasp
every opportunity, to make every step a forward one, to put purpose
Into every thought and act, to use your brain to Its full capacity.

A special offer, good only until November 30th, reduces the
price of the Cyclopedia from 150.00 to 124.00, payable |2.00 after
acceptance and |2.00 per month. We sell It this way to make known
the' excellence of the School's correspondenoe courses, .from which
It was coaplled. And we include a year's subscription to the

Technical World Magazine, regular price |1.50.

In these books you will find the one cbrrect way. It

eosts nothing to see them. Why not send today, now?

Very truly yours.

iAG-wSL. State Secretary.

p. S.— If you yourself don't want to see the Cyclopedia, you
probably know or bavo working with you (ome ambitious man who
would thank you for lurnltig thle offer over to him.

Fig. 10. Style of Letter auitable for "Hest Clua.H."

sive abbreviation, *'yrs.," a curt omission of the personal pronoun

"I" before the verb in two instances, a lack of punctuation, auil a

grammatical error, "and etc.," which prove him either too careless

or too poorly trained to do the work expected of him.
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The otiier letter, which is shown in Fig. 15, though moie com-

plete in details, is too roundabout and discursive in style, and too

given to personal history that has no bearing on the matter in hand

;

by making these matters so prominent the writer lays himself open

to an accusation of conceit and "cocksureness" that is perhaps un-

deserved; but he is certainly at fault for giving the impression that

he is incapable of being direct and business-like. He says that he

has had two years of experience, but fails to state where and at what

kind of work; that he has a high school education, but fails to mention

the school or to state whether he graduated—some young men seem

to think that one year's attendance constitutes a "high school educa-

tion." In his last paragraph he commits a grammatical error in

using "will" for "shall," and omits the pronoun. And in his second

paragraph he commits an inexcusable offense against tact when he

says, "if your proposition to customers is a worthy one." He has

no occasion to suggest such a thing until he has been asked to under-

take dishonorable work; and he would offend the most honest adver-

tiser by implying that the "blind ad." was used to conceal business

crookedness.

A man is not prohibited from answering an ad. because he does not

happen to possess all the requirements called for; actual experience in similar

lines, thorough theoretical training, or practical experience, will often make
him eligible in spite of other handicaps; but in making application he should

always show how nearly he can meet the requirements, and suggest how he

can overcome his handicaps. Nor is it improper to relate experience which is

not called for, but which maj' prove to be helpful to him; but he should make
sure that such details are relevant, and that he has made clear their relevancy.

While there is no fixed formula for a letter of application, the form

given in Fig. 16, Avhich is a revision of Fig. 15, is so clear, concise, and

business-like that it is sure of careful consideration. In general it

conforms to the accepted form of a business letter; it departs from

that form only to emphasize the applicant's ability to fulfill the re-

quirements of the ad. By first giving a summary of the writer's

qualifications, and then going into more detail, it both emphasizes

his fitness and saves the time of the reader. The details lacking in

Fig. 15 have been supplied in Fig. 16 to show how they should be

presented. Fig. 16 omits the salutation, but it would be correct to

use either "Dear Sir," "Dear Sirs," or "Gentlemen."

In applying for a position at the suggestion of a friend or ac-
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(juaintance of his prospective employer, the applicant would vary

only slightly the form given in Fig. 16. The opening paragraph

would then read something as follows:

Mr. C. B. Hills, Manager of the Mall Order Department of
Wallace, Hills & Co., of Chicago, has informed me that you are In
need of an advertising writer, and has advised me to apply for the
position. Mr. Hills has been kind enough to express his opinion of
my ability to fill the position in the letter nhioh I enclose. My
qualifications and experience are as follows:

(Remainder of letter as in Fig. IC.)

In applying for a position with a nrra which he thought might

have need of his services, the applicant could vary the opening para-

graph thus:

In case you have need of another advertising writer, either
now, or In the immediate future, will you Kindly consider ray ability
to meet your requirements? My only reason for wishing to leave my
present position is that I appear to have reached the highest posi-
tion wltn the company.

lly qualifications and experience are as follows:

(Remainder of letter as in Fig. 16.)

There are three qualifications upon which it is proper for the

applicant to insist, whether or no they are mentioned in the ad.:

his willingness to work; his equal willingness to make the permanency

of his position depend upon his "making good;" and his desire for

a personal interview. It may be taken for granted that the employer

will himself insist upon the first two requirements, and that he will

be willing to grant the third to any applicant whose letter may impress

him favorably; but it can do no harm for the applicant to show that

he is really looking for work, and that he is not afraid to meet his

prospective employer face to face. It might be well to add that it is

idle for an applicant to secure an interview by claiming ability which

he does not possess, and trust to luck or "bluff" to carry him through

the iuten'iew. Employers cannot easily be bluffed; and they are a

clannish lot, apt to mark a man who tries such tricks, and to advise

their friends of his methods and his unreliability.

EXERCISES

Answer three different advertisements from the following list,

supplying details to make your application as strong as possible.

HELP WANTED
I. BOOKKEEPER—YOUNG OR MIDDLE AGED MAN, .\SSIST-

ant bookkeeper and stenographer; one who is willing to start at a moderate
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salar}'; good chance for the right party; must, furnish bonds; answer in own

handwriting, stating past experience and salaiy expected to start. Address

E J, Tribune.

2. BY LE.ADING ACCOUNTANTS, A SENIOR CAPABLE OF
taking charge of large work. Must have had experience with first-class firm

of public accountants. Salary $2,000 to commence, increasing $.'>00 each

year. Address in confidence, giving age, experience, references, etc. N 560,

Tribune.

3. CORRESPONDENT—Al, WITH KNOWLEDGE OF SALESMAN-
ship. Capable of dictating forceful business getting letters; follow up, and
appoint agents by mail; knowledge of gasoline or acetj'lene lighting pre-

ferred; e.xcellent opportunity; chance for advancement. Apply in own hand-

writing, giving age, experience, salary, and references; must start immediately.

Address E D 189, Tribune.

4. MAN—WE HAVE POSITION TO OFFER TO A FIRST-CLASS
man to take full charge of office in mail-order tailoring house; must possess

following qualifications: 1st, experience in this branch; 2nd, executive ability;

3rd, forceful correspondent; 4th, good on follow-up system. No others need

apply. Salary $2,500. Give full particulars, which will be treated con-

fidentially. Address K 510, Tribune.

5. STENOGRAPHER—BRIGHT, EXPERIENCED YOUNG WO-
man who can take dictation and turn out neat, accurate work. Give full

particulars as to experience, age, and salary. Address E O 238, Tribune.

6. STENOGRAPHER—YOUNG MAN WHO IS THOROUGHLY
competent, who has had credit-department experience; or who is ambitious

to become a credit man; excellent opportunity; no agencies; state experience,

etc. Address N 544, Tribune.

DON'T USE

LAST for "latter." "Latter" refers to two; "last," to more than

two.

LEARN for "teach." A pupil "learns;" a teacher "teaches."

A man can "teach" himself, and he can "learn" if he studies; but

he cannot "learn" himself.

LEAVE for "let." Don't say, "Leave me he," "Leave him

have it;" say, "Let me be," "Let him have it."

LENGTHWAYS, SIDEWAYS, ENDWAYS for "length-

wise," "sidewise," "endwise." These words cannot properly be

compounded with "ways."

LIABLE for "likely." "Liable" expresses a tendency toward

a certain action; "likely" expresses probal)ility.

LIKE for "as" or "as if." Don't say, "Walk hke he does,"

**He walks like he was hurt;" say, "Walk as he does," "He walks

as if he were hurt."
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LESSON VI 11

LETTERS OP RECOMMENDATION AND INTRODUCTION

Employers demand of an applicant not only his own estimate

of his abilities, but also the estimate of his previous employer or

employers. If the appUcant cannot get any one of standing to vouch

for him, he is not likely to get a desirable position, no matter how

well qualified he may be. It is, therefore, the custom for a man

leaving a position in which he has acquitted himself well, to ask for

and receive a letter recommending him to others who may desire to

employ him. The employe should never neglect to ask for such a

letter, because, though he may have no immediate need of it, he can

never know when it will stand him in good stead; and no honorable

employer will hesitate to give such a letter, however much he may

regret the loss of the man, because it is his right to ask it.

Letters of recommendation naturally fall under two heads:

letters recommending the applicant to a specific person, and open

letters which may be shown to any one with whom he may seek em-

ployment; and both the classes may be further divided into letters

from an employer, and letters from some man who knows of the

applicant's business qualifications only in a general way, but who is

willing to vouch for his personal character and general deserts.

While employers usually require an applicant to offer letters of

recommendation, they are somewhat inclined to view them with

suspicion, unless they know personally the signer; this is due to the

fact that employers will sometimes "recommend" a man whom they

themselves would not employ, either to make it easier to discharge

him, or to give him a chance which he may not desene. To be of

value, the letter of recommendation should be open and honest,

should confine itself to the knowledge of the writer, and should be

couched in language which will not arouse suspicion by its apparent

attempt to give undue credit to an unworthy applicant. Furthermore,

as the letter of recommendation is asking a favor of the reader, at

least so far as the bearer is concerned, it should be at once dignified

and courteous, so that it may arouse no prejudice against the man
whom it is intontled to benefit.

Employers want facts, not theories or general good wishes.

They want to know what a man has done; how he has done it; what
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general ability he has shown; why and under what circumstances

he left his former employment; what his habits are; how willing he

is to work ; and how far he can be trusted, not only in money matters

but also in matters of responsibility. It is as useless as it is unbusi-

...Qlsilinr aitft Ik&pst...
-""•

4IM H Ijn AaMlMMa
•IIMq
» & CM. M <BI|»r«8B. ilUiuito «arc»i 3 « 1 908 .

.

Ut. Chas Rayaond Barrett,

Chicago. *

Dear Sir

;

Right no* it'* lopertant that the buitnea* oan ahould look proapsrou*
;

should be veil dreased aod oarry the air of one untouched by the recent flnancia)

flurry. Thia applie* equally to the aan vhose credit ia an aaaet In Ma buainest

and to the oan who 1* enployed to repreaent others

A proapsroua appearanoe ie desirable at any time. You kno> this aithout

ay telling you ; -but there's one thing in connection with it that I can tell you-

how to gat the best results. Gy beat results I oean best fabrics, best pattern*. be*t

•tyles, best fittings, best linings, and best workmanship in your clothes. Every

other tailor clains the same thlnga —of course, but ( keep right on claiming thca

by everything I do ; not only while you are buying a suit of me, fut'as long as you

wear the suit, tf 1 should see the suit on you a year after you bought it, I'd say,

"best fabric, beat pattern, etc.,** and if you didn't agree with oe Cd make you

another eult for nothing. In other words I want the result more for the result

than for the sate of getting your money. That's why I really mean bcm men I eay it.

I'B riot carrying over any old •took*; not trying to work oiT 1907 pattern*

in suit* oada in 1908. ay atoctt are new, and 1908 patterns are very attractive and

effective: Pd like to show then to you,

lly prsiee* are fair; fair to you, fair t» oe : fair to the beat worknen to
i

be had) they ore pot higli prices — Just fair.

I'd li1i» to oake your Spring suit

Voura very truly.

^ IH-r
Fig. 11. Style of Letter Suitable for Business Men.

ness-like to try to cast a glamour of ability about a man, however

deserving he may be in general, who does not possess the qualities

attributed to him. A letter of recommendation is worse than useless

if it is not honest and straightforward.
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In Lesson VII, paragraph 10, John Brown says that he is en-

closing a letter of recommendation from Mr. C. B. Hills, of Wallace,

Hills & Co. That letter, which may be given as a model, is shown

in Fig. 17. If, however. Brown had received an open letter of recom-

mendation from Mr. Hills, the letter would have been somewhat

different in form, as follows:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

The bearer, Mr. John Brown, has been employed by this
firm for the past two years, in the capaolty of advertising wrl.ter,
and has worked directly under me. He has a fhorough knowledge of
advertising media, writes strong, clean, original copy, both for
ads and for clroular work, and understands the technical side of
printing. He has written for us some of the best advertising mat-
ter that we have ever used, and has contributed much lo the strengto
and class of our campaigns while he has been with us. Personally
he 18 honest, steady, businesslike, and dependable.

Mr. Brown is leaving us of his own free will, and only be-
cause he has outgrown his position here and we have nothing bigger
to offer hlra. I feel thai I cannot recommend him too highly as an
advertising writer.

Respeoifully

,

Mgr. Mall Order Dept.

When Brown presented himself in answer to the request for

an interview, he carried an additional testimonial to his general worth

in the form of a letter from a member of the church which he attended,

who happened to be a member of the same golf club as Mr. Hills.

This letter, also a model of its kind, appears below:

Dear Mr. Blank :

Mr. John Brown, who presents this letter, informs me thai
he Is seeking a position with you, and asks me, as a mutual acquaint-
ance, 10 tell you what I know of hlro. While l feel that Mr. Brown's
persorallty will be sufficient recommendation, 1 am glad of this
opporiunliv lo vouch for hlra as a man.

1 have known Mr. Brown for about six years, ohlefly through
our membership in ihe same church. 1 have served on commlitcjes with
hlra, end helped to eleot him lo several minor offices in ihe church
and Sunday school. V/nile ours has not been a business acquaintance,
I have learned to know him well enough to feel Justified in saying
that he is a man whom I should be glad to employ myself. 1 kno\v

that he Is honest and earnest, or good nabits, and possessed of
high Ideals. I have no means of judging of his ability as an ad-
vertising man; but if he can meei your requirements in that respect
I am willing to guarantee that he will not disappoint you in any
other.

Very truly yours,

As a matter of courtesy to tlie bearer, the letter of recommenda-

tion is given to him in an envelope properly addressed, but unsealed.
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This is to indicate that the letter is written in good faith, and that

the bearer is at liberty to read it, and to assure himself that it con-

tains nothing prejudicial to him. The bearer presents the letter

Zmtxitan &c\^ot>l of eorresponbence
CHICAOO, U. •. A.

January lOlh, 1910.

Dear Slr:-

Are /3U psrfootly sura of promotion?

Sure that you will get the flret better position that
opens up? br'will It go to scoe man with a pull?

Only one thing can keep you ahead of your buslnes* coB-
peCltora, and that Is knowledge. The Cyclopedia of Commerce,
Accountancy, and BuslnosVAdrnTnlstrat Ion contains the knowledge
that you need to make yourself valuable— to make your value
known and appreclate'd.'

These ten big, handsome volumes show you how to do more
and, better work, to clip off the corners and smooth down the
rough edges, to manage today's work and plan tomorrow's, to make
every step a forward one, to laugh at the man with only a pull.
The books cover thoroughly organization, comnerclal law, sales,
advertising, and are particularly strong on simplified systems
for saving time and money in every business process.

Ontil Feb. 2nd, we offer to ship the books to you, charges
prepaid, for five days' examination. And to place the first "Shou-'
s'afia'Veta advantageously, we reduce the pflojs from 850.00 to f24.00.
Send and look them over, then If you can resist what they say for
themselvee, return them at our expense. Otherwise mall us |2.00
end $2.00 per month until paid, and we will include a year's sub-
scription to the Technical World Magazine, regular price |1.50.

You would go to much trouble to meet an influential
porion. It's no bother, no expense, to see these books, and thwy
are mora prwcrful than any kind of pull or influence.

MBke .sure of rapid promotion. Send today I

Very truly yours

,

hIAG-WSL. State Secretary.

f. S.—Don't merely rest satisfied with taking advantage of this
offer yourself. Pavor some ambitious business friend or employe
by also passing It along to him.

Fig. 12. Stylo of Lett«r Suitable for "Middle Class."

unsealed, unless he sends it by mail, or presents it through the medium

of a third party—as, for example, an office boy—whom he does not

care to have know its contents.

When an applicant has neglected to procure a letter of recom-
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raendation from his previous employer, and sometimes wheD he has

such a guarantee, he is asked to give the namea'Of business men or

personal acquaintances to whom he is willing his prospective em-

ployer should write regarding his character and qualifications.

Firms employing a large number of people usually have a printed

form which they send out to references so given. When employers

advertise that they will require references, it is best to give in the letter

answering the ad. the names and addresses of the references that will

be offered; and, if the applicant has open letters from any of them,

it would be well to enclose copies of them. The original letters

should never be allowed to go out of the possession of the bearer,

except when they are addressed to a particular person. The ap-

plicant may feel himself privileged to refer to personal friends without

giving them formal notice of the fact; but if he has occasion to refer

to business men, it is only courteous tliat he should advise them of

the fact that he has taken the liberty, and to ask their good word in

his behalf. Such a letter need be only a brief, courteous business

note, as in the following example:

Dear Sir: '

wnen I left your employmeni In March of last year, you
were good enougd lo offer lo eay a gooa word for me If ever the
opportunity presented Itseir..

I dawe applied lo Wallace, Hills and Co., of mis city,
for a position as advertising writer, and have taken ine liberty
of mentioning you as one of loy references. In case they write to

you regarding me, you will greatly oblige me If you will tell Iheto

something of my work with you. They seeoied to be well satisfied
of my ability to do the worK required, and wished only to Know a
little more of how i stood with my former empldyars.

Thanking you In advance for any favor that you can show me
In this matter, I am.

Respectfully yours,

Business men are frequently called upon to introduce by letter

two of their friends or business acquaintances who have never met.

Such letters usually concern not the possible employment of tlie bearer,

but a personal certification to his desirability as an acquaintance, or

to his worth as a business man. They may properly introduce two

men who personally may have nothing in common, but who may be

supposed to have common business interests. They are, therefore,

chiefly a certification to the fact that the writer considers the bearer

a man whom it may be an advantage for the recipient to know.

Such letters are always addressed to a particular person, are couched

in dignified, courteous language, and are given to the bearer unsealed,
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and delivered by him, usually in person. In case, however, the bearer

is a much smaller man in a business way than the man to whom he

has a letter, it is usually better for him to mail the letter of introduc-

tion to the addressee, enclosed in a note of his own requesting the favor

of a personal interview at the convenience of the addressee. Fol-

lowing is an example of a good letter of introduction :

Dear sir:

Mr. Joftn Brown, whom this will introduce to you, la a
valued member of our Collection and Claims Department. His visit
to New Yorlc I's really a vacation trip; but as he has kindly offered
to make a personal Investigation of the Brooks matter, whloh he has
been handling, I have advised him to see you, as the man best quali-
fied to give the Inside history of that affair. If you can find the
time to give him a brief interview, you will do him a favor, and add
to the obligailons of

Youre very truly,

S^JUx^^^
President.

Below is the note in which Mr. Brown enclosed the letter of intro-

duction:

Dear Sir:
You will oblige me greatly If you let me have a short tallc

with you In regard to the BrooKs matter. In the Interests of tallaoe.
Hills, and Co., as explained in the enolosed letter from Ur. Wllllaiz)
Wallace. I shall be In the city for several days and, as I have no
other business engagements, I shall be glad to mane your oonvenlence

^

mine.
Respec If ul 1 y yours

,

EXERCISES

1

.

Write a letter of recommendation from your present employer

to a prospective employer. Supply your own details.

2. Supposing yourself the secretary of your local Y. M. C. A.,

write an open letter of recommendation, regarding the habits, etc.,

of tlie bearer, such as a young man going to a large city might need to

secure admission to a goo<l, private boarding house. Supply your

own details.

3. Supposing yourself the cashier of your local bank, write

for the same young man a letter of introduction to the cashier of the

city bank with which he wishes to start an account.

SEND to the SCHOOL YOUR EXERCISES FOR LESSONS VII and VIII.
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DON'T USE

LIKE for "love." A boy "loves" his father, but he "likes" to

have a good time.

LIT for "lighted." Don't say, "I lit a cigar;" say, "I lighted a

cigar,"

LOAN for "lend." A man makes a "loan" when he "lends"

money.

LOVELY as an expression of pleasure in things in general.

It is correct to speak of a "lovely" woman, but not of a "lovely" time.

LUNCH for "luncheon." Don't say, "Take lunch with me;"

say, "Take luncheon with me."

LUXURIANT for "luxurious." "Luxuriant" means excessive

growth; "luxurious," pertaining to luxury.

MAB for "angry." "Mad" denotes some degree of insanity;

"angry" means enraged. To say that one is "mad" at a person or

a thing implies that one is not of sound mind.

MAKE for "earn." Don't say, "I make fifteen dollars a week;"

say, "I earn fifteen dollars a week."

MEAN for "ill-tempered" or "disagreeable." Don't say,

"He has a mean disposition;" say, "He has a disagreeable disposition."

MEMORANDA as a singular. The singular form is "mem-
orandum."

MIGHTY for "very." Don't say, "It's mighty hot;" say,

"It's very hot."

NICELY for "very well." Don't say, "I am feeling nicely;"

say, "I am feeling very well."

NO for "any." Don't say, "I don't want no help;" say, "I

don't want any help." When a man says that he "don't want no

help" he contradicts himself.

NOHOW for "in any way" or "by any means." Don't say,

"I can't do it nohow;" say, "I can't do it in any way (or, by any

means)."

NO MORE for "any more." Don't say, "1 don't want to see

you no more;" say, "I don't want to see you any more."

NOTHING LIKE for "not nearly." Don't say, "It was nothing

like as good as I thought it would be;" say, "It was not nearly so

good as," etc.
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LESSON IX

ORDBRINQ aOOOS AND ACKNOWLBOQINQ ORDERS

Letters ordering goods—whether enclosing a remittance to cover

the amount of the order, requesting that the goods be shipped C. O. D.,

or having them charged to the account of the firm—concern the

equivalent of money, and should be safeguarded like all other mone-

tary transactions. If the correspondent makers his order clear and

explicit, he relieves himself and his firm of any responsibility until

the goods have been safely delivered; if, however, he writes carelessly

and vaguely, he makes both himself and his firai responsible for

any error in filling the order. The correspondent will have trouble

enough correcting errors which he could not prevent, without making

himself additional work through his own carelessness.

Many of the essential points to be observed in ordering goods

have already been discussed, but it will do no harm to go over the

ground again here, at the risk of repeating some of the essentials.

A letter ordering goods should cover tlie following points:

(1) It should itemize the goods ordered, giving each item a

line to itself, and arranging the several items in a column. This

arrangement makes the letter easier to read, and enables the buyer

to check over the order easily after the letter is written, and before

it is mailed. It also enables the seller to check the items for billing,

and for filling by different departments; to note at once any articles

ordered which are not carried or which are temporarily out of stock;

and to use the letter, if desired, in place of a shipping order.

(2) It should state exactly the quantity, shape, style, size, price,

etc., desired, repeating the description used by the selling firm.

An order exactly stated can be checked and filled immediately,

without reference to any list or catalogue, or without looking up

previous orders from the same firm to determine what particular styles,

prico^s, etc., the buyer is accustomed to order.

(3) It should specify the number of the article ordered, if the

seller has given it a number, or else the page of tlu? catalogue, the issue

of the periodical, or the date of the circular letter in which the article

is listed. This will enable the seller either to identify at once the

goods ordered, or to turn to the source of the buyer's information and

verify or correct tlie order.
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(4) It should arrange definitely for payment, either Ijy en-

clasing a remittance to cover all or part of the order, by requesting

shipment C. O. D., by requesting that the order be charged to an

HAiistead', vas*;, lov. 1B«

Jtmerioaa ScDooi or Corraspoodeooe,
coicego. 111. -

Oeap Ur. liiller,-"

JD reepooss to your fav'gr of ^be, lOtb lnst> woulii say

tbac I bave aeclded to taica a- course mtn your scbool, as

1 believe that, as you say, tQe aoric seeos to be just wbat I

neeo. Vbiie I ao already' eoga^ed in busioeas, being, aa I

told you,^ eoployed as a booKKeeper to tbe Boolea mllla tiere,

I am not 9atiafle(l vttb my position, aQd want- to gat atiea:!.

AS I bave a utile ooney Id tbe bsolc I an golog to taKO' advaa-

tsge of your cash price, apd s&ow Ojyseir a good busioess man by

getting tbe discount offered for cash. I enoioae fas. 00, tbe

amount stated on tbe applloatlon blSDic, for ifDlcb please seiad

me a receipt. Uy express office is Hempstead, uaes., so If

you send tbe teztboolis by express, plees? send itijeiQ tbere.

Uy brotber is ttiere every day and oan get tbem for oe. I nave

been talklog about your eobool to one ot ttie men la tbe office

bere, anl be may decide to take fork mtn {.ou- alao. He tbicics

be would, prefer to tsKe up eggmeerlng, as bd aants to get out

of offloe aprk. Hie name le Alfred Saeet. fill you please

arlte hlo about your courses In tbat Hue?

TbeoklDg you for your kindness In ansaerlng my questions,

and boplng tbat tbls oourse alll help me to get abaad lo tbe

aorld, I am

Yours truly,

P. B. You remember that tbe ooursb l wsa tblnklng of

taking aas tbe oonplete course in Bueioess Admioistration..

Fig. 13. Incorrect Method of Writing a Personal Business Letter.

open account, or by requesting credit and advising the seller how
to prove the reliability of the buyer. As no firm can afford to "sell"

goods witliout receiving immediate payment, or without having some

exact understanding with the buyer regarding time and terms of
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payment, attention to this matter will facilitate the filling of orders.

If the buyer has an open account with the seller, it is not necessary

for him to request that the amount of the order be charged to his

account, unless he buys so infrequently that he may not be known as

a "regular" customer; if he has no account with the seller, it is his

business to make definite arrangements for payment, and if he asks

credit, to make it as easy as possible for the seller to prove his relia-

bility.

(5) It should specify the time limit within which the order

must be filled to be accepted, in case time is an important matter

with the buyer. If he is ordering seasonable goods, or giving a manu-

facturing order, and it is important that he should receive the goods

within a certain time limit, it is his right to make the date of delivery

a condition as much as the price. If, however, he fails to limit the

time for filling the order, he cannot return the goods if they reach

him too late.

(6) It should contain definite directions for the shipment of

the goods, unless the buyer has a standing shipping order with the

seller, or unless the manner of shipment does not matter to the buyer.

It is usually more convenient or less expensive for the buyer to have

his purchase shipped by a certain express company, or by a certain

line of railroad; while it is immaterial to the seller how he ships.

It is, therefore, the business of the buyer to see that the seller has

definite shipping instructions.

(7) It should include any other information, directions, or

specifications that will enable the seller to fill the order correctly

and prompdy. Order clerks and shipping clerks are not mind

readers, but hard worked men, who have no time to "guess" at what

the buyer wants or means, and they cannot be held responsible for

not following instructions which they did not receive.

Many large firms use a printed order blank, which provides space for

all the details necessary either for them or for the seller. Such forms usually

require no accompanying letter. If blanks are not used, attention to the

matters explained above will facilitate the handling of orders, save much
confusion and bickering in both firms concerned, and lessen the unnecessary

work of the correspondent. For an example of a well arranged order letter

from a businees firm, see Fig. 18, and compare Fig. 1, a personal order letter.

The buyer may expect from the seller the same care in handling

and acknowledging orders as the seller expects from the buyer in
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giving them. Every order received should be acknowledged within

twenty-four hours. Acknowledgment, however, doe-s not necessarily

mean filling, since stocks will occasionally run low or be sold out.
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antee that the order will be filled as promptly as possible. A letter

acknowledging an order should covei' the following points:

(1) It should repeat the date of the order.

(2) It should repeat the buyer's order number, and state the

order number given by the seller, if either firm uses the order number

system,

(3) It should contain either an itemized copy of the order,

or a comprehensive statement sufficiently definite to enable either

firm to look up the matter in case of eiTor or dispute.

(4) It should either state definitely the date the goods are

shipped; give the approximate date, in the case of goods out of stock

or to be manufactured; give a definite reason for inability to fill the

order; or combine any or all of these features, as the case may require.

(5) It should state definitely the express company or railroad

by which the goods are shipped, the number and style of packages,

and give any other information that may assist the buyer to identify

the shipment. If the shipment is made by freight, the bill of lading

should be enclosed.

(6) It should either acknowledge receipt of a remittance, stating

the amount; state that the goods have been shipped C. O. D. ; or en-

close a shipping bill, if the goods have been charged to an open

account.

(7) It should state clearly any difference in style, price, quahty,

etc., between the goods ordered and the goods that the seller can

supply.

(8) It is courteous to incorporate into the letter an expression

of thanks for the order, a hope that the goods sent will prove satis-

factory, and an assurance that the seller will be glad to make right

any error or damage for which he is responsible. The last two points

are especially important in a letter to an individual.

Many firms have blanks and forme that cover these points, but it is more

courteous to acknowledge an order by letter, even if only to express the thanks

of the seller. The correspondent should see to it that both letter and blank

cover all the points mentioned. Study Fig. 2, the acknowledgment of an

order from an individual; and Fig. 3, the acknowledgment of an order from

a firm.

The correspondent should remember that the tone which he

uses in acknowledging an order from another firm will not be ap-

propriate in acknowledging an order from an individual. The firm
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will excuse brevity so long as its wants are properly attended to;

the individual will expect much the same courtesy as he would

demand from a retail salesman. He will also need a more careful

CMosgo • 111
Sept. 10-10.

S A 45, Trlbun©,
City.

In applying for t^e position as Advetllsing Man
In your employ, 1 do so with the conviotlon tnat I can flli
It with sailaractlon to all parties concerned.

I am not a printing expert but-. If your proposition
to custoroera la a worthy one, I can write the Ulnd of "oopy*
for "ads", hoolclota, and «rollo«-up6" that will not only gel
new business hut wui revive the old. I have Ceen writing
Advertising .11 terature of different Kinds fojp the last two
years. This Is a short period ae experlenoe la oomputed In
the Advertising field hut, as I cave •made good*, I feel that
I have the right to olalu) that 1 am an Advertising Uan of value.

Previous to my entrance Into the advertising rieia
I bad been a salesman, both wholesale and retail for five
yeara and I believe this expsrlenoa helped me greatly la
giving me the opportunity to study human nature.

I am twenty-riva years old, have a hign-school
education, and navo made ay own way Id the- world since tne
age of seveDteen.

I will be willing to accept the position at eighteen'
dollars per weeK and leave 11 to your judgment If I aa lorlh
oore in ine future.

Will bo glad to oall and name referenoes, etc.

Yours very truly-

</ 021 B 63rd St.

Fig. 15. Letter of Application That is Too Wordy and Indefinite.

explanation of any error or indefiniteness in his order, more careful

handling in the matter of credit, and most explicit information regard-

ing the shipment of his goods. It Is probable that he is not altogether

famili;ir with business forms, terms, and customs, and he wiH ap-
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predate any attention on the part of the correspondent that will

make business matters easier or simpler for him. If the correspondent

handles either wholesale or retail orders only, he will probably have

no trouble in this respect; but if he is required to handle both kinds,

or is shifted suddenly from one to the other, it will pay him to be

careful in the wording of his letter. Compare the styles of Figs.

2 and 3.

BXBRCISES

1. Write a letter to yourself, from Wallace, Hills & Co., ac-

knowledging order and remittance for three standard books; say

that two are being shipped, but that the third is temporarily out of

print. Supply your own details.

2. Supposing yourself to be buyer for a small department store,

write a letter to the wholesale department of Marshall Field & Co.,

Chicago, ordering a bill of dry goods. Supply your own details.

3. Acknowledge the order for Marshall Field & Co,

PONT USE

NO USE for "of no use." Don't say, "It's no Uvse to me;"

say, "It's of no use to me."

OCCUR for "take place." Panics may "occur," but auctions

"take place."

ONCE IN A WHILE for "now and then" or "occasionally."

OPEN UP for "open" or "introduce." "Up" is superfluous.

A man may "open" a place of business, or "introduce" a new topic

in conversation.

OPINION for "idea." An "opinion" is the result of thought;

an "idea" may be only a passing impression.

OVER for "more than." Don't say, "I have over a dollar left;"

say, "I have more than a dollar left."

OVER AND ABOVE for "in addition to." Don't say, "Over

and above what you gave me, I had some money of my own;" say,

"In addition to what you gave me," etc.

OVER WITH for "over." "With" is superfluous.

OWN UP for "confess." Don't say. "I own up that I was

wrong;" say, "I confess that I was wrong."
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LESSON X

COMPLAINTS, AND HOW TO HANDLE THBM

In spite of the care with which modern business methods sur-

round every transaction, mistakes are bound to occur; as the respon-

sibility for them is pretty sure to be about equally divided between

buyer and seller, it is only proper for each to assume his fair share

of blame, and to make the adjustment as easy as possible for the

other. It will happen, too, that the most painstaking correspondent

will occasionally make a mistake, and will need the sympathetic

help of the man on the other side of the case; it will pay him to remem-

ber this when he has to handle complaints from others.

Every firm expects to make and receive a certain number of

complaints in the course of a business year, and firms doing any

great amount of business employ persons who do nothing else but

attend to such matters. Such correspondents are paid not to make

things disagreeable, but to settle disputes and adjust errors with as

little friction as possible. Theirs is not the most pleasant work,

but it is necessary; and, if handled right, it means a great deal both

to the firm and to the correspondent. It is much easier to offend a

good customer who thinks he has been misused than it is to put a

new customer on the books; and it is the business of the complaint

man not only to settle the affair in question to the advantage of his

firm, but to do it in such a way that the customer's patronage will

be retained.

The greatest diffioiilty in handling complaints arises from the fact that

too many "kicks" are written while the complainant is still moved by his anger

or disappointment, so that he permits himself to be discourteous, and at the

•ame time neglects to present his complaint in the definite terms that will

lead to its speedy adjustment. When a man comes upon what appears to be
an inexcusable piece of carelessness, his first impulse is to "roast" the man
or firm responsible; as a matter of fact, he not only gains nothing by so doing,

but ho is almost sure to lose sight of the reason for his complaint, and so to

involve the two firms in a further tangle.

A complaint letter should be written promptly, courteously,

and specifically. It is unfair to the offending party to hold a grudge

against him, without giving him a chance to adjust the difference;

and it is often very difficult to adjust a matter that has been allowed

to go unnoticed for some time—until the goods involved have spoiled
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or gone out of style, perhaps, or until the details attending the sale

have become dim in the minds of both parties. It often happens, too,

that a disagreement apparently serious—as, for example, in a matter

Cbloago, HI.
Oot. 10, 1010.

S A Trltrane,
Cbloago, III.

H7 QualiricatxocA for tue posltloo advertlaeii are aa
folloaa:

Age: 25; uomarrlei].

Bdnoatlon: Graduate of Hyde ParK High (oQool, Cbloago, 1901.

Habits: Good. I do*taol drlnK, aod use tobacco only la
moderatloD.

Szperlencei Retail ealesmaD for liareball Field & Co.,
Cblcago, 1901-03.

Vboiesale salesman, same firm, botb In Cbloago
and on tbe road, 1903-06.

Advertising writer for Long, Crllohrield & Co.,
Cbloago, 1906-08.

Advertising writer for Wallace, Hills & Co.,
Cblcago, 1908 to iireseni time, and still employed
by tbem.

Salary expected to start: fia.oo a weeK.

Uy desire to leav6 ay present position Is due to the
fact that I believe I can do better worlc by giving all my time
to one line of advertising writing. Instead of being obliged
10 bandle many different propositions, wallaoe. Hills & Co.
know of my desire to get into mall order work, and will be
glad to answer any inquiries regarding my aoillty..

I left both Marshall Field & Co., and Long, Crllob-'
field & Co., of my own accord. I have general letters of
recommendation from both firms. Long, Crlichfleld & Co.
oredlted me with considerable originality, and I planned
for their clients several advertising campaigns that
worked out well.

Vhlle I so willing to start at $18.00 a week, t

understand that I may expect something better as soon as I

have proved my wortb. •

If you will kindly grant oe a personal intervtew,
and allow ma to show you some samples of my work, I believe
I 08D ooDVlDce you of my ability to meet your requlreoente.

Respeotfully you rs,

U 021 Cast esrd St.,

Cbloago, 111.

Fig. 16. A Letter of Application That Will Receive Attention.

of delivery or tenns—will prove to be only a misunderstanding that

can be settled amicably by the exchange of two letters. It is wisest,

therefore, b all matters that justify a complaint, to give the offend-
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ing party immediate notice of the fact, and to suspend judgment

until he can explain his side of the question.

Courtesy is peculiarly appropriate in letters of complaint. If

the offending party has made an error which could be due only to

lack of proper care—as is often the case—he will be sorry enough

for the mistake, and ready to adjust it when it is brought to his atten-

tion. To abuse him before he has had a chance to speak for himself

is neither right nor gentlemanly; and if he happens to be a man of

quick temper, or if he considers that his business honor has been

questioned, he may even go so far as to throw all the blame upon the

complainant, and either force him to take all necessary steps to secure

an adjustment, or refuse outright to consider the complaint. An
initial letter of complaint should, therefore, be as courteous and

unbiased as possible, to give the other party the tacit assurance that

he will not be condemned unheard; but if that fails to bring a satis-

factory response, the matter may be pressed, and even handled with-

out gloves, as the policy of the house may dictate. In this respect

complaint letters are very similar to collection letters to stubborn

delinquents. (See Lesson XI.)

A complaint letter that is specific makes it possible both for the

recipient to understand the reason for the complaint, and either to

see at once wherein his firm is at fault, or to understand at once the

problem which he has to handle. To say that goods received "don't

suit" is to give no just reason for their refusal or return. It is due to

both parties, both in courtesy and as a matter of business, that they

should be given full details of the cause and extent of the disagree-

ment. For an example of a good complaint letter from one firm to

another, see Fig. 19.

Complaints, like collections (see Lesson XI), should be con-

sidered in two distinct classes: complaints from firms, and com-

plaints from individuals. A complaint from a firm may be handled

as briefly and as business-like as possible—indeed, it is quite pos-

sible that the complaint will be made on a printed form, and answered

on another. In case a letter is written it may concern itself only

with making plain the status of each party, and settling the dif-

ference. An apology for a blunder is always proper and expected,

but the offending firm can best show the proper spirit by its

promptness in attending to the matter, and by its willingness to do
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its part to make matters right. A complaint that is handled promptly

and courteously is already half adjusted, no matter how serious the

difference may appear. A good way to handle the complaint made

in Fig. 19 would be as follows:

Dear Sirs:
Permit ua to thans you for your very considerate letter

of April lOid, regarding the two s»lft Bicycles whloh were damaged.
In eblpment. We find that our paclcer iDlsunderstood bia Instruo-
tlons and orated those two wheels for city delivery. Hla error
Bhould have been caught hy our Shipping Department; but ae It was not,
the fault la plainly ours. We deeply regret this oarelessneas, and
assure you tjiat we have tasen steps to prevent its repetition.

To atone for the Inoonvenlenoe that we have caused you, we
are shipping you today by American Express, carriage prepaid, two
Swift Bloyoles to duplicate your order, and a now wheel and tire to
replace the broKen one. If you can repair and sell the damaged bi-
cycles, we will allow you 25^ off on the list price, aa you suggest,
and have so billed tbem. Please return the broken wheel and tire,
at our expense.

We_ are pleased to Know that the rest of your order was sat-
isfactory, and trust that you will be able to send us' many reorders
on these bicycles.

Very trulV yours,

In handling individuals the method is different. Individuals

are more prone to show anger in making their compkint, and they

are apt to forget that theirs was not the only order with which the firm

had to deal. They should be treated with the utmost courtesy and

promptness, and as a rule they must be allowed to be more dictatorial

in the matter of settlement. The complaint should be acknowledged

immediately, and, if it cannot be at once adjusted, the complainant

should be assured that the matter will receive prompt and careful

attention. If it is a matter of some moment, involving considerable

care in investigation and settling, the complainant should be advised

from time to time how matters are progressing. This will keep him

in good humor, and will prove to him that the firm is doing its best

to adjust matters.

Non-delivery of goods ordered is one of the chief causes of

complaints from individuals. About half the time the responsibility

for non-delivery is due to the fact that the purchaser did not give

proper shipping instructions; but, as a rule, it is better for the shipper

to assume the burden of blame, unless he can at once prove that he

followed instructions. The most satisfactory way to deal with such

a complaint, so far as the purchaser is concerned, is to duplicate

the shipment and assume the burden and expense of tracing and

recovering the lost shipment. Often, however, this is not possible,

as in the case of goods made to order, goods out of stock, or season

-
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able or perishable goods. In such cases the only thing to do is to

start a "tracer" after the missing shipment, and assure the buyer

that every possible effort will be made to get the goods to him. If

WALLACE. HILLS & COMPANY
STATE STREET AND WABASH AVENUE

CHtCACO. ILL.

Ootober 10, leio.

Mr. W. W. Blanu,
Adv. Ugr. Uontgomery Ward & Co.,

'^hioago, 111.

Cear Ir. Blanic-

Vbiie oe sere lunching together at the University
Club last Tuesday, you meniloned the fact that you «ere Id
Deed or another aavertlslng nrlter. ir the position Is etlll
ppen, I nouia recommend for it Ur. John Brown, who will pre-
sent this letter to you.

When I rirat met Ur. Brosn he was •lih Long,
Crltobrield & Co., Chicago, and was writing moat of our maga-
zine advertising. His worl: impreesed me so favorably that I

offered him a position as advertising nrlter ulth our flrin.

He eiccepled, with the approval of Long, Crltcbfleld 4 Co.,
and bae been with ms for the laet t«o years- Ha has J'jstiriel
ray faith In him by writing us some or the best pulling copy
that we ever used, and his worlE has been aallsfaoiory in
every way. He Is original and up-to-date in his advertising
Ideas, and knows how to express them forcefully and in gooa
Bnglleb. Personally he la a good man to aorlc wl ih--sieady,
businesslike, abd dependable.

While I shall greatly regret losing Ur. Brown, I

cannot advance him above his present posltloo, because the
Deiu above him have mode themselves fixtures. I agree wiib Ur.
Brown that he Is equal to a bigger position than he has here,
and 1 hope you oan give hlo tn« opportunity mat be seeks, if
you will see him personally, you will oblige both nim and oe.

Very truly yours.

Fig. 17. An ElToclive Personal Letter of Kecoiiimeudation.

the buyer can be proved responsible for faulty shipping directions,

he must suffer any possible loss; but if the seller is responsible, he

must either hasten the delivery of the goods or stand good for their
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loss or the loss of the sale. For an illustration of a suitable letter in

such a case, see Lesson II, Exercise 2.

Individuals are also prone to complain when the goods ordered

MATTHEW GREEN & SON

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

JoiMnrine, Mich., March 22, 1910.

Wallace, Rills & Co.

,

Chicago, 111.

Dears Slrs:-

You may ship us by freight, f.o.b. Chicago, »la
Michigan Central Railroad, the following goods, listed In
your "Spring Specials" announcement, dated March l&th, 1910:

1 Model X Swift Bicycle, fitted with U. & W. double tubs
tires, 20 In. frame, _ _ _ |40.00

1 Do., 22 In. frame _ _ _ _ 40.00

1 Model 2908 AJax Bicycle, fitted with Xmor single tuba
tires. 22 In. frame - _ - 30.00

1 Model 288 Oriole Bicycle, fitted regularly, 22 in.
frame ______ 22.50

1 Model 1910 Swift Motorcycle - -- 200.00

In case any of these goods are out of stock, kindly advise ua,
«nd ship remainder of order Immediately.

We wish these goods billed us at 60 and 90 flays.

You will find us rated In- Dun and Bradstreet. We also refer
you to Marshall Field 4 Co.. Ulbbard, Spencer, Bartlett
& Co., Franklin MacVeagh & Co., of whom we have recently
purchased goods, and who, we believe, will satisfy you of our
promptness In meeting our bills. We shall appreciate any
courtesies that you can show us In the way of credit and
discounts

.

While we have been In business here for only two
years, we are well established and have a good cash trade,
turning over t2,000 a month on the average. Our cnstomers
are keen after bargains, even though the prices are only
slightly cut, and we shall be glad to be kept advised of goods
that we can use as leaders. We expect to use those bicycles
to get more of the trade of the young men.

tours very truly.

Fig. 18. Correct Form for a Letter Ordering Goods.

do not come up to their expectations, when they themselves are

plainly at fault in having misunderstood what was offered to them.

There is no law against a man's changing his mind between the

time he buys and the time he receives his purchase, but there is a
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pretty definite business law that a change of mind does not en t' tie

a man to return goods once purchased. If the goods are returnable,

it is the business of the correspondent to resell them—that is, to oer-

MATTHEW GREEN & SON

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

J«iM>nlI«t Micb, April 10, 1910.

waileca Hills, ft Co.,
Chicago, 111.

Your snipment of our order of Marst) 22n(J arrived today,
but I ao sorry to say that it Is not all In good condition.

The tno Model X Sniri Bicycles, which were srated
together, are badly sirashed. The front nheel of one (the
22 in. frame) has a crauKed rim, and five broKen spokes; the
tire, too, is 80 torn that it will have to go bacK to tne
factory. The other bicycle (the 20 in. frame) has a bent han-
ale oar, and several deep scratches on the frarae. Apparently
the damage is due to poor packing, as the crate on these two
heels is much lighter than those on the others.

If you mil replace the wheel and tire of the 22
In., we can have made such other repairs as will enable us
to sell these bicycles, provided you will give us a discount
of 254>. of f on eaih. We cannot make either wheel loot good
enough to sell for full price. If you do not oare to do this,
send two CD^re Model X Swift Bicycles, carefully packed, and
we will return the damaged ones.

The other bicycles came through In good oondlllon,
and ere salisfactory In every respect.

We are greatly disappointed that the two Swift wheels
are not ImDodiately saleable, as we had planned to use tnero
as leaders, and hoped to send you a good number cr orders.
We shall appreciate It if you win duplicate them promptly.

Very truly yours.

^^%aSic:i^j.o'0''&'<-tx.^^

PiR. 19. A Complaint Letter from One Finn to Another.

«uade the buyer that they are exactly as represented; and that,

though he may be disappointed in them now, he will find, if he will

give ihem a fair trial, that they are exactly what he wanted. If he
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cannot be so persuaded, it depends upon the policy of the house

whether he shall be allowed to return them, or be obliged to make

the best of his bargain. In either case, it is the business of the cor-

American ^ectinioal J^ooiety

pUBLISHEpa
(Ijhicago

Jonuarjr 12, 1910.

lir. Ernest U. Daves.
Pordham, Mlso.

Dear Slr:-

Your recent order for Cyclopedia of Archliecture le now ready

for delivery and «e await shipping insiructlons from you. Through

an 07srslght our agent who took your order failed to show on the oon-

traot whether books are to be delivered at your home or business

address; the dare on which the shipment should be made Is also

omitted. We need both shipping date and delivery address to Insure

prompt and proper handling of your order.

Will you be kind enough to give us this Information at onea,

using th& enclosed stamped envelope for your reply. At the same ttos

please give us the name of some responsible business man as reference,

as this is required for our records on all order* taken outside of the

home office district. As a business man you, of course, appreciate

that this is a necessary formality. We are pleased to refer you to the

Continental National Bank and to the National City Bank of Chicago for

reference as to our standing.

Hoping to receive a reply by return mail so that your order

may not be unduly delayed, I am

Yours very truly,

^>HAxX^>vl
CHW/L Secretary.

Fig. 20. A Letter Asking Further Information Before Giving Credit.

respondent to convince the buyer, without giving offense, that the

seller was perfectly honest in the transaction, and that the buyer

deceived himself, if he considers himself deceived. If the goods

are not returnable the correspondent has the pleasant task of per-
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suading a disgruntled customer that he is really satisfied with what

he declares he does not want and will not keep. In such a letter the

correspondent may put some stress upon the fact that the goods

cannot be returned, and that the purchaser might as well make up

his mind to like them. It cannot be put as baldly as that, but that

attitude will often show a changeable customer that his complaint

is only a passing whim which really deserves no attention. For the

correct method of handling such complaints see Fig. 4.

It is not to be understood that the customer should be encouraged in

flaking unreasonable complaints, or that he should be humored at the expense

of the seller. If his complaint is justified it must be adjusted to his complete

satisfaction, whatever the monetary loss of the firm; but if he had no reason

to complain, or asks unreasonable things, he must be "turned down" politely

but firmi3\ The policy to be followed in such matters is determined by some

one higher than the correspondent, but it is his duty to use every legitimate

trick of his profession to help his firm out of a hole, without offending the

complainant.

EXERCISES

1. Make a complaint to Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, re-

garding the goods ordered in Exercise 2, Lesson IX. Supply your

own details.

2. Acknowledge and adjust the complaint made in Exercise 1.

3. The Brown Automobile Co., Chicago, sold to Arthur Simras,

Cairo, 111., a 40-horse-power Brown Automobile, for $3,000. ]Mr,

Simms is very much dissatisfied with his purchase; he objects to its

color, though it is exacdy as ordered, and says that the machine

won't run. He writes an offensive letter, demanding his money back.

It is evident that the real trouble is that he does not yet understand

the machine. Write a letter that will satisfy him.

SEND TO THE SCHOOL YOUR EXERCISES FOR LESSONS IX and X.

PONT USE

PANTS. In ordinary speech, "trousers" is preferable; but

"pants," as a trade term, must be accepted as business English,

PARTIALLY for "partly." "Partially" means with unjust

favoritism. To say that one is "partially" responsible for a mistake,

is, as a rule, to take undue blame upon one's sek".
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LESSON XI

CREDITS AND COLLECTIONS

The duties of the credit man are distinct from those of the

correspondent, and are not within the province of this text; but

since many correspondents are required to write credit and collec-

tion letters, either wholly or in part, it will not be irrelevant to con-

sider here how such correspondence should be handled.

Credit letters require care, courtesy, and tact. It is usually

impolitic to offend a man, however undesirable a customer he may

be; but it is not good business to allow an "undesirable" to see that

he is trying the patience of the house, nor to let a "hard luck tale,"

or a natural feeling of pity or sympathy, warp business judgment.

The credit man may curtly instruct the correspondent to refuse to

open an account with a certain man, or to give him further time for

payment; but it is the business of the correspondent to state the case

as gently and yet as firmly as he can. If it appears that the customer

is entitled to credit, but that he has failed through carelessness or

ignorance of business procedure to present his case in its most favor-

able light, the correspondent is supposed to explain the circumstances

so clearly that the customer will know how to set himself right, and

so tactfully that he will not take offense at being further questioned.

iMany a man has later become a valued customer of a rival house,

because the tone used by the credit department hurt his pride.

Fig. 20 shows a good form for such cases.

When a customer's application for credit is granted, he should

be so advised in a manner that will lead him to think not that he is

the recipient of a great and unusual favor, but that he is receiving

only his right as a responsible business man. If, on the other hand,

he must be absolutely refused credit, the correspondent should inform

him of the fact in terms that will gloss the real reason so far as may

be, but that will give him to understand that the matter cannot be

reopened. Perhaps the most effective reason for refusing credit,

and the one least galling to the customer, is the indefinite "it is con-

trary to the policy of the house," to do as the customer suggests.

There are cases when a blunt "no," and a plain statement of the

real reason, are the best answers to give to a recjuest for credit; but

even such a letter should be dignified and not purposely discourteous.
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There is more difference in the handhng of collections than in any other

form of business correspondence, and thii? text can consider collection letters

only in a general way. Here again the policy of the firm dictates the tone of

the letter. Some firms will tolerate any kind of a letter that will collect the

The Dixon-Hanson Pompany
Ctiiirdijandl tSubUsbna

315 OEARBORN S T B E t Ti

Chicago Aug. b, 1910

Dear Sir"-

A month or 40 ago we wrote you about paying for your
set of the NEW PRACTICAL REFERENCE LIBRARY. We understood that
you were temporarily In rather poor circumstances, and we tried
to accomtnodaie affairs to your needs. We offered to accept
Tldlculously small payments from you, believing you would appre-
ciate the courtesy and be glad to do your share. You evidently
have not done so, for we have received no payment from you since.

Now this must have attention. We agreed to accept very
small payments, but we cannot agree to accept nothing at all. We
must ask you to pay something at once. You wouldn't ask or ex-
pect less, were you In our place.

It Is not an unrea.sonable request. No one but a person
In absolute poverty would find It Impossible to pay such a small
amount. It can only be a question of disposition, not ability
to pay.

We raised no question about your order when you gave
It. We rilled it In good faith. We believed we were safe In
trusting the set to you on credit. Honesty Is not conditional
on wealth or poverty. We believed we could rely upon yours.
Were we mistaken?

Do you realize that you have purchased the work of great
merit - a work unsurpassed in the field that It covers? You ought
to take pride In placing It In your home. If your means are small
your ambitions are big. It Is much to your credit that you are
providing your children with such advantages. We reall:ed that,
and tried to help you by our offer last month. , Don't you appre-
tlate It?

In short, we ask you to take care of this account
at once. We have tried to do our part _ we must ask you to do
yours. We request some payment, even If not a largo one. Provide
for It now. Don't put It off. Lay It aside now, for our collec-
tor. Don't overlook it again.

Tours very traly,

THE DIXON-HANSON COMPANY.

Fig. 21. A Collection Letter That is Strong, but Not Oflensivo.

money due them, while others wiU maintain their dignity at the risk of losing

the money; and on the other hand, some men can be led to pay their bills by
persuasion, some by shame, some by "bluffing," some by bullying, some by
threats, some onlj' by process of law—and some not at all. As a rule, a firm

wastes httle time or courtesy trjing to collect from another firm. The creditor
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sends monthly statements of the indebtedness for tliree or four months, with

increasingly curt requests for settlement, then warns the delinquent debtor

that he will have recourse to law, and finally turns the accoimt over to a lawyer

or a collection agency. The preliminary letters need not be discourteous, and
thej' should not be offensive; but they may be as short as the creditor cares

to make them. The latter part of the correspondence should be written or

supervised by a lawyer, and belongs to commercial law rather than to business

correspondence.

Collection letters directed at an individual permit of different

handling. It may be taken for granted that most individual debtors

really intend and desire to pay, and that their delinquency is the result

rather of carelessness or misfortune than of any desire to defraud.

Most mail-order houses sell part or all of their goods on the install-

ment plan, requiring monthly payments; and probably a majority

of the accounts that are collected by mail are of this sort. Whatever

the proposition, installment accounts offer the best opportunity for

the correspondent to show his skill and ingenuity.

Installment contracts seldom call for the payment of more than

one hundred dollars, and most of them call for considerably less.

It is not profitable either to reclaim the goods for nonpayment, or to

force payment by process of law. The creditor can better afford to

spend time and postage collecting by mail—not by threats, but by

persuasion.

Men who are both able and willing to pay their debts are often

careless about paying promptly, either through habit or through some

chance that has interrupted their usual routine. A simple "monthly

statement," such as is usually sent when tlie installment is due, may
reach the debtor when it is inconvenient for him to get a money order

or a draft, and before he has the opportunity to send the money,

he may forget the matter. This may happen several months together,

without any intentional neglect on the debtor's part. Obviously,

then, the best way to approach such a debtor is to assume that his

neglect has not been intentional, and to ren>ind him that he is caus-

ing the creditor an expense and inconvenience that were not covered

by the price at which the goods were sold to him. Similarly, it

may be assumed that any debtor is delinquent only through care-

lessness; and the assumption, courteously expressed, will often bring

the desired remittance more promptly than a violent letter would do.

Again, it may easily happen that a man who has contracted to
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make payments extending over a number of months has undertaken

more than he should, that he has suffered reverses that have made

it impossible for him to meet the payments as he expected, or that he

MauricC^ L Rothschild
Southwest coroer Jackson and Slate

Chica^

IIO«. 2S, i«e9,

ttr. C. B. Barrett

,

ebloaflo,
III.

Jutt at tlilb ««&roe«t' saasoa, It «eflBt aa though «e
really nust send you a peoi'&I ii9s«as« Abput the extraorainary
stook of tine everooats we have bare.

le can't think of any cvarooat need that we haven't
provided for. *e have drese pvartfoata. anto ooats, »oin ooats,
general utility overcoats-; 6one have the high mllltarr coLlar«
made to fold bask In lapels if desired; sooe button-throagh,
Bose t>ox baok, soae form-fitting.

The naw Scotch and Irish weaves are notably rich this
year; and will show you sooe vSry stylish new grays in various
abades that will ploase your fancy.

At $36 $40 tiO $60 you get the richest fabrics and
ftnaat silk linings Bade. At tiO and $8S we're selling aver-
eoata that are better than we ever believed could possibly bo
delivered for the oocey.

If you'd like to look at fur trimed or fur lined
overeoats, we've got some beauties.. The "shells" are aade for
oa by Hart Schaffner & Uarx and we put the fur on or in tbea
in our own fur shop.

We do want veu to see this overcoat stook; there's.
nothing like it 'el&eimere in this country.

You understand, of course, that If you ever get
aaytbing hero that isn't fully satlsfaotory in any way, we
want a obanoe to make it right. Mistakes do happen; we're
willing to pay for ours.

Have you ever been dlaayyolhted hercf Let us know.,

Tours very truly.

Fig. 22. A Good "Form" Selling Letter for the Retail Trade.

has found the goods not so satisfactory as when he first bought them.

In any of these cases the problem becomes one of selling rather than

collecting—the purchaser must be again persuaded that he really
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wants the goods, that they are just what he expected them to be,

and that he can afford to pay for them if he only thinks so.

Presuming that the man purchased in good faitli, it is bad policy

to go at him as if he were suspected of a desire to defraud. Many

honest debtors are ashamed of their inability to pay, particularly if

they are accustomed to meet bills promptly, and will refuse to answer

an ordinary dunning letter, or to give any statement of their situation,

hoping that some turn of fortune will enable them to pay up next

month. It is a good idea, therefore, to invite the confidence of the

debtor, tacitly assuring him that his honesty is not questioned, and

determine if the payments can be made any easier for him. It may

be suggested that some unforeseen contingency has made it tem-

porarily impossible for him to meet his payments, and that the creditor

is willing to do anything possible to lighten the burden of the debt.

Even if this does not happen to hit his case, the tone of the letter will

convince the debtor that he is still regarded as an honest man, and

will give him an opportunity to explain his delinquency, and arrange

for future payment. It is not always possible to get an answer even

to such a letter, because the debtor still hesitates to acknowledge his

condition, and still hopes for relief; but a series of letters of this type

will often work wonders where an immediate resort to bluffs or threats

would have no effect. Fig. 21 illustrates a collection letter which is

urgent, yet not offensive.

The purpose of these preliminary letters is to discover why the

debtor has become delinquent; until he knows that, the correspondent

is only groping in the dark. When once the debtor explains that

he is unable to continue the payments, or that he does not feel obliged

to because the goods were not as represented, the case assumes a

different phase. Whether the man can or cannot pay is not for the

correspondent to decide; it is his duty to tell the debtor, without

offendmg him, that he will be held to his contract; or to resell the goods,

if dissatisfaction with them appears to be the real reason for delin-

quency. Fig. 4 illustrates the method of "reselling" a dissatisfied

customer.

In the latter case the correspondent must first determine how

much real cause for complaint the debtor has. Often a case that

appears to be merely an attempt to avoid payment, will, upon in-

vestigation, prove to be a well founded complaint. The corre-
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spondent can determine the exact standing of the complaint both by

an investigation of the manner in which the order was filled, and by

getting the debtor to explain in full his cause for dissatisfaction.

That is not always as easy as it might be, for a dissatisfied debtor

has probably reached the point where he will be glad to get rid of a

bad bargain; but if the correspondent is courteous and patient, he

will at last get at the facts in the case. If he finds that his firm is at

fault, it is his duty to make amends as speedily and as thoroughly

as possible, and to apologize so thoroughly and sincerely that the

debtor will be convinced that the firm meant to do the right thing

by him. If the debtor is wholly or partly in the wrong, and par-

ticularly if he has been self-deceived in the nature of the goods, or

the terms of the sale, the task of the correspondent is more delicate

and important. By patience and courtesy, however, and by firmly

refusing to back down when he finds that his firm is in the right, he

will be able to collect many debts that were apparently going "bad."

In case the debtor remains silent, or proves not amenable to

persuasion, the correspondent may begin to "put on the screws"

—

always within the limits fixed by the policy of his house. The

"Chicago Tribune" uses the following brief letter, which is written

in the middle of a full size letter sheet, and which is efltective because

of what it does not say:

Dear Sir:

Tbe enclosed statemeot
Bao«8 your account considerably
overdue. Please give us a remit-
tance In full settlement by return
mall

.

Yours very truly,

Sometimes a quiet hint that it will be the disagreeable duty of the

creditor to see that other business men are not similarly imposed upon,

will bring the debtor to time. Again, it may be necessary to tell him

plainly that he must either meet his payments or suffer the con-

sequences—the seizure of the goods, or a law suit, as the case may be.

When matters reach this stage, they belong in the province of die

lawyer rather than the correspondent; but it may be stated here that

a bluff or a threat must be made convincingly to be effective, and

that it can hardly be effective unless it is backed by a determination

on the part of the creditor to carry it out, if necessary. Collection
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letters that threaten suit need to be handled very carefully, or they

may involve the creditor in unpleasant legal entanglements. Even

a dishonest and defiant debtor may not be handled too roughly

through the mails.

EXERCISES

1. Supposing yourself credit man for Wallace, Hills & Co.,

Chicago, write a letter to Matthew Green & Son (Fig. 18), declining

to give them credit on their showing, but offering them the oppor-

tunity of making a statement of their condition. Supply your own

details.

2. Write a collection letter for Wallace, Hills & Co., Chicago,

to be used on "charge" customers three months in arrears. Supply

your own details.

3. Write a collection letter to be used by them on similar ac-

counts just before placing the matter in the hands of an attorney

for collection.

PONT USE

PATRONS for "customers." Properly speaking, the "patrons"

of a business are the men who have money invested in it; those who

buy are "customers."

PHENOMENA as a singular. The singular form is "phe-

nomenon."

PLACE for "where." Don't say, "Lets' go some place tonight;"

say, "Let's go somewhere tonight."

PREJUDICE for "prepossess" or "predispose." Don't say,

"I am prejudiced in his favor;" say, "I am predisposed in his favor."

"Prejudiced" means inclined against.

PRESENT for "introduce." A man is "presented" to one of

higher social rank, as to the President of the United States; he is

"introduced" to men with whom he will work.

PRETEND for "profess." "Pretend" implies a claim which

cannot be substantiated. Don't say, "I pretend to be a bookkeeper;"

say, "I profess to be a bookkeeper."

PRINCIPLE for "principal." It is "principal" that a man
puts out at interest; his "principle" of honesty that inclines him to

pay his debts.
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LESSON xn

FORM LETTERS

If all the letters received by a firm were answered individually,

and if all those answers were compared at the end of a certain time,

it would be found that many of them were duplicates except for

minor details of phrasing. Similarly, if a firm had the same prop-

osition to present to several hundred or several thousand different

persons, and should undertake to write them individual letters, it

would be sending out hundreds or thousands of letters alike except

in unimportant details. It is certain, too, that many of these in-

dividual letters, while they might contain all necessary information,

would be considerably lacking in selling force, because the corre-

spondent had become "stale" through constant repetition of the

same thoughts. Both to make their letters uniformly good, and to

effect a considerable saving in time, labor, and money, most business

houses now make use of what is termed the "form letter"— that is,

of a letter written as to an individual, but sent to a number of different

firms or persons to convey to them the same information.

Form letters may be either copied singly on the typewriter, or printed

by the thousand from imitation typewriter type on a regular printing press.

Form letters that are copied are in efifect individual letters, and should be so

regarded. They are prepared in advance in order to put the proposition in

the best possible shape; they should follow very closely the usual letter form,

in order not to betray the fact that they are stereotyped; and they must, of

course, be sent sealed, as first-class mail. On account of the expense of copying

and mailing them, they are adapted only to oases where it is necessary, or

politic, to make the reader think that he is getting a personal letter. For

example, if an art dealer were commissioned to sell a small and valuable col-

lection of wator-oolor paintings, he would know that he would be wasting

effort and postage to advertise them generally. He would, instead, prepare

a careful notice of sale, in the form of a letter, which he would have copied in

the best possible form, and mailed to the three or four hundred persons of

wealth and culture to whom he could hope to sell the paintings.

Printed form letters are so generally used that, in spite of the

skill with which they can be printed, it is probable that they do not

deceive one reader in a thousand. That is, however, no reason

why they should be prepared carelessly, but is rather an additional

reason why they should receive the utmost care—not in the attempt

to deceive, but to make them seem attractive and personal in spite

of their printed form. The whole purpose of the printed form letter
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is to give the impression of a personal letter; if that pretense is not

carried out to the least detail, the whole effect of the letter is lost,

and the letter fails to make a favorable impression. A circular,

fty Harper & Br0th£r& Publqhers w^y
.^t* NEW YORK AM> LOMKN fSS^Xi

ntANKLM aOUME. fCVVORK

JuMiaiy ». laiO.

Mr. t. 6. Lookreod.
5769 Draxsl Blvd.,

Chicago, III.

Daar Sir :

Ve desire to aoknovledge rsosipt of your letter of reoent data and
to apologize for our tardineas in ansvering.

We take pleasure in enolosing herevith deacriptive airttular of
HARPER'S lUSTtK-TALES, vbioh oonalsle of eight volunsa of Tales by tb« baat
European authcre. in oonnection with the three Barpor Perlodieala.

The purpose of offering these books, together *ith a year's ao^
ecriptlon to each of the Harper rariodioals, at a cost of tut littla bota
than the newsstand price of the periodicals alona. Is to inoreaea our ub-
scription list.

It was our consoientious andearor to include in these volanes the
greatest short fiction that Europe has produced. That re have attcceaded
nay be- inferred from the fact that the editors were, among others, tillisB
Dean Honells, Henry Janes, and Brasder Uatttaen, and that aaoog the thirty-
three writers, whose works are represented, are Cuy de ttaupasaant, Uidorle
Halevy, Francois Coppee, B. ferei Caldos, Alptwnae Daudet, Aleiasder Kiel-
land, etc. ; men, in other words, vbo stand for the greatest in Bodarti
European literature.

The books have gilt tops ant unout edges, and are bound in red
silk book cloth with design In gold, and In every way worthy of a place,
in your library

e sell these books alone at tS.OO a set ; together with one
periodical at ill. 00: while with the three periodicals the oost is IIS. 00.
Furtbersore. the periodicals may bs sent to different addreuses, if daslr«d.

Payment oay be made either by casta with a i^ dtaoounx, or by BaDth^
ly payments of SI. 00 Mfm r«aeipt of Um books and tl-OO a salb uatll tbo
aoauat is liquidated.

Tours wairy truly.

^^/^C^^^

All COMMONtCATIONS MU3T Bt ADOREOtO TO THE youiE AND HOT TO IIIBISIOanLa.

Fig. 23. An "Inquiry" Letter Designed to Sell Direct.

neatly printed in regular type, is far more effective as a selling docu-

ment than a poorly arranged and badly printed form letter.

Printed form letters come from the printer in various stages of

completion, according to their purpose. Some have the date, "Dear
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Sir," and signature printed at the same time as the body, and are

designed to be mailed under a one-cent stamp, in an unsealed envelope.

They are not personally addressed to the recipient, and depend upon

their contents or arrangement to catch his attention. Some have

only the body pri[nted, from the "Dear Sir" to and including the

"Yours truly;" the date line and the personal address are filled in

on the typewriter, and the signature is filled in by hand, or by means

of a rubber stamp facsimile. Such letters may or may not be mailed

under a one-cent stamp, according to the postoffice ruling in force

at the moment. It is important that the correspondent should keep

up on these varying rulings, in so far as he can, for his knowledge

will enable him to save his firm no small loss of time and money.

Some letters are incomplete in the body. They are, in effect, forms

to be filled in on the typewriter, and are used chiefly in acknowledging

orders and mailing statements of accounts. They are more courteous

than a regularly printed statement. They require two-cent postage.

In illustration: Fig. 5 has date and address filled in on the typewriter,

signature fiUed in by hand; Figs. 6, 8, and 22 have date, address, and salutation

filled in on the typewriter, signature printed; Fig. 9 js typewritten throughout,

with pen signature; Figs. 10 and 12 are printed, with no address, and are signed

with a rubber stamp.

WTiile it is impossible to lay down any working rule regarding

the relative value of letters entirely printed or partly filled in, it may
be regarded as axiomatic that the more personal the form letter

appears, the more effective it will be. Whether the expense of filling

in the headings and signature will be justified is a matter to be de-

cided for each separate case; but it is the business of the correspond-

ent to understand all these matters, and to follow carefully the returns

from the various kinds of form letters. It has been proved beyond

question that a form letter mailed sealed, under a two-cent stamp,

will receive more careful consideration than one sent under one-cent

postage, unsealed. No man will throw into the waste basket, un-

opened, a sealed letter; but many men—especially those whom it

is most desirable to reach—will destroy, unread, an unsealed com-

munication. In case the proposition to be presented allows only a

narrow margin of profit, or the list to be used is known to be full of

dead timber, the correspondent may be justified in sending the letter

unsealed; as a rule, a sealed letter will more than pay for the extra
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expense of two-cent postage. The "postage saver" envelope is useful

only because it carries its contents better than the ordinary envelope

with a "tucked in" flap; the "postage saver" is now as familiar to

the public as the form letter.

OTIS «e HOU&H
BAnKZBS AXO BROKEHS

cuwutooA niui.oino

r.s:^rx.

11 January, 1010.
Ur C R. Barrett

6S03 Uadlson Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

Dear Sir;

We are In receipt of your inquiry of ttie

10th Inst asking for our booklet "BONDS AND HOW TO BUY
THBM."

In order to give inquiries from Illinois
our best attention, «e have arranged to refer all Inquiries
of this kind to Messrs. Lltten & Roberts, Peoples National
BenJj Bulldlag, Rook Island, Illinois. They represent us

In full and will b« pleased to furnish you with booklets,
list, and any Information which we ourselves could give
you, m a manner that cannot help but be satisfactory to

you. Your letter has therefore been referred to them by
this same mall, with the request that they favor you In
every way possible

We shall watch the progress of your
Inquiry carefully, and ^ re satisfied that we can give jrou th«
b«st service through the co-operation of our representallvsa
at Rook Island

Thanking you for the Inquiry, and trusting this
is the beginning of a bosi pleasant business relation, ws are.

Very truly yours,

OTIS A HOUOH,

^^]riJ9y.^i^

Fig. 24. An "Inquiry" Letter Designed to Sell Tlirough an Agent.

It ia also the duty of the correspondent to see that the form letters used

by his firm are mechanically perfect. The printer can get type exactly dupli-

cating the type used on any standard writing machine; and, if the letter is to
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be filled in, it is important that he should print the letter in the tjrpe used by
the firm. The filling in should be done accurately and neatly, so that all

margins and spacinga shall be exact, and the color of the "fill-in" should match
the color of the body printing. Printers who make a specialty of imitation

typewritten letters will match exactly any color of ink used, smd will usually

furnish, free of charge, short ribbons of the same color to use in filling in;

any printer can get the proper ink from his ink house, if he will. The special

inks used for this purpose have a tendency to run light or streaked, auid the

typist filling in printed letters should be instructed to throw out all botched

letters. If these run too high in any given lot, the copies should be returned

to the printer, so that he may replace them with perfect ones, and take more
care with his work.

The printed letter may properly vary considerably from the

usual form of the business letter, in its effort to catch the attention

of the reader. This variation consists in greater freedom in the

matter of paragraphing, in the use of capitals and underlinings, and

in a somewhat eccentric method of punctuation. Indeed, it may be

said that the printed letter may go to any extreme in these matters,

so long as it does not absolutely offend against good taste, obscure

its message, or give its form undue importance. For examples of

the variations of form permissible in form letters, study Figs. 5, 67

7, 8, 9, 12, 26, and 27.

Form letters are often accompanied by printed matter which

states the general proposition, and which leaves to the letter its specific

application. Whenever this is the case the correspondent should

make it his business to see that the printed matter does fulfill all the

general requirements, and that he himself is thoroughly familiar

with the styles, prices, terms, general proposition, or whatever he

may be handling. The correspondent may or may not have a hand

in compiUng the printed matter; but in any event he will be in the

best position to test its general effectiveness, and his suggestions

for its betterment will be given due consideration. Indeed, if he

finds that the general printed matter is not doing its part of the work,

and is in consequence both increasing his own labors, and making
them less effective, it is his duty to his firm and himself to insist that

the fault be remedied.

It may seem unnecessary to say that the correspondent should be familiar

with the matter that he is handhng, but the suggestion is warranted by the

facts; many a firm has a good proposition ruined, and a possible customer
turned away, by the ignorance of the correspondent. In city department
stores it is customary for the heads of departments to supply their subordinates

with copies of the day's advertisement, and to see that they imderetand both
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the special proposition for the day, and the exact location of the goods offered.

It is equally important that the correspondent should post himself thoroughly

upon all the advertisements and printed matter used by his firm; if they are

properly prepared, he can do no better than to follow their lead; if they are

lacking in any respect, he will be expected to make up the lack.

EXERCISES

1. Supposing Fig. 4 to be a form letter sent out to a number

of dissatisfied customers, vary the form to make it more effective.

Change the wording as little as possible.

2. Supposing Fig. 11 came to you in the mail, show how you

would vary the form to make it more effective to you. Change the

wording as little as possible.

3. Write for A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago, a form letter,

requiring considerable filling in, to be used in acknowledging ad-

vance orders on a de luxe edition of "The History of Chicago."

SEND TO THE SCHOOL YOUR EXERCISES FOR LESSONS XI and XII.

PONT USE

PROMISE for "assure." Don't say, "I promise you, it was

an unpleasant experience;" say, "I assure you," etc.

QUIT for "stop." "Quit" means to go away from. Don't

say, "We have quit making that style;" say, "We have stopped," etc.

QUITE for "very" or "considerable." "Quite" means to the

fullest extent, totally, perfectly. An order book is "(|uite" full

when it could not contain another order; but not when it is fairly

well filled.

RECOMMEND for "recommendation." "Recommend" is

a verb; "recommendation," a noun. Don't say, "He gave me a

recommend;" say, "He gave me a recommendation."

REGARDLESS in such expressions as "got up regardless;"

"regardless" leaves the thought incomplete. Say, "got up regardless

of expense."

RESPECTIVELY for "respectfully." "Respectively" means

singly, in the order designated; "respectfully," in a respectful manner.

"Yours respectfully" is the proper form in closing a letter.

RIGHT for "precisely" or "without delay." Don't say, "Stand

right here," "Do it right away;" say, "Stand (precisely) where you

are" ("precisely" is not necessary, except for emphasis); "Do it at

once (or, this instant)."
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LESSON XIII

USE OP FORM LETTERS

According to their purpose, form letters fall roughly into three

classes: answers to inquiries, business getting letters, and letters

answering inquiries which are constantly repeated, handling claims

or complaints, or making collections. Letters of the first class are

distinct enough to be considered at length in Lesson XIV; letters

of the second and third classes, having many points in common, are

treated in this Lesson.

A form letter that is used to solicit business is essentially an advertise-

ment, and should be so considered. As its possibilities of display are limited,

and as it is not usually embellished by pictures, it demands of the writer a full

knowledge of the possibilities of effective letter writing, and a most careful

arrangement. It may depart to a considerable extent from the regular form

of the general business letter—indeed, it must usually do so, since it comes to

the reader unsolicited, and must make a special effort to get his attention and

induce him to read it. (See Lesson XII.)

A form letter must be logical and convincing—that is, it must

present its proposition in such form and language that the reader

will follow it with interest, accept its arguments as sound, and act

upon its suggestion. Logic, however, is not usually attractive when

put into cold type, and the form letter must be attractive enough to

secure a reading. It follows, therefore, that the form letter must

at the very outset depart from its logical form sufficiently to catch

the eye and attention of the reader. That involves making the

opening paragraph attractive rather than logical, and then, when

the reader's attention has been secured, skillfully directing it in the

desired direction. As this method frequently means tliat the corre-

spondent must jump into the middle of his subject, and work both

ways at once to reach his end, it is not a simple matter.

The reader's attention may be secured by varjing the fixed form

of the letter, by opening witli some startling announcement, or by

using language or a figure of speech that is so personal in its appeal

that the reader will be at once interested in what is to follow. The
first method has been explained in the preceding Lesson. The

second method needs careful handling because, if the opening is too

startUng, it may give offense, or mislead the reader so that he will be

prejudiced against the proposition by being tricked into reading it,
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or be so farfetched that it will be impossible to connect it logically

with the proposition following. The pei-sonal appeal requires equally

careful handling, lest it be so familiar or presuming that it is offensive,

or so evidently condescending that it at once prejudices the reader.

As a rule, the success of a selling form letter depends upon its

opening paragraph. The general proposition contained in the

letter may be ever so attractive, but it will not be read by many men
unless the opening of the letter is attractive. The following opening

paragraphs, taken from actual letters, are too ordinary, too obviously

marked "circular letter," to catch the attention of the reader:

It has occurred to the wflter, etc,

* * * *

I am talcing tbl3 means of eociualnilng you and all of my
rnends with tbe fact that l am an offloer and stoolsholder m,
eto.

* * *

Ve Unow that you are Interested in the eale of WallDapsr,
We presume tbai as In anything else, you desire to achieve the
greatest success. A great deal of your time and efforts are
constantly taken up to wort out plans how to increase your sales,
how to augment your prol"lts and to Increase your prestige so that
the ground once gained will beooaiei.9 source of continual IncoBe
to you. .Eto*

* * * *

Your attention is called to the enclosed circular descrip-
tive of our great Automobile Contest.

The results of our previous Contest were eo Mnsatlsfaoloi?
that we decided to give our readers and their frlenda a better auto«
Qoblle as premium tuls year than we did last. Etc.

Consider how much more effective this last example would have

been if the first sentence, and paragraph, had been as follows:

Want an auto? Of course you dol

Compare with the foregoing examples the following opening

paragraphs

:

We want the profits on your trade Id 1920 besides wanting
It- today - therefore we resort to no questionable schemes to over-
stock you.

* * * *

Of course you're In bualnese to malte money; and this being
the case, wouldn't It be worth while for you at this tlroa to con-
sider the handling of auob additional lines as would enable you to
malse money during the summer months?

You know that the Millinery BuslnesE Is very dull at times.
In fact you have rather a long dull season, and your expenses, such as
rent, light, etc., do not diminish. Etc.

Study also the opening paragraphs of Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,

and 22.

The following opening paragraph illustrates in a ludicrous

manner the importance of adapting the style to the subject matter:
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The nature of a lumberman's worfc neoessliatea adequate hand-
protection. He needs a glove that will save ine wear and tear on his
hands and wtiicn at tne same time is durable. Ho needs a glove that

wtn stand by him. Kio.

"Adequate hand-protection" is a joke, when used in connection

with lumbermen's gloves. And the following opening shows that

what may catch the reader's attention will not necessarily fix his

attention upon the proposition offered:

"How do you mix your paints?* - Inquired the an enthusiast
of en immortal painter. "Easily enough,* nss the great oso's laoonlo
reply. "I mix them with brains.*

And the same receipt holds good In oonpoundlng the elements
of a suooessrully running off-set press. The element we wish to
focus attention on is the dampening rollers, eto.

In general it may be said that it is easier to get the reader's attention

than it is to keep it. Catchy openings are not so hard to contrive;

but openings that will at once attract the attention, and lead naturally

into the logical presentation of the proposition, are the result of a

happy inspiration, or of careful thought and planning.

As a rule it is wiser not to present the proposition in the first

paragraph. The reader knows before he reads the letter that it is

an attempt to make him spend money, and that it will use all the

arts of the salesman to persuade him to do so; and he instinctively

and unconsciously determines that he will not be persuaded, even

though he may be induced to read the letter. For the same reason

it is usually bad selUng policy to quote prices in the fii^t paragraph,

while it is equally good policy to present as soon as possible the favor-

able terms, or the special offer that is to be made him. If a man
knows at the outset tliat he is going to be asked to spend, say, $24.00

for a set of books, he will often read no further; but if he is informed

that he can have the books sent to him on approval, and pay for them

in monthly installments of $2.00, he is ready to listen to the argu-

ments why he should purchase, and to consider them in the favorable

light in which the salesman presents them. (See Fig. 12.) If, how-

ever, the proposition really offers the reader unusual advantages,

or can be made to appear to do so, that is the strongest opening that

can be devised; though even in that case the salesman can well afford

to make his opening as striking and attractive as possible.

The argument should be personal throughout, both in tone and

in application. (See Fig. 5.) The reader knows that the real pur-
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pose of the letter is to sell goods at a profit, and he must be shown

and convinced that the purchase will be equally profitable to him.

Just how this can be done depends equally upon the goods, the

Zmtxican ^l)ool of CorrnrponDetia
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and to show him how a study of them will increase his own chances

of promotion. (See Fig. 12.)

The proposition itself should be presented clearly and simply,

so that it cannot be misunderstood, and so that the reader will feel

that it is straightforward and honest. If the proposition has been

presented in the opening paragraph, it is probably put briefly and

made as attractive as possible. In a page letter it can be repeated to

advantage, so that the two separate presentations will assure its being

understood. As a rule the selling letter is accompanied by printed

matter explaining or describing at length the goods offered; it is neces-

sary that it should be so accompanied unless the proposition concerns

itself with a well-known article. The letter, therefore, can confine

its space to making the proposition personal to the reader. It should

contain prices, terms, limit of sale, and any other important details,

whether or no they have been already covered by the printed matter.

It should leave detailed descriptions to the printed matter, and selling

arguments to the preceding paragraphs. (See Figs. 10 and 12, and

compare Fig. 11.)

The closing paragraph should contain a brief but forcible sum-

ming up of the selling argument, and it may usually be strengthened

by a cogent reason for quick action on the part of the reader. Sell-

ing letters are not often presented for later consideration. If their

first appeal is not strong enough to convince, they usually go direct

into the waste basket. If, however, they have convinced the reader

that he wants the goods offered, he will not resent being urged to

order immediately, because he knows that matters postponed are

often neglected till it is too late. There is further need for a strong

closing paragraph, because the reader receives from that paragraph

his last and most lasting impression of the letter; the purpose of the

last paragraph is to leave an impulse to do at once what he has been

asked to do. The following endings are too conventional and

meaningless

:

Trusting ibat we may have the pleasure of bearing from too
ana aasurtce you mat your reply win be greatly appreolated, *e are
eto.

* * * *

Vltb tbe hope tbat we may Have a reply, for Kblob «e will
be duly grateful, «e beg to reoaln, eto.

* * « «

Thanlilng you In advance Jfop tpe early reply we know you
%111 give tbls, we remain, eto.
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The following ending even encourages the buyer to postpone

action, by its suggestion that the "excellencies" of the proposition

have not been fully presented:

In a letter to Tollon Boon, If you don't surrender at dle-
oratlon to tnis one, «e shall point out, in detail, soma ottjer ez-
cellencles ttiat suggest themselves to ua.

We shall liope to hear from you.

Compare with these, the forceful, business-like, "Do-It-now" tone

of the endings employed in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, and 22.

EXERCISES

1. Write a form selling letter for Franklin MacVeagh & Co.,

Chicago, addressed to the retail grocery trade, advertising a new line

of canned goods, "Cabinet Brand," designed to meet the pure food

requirements of all states. A descriptive price list accompanies the

letter. Supply your own details.

2. Write a form selling letter for a merchant of your own town,

addressed to country customers and possible customers, designed

especially to draw their trade from city mail-order houses. A de-

scriptive price list accompanies the letter. Supply your own details.

PONT USE

SAME for "it." This is a common fault in business correspond-

ence. Don't say, "We have your order, and will attend to the same

at once;" say, "We have your order, and will attend to it at once."

SAYS /. There is no authority or excuse for this expression.

Say, "I said," or, "said I."

SET for "sit." A man may "set" a hen, or "set" a plate on

a shelf; he himself "sits" on a chair.

SETTLE for "pay." "Settle" implies that there has been a

dispute, which has finally been adjusted. One "pays" a bill concern-

ing which there has been no dispute.

SPELL to denote a period of time. Don't say, "I saw him quite

a spell ago;" say, "I saw him some time since."

SPLENDID to express extreme delight in a person or a thing.

Don't say, "I had a splendid time (or, offer);" say, "I had a veiy

good time (or, offer)."

STATIONARY for "stationery." "Stationary" means re-

maining in one place; "stationery" means writing materials. One may
speak of a "stationary" engine, or of the "stationery" of a business firm.
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LESSON XIV

HANDLING INQUIRIES

In their newspaper and magazine advertising, many mail-order

firms aim not to sell direct, but only to interest the reader to the

extent of getting him to write for further particulars; and many firms,

which aim to sell direct through advertising, also invite inquiry and

investigation from readers who are interested, but who are not quite

convinced that the advertised article is what they want.

A firm handling or specializing in one standard article, can usually

present the superior merits of its goods in an advertisement, and make direct

sales, because the buying public is familiar with the general good points of

th^ class of ware, and needs only to be informed of the particular points of

the particular brand advertised; thus cheap jewelry, cigars, books, watches,

and other familiar low-priced articles can be sold direct through advertising.

If, however, the reader wants to buy bonds, correspondence instruction, pianos,

furnaces, automobiles, boats, or anything else that requires the expenditure

of considerable money, and that depends for its value upon the honesty of

the seller and the fancy of the buyer, he wants to look into the matter thoroughly

before he invests his money. It is also the practice of manufacturers of many
different products, who sell only to jobbers and retailers, to advertise their

wares direct to the consumer, without offering to sell to him, in order to create

a general demand for their product^ and so to build up a business for their

jobbei^ and retailers. This is true of such goods as food products, patent

medicines, automobiles, piano players, etc.

When such advertisers receive an inquiry, they answer it with

a strong selling letter, intended to center the interest of the inquirer

upon the special merits of their product; but they leave the actual

taking of the money and delivery of the goods to the local merchant

or agent, to whom the inquirer is referred. (See Fig. 24.)

The advantage of getting the inquiry first, is that it leads the

inquirer to express his peculiar personal wants, and so enables the

advertiser to make the selling proposition personal to him. This

means not only that the advertiser can meet expressed needs, but that

he can also forestall the objections which his long experience and
training have led him to expect It also excuses his explaining his

goods or proposition in greater detail than he would dare to do in an

advertisement, with the comforting assurance that the inquirer will

give full consideration to any facts or arguments that he may advance.

When a man reads an advertisement he is on the defensive, even
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though unconscious of the fact, because he knows that all the arts

of some skilled advertising man have been spent upon that ad.;

when he answers the ad. he acknowledges his interest in the general

proposition, and makes known his willingness to "be shown," and

his determination to spend money if he is convinced that he will get

his money's worth. It is the business of the correspondent to con-

vince him.

Advertisers consider that they have won half the selling battle,

w^hen they have persuaded a man to answer the advertisement.

Having aroused his interest, it remains for them to complete the

sale by convincing him of the superiority of their proposition—by
proving that their goods are really better than those of their com-

petitors, by offering him better terms or prices, or by meeting his

ideas of style, quality, etc., as the case may be.

The fact that the advertiser probably has many competitors,

whose ads. the inquirer has also answered, does not discourage the

advertiser, but rather encourages him to make his answer so much

better that the inquirer will not hesitate where to place his order.

Since, however, inquiries may cost from 50c to $10.00 each, or even

more, before they are received, it behooves the advertiser to be as

careful of them as he would be of the money which he has spent to

get them.

While some advertisements seek to make direct sales through

the mails by means of subsequent letters, and others aim only to

interest a prospective customer who can be turned over to the local

agent or retailer, the method of handling the inquiry in both cases

is practically the same. A firm that is actually selling by mail will

dwell upon arguments that will persuade the inquirer to purchase

at once, both in order to forestall competition, and to curtail the

expense of carrying on a lengthy correspondence. A firm that is

advertising for general publicity will dwell more upon the superiority

of its goods, and will leave the actual selling to its agent or the retailer.

Inquiries are usually of two kinds: those which simply ask for

further information, and those which seek information on particular

points. Inquiries of the first class are best handled by a form letter,

either printed and filled in, or written in full from a set form. Such

letters demand of the correspondent only that he shall make sure

that the form answers them fully and convincingly. Inquiries of
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the second class require more careful handling: the easiest and surest

way to "kill" an inquiry is to answer it generally, or to neglect to

answer some of the questions that it presents. Such letters may

WtSTtWM Or'icc

Aq«««t $. 1910.
Ad*. Vgr. Svirt « Cp..

Cbloago. III.

Tha oiroa* oomes sod goss — Its glint and
glooor — itf boBitrul sensationaliaa are soon 07er
and we get back to tha flrealda with gladnasa in our
hearts. The clrous may be uppermoit as It passes;
tmt ifs like the eel fly • jMtter of history by
night. '

There ts sonething In dignity after all for It conpels
respect. There Is sonethlng In a straightforward an,d
'reasonable polloy of baslness attended with fairness.
There Is something stable and attraotl»e In a magatlne
having for Its purpose a moral tone and an entertaining
and Lnstraotlve editorial program.

Ho Clure'a Isn't sensational doesn't Indulge in
the *slde-8how-hawkere-glbberlsb* to attract attention.
It shoots straight aooompllshes something up-
lifts '-- edaoates. And this ts tha reason for o'ur
tight grasp upon ths publlo for they soon are fatigued
with tinsel, gaase, and red fire, becaasa suob things
baTS no substanoe.

Mo Clure'a sells you a deftnUa anantllf which can ba
proved — is proved.

During all the fuss and hysteria of tha past year or
two ws have. sailed free on even keel and carried all
the passengers we guaranteed — and then some.

Ootobar forms oloss on tha first, of September.

Very truly yours.

Western Advertising Manager.

Pftf. 26. A "Follow -Up" Letter Showing Originality of Matter and Form.

often be handled efficiently, with little dictation, by means of a series

of paragraphs already prepared on the questions most frequently
asked; but they always repay care and skill in handling. The test
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of a good correspondent is the ability to seize upon any chance ofiFered

to make his letter personal and individual.

A letter answering an inquiry should cover these points: it

should answer the inquiry completely and clearly; it should put the

proposition so logically and convincingly that the inquirer will become

a purchaser; it should overcome competition, not by "knocking,"

but by making clear the superiority of the goods offered; it should

present terms and prices so plainly that there can be no misunder-

standing; it should leave the inquirer in a frame of mind that will

lead him to buy. These points are very similar to those which

govern the construction of a good form letter of any kind, for the

answer to an inquiry, whether a form or a dictated reply, must always

partake of the nature of a form letter, and must be considered in that

light. It follows, therefore, that it will have a specific form, and that

it must be planned with care.

The opening paragraph of a letter answering an inquiry need

not be as sensational as a circular letter sent out to a general list,

because the inquirer has already demonstrated his interest in the

proposition. It is the practice of many firms to begin the inquiry

letter like a letter used in general correspondence, with a reference

to the date of the inquiry. In some cases this method of approach

may be advisable—if, for example, the letter is addressed to a man
who may be supposed to receive considerable personal mail; in gen-

eral it is better to take it for granted that the reader will be looking

for the letter, and to jump at once into the selling argument. Thus,

in Fig. 23, the opening paragraph refers to the date of the inquiry,

whereas it would seem better to begin with the second paragraph.

This letter presents one original feature worth noting—the apology

for "tardiness," although the letter was sent by return mail. Ap-

parently the writer added this touch to the reference to the date to

make the letter appear more important. Fig. 8, which was not in

answer to an inquiry, is a good example of a very different style of

letter which would be effective in answering inquiries.

It may be accepted as a working rule that a letter answering an inquiry

will be accompanied by printed matter explaining in detail the goods handled

by the advertiser—a catalogue describing the diCferent articles of merchandise,

or the different styles, grades, and prices; or a detailed explanation of the prop-

osition, as in the case of a firm handUng bonds, mortgages, and other invest-

ment securities. (See Figs. 23 and 24.) Therefore, the letter may leave to
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the printed matter the general plan or description, and concern itself with the

personal application. This matter is handled as in any form letter (See Lesson

XIII), except that in the inquiry letter the general arrangement may follow

*t2^;.'Lv.r:.\

HART SCHAfrXEH k MARJC

Coo4 Clothca Kaker>

"Tou ufidcrjllBd, »e
course, that ear
eb}«ci.' tic . etc .

Collier^s
nt luTWirAi woiLv

'^Xt't^f^

V»f »'. 1909.

Kr. P H eogariljs.

e/A American Seheol et Carraapsfl4«nee.

Chicago, ru.

Dear Kr Bogardue ;•

Vcu understand, of course . thai

oy object in these lettert it lo lead you

to *ant 10 uee Collier's and (ce if it it

aa good as it aounds here.

then you do coneldsr it. don't

let one point. cecape you: our circulation

guarantee gives you slraelly "all «ool"

alJ»e^tl^i^g value - it's really the rt6»l

tuipertan
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for haste. If the proposition itself offers no real reason—such as

a special proposition with a time limit, a limited stock, a probable

rise in price, etc.—it is the business of the correspondent to supply

one: Fig. 8 gives a good reason—the desire of every smoker to smoke

good cigars; Fig, 23 is weak in this respect; Fig. 24, since it concerns

what might be termed a staple line of bonds, could not well urge haste

without placing the seller in the "get-rich-quick" class. If, however,

Fig. 24 concerned a particular bond issue, which was selling fast,

it could honestly urge speedy action, as is done in Fig. 9.

EXERCISBS

1. Clip from a magazine a manufacturer's advertisement

containing sufficient details for you to work with, and write for that

firm a letter answering an inquiry sent by you, asking you to purchase

of your local dealer. Pin the advertisement to your letter.

2. Clip an advertisement of a firm that sells direct to the con-

sumer, and write an inquiry letter designed to get your order by return

mail. Pin the advertisement to your letter.

SEND to the SCHOOL YOUR EXERCISES FOR LESSONS XIII and XIV.

PONT USE

SURE for "surely." "Sure" is an adjective; "surely," an adverb.

Don't say, "Sure I will;" say, "I surely will."

THA T THERE. "There" is both superfluous and incorrect.

Don't say, "I saw that there man;" say, "I saw that man."

THEM as a modifier. Don't say, "Give me them books;" say,

"Give me those books."

THESE KIND for "this kind." "Kind," when used as a

singular noun, requires an adjective in the singular. Don't say,

"I like these kind of shoes best;" say, "I like this kind," etc.

TURN DOWN for "reject" or "dismiss." Don't say, "He

turned down my proposition," "He turned me down;" say, "He

rejected my proposition," "He dismissed me."

TWICE OVER. "Over" is superfluous.

TWO FIRST. Say, "first two;" there can be only one "first."

"First" is the proper form for the adverb ah.-y. not "firstly."
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LESSON XV

"FOLLOW-UP* • LETTERS

The "follow-up" letter is, as its name suggests, a letter that is

used to follow up a previous message that has failed to have the

desired effect. "Follow-ups" are a special variety of form letter;

they are used after letters of inquiry, selling letters, and collection

letters, or compose what might be termed a series of form selling

letters. (See Figs. 5, 7, 9, 11, 22, 25, 26, and 27.) Usually they

are printed form letters, filled in or not as the circumstances dictate.

Upon such letters the correspondent may exhaust all his skill and

all the arts of his profession, and try out all his theories regarding

selling by mail, for here he has the most definite chance to prove the

effect of each separate manner of approach, or form of argument.

Follow-up letters should be arranged in a definite progressive

series, comprising from three to six or more separate messages,

according to the circumstances. The first letter in the follow-up

series should be the letter which is to be followed up—that is, the first

letter sent in answer to an inquiry, or the first selling or collection

letter. In other words, the series must be logically planned from the

very beginning if it is to have the desired effect. It is the failure to

appreciate this fact that makes so many really good follow-ups fail

to produce the desired results.

While it is not always possible to plan a complete selling cam-

paign in advance, it is both possible and wise to plan it so that it can

be changed in its details without injury to the general plan. Just

as the provident business man should insure himself against loss

by fire or theft, so the good business correspondent should insure his

selling campaign against failure by taking thought for the morrow,

and preparing the way in his first letter for other letters that may
follow. Indeed, so great is the cumulative effect of a properly planned

series of follow-ups, that the best men in the profession make it a

rule not to use every argument or inducement in their first letters,

but to keep some shots in reserve for the need that they know will

arise. That cautious foresight wins many a business battle that

would otherwise be a disastrous defeat.

There is a bit of selling psychology in this that is worth con-

sidering. Many {persons make it a fixed if unconscious rule never
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to respond to the first attempt to sell them. They may be slow to

arrive at a decision, overcareful in judgment, distrustful of them-

selves or of the wily salesman, or just mentally lazy; and they have

all been trained by mail-order salesmen to sit back and wait for a

better proposition. It is no longer considered good business practice

to follow up the original proposition with successive cuts in price;

that method, so long in vogue, was manifestly unfair to the first

purchasers, and stamped the house using it as trying to get an un-

reasonable price for its goods. It is considered proper for a follow-up

to extend the term of a limited offer, to make special concessions in

the manner of payment, to send goods on trial or approval, or to

resort to other selling methods that at once maintain the dignity of

the seller and suit the convenience or whim of the buyer. It remains,

therefore, for the writer of follow-up letters to exercise his ingenuity

in presenting his proposition in new lights.

It may happen that the first selling letter is ineffective because

it contains too many arguments in favor of its proposition. Readers

are as apt to question the value of an article that is overpraised as

one that is underrated. The first letter should confine itself to making

a strong, clear, but brief statement of the proposition, depending

for much of its selling force upon the actual value of the goods offered,

and the explanatory printed matter accompanying it; it should leave

to the follow-ups the more detailed expansion of the general line of

argument. Each follow-up should contain an additional reason

why the reader should buy, reinforced, perhaps, by the experiences

and opinions of others who have already purchased. Similarly, a

first collection letter that exhausts every argument, or overpersuades

the reader that he should pay his debts, not only makes itself ineffective

V)ut weakens its follow-ups by making them mere echoes of itself.

One good argument well driven home is worth a dozen that will be

unconvincing because of their very number.

It is not wise, however, for a first letter, or any of the follow-ups,

to suggest that it is one of a series. The weakness of allowing the

reader to know that he may expect other letters is illustrated in the

last closing example quoted in Lesson XIII. Each letter in the

series should give the impression of finality, either by fixing a definite

time limit, by predicting the early exhaustion of the goods offered,

or by its tone and its insistence upon quick action. For the same
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reason it may be bad practice to upbraid the reader for not taking

advantage of previous offers, or even to refer to them- If there is

a sound reason for haste on the reader's part, the follow-up may

properly refer to the original offer; if the reference is only a salesman's

trick, it is too apt to take on the whine of a neglected child. A fol-

low-up beginning as follows is not worth tlie postage required to

cam- it:

Did you receive our letter relative to aaxaphonea? Up to

tDe preaent time, we bave not bad your reply. We are, therefore,
writing you again, believing that poasibly our letter may have mis-
oarrled in tue mall. If you did pot receive it, let us Know and we

will send you a copy of suob letter.

If the writer thought his original letter worth referring to, he would

have done better to begin his follow-up in some such way as this:

You have neglected to answer our letter relative to saxa-
phones. You must have received it, or It would have been returned 10

us. You must have been impressed by lis contents, because it made
you a proposition that meant money to you. Then why have we not
beard from you?

This "hamraer-and-tongs" style is often effective in following up a

proposition to the trade, or to a consumer who may be presumed to

be interested in the proposition. For a good example of a follow-

up of this type, see Fig. 25.

The follow-up that is most effective in the majority of cases is

the one that gives the reader a new view of an old situation, a new

reason to accept an old proposition. Such a letter is handled much

like a first form selling letter, except that it is shorter and terser,

in order not to weary the reader. It requires tlie same care in the

handling of its opening and closing paragraphs; and it may resort

to any of the tricks of form that will give it individuality and induce

the recipient to read it through. Figs. 5, 7, 9, 11, 22, 26, and 27

illustrate good letters of this type. Another good example follows:

Oentlemen:
I will mail you a ohecK tomorrow for $3.75, if you will let

ree have your order for $25 worth of my toilet preparation,

— or, if you prefer to effect the aaving in another way, I

will sell you a bill of goods amounting to $26 at 15i%-24, off, freight
prepaid — books and eamples lupplied.

1 will exohange at any time any unsalable goods, at my
expense.

I should like to have your order on this basis.

Very truly yours,

JX/li/'UA<JL' VA^^fio/my
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As an illustration of the brevity and individuality possible in letters

of this style, see Fig. 27. This letter also shows the versatility of

the experienced correspondent; the use of the names and catch lines

of big advertisers to advertise the magazine carrying their ads. is

both strong and striking. The contents of two other letters in this

series are given below; the form was the same in all three:

Ma^f 20, 1909.

PACKARD
190^

"Ask tbe man
who owns one."

kBls. the man v?ho bas used
Colller'8. TCe story of His aotual
experlenoe, If he ^, "*- consistent,
intelligent advertiser, will be
more convincing fban my arguments*

Sincerely yours.

"500,000 homes

—

it's the circulation
with the guarantee.''

WASHBURN-CROSBY CO.
Gold Medal Flour.

•Eventually Gold
yedal. WHY NOT N0«?

May 24, 1909.

EVENTUALLY you will realize
that to reach real buying power in
half a million desirable homes,
COLLIER'S is one of the necessary
mediums.

WHY NOT start to use it NOW?

sincerely yours.

"500,000 homes

—

it's the olroulallon
with tbe guarantee."

EXERCISES

Write a series of three follow-ups to follow one of the form

letters written by you as an Exercise for Lesson XJV. Number

the letters in the order in which they should be sent. Supply your

o^\T! details.

SEND TO THE SCHOOL YOUR EXERCISES FOR THIS LESSON.

DON'T USE

UNIVERSALLY BY ALL. "Universally" means "by all."

Use cither, as preferred, but not both together.
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UPWARDS OF for "more than." Don't say, "I have up-

wards of five hundred dollars in cash;" say, "I have more than," etc.

IVA'N'T. It is not a proper contraction. One may, how-

ever, say "he wasn't/' "they weren't."

WAY to express distance. Don't say, "He has gone way out

West;" say, "He has gone West."

WIDOW WOMAN. "Woman" is superfluous.

WORSE for "more." Don't .say, "He dislikes you worse than

me;" say, "He dislikes you more than me."

WOULD SAY. A good correspondent doe.sn't stop to inform

the reader that he "would say" something; he says it.
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INTRODUCTION

This book deals with a subject of growing importance in every

office—that of handling correspondence and filing all papers and

documents which form a part of the records of every business. While

making no attempt to teach letter writing, suggestions are made which,

it is hoped, will prove of assistance to those whose duty it is to handle

correspondence. Among those whom it is hoped a study of this

book will benefit, are the incoming-mail clerk, the correspondent,

the stenographer, the private secretary, the file clerk, and, in fact,

every person who has anything to do with handling and preserving

business or professional correspondence.

Present-day conditions tend to increase the volume of correspond-

ence in every office, and any improvement that will reduce labor or

contribute to more prompt service is welcomed. Every concern,

except possibly the small establishment doing a strictly neighbor-

hood business, uses the mails more and more in the transaction of

its business; we buy, sell, pay bills, collect money, make contracts,

and execute all sorts of transactions by mail—all of which necessitates

writing letters. Not only is it necessary to answer letters promptly,

but the increasing accumulation of correspondence must be preserved

and filed in a manner that will permit of easy reference; all of which

emphasizes the necessity of systematic methods in the conduct of this

very important department.

In the belief that more representative illustrations will result,

and that they can readily be adapted to tlie needs of a small estab-

lishment, the suggestions herein are applied to a business in which

the correspondence is large in volume.

OPENING AND DISTRIBUTING MAIL

Opening Mail. Incoming mail should invariably be delivered

to one desk in charge of a clerk, usually known as the incoming-mail

clerk. When a business has reached a position where a large cor-
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respondence is handled, it is poor business policy for an executive

to assume the task of opening the mail. The natural conclusion,

when a house has a large correspondence, is that its business is cor-

respondingly large, and the executive who is fitted for his position

can devote his energies to larger tasks with better results. He .should

be free to look after the big things—to plan greater results for his

business or his department.

The argument has been advanced that it might be dangerous

to tnist a clerk with such business secrets as are found in the corre-

.spondence, but in the handling of business transactions practically

every one of these "secrets" come to the knowledge of .several clerks.

Surely, if employes can be trusted with the cash and to keep the

accounts—if stenographers can be tnisted to take letters of the most

confidential nature—a clerk can be trusted to open and distribute

the mail.

Sorting Mail. Sorting the mail is the first duty of the incoming-

mail clerk. This sorting is important in that all personal mail may
be taken out before it is opened. A general rule among all large

houses is to instruct all employes to have personal mail sent to their

private or home addresses, but in spite of all precautions an occasional

personal communication will come to the business address. An
acquamtance may know that Smith works for Jones & Co. and,

having forgotten his personal address, sends his letter in care of

the house.

If Smith happens to be an unimportant employe, there will be

no question about the communication being personal; but if he is

a department head, there may be reasons for doubt. Large business

organizations are divided into departments, each in charge of a

manager. The correspondence of each department is signed by

the head, over his ofiicial title. A reply may be addressed in the

name of the hou.se, to Smith, Sdlcs Manager, or to Smith, without

the title. The letter addressed to Smith, Sales Manager, belongs

to the house, but if his title is omitted, it belongs to Smith, and to

open it without permission is a violation of the law. When the

departmental correspondence is heavy, a considerable number of

letters addres.se(l to the manager, but without his title, may be re-

ceived, and it is the custom in many houses to secure written per-

mission from department heads to open all such letters. This pro-
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tects the clerk in case a personal letter is opened by mistake, and

insures prompt attention to correspondence received during the

absence of the department manager.

Distributing Incoming Mail. After the mail is opened, it should

be carefully distributed. While it is not necessary to read every

letter, the incoming-mail clerk should read as much of each letter

as may be necessary to determine to what department it should go.

Frequently, a letter addressed to one department refers to matters

requiring the attention of another—a letter ordering goods may be

addressed to the advertising manager, or a remittance to the sales

department; or a letter may require the attention of more than one

department.

In a large organization it is a very good plan to designate the

departments and executives by numbers, that is, the president might

be No. 1, the general manager. No, 2, the sales manager. No. 3,

etc. When a letter requires the attention of two or more depart-

ments, these numbers should be placed on the letter in the order

of their importance. On a letter containing a remittance and ask-

ing for a quotation, the sales manager's number would follow that

of the cashier. Such letters are sent to the department whose num-

ber appears first, and the numbers indicate to the correspondent

that the letter is to be referred to another department.

For distributing the mail, the clerk should be supplied with

baskets labeled with the names or numbers of the departments.

Mail can then be distributed quickly to the proper departments.

If the number of baskets exceeds six, a rack should bo provided for

them at the side of the desk.

In some offices, the incoming-mail clerk makes a record of all

orders received, before sending them to the sales or order depart-

ment; in most concerns, however, this is done in the statistical de-

partment, after the orders have been pa.ssed upon. If the business

is strictly cash and not too large, the statistical work can be done

by the mail clerk.

Fig. 1 shows a tally sheet which is made up by the mail clerk

for a small mail-order house. Tlie sales of tliis house are divided

by departments, each department representing a few specialties.

While the business is essentially mail-order, a few agents are em-

ployed. On this sheet, columns are provided for a record of the
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articles sold by eax^h department, the number and amount of cash

and credit sales as a result of advertising, sales by salesmen divided

in the same manner, total cash and credit sales, and the grand total.

The cross-footings show the total sales of each article, while the

column footings show the total sales, divided between advertising

and salesmen, and whether cash or credit.

When the mail is sorted, all orders are placed together, and

these are then sorted into the classes shown by the tally sheet. To
prevent holding orders, a memorandum tally should be made of each

lot of mail handled, and the totals for the day entered on the sheet.

The tally sheet should be loose-leaf and made in manifold.

A sufficient number of copies should be made to supply all depart-

ment heads who have a direct interest in the volume of the day's

business. Usually, copies will be required by the executives and the

sales manager.

Departmental Distribution. The sorting and distribution of

the mail, after it reaches the department for which it is intended,

is also of considerable importance. And, in this sorting, the depart-

ment manager's stenographer can render valuable assistance. For

the same reason that the head of the house is relieved of details, the

head of a department should strive to rid himself of tasks which can

be as well performed b/ a subordinate.

Whether the mail is sorted by the correspondent or his stenog-

rapher, it should be gone through before an attempt is made to answer

it. Letters that can be answered at once should be placed by them-

selves; those necessitating further information should be handled

specially; if a letter requires the attention of another department,

it should be answered immediately and passed on.

Under this plan, the mail is prepared for answer before a stenog-

rapher is called to take dictation, which saves time. The corre-

spondent who does not plan his work calls a stenographer and starts

dictating, taking the first letter that comes to hand. When a letter

about which further information is needed is found, he sends to

the files for correspondence, wasting both his own and his stenog-

rapher's time while waiting for the information.

Before any letters are answered, the necessary notations should

be made on all letters requiring information, and the letters sent

to the proper departments. The very first letters answered should
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be those that must be referred to another department. These

should be not only dictated first, but transcribed and forwarded to

the next department before further dictation is given.

These methods will go far toward solving the problem of the

prompt handling of correspondence. Most large houses receive

complaints of delay in answering letters, and when these complaints

are investigated the causes of delay are found to be divided between

a lack of method in handling correspondence and ignorance or care-

lessness on the part of the complainant. In any well-managed

concern everything possible will be done to overcome the first-named

defect, even to the extent of providing a system which will, at least

partially, overcome the defects due to the latter cause.

As to the complaints due to ignorance or carelessness, it is found

that at least 75% of all complaints received come within this classi-

fication. In many cases complaints come from persons whose cor-

respondence is limited to a half-dozen letters, or less, a day. They

fail to appreciate the difficulties of the correspondent whose dicta-

tion averages a hundred letters a day; being unaccustomed to the

departmental plan of organization, they do not realize that each sub-

ject about which they write must be referred to one certain depart-

ment. And so, a single letter contains an order, a remittance, and

a request for some special information, and, because he does not re-

ceive a reply covering all subjects referred to in his letter by return

mail, the customer complains of delay. It is entirely legitimate to

politely request a customer to use a separate sheet for each subject

—

as orders, remittances, complaints, etc.—but since not all will comply,

some such method as has been described is needed to insure against

unreasonable delay in handling letters that require the attention of

several departments.

In another class is the letter which, for some reason, cannot

be answered at once. An example is the letter to a manufacturer,

asking for a price on a special machine. Before a price can be named,

the engineering department must make a careful estimate of the

cost, and it may be necessary to secure quotations on some special

material needed. This means an unavoidable delay, but the pro-

spective customer should not be left in a state of expectancy—the

letter should be Jicknowledged immediately, and the cause of the

delay explained. The customer then feels that he is receiving atten-
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tion, while if no reply is made until full information can be given,

a competitor more courteous may secure the order.

Interdepartment Correspondence. Of considerable importance

in every large organization is the interdepartment correspondence

—

the notes from one department head to another. Every department

head finds it necessary at times to request information from othea*

departments. Even with an intercommunicating telephone system,

with which every large office and plant should be equipped, many
of these requests are of a nature that, to guard against misunder-

standings, demand written communications.

Usually, these communications call for prompt replies; a letter

from a customer may be held or some important action delayed

until the information is received. A good rule for the correspondent

is to give attention to these notes as soon as received, and answer

them at the earliest possible moment. The stenographer should,

as a rule, write these notes first, or if written in the order in which

they are dictated, should place them on the correspondent's desk

immediately. Of course, judgment must be exercised, for some of

these notes do not require immediate attention and should be held

until more important correspondence is disposed of.

Tliere are also many notes giving instructions, either from a

department head to his subordinates, or from the executive heads

to the heads of departments. Except on general orders, affecting

all employes, the names of all department heads to whom the order

applies, should appear at the head of such notes. The manager

may wish to call attention to some act, common to all department

heads, without making it a personal matter with any one of them,

so writes the same note to all. For example:
July 16, 1909.

Mr. Blake,

Mr. Watson,

Mr. KimbaU,
Mr. Cobb,

Mr. Royce,

Gentlemen

:

During the paet few days eonae of you have been a Utile careless

about getting to the office on time. If you arrive 6 or 10 minutes late, it will

have a very unfortunate effect on the discipline of your department, and I

trust that each of you will strive to overcome the habit of arriving late—

a

habit which, I am sure, is entirely duo to carolcasnoss on your part.

Yours truly,

Genera] Manager.
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In the above example, five copies of the note are required, and

four of these can be carbon copies. When Mr. Blake or Mr. Watson

receives the note, he knows that it is not addressed to him alone, but

that each of the others has received a copy. Without detracting from,

but rather adding to, its effectiveness, this note leaves a much more

pleasant impression than a personal note to each man. No one

man feels that he has been singled out for criticism.

CORRESPONDENCE SHORT CUTS

Dictating by Number. One of the greatest time savers in hand-

ling correspondence is dictation by numbers. The plan is to

indicate each letter by a number, instead of requiring the stenog-

rapher to take down the name and address.

Probably 90 per cent of the letters dictated are replies to other

letters. When the correspondent has his mail ready for dictation,

he should write, or stamp with a numbering stamp, No. 1 on the first

letter answered. To the stenographer he will say "No. 1," and,

instead of the name and address, this number is entered in the stenog-

rapher's notebook. The original letter, from which the address is

obtained, is turned over to the stenographer. A new series of num-

bers, beginning with No. 1, should be used each day, to run con-

secutively during the day.

Careful tests, made in different offices, show that in taking

ordinary business correspondence dictation, the stenographer wastes

about 20 per cent of the time writing the name and address. By

the use of the numbering plan, practically all of this time is saved.

Form Paragraphs. A large per cent of the correspondence of

the average business is a repetition of the things that have been said

before. Day after day the same questions are asked and answered,

the same complaints are received, the same arguments, formal iu>-

knowledgments, and requests form a large part of the dictation.

Over and over the same paragraphs are used to say the same things

—

a repetition and waste of time for both correspondent and stenog-

rapher, which can be done away with by the use of form paragraphs.

For illustration, the acknowledgment of remittances is entirely

formal, rarely necessitating a special letter. Many times, however,

the letter of remittance asks for spe('ial information, which can be

given in the same letter with the acknowledgment. If one or more
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form acknowledgment paragraphs are prepared to meet different

conditions, one of these can he used, saving the time required for

dictation.

Form paragraphs are especially applicable in answering com-

plaints and in sales letters. Complaints can usually be divided into

a few classes, and one paragraph will answer all complaints of the

same kind. In sales letters, form jjaragraphs will answer all requests

for certain information about the product, the terms of sale, the

guaranty, etc.

Not only do form paragraphs save much time in dictation, but

they result in stronger letters. It is the experience of every corre-

spondent that he can write better letters one day than another.

The best form paragraphs are found in the letters written on the cor-

respondent's good days.

Form paragraphs should be arranged for ready reference. A
very satisfactory method is to write them on sheets punched for

filing in a binder. The paragraphs should l)e numbered consecutively,

and indexed by subject. Copies should be supplied to all corre-

spondents and stenographers who have occasion to use them.

Fre([U('iitly a large part of the day's correspondence can be

handled with form paragraphs, and through constant use the stenog-

rapher will become so familiar with them that he will be in a position

to answer many letters without dictation. The really efficient stenog-

rapher—one of the kind who expects to advance to the position of

private secretary—will make a careful study of form paragraphs,

fitting himself to handle the minor correspondence, thereby saving the

more valuai)l(' time of the correspondent.

Talking Machines for Dictation. Every year sees an increase

in the use of the talking machine for dictation. These machines

have now been brought to a state of perfection which makes their

use feasible, and in many large offices they are used to the almost

complete exclusion of shortliaiul wi'iters.

An oiillit for correspondence work consists, usually, of two

machines—one for recording and one for reproducing dictation.

The correspondent dictates his letters to the recording machine

and passes the cylinders on which the record has been made to the

stenogra])Iicr, win* transcribes on (he (ypcwritcr direct from the

reproducing machine. In small offices, one machine is made to
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answer every purpose, as it can be changed instantly from a recorder

to a producer.

After the dictation on a cyHnder has been transcribed it is shaved,

and is then ready for a new record. This permits of the use of the

cyHnders until they are worn thin, and reduces the expense to a

minimum.

The principal advantages claimed for this machine are that

it saves all of the time of the stenographer usually required for taking

dictation; the correspondent can dictate at any time without waiting

for a stenographer; the work is more evenly distributed, and con-

sequently finished earlier in the day. In

the opinion of the writer, the chief ad-

vantage lies in having the machine at

hand ready for dictation day or night.

While in some offices the shorthand

writer has been almost entirely sup-

planted, the machine is more likely to

be used as an auxiliary. It can never

supply the brains of the human machine,

and is not likely to lessen the demand

for competent stenographers. Fig. 2 is

an illustration of one of the well-known

makes of correspondence machines.

Correspondence Requisitions. A con-

siderable per cent of the letters to be an-

swered in a })usiness office are of such a nature that former corre-

spondence must be referred to before an intelligent reply can be given.

The unsatisfactory cliaracter of tli(> replies to many letters can be

traced to the fact that the correspondent did not take the trouble

to first HihI out what had been written before.

To insure against the loss of correspondence, it should be most

carefully filed, and every letter should be accounted for. Also, if a

correspondent wants certain correspondence from the files he should

state explicitly wliat correspondence or information he desires.

This not only insnres liis getting the Information need<'(l to formulate

an intelligent reply, but protects the file clerk.

The systematic method is to have a correspondence requisition,

similar to the one shown in Fig. 3. On this re({uisition is noted

Fig. 2. The Dictaphone
Columbia Phonograph Co.
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just what is wanted—invoice, order, or letter—with room for special

instructions. One of Uiese re({uisitions should be sent to the files

whenever any papers are wanted, and nodiing should be delivered

without such a requisitLon. By placing this requisition in the files,

in place of the papers removed, the file clerk can always trace missing

correspondence.

/v'/e C/erM .-

/ufdnf f/>e fo/fou/i/jg papers.

//7UO/CB . D3fe.

Ordar ——D3fe .

Latter From Date

Letter to Date

L e tter Atout Date

3/gned-

Fig. 3. Requisition for Correspondence

Complaints and Changes of Address. In some lines of business,

complaints and notices of change of addresses are quite numerous.

An example is the business of publishing a weekly or monthly period-

ical. IMany complaints are received from subscribers who claim

that they do not receive the publication regularly. The great majority

of these complaints can be traced to carelessness on the part of the

subscribe ^r* failing to notify of change of address.

In some businesses, the handling of complaints requires the

services of a correspondent, and a clerk to trace the complaint and

gather the information -lecessary before an adjustment can be made.

In a smaller business, the work of looking up the information usually

falls on die stenographer. But no matter wlio gathers the informa-

tion, the correspondent never should attempt to answer or adjust a

complaint until he hivs made a Uiorough investigation. Not until

he understantls all of the causes leading up to the complaint, can he

correctly judge of its merits.
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The policy of havliiti; all complaints handled by one man is in

keeping with approved hnsiness practice. A man who makes a

study of the subject soon learns to handle complaints to the ultimate

satisfaction of all concerned. Being independent of the selfish

interests of a particular department, he is much more likely to serve

the best interests of the house than any other man in the organization.

The sales manager, for instance, is not the best man to adjust com-

plaints of customers; he is likely to be more liberal than is warranted,

because of his fear of losing trade.

\Vhen a complaint has been investigated, everything possible

should be done to remove the cause, and to guard against a similar

complaint in the future. The seemingly little precautions count

for much. In the matter of changes of address, for instance, it is a

small matter for the one who makes the change to see that it is made

not only on the ledger but on the sales list, the collection .card, and

in every place where the address is permanently recorded. Failure

to make the change in one place may lead to endless confusion.

Stenographer's Reference Index. Here is a suggestion for the

special benefit of the stenographer. Keep in your desk a reference

index of names, addresses, and telephone numbers. There are cer-

tain persons and firms to whom your employer fre(|uently writes

letters. These are not in reply to letters, but are written in the usual

course of business. The names of these persons should be on your

index so that when you are told to write to Mr. Hunter or Mr. Roberts

you will not be obliged to ask the address.

Probably your employer will not ask you to keep such an index,

but surely will appreciate your knowing the addresses. \Vlien he

finds that you always know the telephone numbers of the printer,

the bank, and other local houses with whom he does business regu-

larly, as well as the addresses of prominent out-of-town correspond-

ents, he will at least not place it to your discredit.

But do not keep the addresses on sheets of paper that surely

will soon become confusing on account of changes and additions

which make an alphabetical arrangement impossible. Ask for a

small card tray, holding 3"X 5" cards, that will go in the drawer of

your desk, a set of alphabetical indexes, and a supply of blank cards.

Such an outfit can l)e bought at any first-class stationer's for a dollar

or two. When you want to preserve an address, write it on a card,
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and file it alphabetically. If your employer will not supply the outfit,

cut slips of paper and indexes to fit one of the small compartments

in the desk drawer. Have the index, even if you must devise your

own method of keeping it; you will at least have the satisfaction of

saving many minutes of your time. And in the formation of' a

systematic habit you will be adding to your equipment.

Making Corrections. All stenographers make mistakes, and

no correspondent is entirely free from faulty dictation, which neces-

sitates corrections in letters after they are written. But the time of

the stenographer and, incidentally, expense to the house, can be saved

if the correspondent will exercise reasonable care in indicating the

corrections to be made.

Do not deface the letter so that neat corrections will be impos-

sible, unless the mistake is so serious as to necessitate rewriting; the

entire letter. When the wrong word has been used, draw a light

pencil line under it and write the correct word on the margin or the

end of the letter; if the word is misspelled, underline it and write the

correct spelling at the end of the line. This takes even less time than

to deface the letter, and leaves it in such shape that corrections can

be made cjuickly and neatly.

To the stenographer it is well to say, "If you find it impossible to

make a neat correction, rewrite the letter." Nothing gives a more

unfavora])le impression of a house than an untidy letter, and your

employer is more willing to overlook an occasional mistake than a

letter filled with visible erasures.

COPYING CORRESPONDENCE

Copies of outgoing correspondence are a part of the system of

every business office. There was a time when copies of important

letters were made by hand, and then came the copying press and

tissue impression book with many cloths, wringers, pans of water,

and other paraphernalia for moistening the sheets of the book. The
copying press is an awkward machine, difticult to operate, and

altogether unsatisfactory, but, until a better method was ofi'ered,

it answered the purpose.

One of the greatest defects in the copying-book method is the

impossibility of making uniformly clear c-opies; some will be clear

while others are blurred, and tlie important letter is usually the one
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that is illoc^ible The difficulty in securing clear copies is due to the

ini})()ssil)ilitv of securin<;- uniform pressure. While the copyhiii press

is still found in a few small offices, it is practically obsolete, and not

used in offices where modern efficient methods receive consideration.

Carbon Copies. A simple method of obtaining- copies of out-

going letters, invoices, orders, etc.. is to make duplicates by means

of carbon paper. In its adaptability and far-reaching effect, the

sheet of carbon paper has proved to be one of the gi'eatest of all aids

to modern business methods. Used in connection with a typewriter

of modern construction, the carbon sheet has revolutionized mani-

folding processes, making possible as many duplicate copies of any

paper as are required in ordinary business.

The carbon method of obtaining copies of letters has the merit

of economy in time. When the letter is written, the copy is matle;

if extra copies, up to a half-dozen, are wanted, all are made at one

writing:. If the last letter is Ix^ing written when it is time for the mail

to leave the office, it need not be held to make a copy.

The carbon method is not expensive. Good carbon paper costs

2 cents or less a sheet, and for 1,000 copies only about 30 sheets are

requinxl. A satisfactory (juality of plain pa})er for copies can Ix;

bought for SI.00 or less a thousand. These prices are naturally

subject to slight fluctuations, depending on the quantities purchased

and the locality.

A defect in the carbon method is found in the manner of making

corrections. It is not imcommon for a man to make a slight correc-

tion, or add a note, in his own handwriting; such corrections and

additions cannot appear on the carbon copy. When corrections are

made on the typewriter, it is very difficult to obtain a clear copy of

the correction on the second, or carbon, sheet—the correction on the

copy is very likely to be blurred. If the correction is written directly

on the copy, without using carbon paper, the essential feature of the

copy is destroyed; it is no longer a facsimile", and its value as evidence

is very materially lessened.

Mechanical Copiers. There are now on the market several

mechanical copiers, without the many disadvantages of the copying

press, or the defects of the carbon method. One of the most satis-

factory and best known is the roller copier. The fundamental

principle of the roller copier is that of the clothes wringer; the original
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letter, with a wet tissue sheet placed against the written side, is passed

between rubber rollers, to wliich just the right amount of pressure \s

applied.

Working from the clothes-wringer idea as a basis, the inventor

of the roller copier set about to remedy the defects of the copying

press. It was found that clear copies could be obtained only under

certain conditions; the pressure must be absolutely uniform, and the

tissue sheet must be moistened evenly.

CUTTING
KNIFE-.. ADJUSTMEMT

LEVER

Fig. 4. Mocluinisiii uf ilie Vawmuii & Erbe Holler Copier

As to the pressure, it was found tlial too luucli or too little re-

sulted in unsatisfactory copies—sonu' faint, others blurred—the

very defect that had made the use of the copying press objectionable.

This was overcome by usinij an adiustiny; screw bv whicii the exact

pressure re(|uired could l)e obtaim-d. Hut, if the pressure were left

on all of the tim(\ the rui)ber rollers would soon In- Hat. So, an ad-

justment lever was addcil, l>y which the pressure could 1h> thrown

on before copying, and thrown oil' when the machine is not in use.

To adjust a single sheet of tissue paper so that it would lie

smooUi on the letter, was out of the (juestion. This difficulty was

overcome by co[)yingoii a continuous roll, and the pn)bleni of moisten-

ing was solved l)y j)assin!j; the j)aper through wat(M-, insuring ecjual

moisture over the entire surface.
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The mechanism of the roller copier is shown in Fig. 4. The

paper from the roll is passed iiiuler the dampening I'oll in the water

tank, then between the large roller and the wringing roller, over the

same large roller and between it and the copying roller, thence out

over the flanged roller and down to the winding reel. The pressure

on the wringing and copying roller is adjusted by the adjusting

screws A and B, and the atl-

justment lever throws the

pressure on or off. The letter

to be copied is laid face down

on the feeding shelf, the edge

is j)laccd under the copying

rollei-, pressure thrown on, and a turn

of the crank carries the letter throuah

into a receiving basket, leaving a per-

fect copy. If additional copies are

wanted—any number up to a half-

dozen— the operation is repeated for

each copy.

The j)aper on which the copies

have been made passes to a winding

reel under the copier, as shown in

Fig. 5. This is a large rectangular

reel on which the paper is stretched tightly, so that it will l)e

smooth when dry. The open construction of the reel affords free

circulation of air, drying the copies very quickly. After the

day's copying is done, the action of the machine is reversed by the

turn of a thumbscrew, the paper is broken above the last copy, that

on the reel is brought back over the copier, and the letters cut apart

with the cutting knife at the end of the feeding shelf. The separate

copies are then ready for filing with the original letters, keeping

letters and replies together.

Among the advantages claimed for the machine are certainty of

legible copies, copies of all corrections, and economy of operation. The

copies are made after the letter has been written and corrected;

consef|ueMtly it must be a facsiinilc If a note is written at the

bottom or on the margin, it is shown in the copy.

Copyiiig is the last operation before mailing. Fre(juently a

Fig. 3. General View of the

Yawman & Erbe Roller Copier
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man finds, after the letter is written, that he needs additional copies.

With the carbon system it is necessary to rewrite the letter; with the

copier, the copies can be obtained any time before the letter is mailed.

The copier is economical in operation. The best quality of

paper costs 50 cents a roll, and a little more than one roll, or about

GO cents' worth of paper is required for 1,000 copies; and there is no

carbon paper to buy. The office boy can operate the copier, and it

takes but a few minutes to copy the day's mail of the average con-

cern. If desired, the machine can be obtained with an electric motor

attached, but fliis power is really unnecessary unless the correspond-

ence averages 300 or more letters a day.

STENOGRAPHIC DIVISION

As has been stated elsewhere in this series of books, the modern

plan for a large organization is to have an independent stenographic

division or department. Instead of each department head and cor-

respondent having one or more stenographers in his office, to handle

his work only, this plan contemplates placing all stenographers and

typists in one room, in charge of a chief stenographer. Except where

an executive officer has a stenographer who acts as his private secre-

tary, this plan is now carried out in the most highly organized of our

larger enterprises.

The stenographers are subject to the call of any correspondent,

the chief stenographer supplying the one who is first available. The

j)lan is sometimes modified to the extent of holding a stenographer for

the work of a certain correspondent during stated hours; the stenog-

i;q)her being, at other times, available for any other correspondent.

The plan has proved to be economical and beneficial in many

other ways. It is economical, as it reduces the number of stenog-

raphers actually needed to handle the work. Under the old plan,

some of the stenographers are idle a part of the time, or obliged to

do copy work to keep busy. For example, in a c-ertain house, two

departments were located in adjoining rooms. The department

heads each had more work than one stenographer could do, but not

sufficient to keep two busy all the time; it was necessary for each

to emplov two stenographers—four in all—and let them fill in a

part of their time addressing envelopes, and similar work, ^'hc

plan of having a common stenographic force was tried, and three
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stenographers liandled tlie work of hotli departments, with some

time to sjiare for the work of other departments—a clear saving of

25%.

The stenographer is benefited by becoming famihar with the

correspondence of all departments. While not learning all of the

secrets of one department, the stenographer obtains a much better

insight into the business as a whole—far more valuable as a business

training than a more intimate knowledge of a single department.

Every correspondent is benefited by having several stenog-

raphers who are familiar with his work. If a certain stenographer

leaves, is ill, or takes a vacation, he is not placed under the handicap

of having his work stand still until he can l)reak in a substitute.

The new stenographer can be given some dictation in each depart-

ment while becoming familiar with the work.

The work is more evenly distributed, with the result that the

mail is out on time and no stenographer is obliged to work after

hours. Wlien all work together under one chief, the efficiency of

the stenographic force, individually and collectively, is materially

increased.

Not the least of the many advantages of this plan is the one of

having all typewriters in one place, confining the noise. Employes

in other departments of the office are greatly benefited by working

in comparative quiet. Especially advantageous is the absence of

the noise of the typewriter in private offices.

When the stenographic division is installed, it is necessary to

provide a system of call bells, with a push button at the desk of each

correspondent. Each correspondent is assigned a signal by which

he may summon a stenographer. The chief assigns a stenographer

to answer each call, or in the absence of the chief, the one whose

turn it is answers the call.

Records of Work. An independent stenographic division

necessitates a careful record of work jjcrformed. These records

are required in order that the expense may be distributed and the

wages of the stenographers charged to the proper departments.

A distribution of office expense is just as necessary as a distribution

of factory charges. The records should show exactly what, it costs

to conduct the purchasing, sales, or credit departments. If a man
divides his time between two or more departments, his salary should

13a
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be charged acconlingly. In like manner, tlie wages of a stenograplier

should be distributed.

Elaborate or complicated records are not required; a record

of the time worked for each department is sufficient, though usually

the number of letters written is included. First, is the record of work

done by each individual. This should be a record covering a week'.*?

work, and may be kept on a card. Fig. shows a form designed

for such a record. This is on a 5"X8" card, one of which is given

to each stenographer, who keeps the record from day to day.

This form provides for a record of the work of the stenographer

each day in the week. The columns from left to right are headed

with the names of the departments, but instead of having these

printed in, it is best to leave the spaces blank and write the names.

The daily record shows the hours worked and luimber of letters

written, both morning and afternqon, for each dej)artment. Space

is also provided for a record of miscellaneous or special work, which

should be explained briefly. The total number of hours shown by

this record should, of course, agree with the time for which the

stenographer is paid.

These cards should be turned in to the chief stenographer,

who will file them under the name or the number of the stenographer,

keeping all records of each employe together. If preferred, daily

reports can be used, though the weekly report will prove satisfactory

in almost every case.

On receipt of the individual reports, the chief stenographer

should make up a weekly report of the work of the entire division.

The object of the report is primarily to show the amount to be charged

to each department for stenographic work, but may also show the

cost of each stenographer.

The form shown in Fig. 7 provides for a complete rc})ort. Tiic

work of each stenographer for each day of the week is distributed

among the several departments, showing the number of hours worke'd,

the number of letters written, and the cost. A record for five depart-

ments with six stenographers is provided for in the form shown.

The footings of the columns show the total cost to the departments

and the total column at the right, which is an <'xtension of daily costs,

shows the total cost for each stenographer. The footing of the total

column, and the cross-footing of the departmental columns, must
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agree and exactly equal the amount of the pay-roll of the steno-

graphic division.

One valuable comparison shown by this report is the cost to

handle the work of one department or correspondent, when different

stenographers are used. The comparison must be based on the

letters of one correspondent, because, while they are not likely to

vary materially, there is a marked difference in the length of the

letters written by different correspondents; also, the dictation of

some correspondents is much more easy to take than others.

The form shown should be loose-leaf, and made in duplicate.

One copy goes to the comptroller and one is kept by the chief stenog-

rapher. The size can be increased to accommodate a large number

of departments or stenographers, but rather than use a sheet that is

bulky, it is better to use more than one sheet. To provide for a

monthly distribution of costs, these reports should be closed on the

last day of the month, regardless of the day of the week.

Hints for Stenographers. Telegrams. \Vlien a telegram is sent,

it is safe to assume that its object is to secure quick action; otherwise

a letter w^ould serve the purpose. Telegrams should, therefore,

be transcribed and dispatched immediately, regardless of any other

work that may be on the machine.

It has become the usual custom of business to confirm telegrams

by mail. The more usual custom is to write a letter, in which the

telegram is quoted, but the matter can l)e handled Avith less labor

by the use of triplicate telegraph blanks. The original is the regula-

tion blank supplied by the telegraph companies; the duplicate is on

a sheet of the same size as the telegraph blank, but printed as shown

in Fig. S; the triplicate is a blank sheet of paper. The duplicate is

inailed to the correspondent, while the triplicate is filed with his

correspondence. Unless some special explanation is demanded, it

is unnecessary to write a letter.

Don'ts. Don't keep your employer waiting while you hunt for,

or sharpen, a pencil. Always keep a supply of at least a half-dozen

well-sharpened pencils on hand. Keep them in a handy place and

take them with you when your employer calls you to his desk to take

dictation. Kemember that his time is more valuable than your own.

Don't ])e afraid of working a few minutes overtime^when requested

to do so. Only an unreasonable employer will ask you to work after
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hours, excepting when it is really necessary. But occasionally some-

thing will come up at the last moment, making it necessary to write

and mail a letter that night. Remember that what seems to you a

trivial matter, may be of the utmost importance to your employer.

Don't overlook the important letters. If you handle a heavy

correspondence there will l^e many days when you will find it im-

possible to transcribe all of the dictation you have taken, but some

of the letters will be important while others can be held over without

loss. Write the important letters first; if you are not sure which

they are, ask your employer. He will appreciate your interest.

COMFIRMATION OF TELEGRAM

Ifa haue. s^nf you th& fo//ouring /^e/egram.

Fig. 8. Confirmation of Telegram

Don't overlook the necessity of learning something about the

business in which you are employed. Every business ha.s its own

nomenclature—technical terms peculiar to the business, with which

you may be unfamiliar. When you accept a new position, read the

catalogs, circulars, and other literature of the house; this is the easiest

way to familiarize yourself with the technical terms. You will find

your position improved if you can correctly transcribe the terms

peculiar to the business.

Don't waste envelopes and postage. Your employer may write

a half-dozen letters to one firm the same day. This frequently

happens in writing to branch offices and agencies. See to it that all

letters to the same address are enclosed in one envelope. The
saving in postage will be very considerable.

Don't underestimate the opportunities afforded by your posi-

tion. There really is no position ottering better chances for advance-
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ment than that of the willing and competent stenographer. There

are many incompetents, and for such salaries are small; but there

are plenty of positions at good salaries open to the really competent.

A stenographer handles many confidential matters, learns the busi-

ness secrets of his employer, and has every opportiuiity to learn the

business. The stenographer who takes advantage of the oppor-

tunities to learn becomes a private secretary, and rapidly advances

to even more important positions.

Don't betray secrets. This is the most important don^t of all.

Remember that your employer dictates many confidential letters,

imparting business and private secrets. Do not, under any cir-

cumstances, impart these confidential matters to others, and never

talk about the business to those outside the office.

FILING DIVISION

Only a small per cent of the records of a business are found in

the books of account; the larger part are in the form of business

papers of various kinds. And, since the records in the books are,

in the main, based on the records found in these papers, the papers

themselves are not less valuable than the books. Letters, orders,

invoices, receipts, vouchers, contracts, specifications, and estimates

form the basis of the larger part of the business transactions of all

houses, giving authority for transactions and offering proof that the

transactions have been completed. The proper preservation of

these papers is, therefore, a necessity, and, since they form so impor-

tant a part of the records, they must be accessible.

The filing division is, therefore, one of the most necessary in

the office of any enterprise, and should receive the careful attention

that its importance deserves. ^Vllether the equipment of the filing

division consists of a single file or many large cabinets, it should be

located where it will be accessible to all departments. It should be

given as nearly a central location as the general plan of the office

will permit. In a very large enterprise a separate room may be re-

quired, while in a small business the files may be arranged along the

wall or around a corner. But whatever its location, aisles leading to

the filing division should be left open, that it may be reached con-

veniently from any part of the oflSce. Since good light is not so

essential as for some other divisions, it is sometimes advisable to
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locate the filing division where the light is not sufficient for another

division—as the bookkeeping division. At the same time, there

must be sufficient light to enable the file clerk to do the work properly.

As a general rule, all filing should be in one place, although under

certain conditions, which are referred to later, special departmental

filing is justified. It should be possible to obtain from the general

files all papers that have a bearing on a particular transaction, or

all of the correspondence of a given concern. More or less confusion

results when certain of the papers are missing. For example, if a

part of the correspondence about an order is filed in the sales depart-

ment, the papers in the general file may not give a complete history

of the case, and the order may be accepted or rejected under a wrong

impression because the most important letter is missing.

"When independent filing systems are maintained by the different

departments, it is sometimes difficult to determine just where certain

papers will be found. To say the least, it is quite difficult to collect

all of the papers referring to one subject, when the filing is handled

in this manner.

Experience has demonstrated that a central filing division is

really more convenient for the department manager, than to main-

tain his own filing system. If the system has been properly installed,

he can obtain correspondence or other papers from the general files

about as quickly as from his own files, with the added advantage of

obtaining all of the correspondence with a particular person. If

another department has been in correspondence with the same

person, he has their letters as well as his own. "Wlien the credit

man, for example, reviews the correspondence of a customer from

whom he is trying to collect an account, he will not be ignorant of

the existence of a letter frofn the sales manager in which special

terms were offered to secure the order.

The File Clerk. The filin<^ division should be in charofe of a file

clerk and the clerk should have full control of the work of the division.

In a large business, a chief file clerk and several assistants will be

required, while in a small business it is customary for the stenographer

to do the filing. No matter what the extent of the filing, the principle

is the same ; if but two persons are employed and one is expected to do

the filing, the other should neither file nor remove papers from the file.

tVhen a letter is wanted, the file clerk should be asked for it
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The essential qualifications of a file clerk may be summed up as

follows

:

A good memory;

The habit of accuracy;

The ability to read confusing chirography;

The ability to spell correctly;

Speed.

To these might be added the possession of a liberal amount of

common sense, the faculty of absorbing information, and ability to

correlate facts according to their importance.

A good memory is very necessary, for the papers that have

been filed must be found when wanted. Letters signed by an in-

dividual may be filed with the correspondence of his firm. When
the manager calls for "that letter from Whitcomb," it is embarrassing

to ask him with what firm Mr. Whitcomb is connected; still more

so to keep the manager waiting while an index is consulted.

A comprehensive index is necessary, of course, and the efficient

file clerk will be fortified against all possible contingencies with proper

indexes, but a memory which will permit of ignoring indexes, except

in special cases, is a valuable asset. It may be stated as a rule that

it should not be necessary to refer to special indexes to locate the

letters of a regular correspondent.

Accuracy is another very necessary qualification. Accuracy

is a habit—the habit of first finding the right way to do a thing, and

then doing it that way every time. The habit of doing a thing the

same way every time is very important in filing. If the rule is to file

all correspondence in the name of the firm from whom it is received,

no matter by whom signed, it is very essential that all letters from

the firm be filed in exactly the same way—not a part of them in the

name of the individual.

Accuracy is necessary also in placing letters in the files. Letters

that belong in the Be division of the index must be filed there—not

in the Ba division; letters intended for folder No. JO are to all intents

lost, if placed in No. .97.

To be able to read confusing chirography is a talent that is much

appreciated in more than one line of endeavor; it is especially valuable

to the file clerk. The signatures of many men are notoriously difficult
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to read, and large numbers of such signatures come to the filing

division of every concern having an extensive correspondence.

Spelling might seem to be an accomplishment not absolutely

essential to the equipment of a file clerk, but the ability to spell cor-

rectly is very helpful. It is a great help in indexing. Especially

when a finely subdivided index is used, correct spelling is necessary

to determine the division under which a paper should be filed.

Speed is an absolute requirement. ^Vlien the manager wants

a letter, he wants it at once. When the day's mail reaches the filing

division, it must be filed as quickly as possible. Some one may call

for a letter within an hour after it reaches the files, and to find it in the

unfiled correspondence means inevitable delay. Nowhere is prompt

service more thoroughly appreciated than in the filing dinsion.

The importance of securing a file clerk with proper qualifica-

tions is apparently overlooked in many offices. A girl is placed in

charge because she will work for a small salary, resulting—unless

she is qualified—in very poor service. An incompetent file clerk can,

in a short time, get the files in a demoralized condition almost im-

possible to straighten out. The necessity of proper filing makes

the position one of real importance. On the other hand, the pos-

sibilities of the position are seldom appreciated by the clerk. This

is due, perhaps, to the policy of making the position one of the lowest

in the office from the salary standpoint; but the greatest possibilities

of the position lie outside of the salary question.

The position of file clerk is a sure stepping stone to something

better—a more responsible and better paid position. No clerk in

the office has a better opportunity to obtain a general knowledge of

the business. From the stenographer who files the manager's per-

sonal correspondence, to the clerk in charge of an extensive filing

division, each is intrusted with important papers revealing the very

secrets of the business. The position is a confidential one, and the

clerk who can absorb the information that must inevitably come to

his notice, and keep the infornidtion to hini-srlf, is surely preparing to

fill a higher position; he has a golden opportunity to demonstrate his

absolute trustworthiness.

FILING SYSTEMS

The evolution of methods of filing is itself an interesting study.

From the days when the merchant preserved his bills and important
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letters by hanging them on a sharp-pointed hook, to the present with

fihng cabinets of pleasing design and careful construction, in sizes

to hold papers of all shapes and kinds, there has been constant

progress. The advance of business methods, bringing with it an

ever-increasing volume of papers to be preserved, has resulted in a

demand for more simple methods—more scientific systems of filing.

Those confronted with a practical solution of the problem, and those

attempting to supply the demand, have devoted much time to a

study of the subject. This has brought into being the filing expert

who makes a study

of the filing prob-

lems of concerns in

all lines of business.

The manufacturer

has kept pace with

the development,

and now is prepared

to furnish the right

device for filing

any docu men t

from a small card

to the largest dra\y-

ing or map.

In this discussion of filing systems, it is not necessary to con-

sider the obsolete methods, even though they have at some time

been considered standard. The purpose of this discussion will be

better served by a study of the more modern systems.

Flat Files. One of the filing systems still found in some offices

is the flat, or box file. This file is made in the form of a box, with a

hinged cover, as shown in Fig. 9. This box is of the right size to

hold letters without folding, and is ecjuipped with an A to Z index.

Letters and other papers are filed between the index sheets in the order

of their receipt. Sometimes an attempt is made to keep all of the

correspondence of one person together but, since the letters are simply

laid in the file, with no means of separating those of the several cor-

respondents filed in one subdivision, it is very difficult to maintain

this arrangement.

Cabinets arc also made with box drawers of wood, the number

Flat Letter I'llf wne-Mursc Co.
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of drawers in a cabinet ranging from two to sixty. This permits

of the use of a more finely subdivided index, and better classification

of the contents. Each box in the cabinet is equipped with a spring

compressor which holds the contents in place. To file or remove

papers it is necessary to release this compressor. The index is

removable, and when the drawer is full, the index and contents are

placed in one of the box files referred to, which then becomes a trans-

fer case. A new index is placed in the file, which is then ready for

current correspondence.

This style of cabinet was for long the best to be had, but when

used for filing an extensive correspondence, its defects became

apparent. Among the disadvantages of its use, one of the chief is

the uneven filling up of the separate divisions. Where the alphabet

is divided among several drawers, one may fill up in two months, while

another is l)ut half full at the end of a year. This means that the

transferring must be done whenever a single drawer is filled, instead

of transferring the contents of the entire file at one time, adding to

the difficulty of locating correspondence at a given date.

Other disadvantages are that correspondence is mixed together,

making it difficult to locate all of the correspondence of one person;

to remove a letter, the drawer must be taken from the file, and a

search made through all of the letters in a given subdivision of the

alphabet. Frequent transfers are necessary, resulting in an accumu-

lation of transfer files which occupy valuable space in the o£Bce.

Vertical Filing. The vertical system of filing takes its name
from the fact that papers are filed vertically, on edge, instead of

being laid flat in a drawer. Vertical filing is the result of a gradual

evolution of filing methods.

Those who recognized the defects of the old systems, set about

to correct them. In the search for a remedy, all systems in use

—

for whatever purpose—were carefully investigated, among others

the so-called railroad si/sfcni. For years, railroatls had been keeping

all correspondence relating to one subject together, attaching the

letters to a strong backing sheet. The sheet, with the letters attached,

was folded twice, making a package about 3^" X 0" in size, which

package was known as a file. These files were numbered, and kept

in numerical sequence in pigeon holes, or in boxes similar to the

present-day document files. When the document boxes were used,
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which was the case in the larger offices, tlie packages or files

were placed on end—filed vertically. This undoubtedly was the

forerunner of the present-day vertical file.

The plan of keeping together all correspondence about a given

subject naturally appealed to the investigator as being practicable for

use in a commercial house. Not a few houses adopted the system

in its entirety, which included an alphabetically indexed book in

which a brief synopsis of the correspondence was written. The

book was also used for a cross-index to the names of individual cor-

respondents. It was really a system of recording the principal

contents of letters, with

references to the files

M'here all of the corre-

spondence could be

found.

While the idea of keep-

ing all of the correspond-

ence on one subject, or

with one indivdiual, to-

gether, was excellent,

this system was not well

adapted to commercial

use. Writing the con-

tents of letters in a book

was entirely impractical,

and too much time was

required to open the files and refer to the contents. But, said some-

one, why not adopt the numerical idea, and sul)stitute a numer-

ical for the alphabetical index in the box file; instead of index

sheets printed with the letters, why not have them numbered from

/ up? Then a number could be assigned to each correspondent and

all of his letters could be filed under the index sheet bearing the

corresponding umber. An index book could be used for the names

and references to the numbers.

Next came the card-index man with a proposition to use his

cards for an index to the files. Not long ago the writer inspected

a filing system consisting of a number of box files indexed numerically,

arranged on a shelf A card index supplied the cross-references.

Fig. 10. The Principle of Vertical Filing

Browne- Morse Co.
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In this particular case the system was designed by a card-index manu-

facturer to create a market for card files.

But the use of card indexes furnished the final solution of the

filing problem. If small cards could be filed on edge, why not

letters? With a larger drawer, with index guides to fit, the card index

idea could be adapted to the filing of correspondence. Indeed, a

flat file drawer, standing on edge, as shown in Fig. 10, illustrates the

principle of vertical filing.

To preserve the idea of keeping all correspondence of one in-

dividual or firm together, folders are used. A folder, as shown in

Fig. 11, consists of a piece

of heavy manila paper

folded, with one edge high-

er than the other, forming

a pocket 9|" X 11^' i»

size. The higher or pro-

jecting edge of the folder

is used for writing the name

of the correspondent or

other reference; or the

folder may be made with a

projecting tab for the

purpose.

One of these folders is

used for each correspond-

ent. Suppose, for example,

that correspondence de-

velops with Scott & Blake. The name of the concern is written

on the projection of a folder, and all letters from, with copies of all

letters written to, Scott & Blake are placed in this folder in the order

of their date—the last letter in front. The folder provides a complete

history of the correspondence with the concern.

The folders are filed on edge between guides or uidex cards

having projections on which the indexes are written or printed.

The indexes are fastened in a vertical file drawer, yet are removable.

On the bottom of the guide, Fig. 12, is a square-cut projection,

punched with a round hole. This projection drops into an opening

in the bottom of the drawer, and engages a countersunk rod which

Fig. 11. Folder for Vertical Filing

Browne-Morse Co.
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Fig. l2. Guides for Vertical Filing. Browne-Morse Co.

is passed through the hole. Tlie rod holds the guide firmly in place,

but shice the rod is removable, the guide can be taken out when it

is desired to

do so. The

folders are

not fastened

in any way,

and any folder

e a n be re-

moved with-

out disturbing

the others, as

shown in

Fig. 13.

Methods of

Indexing.
There are

four principal

methods of indexing the vertical file; namely, the numerical, al-

phal)etieal, geographical, and subject. These four methods, with

their resulting

combinations,

provide for the

proper index-

ing of any class

of papers.

N umerical

Indexincj. Nu-

merical indexing

was the method

first used with

the vertical file,

and still is ex-

tensively used.

With the numeri-

cal system of indexing, the folders are numbered consecutively in

the upper right-hand corner. The folders are filed in numerical se-

quence between guides, numbered usually by lO's, as showii in Fig. 14.

Fig. 13. Vertical File Drawer Sliowing Folders and Guides
Brownr- Morse Co.
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Each correspondent is known by a number, and all of his cor-

respondence—both original letters and copies of replies—is filed in

a folder bearing his number. To locate his folder, a cross-index is

necessary, as it is not possible to rememl)er the numbers of all cor-

respondents. The index is provided by a. card on which is written

the name, the folder number or file number, and any other memoranda

that may be desired. The card is filed in a card drawer behind the

proper alphabetical index guide, w^iere it can be found very (juickly.

Suppose, for example,
"
Y'-oo y^J22_J\, that correspondence

develops with B. J.

Anderson. We will file

his letter or a copy of

our reply in the next un-

used numbered folder—
which happens to be

No. 545—and this will

be ^Ir. Anderson's num-

ber as long as we have

any dealings with him.

Before placing the folder

in the proper place in

the file—following folder

No. oJ^!)., back of guide

040—we will write Mr. Anderson's name near the upper edge, and at

the same time we will fill out an index card as shown in Fig. 15. This

card will be filed m its proper place in the card index drawer, and

whenever we wish to refer to this correspondence we will turn to the

card, which shows that it will be found in folder No. 5^5.

^Mien a letter refers to more than one person or subject, it is

filed under the most important. Vov example, when ct)rre»spondence

develops with a firm, it should always be filed under the firm name,

even though the letters are signed by individuals. We will suppose

that one of our correspondents is the Norton Machine Co., and that

folder No. 010 is assigned. Later, a letter signed by T. J. Wat.son,

Secretary, is received. Since the letter refers to the business of the

Norton Machine Co., it will be (il(>d in their folder, and we will fill

out a cross-index card for T. J. AVatson, Secretarv, referring to the

Fig. 14. Numerical nidexing
Browne-Mome Co.
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company's folder, as shown in Fig. 16. This will be filed with the

t)ther cards in the alphabetical card index, and will enable us to

locate the correspondence of T. J. Watson, even if we do not

remember the name of the company.

ANDtRsoriBJ. SA-S

Fij;. 15. Index Card for Niimerioal Filing

Alpltdhdicdl IndcxiiKj. The alphabetical is the simplest method

of indexing. The guide or index cards are printed with the letters
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Witli (he ;ilj)lial)('(ical system a folder is assigned to each regular

oorrespoiulent, as with flie numerical system, hut instead of a

number, only the name is written on the fohJer, or on the tah pro-

jection, I'he folder is filed back of the proper alphabetical guide,

as in Fig, 17, and is used exclusively for that one correspondent.

It is the experience

of every business house

that a s m a 1 1 corre-

spcmdence is received

from a large number of

persons. Perhaps but

one or two letters will

be received, the person

never developing into

a regular correspond-

ent. This correspond-

ence is treated as

miscellaneous. For

miscellaneous corre-

spondence a separate

folder, on which the

index letters are

written or printed, is used for each alphabetical subdivision. This

may be placed either behind or in front of the name folders, as in

Fig. IS.

The miscellaneous folder should not be allowed to become

too full. When a sufficient number of letters are accumulated with

a firm or individual, or whenever the nature of the correspondence

indicates that it is likely to become permanent, it should be trans-

ferred to a separate folder.

Ocof/rapJiicdl Indexing. When for any reason it is desirable

to have correspondence arranged according to territory, the geo-

graphical system of indexing is used to excellent advantage. The

plan is exactly like alphabetical indexing, with the exception that the

files are divided according to territory. First, the files are divided

by states by means of state guides—indexes printed with the names

of the states. A very large concern may require guides for all states,

while a smaller business will use onlv three or four such divisions.

l_^jr
File with 50 Alphabetical Sutxlivisions

Browne-Morse Co.
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Or a coiiccni doiiiii' l)iisiiu\ss in a Iiall'-iloziMi states may find it advis-

ahlc to arranii't' tlu' correspondence t"roni Itnt two of them territorially,

indexing- tiie balance alphahetically. Tlie correspondence from

a sino'le state may require two or more di-a\vers; or one drawer

mav accommodate that from several states.

To subdivide the

states, guide cards

printed with the

names of the towns

aie used. These are

arranged alphahetic-

ally between the state

guides. Correspond-

ence folders are filed

hack of the t o w n

guides in alphabetical

se(juence. If there is

Fig. 18. Tab Folders. Miscellaneous Folders in front

Library Bureau

a large number of

correspondents in one

town, the folders are

subdivided with a set of alphabetical guides. The geogra])hical

method of indexing is shown in I'ig. 19.

When the

correspondence

in a state is scat-

tered, with but

few correspond-

ents in e a c h

town, a set of

al p habe tical

guides can be

substituted for

the town guides.

In New York

state, for in-

stance, the letter

A would represent Albion, Attica, and other towns the names

of which begin with that letter. If there is a large town—as Albany

—

Fig. 19. GeoKrai)hical-Ali)lial)etical Filing \vitli Guides for

States and Towns. Library Bureau
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in which there are a iiuml)er of correspondents, a town guide should

be inserted in its proper place in the alphabetical index. Then, if

the correspondence from Albany is sufficient, it can be subdivided

with alphabetical guides, but these should be of a different color

than those representing the towns. The geographical index can

be expanded to any limit by inserting additional town and alpha-

betical guides, wherever and whenever needed.

Subject Index.

The subject index

is used whenever

the subject of the

correspondence is

more important

than the name of

the writer. Subject

indexing may be

used in connection

with the regular

correspondence.

^Mien it is de-

sired to file by sub-

jects indexed nu-

merically, a num-

IxM'ed folder is

headed with the

name of the sub-

ject, and all corre-

spondence pertain-

ing to the subject is

filed in that folder.

An index card is

then filled in with

the name of the subjec* and the numlnT of the folder, and filed

alphabetic-ally. Additional cross-index cards are headed with the

names of correspondents, and refer to the subject and folder number.
Several subject index cards are shown in Fig. 20.

Subject filing can be adapted to tlie alphabetical index by insert-

ing folders or guides headed with the names of subjects, as shown

Fig. 20. Sul)ject Indexing and Cross- Reference
Notice Menioriuula on nidex Cards

Librunj Bureau
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in Fig. 21. Tliese folders are used for correspondence pertaining to

a ^Wcn sul\joct, and cross-index cards arc made for tlic names of

individuals.

Selecting the Index. The selection of the index for correspond-

ence files is important, and must be governed by the nature of the

business, and the correspondence to be filed. Subject indexing is

the least used of any of the methods described. Railroads, and a

few large corporations determine as far as possible a number of

subject headings under

which all correspond-

ence shall be filed,

i n d i V i d u a 1 s being

k n o w n only in the

miscellaneous corre-

spondence; but these

are exceptions, and this

method of filing is not

adapted to the needs of

the a ^• e r a g e bu siness

concern.

Geographical index-

ing is quite largely

used by jobbers, and is a

very practicable method

for a concern whose correspondence is confined within a definite

territory. It is also used to advantage in connection with other

methods of indexing. For example, a concern in Chicago, with a

large number of customers in Illinois, Iowa, and Wisconsin, might

use a geographical index for those states, while filing all other

correspondence alphabetically.

This leaves alphabetical and mimerical indexing from which

to make a selection. A thorough investigation, which luus included

consultations with many leading filing experts, and examinations of

the systems used by more than a hundred representative houses,

from the small retail store to the largest corporations, leads to the

conclusion that, except in special cases, the alphabetical index is

best. It is best because simplest; and to do a thing in the most

simple way is one of the cardinal principles of business svstem,

FiK. 21. Subject and Alphabetical Folder

Browne-Morse Co.
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Alphabetical indexing adapts itself to every possible require-

ment. Suppose, for example, that the correspondence of the Norton

Machine Company is filed alphabetically, and that you want to refer

to the correspondence of T. J. Watson, who is secretary of the com-

pany. A cross-index card is headed with the name of the company.

This would be exactly like the cross-index shown in Fig. 16, except

that the number would be omitted.

There may be times when you will wish to keep together all

correspondence pertaining to a given subject—as a contract in which

you are interested. A folder can be made for this contract, headed

with the subject name, and filed in its proper place in the alphabetical

index. Cross-reference cards can be made, headed with the names

of individuals, and referring to the subject. Perhaps, when the con-

tract is completed, there will be no further reason for keeping the

correspondence together, and it can then be distributed according to

the regular alphabetical arrangement.

Should you wish to adapt the geographical idea to any part of

the correspondence, the alphabetical index lends itself to the change

without disturbing the general arrangement of the files. It can be

expanded to any size; any class of correspondence can be segregated;

and with properly subdivided indexes, papers can l^e quickly located.

Probably the two most important advantages of the alphabetical

over the numerical system of indexing are its economy of operation

and safety. As to the first named advantage, there is a saving at the

start in the outfit required. Only the letter file and alphabetical index

are needed—there is no investment in a card-index outfit, unless it

be a very small one for cross-references. But the greatest saving is

in the time re(|uired for its operation.

Witlu)ut considering the operations involved in filing letters,

compare the two methods when a letter is wanted from the files.

Suppose that the file clerk has received a requisition for the cor-

respondence of the Norton Machine Company. With the numer-

ical index, the followitig steps are taken:

(1) Open card index drawer;

(2) Refer to cards filed back of the .V guide, and find index

card showing that folder No.GW holds the correspondence;

(3) Close card index drawer;

(4) Open vertical file drawer;
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(5) Refer to folders back of the 600 index, find No. G 10, remove

folder;

(0) Close vertical file drawer.

When the alphabetical index is used, only the following steps

are necessary:

(1) Open vertical file drawer;

(2) Refer direct to folder of Norton Machine Company, back

of the N guide, and remove correspondence;

(3) Close file drawer.

\
LETTER riLtS

eOlRESPONOENT REaUISITlOM

''Vfr^. KMWV I-"'" ALPWABETiOCt-

Fig. 22. Alphabetical vs. Numerical Filing

This is merely an application of the principle that a straight

line is the shortest distance between two points, as illustrated in Fig. 22.

Alphabetical indexing is the safer for the reason that there is less

liability of filing a letter in the wrong place. With the numerical

system, the filing of letters in the wrong folder is not uncommon,

and wIk'U this is done the letters are practically lost.

The usual routine in numerical filing is first to place the folder

numbers on the letters, and then file according to these numbers
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witiioiit reference to the name. Naturally, the file clerk commit:^ to

memory the numbers of a large part of the active correspondents,

and places them on the letters without referring to the card index.

Memory is ev^er fickle, and if the wrong number is placed on the

letter, it is probable that it will be filed accordingly.

In the use of figures, the most common of all errors is trans-

position, and this is a constant source of danger in filing. Suppose,

for example, that in placing the number on a letter from the Norton

Machine Company, a transposition is made and the number reads

160 instead of OW. The letter is filed in folder No.lGO, just four

hundred and fifty folders out of the way. The letter is practically

lost, for there is no way to locate it except to look through all of

the folders until it is found.

With the alphabetical index there is some danger of filing a

letter in the wrong place, but it is materially lessened by the fact

that the name must be kept in mind. If the letter is incorrectly filed,

it probably will be placed in a folder close to the right one. Almost

without exce})tion, it will be found within two or three folders of its

proper place; there is scarcely a possibility that a letter from Norton

will be filed in White's folder.

MISCELLANEOUS FILING

Salesmen's Correspondence. The correspondence from sales-

men and branch houses is, as a rule, more bulky than that from even

the largest customers. A sub-divison should be provided that will

make it possii)le to locate quickly a letter of any date, without looking

through a great mass of correspondence. The most simple way to

accomplish this is to divide the correspondence of each salesman or

branch l)y months. A folder should be used each month.

Sufficient space should be provided in the general files to hold

salesmen's correspondence for an entire year. If sub-divided l)y

months, old correspondence can be located nnich more (luicklv than

if scattered through scxcral transfer files.

One way to i-cducc llic Ixilk of this correspondence in the sales-

men's folders is to re(|uire each salesman to use a separate sheet for

each subject about which he writes. Nine out of everv ten letters

from a salesman refer sptu-ificiilly to transactions with certain cus-

tomers, and are chiefiy important in coimection with the correspond-
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ence of those customers. Such letters should be filed in the customers*

folders, where they will be found when it is wished to investigate

transactions with a customer.

The correspondence of some very large customers is also quite

bulky. This, also, can be sub-divided by the \ise of a new folder

each month. A similar plan is used to advantage in connection with

subject filing, a separate folder, filed back of the subject guide, being

used for each correspondent.

Correspondence of Temporary Value. Every large enterprise

recei\es a considerable amount of correspondence which has no per-

manent value. Inquiries for catalogs in response to advertising are

of no value unless further correspondence is developed. It is advis-

able to set aside sufficient space in the files, and file such correspond-

ence alphabetically, in miscellaneous folders. Later, when further

correspondence develops, separate folders can be made and trans-

ferred to the regular files. After a reasonable time—when the follow-

up is abandoned—the inquiries can be destroyed, saving space in

the permanent files.

Orders. The manner of filing orders depends on the business

and the method of handling. It will depend on whether the greater

part of the orders are received direct from customers on their own

blanks, on blanks supplied by the house, or from salesmen on the

blanks of the house.

\Mien orders are received direct from customers, whether in the

form of letters or on the customers' blanks, it is customary to copy

them on the house order blanks, from which orders are filled and

billed. The most practical disposition of customers' original orders

is to file them with their correspondence, instead of providing a special

file for them. There are certain exceptions, as subscriptions received

by a magazine and which, for certain reasons, should be kept by

themselves; but that outlined can be regarded as a general rule. One

reason for filing orders with the correspondence is that, in case of

dispute, it will very likely be necessary to refer to past correspondence.

The manner of filing the house blanks depends on the number

of copies made. Some houses make but two copies of the order

—

one to be sent to the customer as an acknowledgment, anil one from

which the order is filled. This leaves biif one coj)y for the office,

and this should be filed numerically, wliich also brings It in tiie order
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of the date. IF tlic order copy is also used as a pcxstiiig medium, it

.should be filccl in a loose-leal' hinder; otherwise a vertical file drawer

can be used.

Another very satisfactory method is to enter the order in triplicate

—one copy as an acknowledgment, an oflRce copy, and a shipping

copy—leaving two copies for the files. One copy should be filed

numerically, the other alphabetically. This provides a cro.ss-index

without the necessity of writing a card index, .showing how easy it i.s

to provide valuable record.s by using ordinary care. A complete

order record is provided by making one extra copy, which is done

with no additional labor.

Orders received from salesmen on the house blanks are some-

times u.sed as a posting medium, in which case they are filed in a

binder, by date. Another method is to make the invoice in duplicate,

and u.se one copy

as a posting medi-

um. In such case,

the copy of the

order can be filed

a 1 p h abetically,

bringing all orders

from each customer

together.

Invoices. The
method of filing

invoices depends on whether or not a complete voucher system is

u.sed. When no voucher .system is u.sed, all invoices should l)e filed

alphabetically in a vertical file. A folder should be used for each

firm or person from whom goods are purchased, so that all of their

invoices can be kept togethei-. Invoices should be filed in the folder

in the order of their dates, the last one in front.

With Jhe voucher .system, invoices are sometimes attached to

the voucher, in which case they are filed according to the voucher

number and a separate cartl index is kept for alphal)etical reference.

The more modern plan, however, is to file the voucher numerically,

retaining the alphabetical index for invoices.

Invoices can be filed in the same file with the correspondence,

or in a special file. When the former method is adopted a folder of

Fig. 23. Special Invoice Folder—Open
Browne- Morse Co.
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Fig. 24. Document File.

Browne-Morse Co.

& special color sliould 1)c u.sed. Tliciv would then be two folders

for a firm, one for invoiees ;nul one for correspondence. Special

folders with double folds are largely used for filing invoices, as shown

in Fig. 23.

Documents and Legal Papers. For filing documents and legal

papers, there are two standard methods. The older of the two is

to fold the papers and file them on end

in a document drawer, like the one shown

in Fig. 24. The drawer is equipped with

a compressor or following block for keep-

ing the papers in an upright position, and

either alphabetical or numerical indexes.

These drawers can be obtained singly

or in cabinets containing any number.

The more modern method is to file

documents and legal papers in a vertical

file, using document envelopes, as shown

in Fig. 25, These envelopes are of the

right size to hold legal papers flat, insur-

ing convenient reference, which is a decided improvement over the

older method of folding the papers. Any of the several methods of

indexing can be used, depending on the requirements of the business.

As a filing system for the _

lawyer's office, this method is

nnsurpas.sed. Every record

of the office is kept in one

complete filing system, yet

each case is .separate and dis-

tinct. Every paper and all

correspondence relating to a

given case is filed, unfolded, t.

in one of the document en-

velopes—or a folder can be

used—bringing all papers on the same subject together.

If indexed alphabetically, the papers are filed according to the

name of the client. Wlien the numerical index is adopted, an alpha-

betical index card with cro.s.s-references, including the docket index,

is used. The folders may be numbered by case or office numbers.

FiK. 2.-). Document File Envelopes
Browne- Morse Co,
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Copies of opinions can be filed in the same manner, malting every

opinion available whether given yesterday or ten years ago. The

usual confusion in the lawyer's office, incident to the search for papers

scattered through several files, is entirely done away with.

Clippings. The vertical system is the most practicable for filing

clippings, but, since they are liable to be lost through the open ends

of the ordinary correspondence folder, it is best to use either the

envelope or the invoice folder—preferably the former. Indexing

for clippings should

be by subject, and if

a file is used exclu-

sively for clippings, it

may be either numer-

ical or alphabetical.

As a rule, the latter

is most satisfactory,

though the former is

used quite extensively.

An e n v e 1 o p e

should be used for

each subject. On the

front of the envelope

the name of the sub-

ject and a list of the

contents is written. All clippings relating to that subject are filed in

the envelope, which is placed back of the proper alphabetical

guide. Cross-references, when needed, are provided by a card index.

Drawings and Maps. A large concern, especially a manufac-

turing enterprise, has a large number of drawings, blue prints, maps,

and photographs to file. One method is to file them in large folders,

laid flat in a flat drawer, using a card index for cross-reference.

A more convenient method is to file them vertically. The ordi-

nary vertical file drawer is too small for large drawings, but in Fig.

2() is shown a special file which will accommodate drawings measuring

24" X 3()". The tlrawings are filed in heavy folders, made to fit

the drawer. This drawer is hinged at its lower h\mt edge, permitting

it to be opened by simply tilting the drawer forward, an operation

which is accomplished with very little exertion. The drawer is held

Fig. 26. Drawing or Map File

C. J. LunJstroin Co.
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in open position by an automatic catch whicli is (piickly released

when it is desired to close the drawer. Each drawer is provided with

an adjustable follower which moves back as the space fills u}). \Mien

open the drawer exposes its entire contents, any of which may be

picked out instantly and again filed with the utmost convenience and

dispatch. ^Vlien a large tracing is to be filed, it is desirable to first

pull out the folder to which It belongs and. after having placed the

tracing therein, to slip the folder back in its place. This prevents

any accidental creasing of the drawing.

Either an alphabetical or mimerical inde.x can be used, depending

on the class of drawings to be filed. In a machine shop, where all

machines and parts are known by number, the numerical index is

best. In a publishing house, where it is desired to keep all drawings

used for each 1)ook, they should be filed alphabetically by subject.

Credit Reports. Vertical filing is best for credit reports, as it

brings together all credit information about a customer. Unlike

correspondence, it is customary to fasten credit reports in the folder

by using a drop of paste at the top of each report. A folder is used

for each customer, and all reports are attached in the order of their

date.

The index may be numerical, alphabetical, or geographical.

When the numerical system is used, a card index furnishes the cross-

reference. The card contains the name and the number of the folder,

with a brief history of the customer's dealings with the house.

FILING HELPS

Guiding. The importance of guiding should not be overlooked,

for guides are the great essential of a successful filing system. They

must be simple and correct. They must be inserted at sufficient

intervals to guide eye and hand instantly to the desired folder. A
vertical file drawer holds about 5000 letters, and, assuming that the

average is 10 letters to a folder, this would mean 500 folders. A
general rule is to use 50 guides to a drawer, or one guide for every

ten folders.

The estimate of the number of guides required should be liberal.

If there are 500 regular correspondents, it is better to equip the files

with a GO subdivision alphabetical index than to confine it to a 50

subdivision index.
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Guides must stand hard usage and remain legible; therefore

the best quality should be used. All manufacturers of filing

equipment now supply guides of heavy pressboard with metal tips.

The metal tip guide is entirely rigid and supports the papers or

folders in the file, keeping them rigid and in alignment. An impor-

tant feature is that the index heading (name, letter, or number)

can be changed at any time by merely inserting a new slip in the

metal tip. ]\Ietal tip guides cost more than the old-style manila

guide stock, but in the

end are more econom-

ical. The money paid

for a filing outfit should

be regarded as a per-

malient investment; if

the expense is to be cut

down, let it be in the

purchase of supplies

used for transfer, rather

than in the regular files

which are used every day.

Transferring. Corre-

spondence which is out

of date should be removed from the current file and filed in

transfer files or boxes, indexed as in the regular files. Transfers

should not be made too fre(j[uently. It is often advisable to use

cabinets large enough to hold the correspondence for two years, one

part being used for current correspondence, the other for correspond-

ence one year 1)ack. At the end of the year, all of the correspond-

ence is removed from the older file, which becomes the current file

during the succeeding year.

Sorting. The work of the file clerk is facilitated and greater

accuracy insured by the use of a sorting tray, as shown in Fig. 27.

This consists of a wooden tray, e{iuipped with alphabetical or numer-

ical guides according to the system used. For the alphal)etical system

a set of A to Z guides—one for each letter of the alpliabet—is used.

Before attempting to file, the clerk sorts the day's correspondence

in this tray. All correspondence belonging in one division of the

alphabet is thus brought together, and can be (luickly filed.

Fig. 27. Sorliag lYay
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SELECTING FILING EQUIPMENT

The selection of filing equipment has been greatly simplified

by the manufacturers, Avho have studied the filing problem with the

view to supplying the demand for cfjuipment to accommodate every

business paper. As new problems have presented themselves, new

equipment has been designed. The needs of the smallest office, as

well as those of the largest corporation, have been studied and met.

Heavy cabinets of solid construction have eiven wav to cabinets

built in sections, any one of which can be carried by the office boy.

The man who has but a

half-dozen letters a day to

file finds a section exactly

suited to his requirements;

as his business grows, he

adds other sections; the

cabinet grows with the

business, making one com-

plete system, no matter how

small or how large.

The most universally

used of all filing devices is

the vertical file." As has

been explained in the pre-

ceding pages, it adapts it-

self to almost all of the

papers found in a business

office. Vertical files are

made with drawers in three standard sizes: letter size, for ordinary

correspondence, or papers up to OV' X 11" in size; legal or cap

size, for legal blanks, reports, and other large papers up to 10" X
15" in size; invoice size, for invoices, orders, credit reports, and all

papers not larger than 51" X 8". Papers 8" X 10" can be

filed in the invoice size by folding once.

Styles of Construction. Two standard styles of construction

are used for vertical filrs, horizontal sections and upright sections

or units. Tlic horizontal section is made one vertical file drawer

high and cither two or three drawers wide. Upright units are one

Fig. 28. Showing Manner of Joininj; Upright

Section.s. Browne-Morse Co.
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drawer wide, four drawers lii^li for letter and cap sizes, and five

drawers high for the invoice size.

The upriglit unit is the newer and preferred style of construction

;

it is more substantial, and for either large or small filing systems

occupies less floor space. Upright units are put together as shown

in Fig. 28. Each section is built v\'ith skeleton ends, and at each end

of the cabinet—whether one or a dozen sections—end panels are used,

making one complete cabinet. The sections are locked together,

and can be separated at will. Fig. 29 shows three upright sections,

in the three standard sizes, joined together to make a complete cabinet.

This gives some indica-

tion of the possibilities

ofTered by this style of

construction in building

a cabinet to meet every

requirement.

Upright units are

also made with combi-

nations of drawers for

different purposes. For

a small business, an as-

sortment of files for

di fferent purposes is

frequently desirable. An
entire section filled with

files of one kind may not

be needed, but a com-

bination section offers a solution. The combination illustrated in

Fig. 30 contains one cupboard, six shallow storage blanks, two

double card-index drawers, and three document files. A vertical

file drawer can be substituted for the cupboard unit.

If vouchers, or other folded documents are to be filed, the docu-

ment drawers shown in the combination unit can be used, or provision

can be made for filing these papers in the vertical file. The vertical

file drawer is divided lengthwise by partitions into compartments

of the same width as the document file. Each compartment is

equipped with a follower block and countersunk rod for holding

guides.

Via. 29. Three Upright Sections in Standard Sizes

Browne-Morse Co.
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Where a large number of folded documents arc to be filed, as

in the office of a corporation using a voucher system, this file is much

more convenient than the old style. An old-style document file has

alimit(Ml filing capacity, and must

be taken from the cabinet for

consultation. A vertical file

drawer, legal size, provides three

compartments, each 24" in

length. This gives an actual

filing capacity of six feet in a

single drawer. An upright
section, equipped for document

filing, is shown in Fig. 31. If an

entire section is not needed for

Fig. 30. Combination Cabinet
Browne- Morse Co.

this purpose, one drawer can

be ecjuipped for document filing,

and the others used for corre-

spondence.

A style of construction de-

signed to combine the expansion

idea with variety is known as

the inter-inter cabinet. This

cabinet consists primarily of an outer cabinet or shell of standard

height, depth, and width. This shell is divided into compart-

ments of standard height into which the filing devices are fitted.

The various filing devices are arranged in skeleton units of stand-

Fig. 31. Upriglit Cabinet for Documents
Library Bureau
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ai 1 dimensions, made interchangeable so that any desired cora-

h\ iation can be produced. Fig. 32 shows an outside cabinet, card

ir lex, and vertical file units, which fit the openings in the cabinet.

This construction enables the user to make a combination of

-.mall units of various kinds to suit present requirements, all housed

CARD INDEX

OUTSIDE CABINET

VERTICAL FILE

Fig. 32. Inter-Inter Construction

Macey Co.

in a single case iji a compact form. Provision for future expansion

is unnecessary, since an additional outside cabinet can be added at

any time, and the units rearranged at will to conform with changes

in the system.

An inter-inter cabinet shown in Fig. 33 suggests the variety of

devices that can be accommodated in a single shell. This cabinet

contains vertical file, card index, legal blank drawers, and docu-

ment files.

The need has been felt for a small filing cabinet, or stack of

sections, that would be complete and gi\'e the proper variety. The

professional man, the department manager, anil the executive have

need for a small cabinet for personal correspondence, reports, statistics,

records of matters requiring personal attention, blanks and forms,

private papers, and all matters of a confidential nature. This need

seems to have been met satisfactorily l)y the small .sections known to

the trade as scdionds.
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These are complete sections, the hirgest size being that of the

vertical file drawer, which can be stacked one on top of the other

or side by side. Any of tlie standard filiiio- devices can be made

up into these sections. A small section for 4" X 0" cards is shown

in Fig. 34. A single section, with top

and base, makes a complete cabinet,

which can l)e added to as needed. P^is;,

35 shows a small stack of sections

consisting of vertical file, 5" X 8" card

index, and 3" X 5" card-index drawers,

and one document file, on a leg base.

Transfer Files. Files for the storage

of transferred correspondence can be of

cheaper construction than the regular

filing cabinets, as they are less frequently

referred to and not subject to the same

hard usage. They should, however, be

of reasonably substantial construction;

it is usual to keep business correspond-

ence at least two years, and it may be

necessary to refer to it many times

after it is transferred. Then, too, if

substantial transfer files are j)rovided,

they can be used again and again;

sufficient transfer files to hold two

years' correspondence will last in-

definitely.

At first, manufacturers of vertical

filing ecjuipment supplied nothing more

substantial than boxes made of binder's

Fig. 33. Inter-Inter Cabinet
The Macey Co,

board. Boxes the size of a

vertical file drawer were used.

These were usually stored (mi

shelves, and to refer to the

contents it wa.s necessary to

take down the box and re-

move the cover. To keep

pace with improvements in
FiK. 34. Card Sectlonet

Shaw-Walker Co.
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filing cabinets, new styles of transfer files have been perfected.

One of the most satisfactory of the more modern styles is the drawer

transfer file, which is practically a single drawer section. It is made

of light wood with a drawer as shown

ill Fit'. 36. These files can be stacked,

one on top of another, and locked to-

gether, making a solid filing cabinet.

The drawers hold the contents of a ver-

tical file drawer, but are not equipped

with follower blocks, and are not rec-

ommended for current filing. These

transfer files cost more than the old style,

but when durability and accessil)ility

are considered, they probably are more

economical in the long run.

Metal Files. ]\Ietal furniture is rapidly

gaining in popularity for office use. All

sorts of office furniture is now made of

sheet steel — desks, tables, chairs,

counters, and filing devices for all pur-

poses. ]\Ietal cabinets are made in up-

right sections and equipped with the

same filing devices found in wooden cabinets. Fig. 37 shows a row

of metal sections, combining a variety of filing devices. At either

Fig. 35. A Stack of Sectionet.s

ahuw-Wallcer Co.

V\ti- .'{U. Trunsfcr Drawer. /Jr.u/nc-.V.ir

end are roller book shehcs and a cupboard, w hile in the center are

six styles of files.
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Metal files afford safety, as tliey will j^o tlin)ujj;h quite a

severe fire witlujut damage to the contents. Few offices have

sufficient vault space for papers, which metal files not only pre-

serve, but by keeping the papers away from combustible material,

act as a fire preventative.

Suitable timber for files is becoming scarce and also is increas-

ing in cost. Metal seems to offer a practical substitute for the

oak and mahogany office furniture now in use.

MA1LINQ=R00M MACHINERY

Mechanical devices and machines are used for many purposes

in an office, and both the variety of uses and types of machines

are steadily increasing. InvtMitors and manufacturers of office appli-

ances are working constantly to perfect devices which will save

time, insure accuracy, and reduce costs. Among these are several

for reducing labor and increasing speed in the mailing room.

Addressing Machines. One of the most efficient labor-saving

devices is the addressing machine, which is used for addressing

envelopes, cards, and other matter, to a large list of names. These

machines are especiallx' well adapted for the names to which

communications are addressed at regular intervals. Brokers and

commission men use them for addressing daily market letters to

l)ermanent lists of correspondents; business houses in all lines find

them convenient for monthly statements, using the machine both

for addressing the envelopes and filling in the names on the state-

ments. An office boy can fill in addresses on statements for all

accounts in the sales ledger, and address the envelopes, saving

about one-half the time of the bookkeeper.

In the advertising and sales department, the addressing

machine is used to excellent advantage for addressing follow-up

letters, booklets, circulars, and catalogs. Its use makes it easy to

send advertising literature to all customers at frequent intervals.

The machine is not reconnuended for a prospective customer's

follow-up list, unless a larg(> number of f()llow-ui)s are to be sent;

but when a man becomes a customer, it may be safely assumed

that the name is permanent.

Of the machines now on the market, one of the best known is

the addressograph. This machine is made with both card addresses
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and clialn addresses. The card machine, -wliieli is sliowii in Fi*'. 21.

is the most j)ractical for llic uses to which tlie macliine is j)ut in the

average office. AVith thi.s machine, metal frames the size of an index

card are used. These frames are made in two stales, one of ^\•hich

Fig. 21. The AddressoRraph .Xddressinp Machine
Addresnoyrujih Co.

has a metal printing plate, while with the other, the name and

address are set in ruhher type. With the first style, tlie printing

plate is made by stamping the letters on a sheet of metal. This

makes a permanent address, which cannot be changed without making

a new plate.

Fig. 22 shows the rubber type frame. The name and addre-ss

are set up in the type frame, and can be changed at will. Type
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taken from old addresses can be used over and over again. ^Vhen

an address is set, a proof is printed on a card, which is placed in the

upper half of the frame. This card is large enough for notations,

and can be arranged for recording any information desired.

The metal frames are provided with tabs printed with letters,

names of towns, numbers, or other special information, and are filed

in card drawers, as shown in Fig. 23. They may be filed in any of

the usual ways adapted for card systems; a customers' list may be

filed according to states and towns, and the names in a certain town

addressed without disturbing the balance of the list.

O
Albany Belting & StjppTy^o^

1375 Washington Ave.,

Albany,N.yr
File No

I

Gen. Mgr. or P. A.

U-^

. .oO viqquS jb gnitlsa xiuoU
. .avA nofmidz&W ZTti

.T.M.vnjsdirA

i^

Fig. 2' Metal Frames for Rubber Type
The Addressogruph Co.

To operate the machine, the address plates are first transferred

to the magazine on top of the machine. The contents of a drawer

can be transferred without handling. The plates are automatically

fed to the printing p()int of the machine, from Avhich they are returned

to the drawer, which is placed under the macliine, in the exact order

in which they were filed. When the address frame reaches the print-

ing point, the address is plainly visible on the card, so that any name

can be skipped.

With an addressograph it is claimed that 3000 addresses an hour

can easily be made. This takes the place of several girls, and reduces

the cost to a minimum.
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Folding Machines. ( )nt' of (lu> most j)iac(ical lalnnxsavinir

devices for tlie mailini;' room is the foldiiifj; machine. Direct adver-

Fig. 23. Addressing Card File. Addressograph Co.

tising, by means of civcnhir or form letters, and printed eircnhxrs, is

becoming more and more popuhir. Where such communications

were formerly mailed

in hundreds, they are

now mailed in thou-

sand s ; it is not

uncommon for a

concern using this

form of advertising

to mail a million cir-

culars on one propo-

sition in a single

season.

To fold these

letters and circulars

by hand in the ordi-

nary way is an ex-

pensive and time-

consuming task. The labor cost might be justified, but the question

of time is often a limiting factor. The circulars must be mailed

on a certain day. perhaps at a given hour, to be of any value to

the concern preparing them, or of interest to those receiving them.

The question of space is, in many offices, of even greater

nnportance than labor or time. While a plant occupying buildings

Fiy. 21. Foklinc M:i(liiiio Oporatcd hy KlortTK' Motor
.4. /i. Dirk Co.
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owned by the company may l)e in a position to provide plenty of

space for offices, the ^reat majority of businesses are conducted in

cramped office quarters; tlie modern office l:>uilding with its high rents

tends to rethice office space to a'minimum. As a result, many a busi-

ness, lacking room in which to work a large force of folders, has been

obliged to hire its extensive circularizing done outside of the office.

These difficulties have to a great extent been overcome by the

folding machine. For many years printers have made use of machines

for folding, l)ut it was not until a comparatively recent date that a

machine adapted to office use was perfected. Now there are several

practical machines on the market.

One of these machines will fold from 4()()() to 7000 letters or cir-

culars an hour, depending on the size and weight of the paper, and

the mimber of folds. This is ecjual to eight persons foldmg by hand,

and the machine and operator occupy no more space than one hantl

folder.

The best machines are so made that they can be operated by

hand or electric power. Wherever electric lights are available, the

power machine can ])e used. Including the cost of power, the maxi-

mum cost of folding a\ ith one of the machines is from 3 ct^nU to .">

cents a thousand. ( )ne of the well-known types, with motor attached,

is shown in Fig. 24.

Mailing Machines. To a concern mailing large quantities of

circular matter, an envelope sealer or mailing machine is indispensal)le.

F^nvelope sealers which worked in a more or less satisfactory maimer

have been on the market for several years. These machines ha\e

been improved, and their best features combined with new ideas,

until now machines are to ])e had which work perfectly.

Several of the machines seal envelopes only; one both seals the

envelopes and attaches the stamp. The combination sealing and

stamping machine seals, stamps, and counts envelopes at an average

rate of SOOO ;in hour, doing the work of from eight to ten clerks.

When sealed by the machine, the flaps of the envelopes are folded

tightly and securely sealed. The moistening device is so constructed

that th<> amount of moisture passing under each flap is regulated to

a nicety, prevendng envelopes sticking together on account of too

much water being ap})li<'d. Coincident with the sealing of an en-

velop*', the stam[) is jipplicd. Every envelope j)assing through (he
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machine is stamped; as a result, none are returned from the postoffice

for hick of postac^e.

A special counting device automatically counts the stamps as

applied, the counter being in full view of the operator. This means

an absolute check on the postage account. The stamps are locked

in a glass Ccise and, ])y moving a lever, the stamp mechanism can be

thrown out of operation. It can

only be made to apply stamps

again by unlocking the case,

which places the stamps abso-

lutely under the control of one

person.

After being sealed and counted,

tlie envelopes pass to a stacker,

ail facing one way so that they

can be tied in bundles for send-

ing to the postoffice. This is a

point worthy of consideration

where dispatch in getting mail

out is of importance. Envelopes

of any size up to twelve inches are

handled, and by throwing off the

sealing device, mailing cards can

be stamped.

The machine referretl to is

shown in Fig. 2.'). lu operation, the mail is gathered and placed on

the rack shown at the top of the machine, with the flap of each

envelope overlapping the one next to it. The operator, taking a

bunch of about twenty-five envelopes from the rack, holds them

lightly against the feed rolls at the left of the machine. The auto-

matic feed separates the envelopes, permitting only one at a time

to pass its flap over a metal disc which revolves in water. As the en-

velope is advanced, the stamps are fed forward, cut off, moistened,

and rolled upon the passing envelope. The stamps used in the

machine are i)ut up in ribbon form, wound I'OOO on a reel.

The Mnltipost is a hand de\ice wliicli not only afh.xes the

stamps to the mail matter, but also counts them as they are u.sed.

The (Government now supplies stamps in rolls for these devices.

I'it;. 25. The Mailometer Mailing' Macliine
Mailomeler Co.
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Letter=Printing Machines. The present extensive use of cir-

cular or form letters is made possible by the use of letter-printing

machines. To write all of the letters on a typewriter is out of the

question, owing to the cost. Conse(}uently, concerns doing any

considerable circularizing have resorted to imitation typewritten

letters.

Fig. 26. The Multigrapli Cylinder Printing Machine
American MuUigraph Salex Co.

For many purposes letter.s bring better results than printed

circulars, but without the personal touch—unless the recipient is made
to feel that the letter was written to him—a letter loses its force.

This fact makes the ordinary printed letter ineffective. An imitation

typewritten letter makes the personal apj)eal possible; if it is printetl

from typewritter type in a color that matches the ribbon of the ma-

chine, the name and address can be filled in, and it will look like a

typewritten letter

Many printers have learned to produce satisfactory letters of

this character and, within the last few years, several printing machines,

designed for oflice use, have been put on the market. These ma-

chines are adaptations of the })rinting-press idea. I^etters are set

up as they would be for a printing press, typewriter type being used;
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but instead of printing from ink applied directly to the type, the

letters are printed through a large typewriter ribbon. Ribbons of

the same kind are used on the typewriter for filling in names and

addresses, which insures a perfect match. One of these machines

will print from 1000 to 2:)()() letters an hour.

I'it,'. 27. Mulli-Cojjy Typewriter. Mulli-Copu Typcuriler Co.

'llwvv are two distincl types of niacliiiics, the cylinder machine

and the flat-bed iiiachiM(>. A well-known uiacliine of the cylinder

tvpe is shown in Fig. 20. The machine has two cylinders, one for

type storage and one for printing. The type is held in slots in which
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it moves freely. To set uj) a letter on tlie printing cylinder, the

storage cylinder is revolved until the pointer at the top ot" tiie machine

reaches tiie desired letter, when a slight pressure of the finger on the

small lever in the center moves the type into the slot on the printing

cylinder. This is continued until the line is set, when the printing

cylinder is moved into position for the next line. To distribute the

type to the storage cylinder, this operation is reversed.

After the letter is set, a ribbon is drawn around the printing

cylinder, and the machine is feady to print. The paper is fed,

printing side up, iniderneath the cylinder. A turn of the crank

draws the paper through, prints it,

and discharges it at the back of the

machine. Special power attach-

ments can be put on whifch operate

both the machine itself and an auto-

matic feed, which greatly increases

the speed.

Machines of the flat-bed type

are shown in Figs. 27 and 28. With

these machines the type is kept in

cases, the compartments of which are arranged in the same order

as the keys on a typewriter. The type is set up and locked in a

chase, just as it is Iw a printer, and the chase placed on the flat bed

of the machine.

The ribbon is stretched tightly over the type, the printing being

done by moving an impression roller over the ribbon. Paper is

fed, one sheet at a time, against the paper guide, and the roller,

passing over, produces the desired printing impression. When the

roller is returned, the sheet is automatically ejected and counted.

The pressure and shade of the printing are regulated by the ad-

justment of impression screws.

An advantage claimed for this type of machine is that electro-

types and zinc etchings can be used, or regular printers' job type can

be substituted for printing small circulars and office forms. If a letter

or form is used frequently, it can be electrotyped and held permanently,

releasing the type.

The Multicolor Press, a machine which utilizes the flat-bed

principle, has the ad\antage of ])rinting in more than one color.

Fig. 28. The Writerpress Printing
Machine. The Writerpress Co,
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It uses standard printer's eciuipnient, from fiat cuts and half-

tones to the various kinds of type, and, when eU'ctrieally driven, it

can print from 1500 to 5000 pieces of matter an hour.

It produces either ordinary printing]; or form typewriting^, both

at the same time if desired. Equipped with two ink fountains, a

letter head may be printed in ink of one color, the body of the

letter throuuh a ribbon in another, while the sii!;nature or other

desired printing in a third color, all at one operation.

The Mimeograph. The Mimeograph is a machine by which

letters, forms, drawings, and correspondence of ail kinds can be

Kig. 29. Mitnposjraph Rotary Duplicator

Courtesy of A-B-Dick Co., Chicago

accurately reproduced in any desired (piantity. Several distinc-

tive features make its detailed operation interesting.

A chemically treated sheet of fibrous i)aper is converted into

a stencil by the impression made upon it by type of a pointed

steel pencil. When this fibrous pajx-r is run into an ordinary

typewriter, the ribbon is detached, and the text to be reproduced

is typed on the surface of the stencil. When the stencil is com-

pleted, it is taken from the typewriter and backed onto the drum
of the Mimeograph, shown in Fig. 29, by means of buttons and I
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strippers which hold it in position. Ink is then applied to the

inner surface of the stencil by a revolving well inside the drum,

and when the drum is revolved, either by hand or electrically, the

sheet of paper which passes through the machine and which is to

receive the imprint is pressed through rollers onto the surface of

the stencil, after which it is thrown forth from the machine into a

hopper. Mechanical arrangements are supplied with this machine

to allow great speed in reproduction, accurate control of any size

paper—from post-cards to abstract sheets—and an accurate count-

ing device which allows the operator to regulate the amount of

copies to be made.

A stylus, or pointed steel pencil, when pressed upon the sur-

face of the chemically treated stencil, allows accurate reproduction

of signatures, tracings, and drawings of all sorts.

Complicated free-hand or mechanical drawings, music, maps,

etc., may be reproduced on the stencil by the use of a specially

illuminated drawing-stand, or mimcoscope. Drawings placed inside

the device are reflected upon the surface of the stand from a

strong light encased in the body of the stand. The stencil can

then be placed on its glass top, and the reflected drawings traced

accurately. Not only lines but solid surfaces can be traced in this

way. Such material caii be printed on the Mimeograph either

alone or in conjunction with printed matter.

The Automatic Typewriter. All these letter-printing machines

are admittedly for the puri)ose of preparing "imitation" letters, as

near the original as possible. Owing to the item of cost, it has

been considered impracticable to have several thousand circular

letters written on the typewriter. The lack of the personal touch

in the form letter, however, is something to be reckoned with, and

to what extent such a circular letter is read, is another question

to be cons'" dered.

An automatic typewriter has now been put on the market

which makes possible the personal form letter, assuring corres-

pondence of a more subjective nature than a "filled-in" name and

address above an obviously printed letter. By using a standard

typewriter, and controlling its operation by a perforated sheet of

paper—in jn-inciple operating like the i)layer piano—an accurate

circular may be written in an extremely short time.
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Fig. 30 shows the two ditt'erent parts which make up the com-

plete apparatus. A special roll of strong paper is fed into the perfor-

ator, at the right, a specially designed machine which operates like

any typewriter. The copy produced, however, is not in type, but

in the form of perforations in the paper roll. A master letter is thus

produced on the perforating machine. This is then placed in the

automatic typewriter, and by means of a small electric motor, con-

nected to anv ordinar\' light circuit, the automotive mechanism is

Fig. 30. Automatic Typewriter for "Personal" Form Letters

Courtesy of 1/ooven Automatic Ti/pewriter Corporation, Hamilton, Ohio

set in motion. The perforated nia.ster letter feeds through the

typewriter, operating its keys to produce an exact typewritten

letter. A special advantage is that by means of a special control

button, the machine may be stopped instantly, and the operator

may insert any amount of material by hand. The stencil may
then be continued to its end, and the roll put through the machine

as many times as is needed. It is claimed that this machine will

do the work of five ordinary .stenographers.
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MECHANICAL ACCOUNTING

Since the advent of the typewriter, which was one of the first

office niaciiines to come into (general use, an army of creative minds

has been concentrated on tlie prol)lem of reducing office detail to

a mechanical basis; in particular, to the creation of mechanical

devices that would relieve the human brain. So (jreat has been the

progress along these lines that no office is complete without its quota

of mechanical devices; in the equipment of a strictly modern office

are found many machines that do the work which formerly required

tlie closest application.

All this has benefited both the owners' of business enterprises

and their employes. Mechanical devices have made it possible

to produce more satisfactory records in greater volume. They

have made the work of the employe easier by relieving him from

brain fag, and made him more valuable to his employer by enabling

him to do more and better work.

A mere list of the practical devices for handling office work in

all its details would necessitate a volume several times the size of

this one. In other parts of this work some of these devices have

been referred to; this book is confined to machines which are of

direct assistance in the bookkeeping of a business. No attempt

lias been made to include all of the machines coming within this

classification, but those referred to have Ixhmi selected as being

representative of the best in their special fields.

The purpose of this book is to familiarize the student with tjie

use of certain machines rather than to describe the machines them-

selves, and in selecting illustrations an effort has been made to con-

fine them to those of universal interest.

THE ADDING MAC^HINE

One of the well-nigh indispensable machines in the up-to-date

office is the adding machine, or mechanical calculator. Of tliese
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there are two general styles, one })rintiiig a record of its work, the

other being used for calculations witliout making a record.

Originally designed for adding only, the first listing machines

j)rinted a list of the items added on a narrow strip of paj)er. When
the possibilities of the machine began to be appreciated many im-

provements, intended to adapt it to a wide range of uses, were made.

Among the most important of these was the addition of a movable

carriage, similar to the typewriter carriage, making it possible to

list the items in one or more columns on a wide sheet. The possi-

bility of using a wide sheet at once opened the way to making many
accounting records and adding the items at one operation.

The manufacturers, quick to see the opportunities for widening

the sphere of usefulness of their machines, have devoted much study

to the question of systems. Able accountants have been employed

to find new uses for the machine, and they have received the co-

operation of the manufacturers in designing many machines for

specific purposes. In the following pages, a few of the many uses

of the combined adding and listing machine are described.

MAKING SALES RECORDS

The cashier, overburdened with turning through sales slips,

listing items, and adiling them mentally, soon realized that a machine

that could add and list them for a bank deposit could also be used

for recapitulating daily sales, and from this developed a method of

haiidling the records of daily sales by the use of the adding machine.

The application of this system involves the listing and adding

of a great many small items. The sales tickets are filed as they

come to the cashier's office, either by departments or by clerks,

according to the sheet that is to be prepared first. On the following

morning the machine operator puts a sheet in the machine carriage

and tabulates the sales items directly from the sales tickets. Each

group of items corresponding to any department or clerk is desig-

nated l)y a mimbcr or letter at the top of the eohnnn of items.

Figs. 1 and 2 show sales records prepared in their simplest

form. On a sheet made out after this manner, the clerk's or depart-

ment's number is printed and the items listed in column form below

it. '^i'he symbol ^ is an eliminating sign, which indicates that the

3 has not entered into the adding mechanism of the machine. It
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is printed at the same time tlie number is printed, with one lever

pull, simply l>y depressing an eliminating button when the 3 is

depressed. The star (*) is printed when the total button is depressed

and the lever is pulled, and indicates that the machine is clear. The
items are then added and listed in the usual manner.

Dept. 3#
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record. riiesc illustrate the appearance of a sales record where

cash or credit and cost price and sellinj; price are recorded.

In the case of cash and credit sales, the amounts on the cash

tickets are entered in one section of the machine and those on tlie

c

£
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Numerous forms of sales records can be prepared on the ma-

chine, the most customary of Avhlch are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Fig. 5 is an exceptionally interesting form because it shows one of

the combinations that is possible with the

machine.

^ 'i'lie sales sheets wliich have been

J prepared each day can be filed and used

12 at the end of the week to furnish data

2" for a comparative summary. Fig. 6 gives

5 an idea of this summary.

^ It will be noticed that the sales for

I eacli of the five clerks are recorded under

:^ tlie (liferent days of the week and a

„• total of the week's sales printed in the

1 extreme right-hand column. The total

s amounts of business for each day is

-g indicated by the figure in the bottom row.

'^ When forms similar to this are prepared,

X the machine is set to cross-tabulate and

X the items are added and listed in hori-

= zontal rows instead of the regular column

^, form.

^ ]Many commercial houses use the ad-

f. tling and listing machine in the capacity

£ outlined and, in addition to this, use it in

2 connection with all forms of bookkeeping
'^- work,

I MAKING TRIAL BALANCE

6 Tlie monthly trial balance is gener-

;'-'' ally dreaded by even the l)est of book-

keepers, not only on account of the

tedious work involved in transcribing

all the debits and credits to sheets and making footing's, but also

because they have visions of burning the midnight oil in order to

find some fugitive error which has crept in despite their carefulness.

There are many safeguards against error in trial balances,

but there are none that give as great satisfaction to tlic bookkeeper
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as one which assures him of accuracy as well as lightens his labor

and mental strain.

There are several w^ays in which the addino- machine can be

used for taking off the debits and credits that make up the trial

balance. There are three ways of taking oflF a trial balance with

the regular adding machine.

The first method is to insert a column-ruled sheet in the ma-

chine carriage and then turn through the ledger, taking off all the

debits and adding and listing them in their proper column or columns.

AYhen there is a credit to be recorded, it is listed in a column for

credits, but not added. A little symbol, #, which is printed to the

right of an amount whenever the eliminating button on the machine

is depressed in comiection with the amount, indicates that the items

have not been accumulated. When all the debits and credits have

been taken from the ledger, the footing of the debits is printed and

then the credits are added on the machine with the carriage thrown

back, and the total is printed. This method is shown in Fig. 7.

Debits
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an easy matter to pick out the amounts opposite the eliminating

symbol, #, and add these on the machine with the carriage thrown

back and print the total, as shown in the illustration.

Debits and
Credits

*

3.50
13,50
6.50
4.55#
5.55#

12.50
6.50
7.50#

Debit 42.50*
Credit 17.60*

Fig. 8. Debits and Credits Listed in Same Column

A third method consists in taking oflf only the debit and credit

balances. Either of the above two methods can be followed in doinar

this. These methods save more than half the time required by

the old hand method, but there is even a quicker way tlian those

just described and that is found by making use of the split-and-

normal machine.

This machine enables the bookkeeper to add and list credits

in one column and debits in another. Thus, when he turns through

his ledger and comes to a debit he enters it in one section of the

machine keyboard and adds and lists it in the debit column. When
all the items have been taken in this maimer from the ledger, all

that is necessary in order to have a printed total of both debits and

credits is to press the total button and pull the handle. All debit*

and credits or only the debit and credit balances can be taken off

and the footing t)f each of the resultant columns printed by one

stroke of the machine, as shown in Fig. D.
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MONTHLY STATEMENTS

The adding niachiiu' permits of many variations. Monthly

statement's can be prepared l)v arranging tlie macliine to print ab-

breviations for montlis and (hites in one section of tlie keyboard and

to add and list amoimts in a third section.

<£5iS4
6a55
5053

55S.53
45<.00
3455

34552
5040

«6&40
543,00
£6400

6 5 400
8O0O

70&40

6553
6040
6530

60500
107.60
12220
11303
3500

12 3.0
12 411
356.0

TRIAL BALANCE

9 7 7.60
9760

6 8 750
96600
16O00
2 7 703
5053

£6530
6653

50O00
60530
60530
60000
6 530
60640

00430
70640
5 4.3

19.8 8 63 7
6000.
54.00

4666
1300
9076

150 6
<&6a
«560

2 45

6890
5 70 7
577

4056
40660

iC06QOO

456C
30560

500
4660
4 5.2 5

4 3.2
1,6 5 50
1.704 50
16500

;.220S t

3:050
35O50
30450
3550
3555

35060
3.S7770
4670

3550
44563
35060
80OJO
4660
5600
6555.
4600
57 5
1225
4660

9,3 6 17 »,

Fij.'. 9. Monthly Trial Balance Taken on the Adding' Machine
liurraughs Aildiny Miirhine Co.

^Tncli time was formerly re(|uired lo prepaic sjntemenls because

all f)f the items were entered by hand and |Iie amoimts ;idded men-

tiilly. The statement machine, which is no more or less than a modi-

fied style of the adding and listing machine, is capable of printing
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month, day of the month, mmihcr of a^tifk^s, and amount at the same
time.

By usiiit^ tliis machine the oj)eratoi- ean transcribe dates, mim-
ber of items, and amounts from a ledger at one operation. It is

Burroughs Adding Machine G)mpany
Formcl, AM£RJCAN ARJTHMOMETER CO. ol Si. Lmi.,. Mo.

OwBcn and Nluiitftcnireii of

BURROUGHS ADDING AND LISTING MACHINES
h A=a.„
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keyboard and the ninouiit in the otlier. Tlie handle is pulled once

and both the date and amount are listed and the amount only is

added. When all the dates and amounts for one account have been

»»o-^nnfoov.nxjuk.J.^Py..}P. i8«.§.

,^
JolM Smith,

Bakersville, La.

m AOOOV'T WIT*

A£>AMSGrocerCompany
WHOLBSAU; GROCERS

WJlftT^ COMFABX TH3M MTATICMKNT WTTB -VOW BOOK* A1«I> aWPOBY
rKO>lPTl.Y ANY DJrr^t^M1^tnm that may EXlaT
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amounts have been taken, and after all the statements have been

made in this manner the b.')<>kkeej)er turns to the first an<l enters

^P
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PROOF OF IH)STINQ

One of the o'rc;ik'st hoons lo ;i bookkeeper is a inediod of prov-

ing his postings every day. It is obvious that if the postings to a

h'dger account are proved each day there will be little liability of

makinir errors in the trial balance at the end of the month.

The proof of the posting system which is used in connection

with the adding machine has been devised for the purpose of

enabling the bookkeeper to take a daily proof of his postings. The

principle of the system is very simple.

Tlie items that are to be posted are first added and listed on

the machine and a total taken. Then as each posting is made, a

marker is dropped in at the page in order to locate the account to

which the amount is posted. After all the postings have been made

in this manner, the bookkeeper pidls up his adding machine, and,

opening his ledger at the first marker, adds and lists the amount,

and so on for each of the markers until he has taken off all the items

posted. If tjie total tluis obtained agrees with the total of the items

which have previoi'.sly l)een taken, it is proof that he has posted the

correct amounts to his ledger accounts.

Fig. 12 gives an idea of the method of proving postings. No.

1 represents a marker, which is used to indicate accounts to which

items have been posted. No. 2 represents a list of the items that

are to be posted, giving the totals of these items, and No. 3 is a list

of the same items after they have been posted, and which are taken

from the accounts in the ledger.

It takes only a very short time to add and list these items by

means of the adding machine and it is well worth the while of any

bookkeeper to avail himself of this easy metiiod of proving his post-

ings and thereby do away with the trial balance troubles at the

end of the month, wiiich so frequently arise on account of having

posted some item wrong during the month.

In this connection it might be well to point out a very valuable

feature of the mechanical accountant. It has been shown how

daily [)ostings could V)e prined, the trial balance items taken ofT.

and monthly statements transcribed with tlie adding and listing

machine.

These three phases of the accountant's work are linked together
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by the use of the adding inacliiiie and serve as a elieck against each

other. The proof of postings, which can be appUed to the cash

book as well as the ledger, assm-es the bookkeeper of the accuracy

of his postings. Then the monthly statements check up the foot-

W. H, ALLISON.
Cuatom House Broher
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RECORDING CASH RECEIVED

There is another appHcation of the adding machine which is

due to its abiUty to add and Hst. Tliis appHcation is that of hand-

ling cash received. When the mail comes in, all letters containing

O O

eURReUQHS CASH RECEIVED SYSTEM
BtlRR«UOHS ADDINQ MACHINC COMPANV.

Xl/M- iwX

AMOUNT OF CASH RECEIVED « S2, '

2^DISOOUNT-

TOTAL POSTED OO ^T

NamI

U^^

Fig. 14. Cash Received Voucher Used when Remittance is not
Accompanied by a Letter. Burrouyhx Adding Machine Co.

remittances are sent to the cashier, who marks on each letter in blue

pencil the amount of the accompanying remittance.

In case a remittance is received with no letter accompanying

it, the envelope is torn open and the amount marketl in blue pencil

on the envelope. If a voucher is received, a copy of the items on

the voucher is made on a special slip arranged for that ])urpose.

In the case of cash being received at the cashier's window or col-

lected by the salesmen, a <iisli nK-moriUKhini of the amount is made
similar to the slip used for vouchers.

19-1
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After arranging the letter and the remittances according to the

ledger divisions, the cashier adds and lists on the machine the various

amounts received. These slips and letters are all sent to the book-

keeper, ^^llo learranges them according to the classific;ition of his

W. H ALLISON,
Cuitom House BroKer

FOWAKDINC AOtNT

^^•^U. ^^A . Octo6«r 20. UG6. '"'

Fig. 15. Keiniitaiue Letter, with Cash Received and Deductions
Shown by Notation. Burrouyhs Adding Mmliirif Co. ^

ledger. He opens the ledger to the first account and figures the

discount. If the customer has made the proper deduction, the amount

is added to the blue pencil figures made by the ca.shier,and the amount

of cash received, plus the discoimt, is posted to the credit of his ac-

count in the ledger directly from the letter, .slip, or invoice.

In case a bound ledger is used, the folio luimber is marked on

the letter at the time the posting is made. After the amount has

been posted, the letter is placed in tlie ledger oj)posite the account

and remains there until all postings are completed. The letter
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thus servos as a marker, iiulicatini;" (lie location of the active accouuLs,

The bookkeeper, or an assistant, then opens tlie h'dncr to the first

account, as shown by the projecting letter, antl lists and adds on the

macliine tlie actual amount posted, taking it from the ledger page.

The amount of the discount is then transcribed from the letter and

added and listed on the machine, and the folio or accoimt number

can also be printed with the machine.

BuiTTxigKs Cuh Received Svilrm.

BuMivw SrWnm rVpkrtnntf

A.'HKVt. A4<fc^ M«>«r C«>ca^

Fig. IG Fif,'. 17

Ueriip of Ciisli Kfceived, Amounts Posted, and Cash Disfounis
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.

When the amounts posted in the ledger have been listed and

added by the machine, the difference between the discount column

and the amount posted column should equal the. amount of cash

held by the cashier for that ledger division. In case the business is

one in which no discount is allowed, the amount taken from the

ledger must e(|ual the amount of cash in the ca^shier's hands. Trans-

po.sitions and other errors in posting will be detected by this com-

parison. The letters and slips are alphabetically arranged and

filed each day, the machine record being placed on the Hie with the

letters and .slips.
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xVt tlu- eiiil <>i" the luontli the letters are taken from the file,

hound l)et\veen heavy pasteboards, and labeled with the ledger

division and month. It is mucli easier to locate a letter filed in this

V\fi. IS. A File of Keinittaiice Letters, witli Daily Recap uf Amounts
rostod and Discounts Alloweil. Burrouuhs Adding Machine Co.

manner than when it is Hh-d with the oeneral eorrespoiidence, for

nothing is phiced in this bin(k>r except h'tters, sh})s, and envelo])es

pertaining to cash; so that in case a customer complains regarding

an error in the credit side of his account, it is very easy to refer at

once to the original letter which accompanied his remittance, instead
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of beino; compelled to first consult the cash hook or cash journal

and then the general correspondence files.

The operation of this system is fully illustrated in Figs. 13 to

19, inclusive.

Burroughs Cash Received

=— SYSTEM—
Original Entr^ Vouchers

LEDGER
AtoG

Month o\x)</^ - \Qarlp^

Fig. 19. A Bundle Containing a Month's Remittance Letters Heady
for Permanent Filing. Burroughs Addiny Machine Co.

LISTING PAY=ROLL AMOUNTS

The machine is further used in connection with pay-rolls of

large mercantile and manufacturing concerns, as well as railroads,

etc. The old way of making up a pay-roll by w'riting down all the names

and amounts by hand and afterwards footing and checking back

the amounts mentally, takes a great amount of time unnecessarily.

When the work is done by hand there is not only more time

consumed, but, in cluH'king back item by item, there is liability of

error. The work is accurately done and the time required to do it

is diminished when the amounts are added and listed on the machine.

The workman's time and rate are extended on the clock or
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time cards, and the amounts are then added and listed on a pay-

roll slip or sheet, as the case may be. The time cards are turned

over, one by one, like checks, and the workman's number and amount

of earnings are entered on a pay-roll sheet. The split-and-normal

machine adds and lists the numbers and amounts at one operation.

The listing itself is done by the machine in about one-fourth

the time re(juired to do it by hand, and the totals are taken both of

the number column and the amount column simply by pressing

the total button and pulling the handle. The total of the amount

column will indicate the amount of money necessary to pay off the

men, and the total of the number column will serve as a check, which

is used to advantage later on. Fig. 20 gives an idea of how a pay-

roll looks when it comes from the machine.

numbers
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tain distance, wliich the eve can regulate accurately and quickly,

and the inimber and amount is taken direct from the pay-roll sheet

and printed on the envelope, the envelope turned out, and the next

one inserted. This same operation is repeated for all the envelopes,

and when the last number and amount have been printed, the total

for the numbers and the total for the amounts which show on the

adding wheels of the machine, should agree with the corresponding

totals on the pay-roll sheet. This proves that the workmen's num-

bers and the earnings have been correctly printed on the envelopes.

This work is not only done more quickly on the machine, but

both the numbers and amounts are proved by comparing the totals

with those on the pay-roll sheet, which is a more accurate method

than calling back. By employing the machine for this purpose the

liability of making errors either by entering wrong amounts or by

getting numbers opposite wrong amounts is reduced to a minimum.

COST FINDING

The adding and listing machine is also extensively used by

cost accountants. Figuring the cost of day labor, for instance,

involves a great amount of addition. The number of hours and

the amounts of earnings for each day in the week must .be trans-

cribed from the cost or time cards to some suitable sheet and then

added.

The necessity for so many additions gave rise to the cost-keeping

machine, which is but an amplification of the original adding and

listing machine. When a cost-keeping machine is used, the num-

ber of operations for adding and listing time and earnings is reduced

to one, and the time recjuired to do the work is just about one-fourth

of that required when the hand and mental method is used.

The reduced facsimile of a day-labor sheet. Fig. 21, shows

the daily record of nine workmen for one week. A sheet similar

to the one shown in the reproduction is inserted in the machine car-

riage and the first two items opposite number and rate are taken from

the clock or time card and printed on the sheet with the eliminating

button depressed, which prevents the amounts being added.

Then the items, J0\ and 2. JO are set into the machine. The

10\ is set into the left-hand, or hours and fractions section, and

the 2.10* is set into the right-hand, or amount section, and by one
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pull of the handle both amounts are added and listed as shown in

the reproduced form. After these itemi^ on a workman's clock

cards or time cards haxe been added and listed, a total is taken,

which, in the case of the first ^roup of items, shows the total time

put in by the workman Xo. 201 during the week and his earnings

at the rate of 20 cents per hour.

JOHN JONES *. CO.

Day Labor

Dept.
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The foregoing outline of the various uses which have been found

for the adding machine and for whicli it is pecuHarly adapted, serves

well to indicate its development from the original machine which

was capable of adding and listijig amounts on a narrow strip of paper.

The wide carriage together with the improved mechanism

made it possible not only to tabulate all manner of records on wide

paper, but also to do the work nuich more quickly than with the

earlier slow-acting model. The feature of adding and listing soon

developed from the handling of small units to that of compound ad-

ditions, such as tons and cwts., hours and minutes, feet and inches, etc.

Tons and Hundredweight Additions. In certain lines of busi-

ness, especially the coal business, there is considerable addition of

tons and cwts. When such additions are made mentally the tons

column must be added first and then the cwt. column and after

these two additions have been completed it is necessary to convert

the cwt. into tons and cwt. and to add the extra number of tons to

the total of the tons column already obtained.

The ton and cwt. machine is capable of adding and listing

tons and cwt. in the same manner that ordinary numbers are added

and listed. A ton amount and a cwt. amount are set into the ma-

chine by depressing the proper keys, and by pulhng the handle both

the ton amount and the cwt. amount are added and listed. The

two amounts are printed side by side as shown in Fig. 22.

*

1215

l.llis
4415
651S

2.3315
1,22 «

3415

5518

12 ^

13 7

7,0711*

Fig. 22. Ton and Cwt. Addltioa
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The lurfre numerals represent tons and the small numerals

represent hundredweights. It is not necessary for the operator

to bother with converting cwt. into tons. The machine does this

automatically and the correct total is printed by pressing down the

total key and pulling the handle, and it is on account of the extreme

simplicity of the operation that the machine can list and add tons

and hundredweights about five times as fast as it can be done by

hand.

Hour and Minute Additions. The necessity for recording time

by hours and fractions of hours brought forth an adding machine

that would add hours and minutes. This machine operates on the

same principle as the one for handling tons and cwt. ^ The hours are

printed in large numerals, while the minutes are printed in small

numerals, and the minutes automatically accumulate into hours

and are carried forward into the total printed under the hour column.

The illustration. Fig. 23, gives a good idea of the work done by this

machine.

Fig. 23. Hour and Minute Additions

When the hour and minute machine is used, the operator simply

sets in the item by depressing the proper keys, and pulls the handle.

Each handle pull adds and lists whatever amount of hours and

minutes has been set into the machine and automatically converts

the minutes into hours. A correct total can be taken at any time

by depressing the total button and pulling the handle.

Foot and Inch Additions. The work involved when feet, inches,

and fractions of inches are added and listed is very considerable.
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'I'o handle this kitul of \v()ik, tlic foot and incli fractional machine

was devised.

When (he mental method is employed, the fractions of inches

must first be added and converted into inches and fractions, and

the inches carried over into the inch column. This is a process

more or less difficult and open to many errors. Then the inches

must be added and converted into feet and inches, and the feet

carried over into the foot colunni. Then the foot column must be

added. In other words, there are five additions and two divisions

in the process.

The foot and inch fractional machine, however, makes this

complicated addition as simple as if only one column of figures were

being added. The amounts of feet, inches, and fractions of inches

are set into the machine by depressing the proper keys and are added

and listed by pulling the handle. The fractions and inches are

automatically converted by the machine, thus making it necessary

for the operator to do nothing more than depress the proper keys

and pull the handle. A correct total can be taken at any time,

whether the column has few items or many, by depressing the total

button and pulling the handle.

The addition shown in the reproduction, Fig. 24, will give a

clearer idea of the work done by the machine. The inches are desig-

nated by small numerals, the feet by the regular-size numerals, and the

fractions by ordinary fractional type.

23 -i

32 5i

54 '

5 8i

1211

23101

22 5}

13 Si

188iii *

Fig. 24. Foot and Inch Addition
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A little study of the figure and description will indicate why it

is possil>le with a machine to add and list amounts in feet, inches,

and fractions of inches in a fourth of the time required by the hand

and mind process.

Pay-roll work sometimes requires the addition of hours and

fractions of hours. When the fractions of hours are expressed in

minutes, the hours and minutes can be added and listed on an hour-

and-niinute machine in about one-fourth the time taken to do the

same work l)y Jiaiid.

Pounds, Shillings, and Pence Additions. The pounds, shillings,

pence machine was designed to add and list pounds, shillings, and

pence with as much ease and facility as the ordinary machine handles

whole numbers. This machine is so arranged that the pence are

automatically converted into shillings when the total in the pence

section has exceeded 11, and likewise the shillings are automatically

converted into pounds when the total in the shilling section has

exceeded 19. As the shillings and pence accumulate and are con-

verted into the larger denomination the amount is automatically

added to and printed with the total of the pounds section.

£
3421 • 18
145.12
221.74

1321. 6
742.17

5853. 1

7

5
11
8
10

Fig. 26. Adding English Money

The reproduction, Fig. 25', of the addition done by this

machine will give a clearer idea of the work.

The double -jV^'^ictional machine is built along the same
lines as the pounds, shillings, pence machine, and is designed to

handle items involving pounds, ozs., and drs. The ozs. and drs.

arc automatically accumulated into pounds.

All the foregoing machines are modifications of the original
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adding and listing machine, and while capable of performing extra

functions, they also have a capacity for adding and listing regular

amounts. By ignoring the section of the keyboard devoted to inches,

minutes, hundredweights, or other fractional parts, the operator

can add whole numbers the same as on the ordinary adding and

listing machine.

FlK. 2fi Fig. 2 7

rig. 2G is the OrifiiiKil Deposit Ticket. l''iK. 27 is MiejCarboii. Both
are Made at the Same Time with the Maciiine

Burroufjlis Adding Machine Co.

MAKING DUPLICATE RECORDS OF BANK DEPOSITS

The preparation of the ])ank deposit ticket is a part of the

daily routine of any business concern and involves more or less list-

ing, adding, and duplicating, and these operations take time.

The old method of preparing these tickets is to copy the amount

of each clieck by hand, then foot (he colunni of amounts and after-

wards make a duplicate for the office hies. By this method there
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is liability to error every time a duplicate is made. ^Yhere there

are a number of items the time consumed in the preparation of the

deposit ticket is consideraUc. It is impossible to list and add amounts

mentally as fast as they can be listed and added on a machine.

Time is saved in two ways. First, the amounts are added

and listed about five times as fast as it is possible to do the work

by hand; and second, it makes a perfect carljon copy at the same

time the original ticket is prepared. In addition to these two time-

saving advantages, all the amounts are printed and can be easily

read.

When the work is done on the machine two blank tickets, with

a carbon between them, are used. The items are then added and

listed, taking the amounts direct from the remittances.

In cases where the daily bank deposits are made up of a large

number of items, it is more convenient to use a sheet in connection

with the machine and add and list the items in several columns.

Fig. 26 and Fig. 27 illustrate how the machine can prepare a

slip deposit ticket with a duplicate.

When the cashier desires to get his deposit to the bank at an

early hour, there is no helper that will lend such valuable assistance

as the machine.

DAILY LEDGER BALANCE FOR A COMMERCIAL HOUSE

About ten per cent of the accounts of the average concern change

during a single day's business. This percentage, however, suffices

for a correct balance. If there are, say, five liundred accounts

and only fifty act during the day, the daily balance can be obtained

by taking only the fifty into consideration.

This simplification of an otherwise tedious job is accomplished

by a balance column ledger and the bookkeeping machine.

When the bookkeeper posts to an account, he extends the balance

and puts a strip of blotter or cardboard to mark the account to which

he has posted, as shown in Fig. 2S.

When the posting has been completed, the "previous" and "cur-

rent" balances are taken from each active account and added and
listed on a sphl-diid-iioniitil-iunchint'. The "i)ri>vi()us" balance is

then entered in the left-hand section and the "current" balance is

entered in the right-hand section. One pull of the handle adds and
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lists both amounts. When all the balances have been taken off,

the two totals are obtained by depressing the total button and pulling

the handle. The machine work is shown in Fio-. 29,

The advaiilagc of the large machine is that it permits the operator

to a<l(l ainl list both the old and new balances at the same time, thus

making it unnecessary to run through the ledger twice to transcribe

the balance. The regular adding and lisdng machine, on the other
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hand, can be used in tlie operation of tliis system, as shown in Fig.

30. After all the postings have been made, tlie sheet is inserted in

the maehin(> and the old balance on each account is added and listed

in the pr()i)er columns; then the bookkeeper runs through the ledger
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for the second time for the new balance on eacii account, adding and

listing them in the proper columns.

Of course, the maciiine insures accuracy and speed in the hand-

Ung of these items, which means that an old antl new balance sheet

can be taken off in about the time it would take to put down half

the figures by the long hand inediod.
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RECONCILING BANK BALANCES

Accountants connected with conniiercial liouscs, railroads,

insurance companies, manufactories, municipal offices, and many

other large concerns have occasion everv moiilli to reconcile the
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check book balance with the bank balance. On account of the

nature of a check book, it is a difficult jol) to turn tiu-ou<i;h the stubs

and foot tlie deposits and outstanding cheeks mentally. If the

amounts are set down on a sheet of paper and afterwards footed,

so much time is consumed that the process becomes very laborious.
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The best, most accurate, and quickest way of taking off these

amounts is to use a fiplif-anfl-twrmal machine, because this machine

is capable of Hsting both check numbers and amounts at one opera-

tion, taking a total only of the check amounts.

There are several ways in which this kind of work can be done

on the machine with a great saving of time. One method consists,

first, of adding and listing the cancelled check amounts. The checks

are then arranged in numerical order and the amounts are checked

against the amounts on the check-book stubs. Blue pencil marks

are made opposite the amounts on the check-book stubs which cor-

respond to the cancelled check amounts. After this operation has

been completed, the unmarked amounts on the check-book stubs will

represent outstanding checks. Then the accountant again takes

the machine, adjusts it to add in one column and number in another,

inserts a sheet in the carriage, and runs oflF the unmarked amounts,

together with the corresponding check numbers. The machine

Check
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Then the previous month's balance phis all cleposits, minns

the total of cancelled and outstanding checks, should agree with

the current bank balance. The si)lit-and-normal type of machine is

well adapted t\)r doing tills work witli speed and accuracy, as the

feature which enables the oi)crator to set down the check number

and the amount of the check side by side assures him that the

amounts have been entered opposite their respective check numbers.

Day
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required to do the work hy the old hand ineth(xl. The great saving

comes not onl}' from the Fact that tlic macliinc transcril)e.s both check

numbers and amounts at one operation, l)nt Ijccause it is .so nuich

eas'er to set the amounts (ju the machine keys, pull the handle and

add and list them automatically tiian it is to transcribe by hand and

add afterwards by head.

Another advantage of using the machine is that the record it

makes is neady tabulated and can be filed away between loose-leaf

covers for any future reference that may be necessary.

PERPETUAL STOCK RECORD

The machine can be used to advantage in connection with a

perpetual stock record for the purpose of checking up the balances

of stock on liand.

For instance, suppose a column of balances has been entered

on the record card, as shown in Fig. 33, and it is desired to check

the last balance in the column before carrying it forward to the top

of the next column. It is evident that the amounts received together

with the balance on hand, minus all the amounts issued, should give

the last balance at any time.

Now to prove that the last balance, 3750, in the first balance

column is correct, take the card to the adding machine and add and

list the amounts received, and also the balance already on hand,

which in this case is 854 lbs. This gives a total amount of 3954

lbs. Then add and list the amounts issue(? which total up 204 lbs.

Deduct tiie 204 from the 3954, and the remainder, 3750, will agree

with the last balance if all the preceding balances have been entended

correcdy.

The fractions shown in the illustration can be added quickly

on the regular machine bv leaving the two riffht-hand columns of

keys for decimals and treating -^'s, ^'s, and f 's as .25, .50, and .75

respectively.

OPERATING EXPENSES AND EARNINGS

Comparative weekly, monthly, and yearly statemento of operat-

ing expenses and earnings are pf great value to die managerand board

of directors. The manager who is acquainted with the average of
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expense and earnings in all departments is in a position to ask for

an explanation of an increase in expense or note and encoura<jje any

department in which the earnings rnn above the average. The cost

.of preparing snch reports by the old metliod often inflnences man-

agers to do without a definite knowledge cf departmental expenses

and earnings. The economy resulting from handling details on the

machine makes a monthly or even a daily report possible, and so

enables the manager to correct wrong tendencies before they result

in losses.

1 «JinC4K
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for the agencies for 1903 are added and listed in the second column,

and the totals for l)()tl) thv home office and the agencies, in the third

Analysis and Comparative Statement of Expenses for Month of_£i£H5£i_190L£_

HEAD OPFICS. AGBKCna, tOTAf.

• • •

4,444.30» 4 ECS 50 0* «» 9, 94 930*
_5. 06 600 4 4. 40 0. 00 4 9, 4 6 6

510 1 100
4 El 8 Q

,»3 5Ci75&75*15 4,55133»20Si30a08«
in 4 4&8Sa37«13Sll2900'J8 5k9 8 737*

Fig. 34 Tins I'orm Gives a Good Idea of tlie Neat Appearance of a
Comparative Statement when I'repared on the Machine

Burroughs Addinu Machine Co.

column. The operation is repeated for the year 1904. In this way
the work is done in about one-half the time required by the hand
method.
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MECHANICAL CHECK ON INVOICES

Before a busineij.s iiuui will .send lii.s eheek in payment of a hill

of goods, he proves up the invoice, and this proof requires a con-

siderable amount of figuring and involves the multiplication of frac-

tions as well as whole luimbers. Work of this kind takes time and

often comes when other business is pressing and the time requiretl

to check up invoices can illy be spared. Even when there is no press

of other business, the process is more or less tedious when done

mentally.

This method, with the help of the machine, converts the process

from a mental to a mechanical one, and cuts in half, the time required

for the calculations.

As a rule, the fractions entering into the calculations are in

-Jths or ^rds, or their multiples. These fractions can be easily handled

by the machine when converted into decimals according to the

following table:

i = .125

i - .25

.375

.5

.025

.75

.875

.333

,000

If large amounts are involved, it may be necessary sometimes

to carry out the decimals for thirds to another place, but for the

majority of cases the three-place decimals will suffice.

It has been proven by fair tests that the machine is capable of

making straight multi])licati()ns more than three times as fast as it

is possible to mnltij)ly mentally. Consecjuently, it stands to reason

that the multi])lications necessary to check an invoice can be made

on one of these machines in considerably le.ss time than will be

recpiired to do the work mentally.

Take the followinjj items for illustration:
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2 gross brooms
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Since the staiiclaixl typewriter spacing is the same as that used

on the machine, it is an easy matter to write in the names first, then to

Account* Rcccivulc on Boors <

-*1 -
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CHECKING STATISTICS

When a sheet contains several columns of items which must

be cross-footed as well as cohiinii-footed, the adding machine is the

best safeguard to prevent errors.

The amounts can l)e entered more rapidly and more neadv bv

the aid of the machine and at the same time the operator is assured

that the items which are printed on the sheet are added correcUy.

All that is necessary for corre<^t results is to depress the proper keys.

The machine does the rest.

Weekly Safes Summary
Bf DCPA/ITME/frS
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The totals of the other columns are then added, and if the grand

total of these totals agrees with the «]jrand total of the cross-footings,

the operator knows that his w(M-k is correct.

HANDLING CHECK FIGURES BY MACHINERY

Check figures are employed by many l)ookkeepers because

they give a check on the ledger postings.

"SYhen an amount is posted from the journal into the ledger,

the check figure is extracted for the ledger posting and then set down

opposite the corresponding amount in the journal. Then, when

the amounts and check figures in the journal are footed, the check

figures for the check figure total and the check figure of the total

of amounts will not agree unless all the ledger postings have been

made correctly as to amounts. If the two check figures agree, the

amount of the footing is j)roved as well as the ledger postings.

It takes time, however, to add a column of check figures, espe-

cially where the higher order of check figures is employed. This

column must be added in addition to the amount column, and, while

the work involved may be less tedious on account of the small num-

bers, it assumes considerable proportions where a large number of

additions are to be made.

The check-fig lire machiites are capable of adding both the check-

figure column and the amount column at one operation. An aimount

and its corresponding check figure are set into their proper sections

of tlie machine keyboard, and by one jnill of the handle both are

listed on the })aper rib])on or sheet and added. ^Y]len all the amounts

with their check fioures have been added and listed, the total of the

amount column is printed, and only tlie check figure for the check-

figure footing is printed, instead of the footing of the check-figure

column, as might be supposed at first thought. All that is necessary

dien to check the footing of the amount column is to calculate its

check figure, and if it agrees with the niacliine check figure the

addition is correct, and, since the check figures have been extracted

from tix' amounts j)()sted iji the ledger, the ledger postings are

proved.

Ill i'ig. '-'tl is illustrated tlie iiiaiiiier in which the check-figure

uiacliine adds and lists auKjiints and llicir check fi":ures.
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9 Check
Figure

7
*

2451::

1146;

245f
1126-^

8593

11 Check
Figure

42651
2240
3112
171

4265

7
10

8

52439
2*

Fig. 37

Briefly stated, the check figure is obtained by ad(Hng together

the (Ugits in the number, divi(hng by 0, and using the remainder

as tlie check figure. Thus the check figure 7 for the amount 3G25

is the number left over after dividing 3 + G + 2 + 5 by 9.

The check figure 11 is obtained by adding together every other

digit, beginning with the units phice and deducting from tliis total

the sum of every other digit beginning with the tens place. In case

the subtraction is impassible, add 11 to the minuend. Thus, the

check figure U of 42651 is (1 + 6 + 4) - (5 + 2) = 11 - 7 =4.

In case the subtraction is, say, 7—11, add 11 to the 7 making it 18,

and the remainder 7 is the check figure.

CALCULATING AND BOOKKEEPING MACHINES

TYPES OF ADDING MACHINES
Adding and calculating machines used in various lines of

business differ somewh.it in design and operation, the nature of

the work to be performed usually determining the })articular make
of machine selected. In the descriptions which follow it has been

thought best to mention only the distinguishing features of the

styles mentioned, as it is apparent that the usual processes of

addition, subtraction, multiplication and dixision may be per-

formed on any of the machines listed.

Comptometer. For calculations of which no permanent

records are required, as when the results are to be transferred

immediately, or when figures are to be checked for accuracy, a
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machine of the type of the Comptomctor, Fi^. ilS, will be found

very serviceable. A machine of this type is called ki'ii-driven, as

the amounts rei)resented by the keys are computed as the keys

are depressed, and the results of the computation appear in the

dials at the lower edge of the machine. A lever at the side is

used for clearing-, or setting;- all the dials back to zero. Ordinary

mathematical comi)utations, such as addition, subtraction, multi-

^mat

^3^

Fie. 3S. ComptoniPtpr Calculator—A Koy-Drivon Maohinr

plication and dixision are readily j)erfornic(l, allowing the operator

to compute discounts, payrolls, exchange and similar i)roblems.

A single column of figures may be added, or, when desired, two

independent columns may be added at one time. This permits

using the machine for many accounting purposes, such as adding

debits and credits, the siibtniction of one from the other showing

the balance. An automatic device locks the machine when a'key
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is not fully depressed or when the key does not return to its

normal position after depression. This feature is designed to check

careless operation.

Fig. 39. A Levcr-Clearcfl Calfulator—the Monroe

Monroe. Another non-listing machine is the Monroe, Fig. 39.

In this machine the keys remain depressed until cleared by a turn

Fig. 40. Multiplication on the Monroe

of the lever at the side. This tVuture permits the operator to check

for accuracy before transferring the figures or clearing. In addition

or subtraction the answer appears in the lower row of dials. In
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multiplication, as indicated in Fig. 40, the operator can multiply

any eight figures by any eight figures, the multiplicand showing in

Fig. 41. Marehant Calculator

Fig. 42. Biirroughb Addiuj; Mucliiiic.

the depressed keys, the multiplier in the dials at the top, and the

product or result in the lower row of dials. The problem shown
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on the machine would be solved by the ordinary operator in from

three to four seconds. The Monroe is adapted for such work as

extending or checking invoices, cost accounting, foreign exchange,

interest and discount, engineering and insurance problems and

similar computations.

Fig. 13. Diiltoii Listing Machine
Courtesy of Daltoii Aildiiin Muchine Co., Norwood, Ohio

Marchant. The Marchant Calculator, Fig. 41, is designed par-

ticularly for multiplication and di\i,sioii, and operates on a rotary

j)rinciple, having all tlic figures in sight for checking or verifica-

tion. Intricate calculations, such as tax apportionment and distri-

bution assessments, payroll distribution, and the like, are readily

made with this luachiiie.
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Burroughs. One style of the Burrouglis adding machine is

shown in Fig. 42. This style is known as a listing machine, as

the result of every computation is printed on the sheet shown in

the machine, or on a paper strip seen at the top of the figure.

At the same time the result is shown in the dials at the lower

edge of the machine. Some of the styles of the Burroughs machine

are designed to be operated by electricity as well as by hand.

Dalton. A somewhat different principle is used in the Dalton

machine, Fig. 43. This is a listing machine, the result of the compu-

tation being printed on a paper strip, but difl'ering from most other

machines in having but one set of ke\s. The figures automatically

Fig. 44. Ensign Adding Machine—Elcrtrically Operated

Courtesy of Eti-siijn Manufactunnn Company, Boston, Mass.

follow the order in which the keys are depressed, and the amount

is printed by pulling forward the lever on the left of the machine.

The amount is automatically added to tlie number in the machine

and the total may be printed when desired. A number of key

words, such as "Cash", "Mdse.", "Paid", etc., may be printed in

if desired. The printing can be done in columns or cross-footed as

desired, giving the machine a considerable range of u.sefuhicss.

Some styles of the Dalton are operated l)y electricity.

Ensign. One of the extremely portable styles of adding

machines is the Ensign, shown in Fig. 44. As with other makes of
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machines, the Ensign is made in several styles or sizes, so as to

be suited for various kinds of work. All the machines of this make

are operated by electricity, which reduces the time of operation

considerably, and thus permits a greater amount of work to be

done in a day, with less effort on the part of the operator.

BOOKKEEPING MACHINES

Posting, billing and similar processes which are many times

repeated contain features readily performed by mechanical devices,

limiting the brain work of the operator to directing only. The

principles of the listing and adding machines already mentioned

have been adapted to bookkeeping work, and several types of

machines doing such work are now available. The descriptions

which follow are necessarily limited, as the student will realize

that it is our purpose rather to tell what can be accomplished on

the machine than to explain its mechanism. The popular tj^pes

of bookkeeping machines have standard type^^Titer keyboards,

with registers or totalizers to accumulate all of the figures posted

in the various columns during the run of postings, and with cross-

footing devices to add the row of figures as written. Uses of

such a system is found in the computing of daily balances on

ledger accounts, and in providing distributing pages, such as of a

Cashbook or a Voucher Record. The column totalizers which

accumulate the figures check the accuracy of the cross-footing

devices, so that the machine contains within itself all of the means

necessary to check and locate errors. To accommodate various

lines of business, such a machine must be capable of assembly by

units which may be varied to meet conditions.

Since the introduction of bookkeeping machines there has been

an increased tendency to do the work by -such agencies. The

more the processes of a business can be reduced to routine the

greater the opportunity for doing the work mechanically. Adapt-

ing the line of work to systematic routine is as necessary as a

careful selection of the tyi)e of machine. Forms and record sheets

must be arranged to take the fullest advantage of the mechanical

features of the machine as well as to secure permanent detailed

records of the transactions.

As indicating the application of the bookkeeping machine to
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everyday business, it may be said that the machine may be used

for Accounts Receivable with skeleton or detailed ledger, with or

without monthly statements; to handle an invoice, statement and

ledger; or it may be used with Accounts Payable, making records

of remittance advices and checks, and showing also voucher num-

bers or alphabetical order. It may be used for making a raw

stores record or a department stores record, showing the several

balances, namely; balance on hand, balance available and balance

on order; and also the price. It may be used for writing employes'

pay envelopes; individual record of earnings for income tax data;

and for weekly time sheet. In the cost department, it can be

used for part or production order costs combined with a columnar

analysis or for grouping department and general costs.

In banks, the bookkeejiing machine is used to write deposit-

ors' statements; ledgers and auditors' journals; and for recording

checks and deposits. It is also used for writing all savings'

ledgers and journals, and for keeping accounts with various

estates. Public utilities companies use the machines quite gen-

erally to write customers' bills; ledgers; and for making abstracts

of earnings or classification of rates.

Elliott=Fisher Bookkeeping and Accounting Machine. This

machine, one of the earliest to engage in this work, lias a stationary

flat writing surface or platen, which facilitates the insertion and

removal of forms, and permits various sizes and thicknesses to be

aligned properly, so that all the postings may be carried through

onto as many copies as are necessary to secure the proper efficiency

in the system installed.

In the making of many copies, such as in writing at one time

the statement, ledger and sales journal or cashbook, the several

sheets are laid on the flat surface and securely clamped by a side

guide rail. The necessary carbon papers are fed from rolls across

the flat surface, so need not be handled. The head of the machine,

Fig. 45, moves across the bed, up or down and across, so that the

position or alignment of the form is not changed after being laid

to make a posting.

The machine working on tiiis flat surface is composed of three

units: (1) a standard typewriter keyboard; (2) an equipment of

totalizing registers, one over each column in which figures are to
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be accumulated; and (3) a cross-computing device which mechan-

ically accumulates the old balance plus the debit or minus the

credit, and shows a new balance. When this balance is written

out of the machine a star (*) key is pressed, indicating that the

entry has been C()m{)leted. In the event of an error in copying

out the figures, the star key locks itself and cannot be pressed,

thus immediately calling attention to the fact that an error has

been made. The registers over each column carry forward and

accumulate the totals of the figures posted in the respective

columns. These totalizers furnish one of the elements of proof

in bookkeeping, as the totalizer over the debit column should

agree with the predetermined total of the debit postings as it

comes from the billing department, and the total over the credit

column should agree with the total from the cashier's department.

In posting with this machine, the statement and ledger sheets

for each account affected are inserted in the machine, lined up,

an entry made and the sheets removed. During a run of postings

an additional sheet, known as a proof sheet, remains in the

machine, and thus contains in detail every entry made. At the

close of a run of postings, this proof sheet is used for checking,

and in the case of debits, is sometimes filed away as a Sales

Journal; in the case of credits, as a Cashbook or Merchandise

Returned Journal. With this proof sheet, which contains in detail

every stroke made by the operator, both errors and corrections,

it is possible, when a run of postings has been completed, to refer

to this one place and verify the correctness of the operator's

work. Without this proof sheet, which is in reality a resume of

the run of postings, it would be necessary to refer to each account

aftected to locate an error.

The essential features of the Elliott-Fisher machine are read-

ily discernible • in Fig. 45. The registers, or totalizers, up to

twenty in number, may be set where desired, to accommodate any

disposition of the columns of figures.

A t\i)ical use of this machine may be seen by reference to

I'ig. 4(). The journal sheet at the top of the cut shows the

account of one John Doe, with various entries, the balances being

l)rought forward after every entry. This loose-leaf journal sheet

is i)laccd in the machine below the monthly statement sheet seen
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Fi{;. •!" Underwood Hookkeoping Machine
Courtesy of Underwood Typewriter Compariy, New York

Fig. 48. IleniinKton Typewriter Iloiiin HooklveepiriK Work
Courlisy of Utiiiinijton Tyiniiriti r Coinptiiiy, .\i ir Yiirh
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in "Illustration A". At the bottom of the cut is seen the proof

sheet for June 20, 1010, showing the i)urchiise of floods to the

value of S21().()0. These three entries for this date were made at

one writing, the sheets hcing lield in the luai liinc one above the

other for that purpose, and separated here only to show the

results. The maehine computed the balance on each record as

the line entry was made, and accumulated the figures of each

writing column into totals, to be used in making up the daily

balance.

Typewriter Type of Bookkeeping Machines. The Underwood

Machine, Fig. 47, and the Remington Machine, Fig. 48, hold the

record forms on the typewriter roller, practically the same as in

the standard method of tyi)ewriter manifolding, while registers

accumulate the amounts written on the machine. Several styles

of machines are made, designed for special lines of work, but the

underlying principles are practically the same for all. Accuracy,

speed and the assurance that all the records agree, having been

made at the same writing, have made bookkeeping machines

almost indispensable in lines of business where large volumes of

bookkeeping and accounting work must proceed without inter-

ruption. In many establishments all accounts are balanced prac-

tically daily; there is little delay at the end of the month in get-

ting out statements or recapitulations; in fact, most concerns are

able to check up their accounts daily. The advantages of this

feature are not confined to credits and debits, but is equally

important in stock records, warehouse supplies, shipments, and

similar records which are kept by modern business concerns.

Adding Machine Type of I5ookkeeping Machines. The prin-

ciples of the listing and adding machines are utilized in the latest

type of the Bin-roughs Ledger Posting and Statement Machine,

Fig. 40. This machine has a number of automatic features which

tend to make it both fast and accurate when it is sufficient to

describe the various itiMus briefly when posting ledgers or making

out statements. The machine shown is electrically operated, thus

relieving the oj)erator of much of the effort necessary to run the

machine, and enabling the operator to gi\'e more attention to the

essential direction of th(> various i)rocesses. Of the 17 rows of

keys seen on the keyboard, three are used for writing in the date,
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Fig. 49. Burroughs Ledger Posting and Statement Macliinc
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two for descriptions of the item to be entered, four for folios or

other reference wiiere the ()rii,Mnal source of information was

obtained, and the rcmaiiuh'r for fi^MU'cs. The printin<^ of dates,

ciphers, addition, subtraction, punctuation and spacing are entirely

automatic, thus relieving the operator from the work of depressing

the keys for indicating those items, and permitting greater speed

through the reduced number of places to be watched at every

entry. When desired, two colors of ink may be used, thus print-

ing the dates, folios and characters in red, and the figures in

black. A typical record page made on this type of machine is

shown in Fig. 50. In place of a standard typewriter keyboard

this machine has facilities for printing in certain characters,

phrases or short words which are reduced to stereotyped forms,

such as "Paid," "Reed," "Mdse," and other terms particularly

adapted to the line of business for which the machine was

designed.

TABULATING MACHINES

In the larger establishments of trade or manufacture it

becomes necessary, in order to have the information essential for

proper control and direction of the business, that much statistical

data shall be not only gathered, but compiled and classified and

sometimes analyzed before it is available for use. Speed and

accuracy are prime requisites in this kind of work and the appli-

cation of machine methods to statistical work in business has grown

accordingly.

The basis of such machine work is a card similar to the one

shown in Fig. 51. The body of the card shows a series of col-

umns with figures from to 9, inclusive, to each one of which a

value or fact may be assigned and indicated by punching out

that particular number. The series of numbers at the base of

the card shows 45 such columns and, therefore, that the card is

capable of taking record of 45 times 10 or 450 independent facts.

In the illustration, we have a card planned for recording informa-

tion concerning employes. Preliminary to use of the card, a code

must be arranged for each class of data to be recorded. Suppose

we wish to compile data concerning the occupations of apj)licants

for employment. First, a code number is assigned to tiie difi'erent
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• Imk. .'>2. Tabulator-Printer
Selects iiipcluinir.illy; aiUls lucohunically. Prints dosiKnations ami taljulateil totals, with or

without detail, on paper strip or reeoril sheet
. Prints leiriblv fivoearbon copies. Is equipped

with one to seven designating or adding units which operate siinultuncously.
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occupations which we anticipate appHcants will report and thus

get a partial list, as follows:

61 25 Blacksmith

0126 Blacksmith Helper

6127 Bolter up

6128 Bricklayer

6129 Boltman

6130 Boiler ]\Ial^er

6131 Boiler Maker Helper

A separate card is used for recording the data concerning

each applicant. Suppose an applicant reports his former occupa-

tions to have been that of a boiler maker helper. By reference to

the list we find that the code number for boiler maker helper is

6131. Under the heading of "Position," on the card, we punch

out in order in columns Xos. 32-35, the numbers 6, 1, 3, and 1,

as shown on the card. Another applicant may report his previous

occupation as a blacksmith. The code number is 6125; then on

his card the figures 6, 1, 2, and 5 in columns 32-35 would be

punched out.

In like manner, the applicant's number, his age, date of

birth, etc., may be indicated. If now, we wish at any time to

learn what men and how many have the training and other

qualifications essential for a particular line of work we have

need only to run the entire bunch of cards through a tabulating

machine which, being properly set, will automatically sort out and

count all the cards showing a particular fact or any combination

of facts, as may be desired. The Powers tabulator-printer,

Fig. 52, will also add and total as high as seven dift'erent columns

at one running through the machine.

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT

Check Writing and Protecting Devices. With tiie intention

of making negotiable papers proof against altering, as well as

making the figures more legible, a number of devices have been

perfected. Some of these print with indelible ink or on paper

which will show any uttcnipt at altering, some cut or shred the

paper so tiiat it will be diffieult to erase any lines without plainly
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showing, some' print in the words and figures "not over

Dollars," the device having even amounts up to practically any

amount. This type of device, as a rule, cuts, mashes or shreds the

paper so that the indelible ink used will be absorbed by the

exposed edges of the paper, making any alterations plainly visible.

Even when there is no intent at deception or evasion, the writing

on checks, receipts, bills, or other negotiable papers may be more

or less illegible and so lead to misunderstandings as to the amount
intended.

.One of the modern types of devices of this character is shown

in Fig. 53, and is known as the Protectograph. This device

writes in the exact amount desired in indelible ink, the wording*

Fig. 53. Protectograph Check-Writer
Courtemj of Todd Protectograph Co., Rochester, N. Y.

being written a word at a time. The mechanism also shreds or

cuts the paper at the point where the writing occurs, so that the

indelible ink is forced through the paper, providing not only

accuracy as to the amount, but a high degree of protection

against possibility of changing. While a device of this character

is especially adapted for check writing, it is equally useful for

other forms of negotiable papers, such as stock certificates, bills-

of-hidiiig, trade a('cei)taiu'('s, letters-of-credit, aud similar documents.

Automatic Time Stamp. Whenever it is desirable to fix or

record the time of a business process or transaction, a device

similar to Fig. M will be found very useful. Many business
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houses make it a practice to mark the time of arriving mail,

telegrams, orders, and similar papers; to check the time occupied

by teams in doing work or making deliveries; in manufacturing

processes, to show the elapsed time or the exact amount of time

consumed in doing work, or to prevent delay in sending work or

data from one department to another.

The time stamp shown in Fig. 5-4 prints sinuiltaneously the

date, hour and minute, the firm name, and a word indicating the

nature of the transaction, such as

"received," "paid," "ordered," or a con-

secutive numijcr. For a small number

Fig. ol. Autmiiati.- Time Stump Fig. ao. Bates Numbering Machine

of employes it may be used to stamj) time cards and so be an

aid to the time keeper.

Numbering Machine. Where papers or articles are to be

numbered consecutively a device such as the one shown in Fig. 55

may be used to advantage. This device may be set to any one

of three movements, consecutive numbers, duplicate numbers, or

to repeat. The limit of the device is usually eight figures or

91),000,009, and it can be set at any number desired as the start

of the numbers to be i)rinted.
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BANK BOOKKEEPING
PART I

COMMERCIAL BANKING

1. Bookkeeping for banks is considered by many authorities as

unusually complicated, but in reality it is very simple and easily un-

derstood. One particular reason why this character of bookkeeping

is not complex is because banks deal only in one commodity

—

cash.

The entire business of the bank is receiving, disbursing, caring

for the surplus funds, and investing that portion of the surj)lus allowed

in such a manner as will bring the largest returns to the bank, con-

sistent with safety.

This being the case, the receiving teller occupies a sim.ilar

position to the purchasing agent in a mercantile business, receiving

from customers the deposits of cash, which are later either returned

to the customer or loaned by the bank. The paying teller returns to

the customer, at his demand, by check or draft, such portions of

his money as he desires to withdraw. The note or discount clerk

occupies a position analogous to that of the sales clerk in a mercantile

business, in.ismuch as he disposes of, or rents the surj)lus moneys of

the bank under such forms as will be considered hereafter.

CASHIER

2. In most city l)anks or those within the Central Reserve or

the ReseriH'. Cities, the cashier has very little if anything to do with the

bookkeeping department. In large banks the business is specialized

and very carefully systemized, until it reaches a degree of highest

efficiency. The various departments of the bank are divided and

subdivided as far as may be necessary, each ])art interwoven with

and closely allied to its neIghl)or, so that the working of a great insti-

tution becomt\s practically automatic, and moves with perfect har-

mony. Under such perfect organization the bookkeeping system is

naturally develoj)ed to the highest state of efficiency.
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The cashier in such an institution as this, is practically the

general manager of tin- l)usin(\ss, overseeing and directing every

d(>partnient hut not j)ersonally attending to any one of them. In

almost every banking institution the cashier is practically the execu-

tive head, while the higher officers of the bank are inactive, with the

exception of their duties as directors. In a country bank, however, or

such banks as are in cities and towns outside of the Reserve, the

duties of the cashier are very different. He not only has the super-

vision of the bank, and its general welfare to look after, but he is

obliged to consider applications for loans, passing upon them fre-

quently on his own judgment, without the aid of the counsel of

members of the board. He usually acts as secretary, keeps the stock

ledger, attends to all transfers of stock, and (^ntries for the issue of

stock. He is called to almost every department in the bank, acting

sometimes as paying teller, sometimes as receiving teller, and very

frequently having entire charge of the discount department. He
receives, opens, and replies to all special correspondence, does all the

purchasing of bank supplies and stationery, signs all drafts, cashier's

checks and certified checks, also attending to the compiling of the

regular reports and statements required by the State, or by the Comp-
troller of the Currency. He has the responsible position of advisor

to his clients in regard to any character of investments they may
desire to make, and he must also be able to carefully select the invest-

ments made by the bank. It is very necessary that he watch care-

fully the daily statement book and general ledger; he must also

watch the individual ledgers in order to keep himself constantly in-

formed regarding the accounts of the customers. He must also watch

the loss and gain account and the expense account.

Having so many duties to jjcrform it will be readily seen that the

cashier of a bank, besides having l)usiness judgment, acumen, and a

polite and suave manner with his customers, should also fully under-

stand the most minute details of the l)ookkeeping d(>partment.

3. Assistant Cashier. Wherever an assistant cashier is

necessar}% it is to relieve the l)urden of work placed upon the cashier

and he must therefore be fully posted on the duties and requirements

of the position. In the main, he has much less responsibility than the

cashier, and has more clerical duties to perform but, as he is entitled

and expected to assume the full duties of the cashier in his absence or
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disability, he must be fully posted in these important duties and able

to perform them if called upon. As a rule, in country banks, besides

Ix'ing the assistant cashier, he is the general bookkeeper, and has

charge of the collection (le[)artment, also attending to the letters re-

ceived from, and going to, other l:)anks and correspondents, contain*

Jng remittances.

As the bookkeeping methods of even the small country' banks

should conform as closely as possible to the perfected workings of

larger banks, we have selected for our illustrations the bookkeeping

methods of a bank which we shall call the State National Bank, located

in a Reserve city having ten other banks, of which seven are members

of the clearing house. This bank has a capital stock of $300,000.00

and a surplus of $420,122.00. It does an ordinary commercial business

;

it also has a savings bank, and, beneath the bank, officered bv the

same people, are safety deposit vaults. The clearing house number
of our bank is 3. The banks in the city with their clearing house

numbers are as follows:

CLEARING HOUSE NO NAME OF BANK
1 Old National Bank.
2 First National Bank.
3 .State National Bank.
•1 Continental Bank.
o Central State Bank

Bardwell & Co. Bank.
" New National Bank.

The banks outside of the clearing house are the Citv Bank,

The People's Bank, M. Loeb & Company, and Tlie J. Scott

Banking Company.

The State National Bank has as correspondents, the Com-
mercial National Bank of New York City, Massachusetts National

Bank of Boston, and The Third National Bank of St. Louis.

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT

4. The working force in the accounting department of our bank
consists of, with their helpers:

1

.

General bookkeeper.

2. Paying teller.

'.i. Receiving teller.

4. Discount clerk (note teller).

5. Collection clerk.
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4 BANK BOOKKEEPING

6. Clearings clerk.

7. Mail clerk.

8. Individual bookkeeper A to K.

9. Individual bookkeeper L to Z.

10. Statement clerk.

11. Draft clerk.

5. General Bookkeeper. It is usual to rank the paying teller

next to the assistant cashier, but in consideriug our subject as to the

accounting methods of the bank, we think the general bookkeeper

should come first, as he holds the most responsible accounting

position and as it is to him that all the accounts of the different

departments of the bank converge. He keeps the books of final

entry. He has charge of the final balance of each day's work, in

every department, and he must be prepared at any time, to render

an immediate statement of the bank's financial condition, with its

complete resources and liabilities. Should the bank employ an

auditor, he ranks above the general bookkee})er.

The general bookkeeper, by the reports received from the dif-

ferent departments of the Ijank, is in a position to tell exactly whether

each department is in perfect balance. In his hand he holds all of

the threads of this ramified business. He knows to a penny how

much the paying teller has paid out and how much his balance

should be at the close of the day. He knows how much the receiving

teller has received each day and what his cash balance should be

each night. He knows the similar conditions in the collection depart-

ment, the mailing clerk's department, and the discount clerk's de-

partment. He knows exactly the amount necessary to balance each

individual ledger, and it is his duty to be absolutely certain that every

department in the bank is in balance with his figures before he allows

the clerk in charge of that department to leave the bank.

It is the general bookkeeper's business to make up the bank

statements that are regularly printed in the newspapers for the infor-

mation of the public. The framing of these statements is imiform,

with very few exceptions, and usually begins with the liability of

caj)ital stock, followed imniediately by the .surplus, and then by un-

divided ])rofits, leaving the dej)ositor's liabilities way down on the list,

appearing in sucli a manner as to indicate that tliey are really of very

little iniportauee. The resources iire (|nile as l)adly tangled in the

relative importance of their position. The ol)ject, undoubtedly, of
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bankers making their statements in the manner given, is not to attract

too great pubHc attention to the size of tlu-ir c|iiick habihties or thv.iT

quick assets. No doubt as a nilc the general bookkeeper would i>e

obliged to make his statement conform to the wishes of the board of

directors and the cashier, but at the same time it is necessary for him

to know what would be the most desirable and most perfect arrange-

ment of such a statement. This statement should begin with the

quick assets and follow with the slow assets, and the statement

of the liabilities should be made up with the same object in view.

The following classification will fully illustrate:

RESOURCES
Gold and Silver

Legal Tender Notes

Checks and other Cash Items

Fractional Currency

Exchanges for Clearing House
Due from Reserve Banks

Due from Other Banks
Due from Trust Companies

Loans: (a) Demand (b) Time
Discounts

Bonds—Face Value

Securities—Face Value

U. S. Bonds (Circulation)

U. S. Bonds (U. S. Deposits)

Other Bonds (U. S. Deposits)

Redemption Fund with United States Treasurer (o% of Circulation)

Premiums on United States Bonds
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures. (In many hanks the item of fur-

niture and fixtures is omitted entirely from the statement. This

is particularly true with large city institutions.)

LIABILITIES
Certified Checks

Demand Certificates of Deposit

Individual Deposits, Subject to Clieck

Cashier's Checks, Unpaid
Due to Reserve Banks
Due to Other Banks
Due to Trust Companies
National Bank Notes Outstanding

United States Deposits

Due on Bonds, Borrowed
Capital Stock, Paid In

Surplus

Undivided Profits
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6 BANK BOOKKEEPING

Tlio duties of the jTciirral hookkeepor will be more fully ex-

plain(Ml in connection with the forms and hooks used in his depart-

ment.

6. Paying Teller. The paying teller, while ranking next to the

cashier in importance as a bank employe, is next to the general

bookkeeper in the accounting department. He has complete charge

of the moneys of the bank, and his duties require him to pay out all

of the cash disbursed. It is a position of great responsibility. Mis-

takes in other departments of the bank may be easily rectified, but

when made in connection with the payment of cash, it is often im-

possible to trace them. He should be a man of good character,

courteous, and obliging. He has to deal with all kinds and conditions

of people, and must use tact and discretion. He should be patient

under the most aggravating circumstances and always return a pleas-

ant answ^er. It is very necessary for him to know the condition of the

depositors' accounts and he must be able to identify readily and

instantly a depositor's signature. He must be constantly on the

watch for crooks and crooked dealings. He must use tact in the mat-

ter of identification, and be well versed in detecting counterfeit money.

His "cage" must always be kept neat and orderly, the money con-

veniently "stacked" and "sorted" to facilitate counting rapidly and

to avoid confusion. In most banks they have what is know^n as the

"rag bag," a drawer or receptacle wherein are deposited torn or

mutilated bills, which are shipped to the treasurer of the United

States, from time to time, for redemption. With National banks

the credit is usually placed to the account of the Five 'per cent Redemp-

tion Fund, but other banks may secure the cash from the nearest

United States Sub-Treasury.

The principal part of the Cash Reserve is kept in the bank vaults,

and only a sufficient amount of currency and specie taken out in the

morning and placed on the paying teller's counter to supply the

demands of the day. If the paying teller should ])e short, he can

have recourse to the cash in the vault. There are several mechanical

devices now in use for the purpose of keeping silver in such shape

that it is very easy to count and make up in fractional amounts.

There is one device which even throws the exact change by pressing

the figures indicated; for instance the pressure of key G5 would

throw out a half dollar, a dime, and a nickel.
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The currency on the counter is usually kept in hundred dollar

piles, except ones and twos, which are usually stacked in fifty dollar

piles. The cash drawer is divided into convenient compartments into

which the currency is distributed according to the denomination of

the bills.

The facilities for counting the cash are rendered easy by

means of wrapping and sacking it in different amounts. That in the

reserve vault is stacked according to denomination, while the silver

and. gold, after being properly wrapped, is placed in canvas sacks

having the amount and kind of coin printed on the sack or on the

tag. Resen^e proper, being largely gold, is sealed after being counted

and carried thus until needed. Currency is usually wrapped in the

following denominations:

$100 bills in $5,000 or $10,000 packages

$.'30 bills in $5,000 packages.

$20 bills in $500 packages.

$10 bills in $500 packages.

$5 bills in $100, $250, and $.500 packages.

$1 and $2 l)ills in $50 and $100 packages.

Coin is rolled in paper wrappers, made for that purpose. The
amount and denomination is printed upon each wrapper. The ac-

cepted amounts are usually:

Dollars in $20 rolls.

Half dollars in $10 or $20 rolls.

Quarters in $5 and $10 rolls.

Dimes in $;} and $5 rolls.

Nickels in $1 and $2 rolls.

I'cniiies in twenty-five and fifty-cent rolls.

The paying teller certifies checks, pays current bills of the

Ijank, when properly approved, and keeps careful records of every-

thing paid out according to formulas and books hereinafter described.

7. Receiving Teller. Next in importance to the j)aying teller

comes the office of the rec(Mving teller. In the Stat(> Xafional Bank
it was found nec(\ssarv to hav(> two receiving; tellers, ont> for ledcer

A to A', and tiie other for ledger /. to Z, i)ut a description of the duties

of one will apply to both. It is a receiving teller's duty to take all

items of money placed on deposit that is received in the bank, ^^^len

the customer j)rej)ares his deposit, he makes out a Deposit Ticket

Fig. I, upon which he lists the items of his deposit in their proper
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Metropolitan Trust &. Savings Bank
CHICAGO

DKPOBITKI) FOK ACCOUNT OF

Chicago, 19.

Currency

Gold .

Silver

Check
Bank

place. When this is handed in at ihv window with lh(> enstonier's

pass book, the receiving- telK>r first connts th(> cash and verifies it

with the amount noted upon the deposit ticket. Each hsted check

or item must he carefully scrutinized to note date, amount, signature,

and indorsements. Tli(» indorsement of the depositor himself is

particularly necessary as

it is U]K)n him the hank

relies for protection. All

of these items are very

rapidly scanned by a

teller accustomed to

handling hundreds of

checks. As each check

item is read, it is com-

pared with the amount

entered on the deposit

ticket and the amount

is usually checked with

colored pencil, a special

check luMug necessary

against such items as

carry a collection charge.

If the deposit ticket is found correct, the amount, less exchange or

collection charges, is credited in the customer's pass book, w^hich

(Mids the transaction so far as the customer is concerned. In ca.se

the exchange charges are deducted, the amount is sul)tracted from

the depositor's total l)y the teller, but in case the customer prefers to

pay the exchange in cash, the full amount of the deposit is credited

and the amount of the exchange is entered upon the deposit ticket

with a ring around it, to be placed (o the credit of Exchange Re-

ceived, in the settlem(Mit.

There are a lunnber of items received over a l)ahk counter besides

actual cash, a,s follows:

Checks upon the l)ank itself.

Checks upon other city banks.

Checks on outsid(> or foreign banks.

Certificates of deposit issued l)y our bank.

Certificates of deposit issued l)y otlicr banks.

Checks on Other
Chicago Banks
and All M. O.
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Bank Drafts.

Post Office and Express Money Orders.

Drafts drawn by one person or firm upon another.

Note.—These drafts are usually received by the bank for collection,

and are not credited to customer's account as cash, unless they are

accepted and made payable at some other bank, or have been O. K'd

by the cashier or by the assistant cashier.

Notes given by another person or firm to the depositor, which

the bank has accepted and discounted.

Note.—In this case the discount is usually taken from the amount
of the note, but it may be paid in cash if so desired by the customer.

Depositor's own individual notes (discounted).

Coupons.

The method of handhng these various items will be taken up in

connection with the forms and books used in this department. The
checks on the bank itself are never cancelled until they have been

posted in the individual ledger. This is done as soon as possible, as

a check which is not good may be received and prompt entry in the

ledger prevents unnoticed overdraft.

8. Note or Discount Teller. The discount teller (or as he is

sometimes called, the note teller) ranks next to the receiving teller.

This office may or may not be one of considerable importance. ^lost

banks make it merely clerical, owing to the fact that no discounts are

made without the a])proval of either the board of directors or the

cashier. His duty is to look after makiny; all discounts and loans,

to compute discount and interest, to keep track of maturities and

issue notifications, to receive payment for all notes and other items

due, to file and see to the safe keeping of the bank's paper and col-

lateral, and sometimes collect city checks on non-clearing i)anks;

Also to issue drafts on correspondent banks and make out cashier's

checks where th(>re is no draft teller."

9. Collection Clerk. It is the duty of the collection clerk

to take charge of all paper such as notes, drafts, and other items sent

to the bank for collection, and to .see that they are paid, or otherwise

disposed of. A considerable j)art of the business of a bank is the

collection of tlrafts, notes, and checks of customers and other l)anks,

and these items arc (listiiignished from the usual cixnlit items bv

being—for customers entered in tlu- l)ack of the pass l)ook For
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10 BANK BOOKKEEPING

Collection. Such items are not credited to any account in the bank

until they are due and paid. If drafts or notes deposited by customer

are returned unpaitl and there is any handhug charge, a duplicate

charge ticket is made for the collection charges or handling charges,

one copy of which is turned in on the daily settlement to be charged

to customer's account and credited to Exchange, Fig. 2. The forms

and books used in this department will be fully described later.

COLLECTION CLERK

19

Debit to

Credit Exchange

For S

Collection Clerk

Fig. 2. Debit Ticket for Exchange Charges

10. Clearings Clerk. It is the duty of the clearings clerk to

take charge of, and keep a record of, all paper made upon the cleaK-

ings banks. If any of the banks outside of the clearing house clear

through some other bank, the checks of this bank are included with

those of the other banks under separate lists and under the number

of the bank through whom they clear. The clearing house, in this

case, is an organization of the banks mentioned, numbering from 1 to

7 to enable them to settle their daily demands, each with the other,

without any unnecessary delay. It has been found most convenient

to make the clearing house a separate organization, the expenses of

wliich are borne jointly by the banks therein in proportion to the

business done. Usually the administration is in the hands of a com-

mittee made up of the officers of such banks as are members, but th(^

general oversight is in the hands of a salaried manager. ^Vn office is

provided for the daily meetings of the clearing house clerks of each

bank, which is usually held at ten o'clock or eleven o'clock in the

morning. There are usually two clearings clerks, one for deliveries

and one for settlement. Each have their desk at the clearing house,

'^riie full modus operandi will be given in connection wifli the forms

and Ijooks necessary for use of clearings clerks.
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BANK BOOKKEEPING 11

11. Mailing Clerk. In the ordinary course of business, many
checks and items come over the counter or through the mail that are

not drawn upon the bank itself or on any other bank in the same city,

but are perhaps scattered through the country. It is the maihng

clerk's duty to attend to all incoming and outgoing cash items. As

these items cannot be collected in the city, they must therefore be

sent out through the mail so as to eventually reach the bank upon

which they are drawn, in order that our bank may receive payment.

All such checks, however, are not sent direct to the bank upon which

they are drawn. Such a system of collection would incur too much
expense. The mailing clerk must know where to send various items

in bulk so that they can be collected with the least expense to the bank.

This is usually to some outside city bank maintaining reciprocal

relations with the various country banks in its vicinity. As our bank
carries reserve accounts in New York, Boston, and St. Louis, all

items which may be paid to these banks without expense to them are

usually sent for credit to our account. The rules of charges upon

outside items have been recently very clearly defined in cities, there-

fore there would be no checks sent to our New York correspondent

except those items collectible in New York City, or in such localities

as they would collect and credit without charge.

The mailing clerk makes remittances, attends to advices, and
sometimes makes out the drafts. He has also charge of the stenog-

raphers in his department, letter files, and stationery. His duties

will be further described in the notation of books, forms, and reports,

which are used in his department.

12. Individual Bookkeeper. The sole duty of the individual

bookkeeper is to enter the debits and credits in the individual

ledgers, and take off the daily balance. He posts to the ledgers

direct from the checks, deposit slips, and other memoranda, calling

back for proof to the adding machine list. The accounts of de-

positors and the accounts of the correspondent banks are in his

charge. He is responsible for the daily balance of the ledger

under his charge, but is never brought into personal contact with

the bank's customers except it may be to explain any difference

between the customer's account and the account of the bank.

The forms and books used in this department will be fully described

later.
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13. Statement Clerk. The duties of this clerk are in the nature

of an assistant to the bookkeepers. The old method of writing up

the pass books is practically done away with. In some banlvs the

pass book is entirely done away with, the record of deposits being

kept by the customer's duplicate deposit ticket. In our bank they

still use the pass book as a record of deposits. The statement clerk

makes up the statements during the month. The checks are filed

in an envelope for the purpose, one envelope for each account.

As the first day's checks are filed the names are written on the

envelope, an envelope being prepared for each account that changes

thereafter.

Before the checks are filed, they are cancelled by stamping Paid

across the face with a rubber stamp, or by perforating them. They

are then filed in cabinets, made for this purpose, containing as many

drawers as the number of accounts justifies. These drawers are

divided into compartments, one being given to each depositor, the

accounts being arranged in alphabetical order exactly as they appear

in the ledger. Depositors' names may be indicated if desired.

Deposit tickets should be stamped with the date upon which they

were received before filing. This will correct those improperly dated

and supply the date upon those left undated. Deposit tickets should

be filed in a cabinet similar to the cabinet for checks, the only dif-

ference being that as the deposit tickets are kept by the bank, it is

necessary to have a current cabinet for the tickets of each day during

the month and also a filing device for the transfer of the tickets after

the statement has been made up. In some banks the deposit tickets,

instead of being filed alphabetically by depositors' names, are filed

according to date, each day's tickets being filed together, and separated

from each other by a dated inter-card. At the end of each month the

tickets for the month can be filed and placed in the vault or other

j)roper storage.

The regular work is so arranged that on the morning of the last

day of the month the checks are all listed and written up so that all

that is necessary is to enter the last day's business. By turning over

both the debit and credit memoranda to the statement clerk, the

daily balance can be kept to check against the individual ledgers.

At the end of the month, as there is only one day's business to

be written up, the final posting and balancing of the statements is
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the work of only a few hours. When not engaged on statement work,

this clerk assists the bookkeeper in any manner desired.

14. Draft Teller. The duties of the draft teller are to attend

to the making and registration of the drafts of our bank upon any of

our correspondent banks and the making and registration of cashier's

checks. His duties are similar to those of the discount clerk in many

respects; he acts as his assistant when not engaged in his own duties,

and in banks where they do not employ a draft clerk his duties are

added to those of the discount clerk.

STATE NATIONAL BANK

RECORD OF MINUTES

SHEET NO. I.

o

Fig. 3. Loose-Leaf Minute Book

ACCOUNTING METHODS—BOOKS AND FORMS

15. Cashier. "NMiile not strictly in the accounting department,

there are some books and forms which come under the direct super-

vision and charge of the cashier.

It is usually the case that the cashier is also the secretar}' of

the corporation, and when such is the case, he has charge of the

minute book and the stock ledger. The minute book is a form used

to keep a full record of the action of the board of directors at each

meeting held. A very' convenient form, and one which can be written

up on the typewriter from the secretary's notes is shown in Fig. 3.

The size of this sheet is 9^ x 9^ inches. The sheet numbers should

run consecutively, and may be printed or numbered in advance so

that each sheet must be accounted for, thus leaving no possibility

of the omission of the minutes of any meeting.
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The stock ledger is in the form of a loose-leaf book with an

account for each stockholder, wherein is recorded any issuance or

transfer of stock, thus keeping an accurate record of all stocks issued

and the holder thereof, which is very necessar}' in making up dividend

payments, and also required by law. The size of this sheet, as shown

in Fig. 4, is 9^ X 11 inches. WTien accounts are balanced they should

be removed from the current book and placed in a transfer binder.

The total balance of the stock ledger is the exact amount of stock

issued. The postings may be made from a stock record or from

the stubs of the certificate book.

I do hereby certify

that I am the Secretapy of the

of and as such Secretary I have charge, custody,

and control of the record book and corporate seal of this Company, and
that on the day of A. D. 19 ,

there was convened a meeting of the Board of Directors of said Company,
at which meeting a resolution was unanimously adopted of which the
following is a correct copy, to-wlt

:

l&SBalvsii, that the bank of deposit of the corporation be the Metro-

politan Trust & Savings Bank, and that the funds to be deposited in said

bank may be withdrawn on the check of this Company, signed In the

corporate name by

Jn WitntBB Wifcreaf, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal

of said Company this day of 19

By
Secretary.

Fig. 6. Certificate of Authority to Sigu

When new accounts with customers are opened, they must first

be passed upon by the cashier, or if he is in any doubt, the board of

directors. When the account is opened the cashier has a signature

card filled out for the use of the bank. Fig. 5, showing the signature

which must be attached to checlcs or other papers, and whenever more

than one has authority to sign or more than one signature is required,

each of the signatures must be made by the parties having such

authority. The size of this card is most convenient at 4 x 6 inches.

Sometimes, in opening accounts for a corporation, it is necessary

for the bank to have an authority from the board of directors of tlie
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company, that this bank shall be used as a depository, and to whom
has been delegated the power to sign checks and draw against the

account. For this purpose, we use the form. Fig. 6, size 6^ x 8

inches.

AVhenever the cashier is asked to act for, and in the stead of any

patron of the bank in any business matter, it is necessary to have a

power of attorney, Fig. 7. The size of this form is 7 x 8^- inches.

Chicago, 19....

flDetropolttan ZvwBt Si Savinge Banh
Cblcago, Ullinols

do hereby authorize and empower

of Chicago, to be true and lawful Attorney for

and in name, to sign and endorse checks, notes, and drafts

respectively, and generally to represent in drawing and

endorsing checks, drafts, and notes, or in discounting the same, as

fully to all intents and purposes as could do if person-

ally present.

Fig. 7. Power of Attorney

In some cases, the bank, in making a loan to a corporation,

requires the additional security of a personal obligation from one or

more of the oflBcers or directors of the company, in which case he uses

a form similar to that shown in Fig. 8. This form is 11 x 8^ inches

in size.

Papers and documents of importance are often left with the bank

for safe keeping, either over night, or for a specified time. In such

cases the cashier issues a receipt in proper form, Fig. 9.

GENERAL BOOKKEEPING

16. Books and Forms. There are several kinds of ledger

forms u.sed by banks for the general ledger and also for the individual

ledger. As the Boston ledger form is used by a large number of banks

we show a sample of the ruling. Fig. 10. As there are compara-

tively few accounts in the general ledger the resources often occupy

the upper half of the page, and the liabilities the lower half. The

Boston ledger is so arranged that the accounts run across the two
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]iTSUBr at the request of the undersigned hereby made, the

Metropolitan Trust & Savings Bank at Chicago, will from time

to time in the course of its business, receive and handle such of the

promissory notes, drafts, acceptances, bills, checks, or other papers

made, accepted, guaranteed, or endorsed by the

Company,

a corporation organized and existing u nder the laws of

as said Metropolitan Trust & Savings Bank
shall from time to time think fit

:

Norn, knava all mm by tljrar pXtBmtB, That we, the under-

signed, for and in consideration of such receiving and handling, do

hereby (jointly and severally) guarantee the prompt payment at

maturity, or at any time thereafter, of all and singular the notes,

drafts, acceptances, bills, checks, and all other paper as aforesaid

received and handled by the said bank, both that made and to be

made by the said corporation, and that made and to be made by

others upon which the name or signature of said corporation may
appear, together with interest at the rate of 7 per cent per annum on

any and all such paper together with all costs and expenses of collec-

tion, including attorney's fees, and we hereby expressly waive presen-

tation and all notices appertaining to all and singular such paper,

and hereby expressly allow said Bank to renew any such paper and

extend time of payment of same, or any of it, without notice to us, or

either of us, without prejudice to it, said Bank, so far as its recourse

to us or either of us hereunder is concerned, and we hereby expressly

agree to save and keep forever harmless and indemnified said Bank

from any and all loss, cost, injury, and damage, by reason of any such

receiving or handling as aforesaid.

And expressly agree that said Bank shall not be bound to take

any steps or proceedings against either said corporation or the maker,

acceptor, guarantor, or endorser of any such paper, or either or any of

them, or to apply or exhaust any collateral or other security, which

said Bank may hold, before proceeding on this guarantee.

iPUnPBS hand and seal at Chicago, Illinois, this

day of A. D. 19....

(Seal.)

(Seal.)

(Seal.)

Fig. 8. Ackuowledginent of Persoual Liability
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pages of the ledger from left to right. Tlie sections are divided into

columns for Checks in Detail, Total Debit, Credit, and Balance, for

each day of the week, so that instead of each customer's account being

individual, and running up and down the page, it is collective, a

number of other customers' accounts being on the same page, and

extending across the book so that a full week's transactions upon any

one account will reach across the two pages of the ledger. The

balances are brought forward each day and when the leaf is turned,

are extended to a sub-balance column upon the new page. The

individual Boston ledger does not differ materially from the general

ledger except that it does not require or provide any special space for

credit accounts, and where credit accounts occur, the balances are

Received from MtttOpoixtun (UrUBt Sc #auinga Sauh. CIljUag0, 3U.

to be held by the undersigned in trust for said Bank, and at all

times subject to its orders for the purpose of being sold, or otherwise

dealt with as said Bank may direct ; and if sold, the undersigned shall

pay the proceeds to said Bank. The undersigned hereby declare... that
the undersigned receive... and hold... said property as Bailee of and
for said Bank.

Chicago,

.

Fig. 9. Receipt for Documents

carried forward in red ink instead of black. The general ledger in

this form does not require the checks in detail column.

It is not our intention to discuss the relative merits of bank

ledgers but on account of the difficulty in gauging the amount of space

necessary for an account and the fact that it requires more time to

operate and balance, our bank has discarded the Boston ledger.

Our bank uses for the general ledger the simple ledger form

shown herewith. Fig. 11 The size of this sheet is 14 x 15 inches.

We use a loose-leaf book for the general ledger preferring it to a

bound book for this purpose, although many banks use a bound book

for tlie reason that the number of accounts carried is comparatively

few and the names very seldom change. The flexibility and ease in

handling the loose-leaf ledger and the fact that each account has its
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leaf and that no more leaves need be carried in the book than we have

accounts, making it more compact and easier to post to, and balance

from, are the principal reasons for its adoption. Filled leaves may

be immediately transferred to their separate accounts in the transfer

binder, and the entire record of each account can be kept thus for an

indefinite number of years. In taking off trial balances there is

practically no danger of passing an account, on account of the fact

that each leaf represents a current account and for every one an

amount must be entered.

The general bookkeeper makes his entries both debit and credit

from the general bank proof. In noting the balances of the resources,

the entries in the debit column are added to, and those in the credit

column are subtracted from, the previous balance. All departments

of the bank present their settlement sheets, books, or proofs to the

general bookkeeper as soon as possible after the bank closes, and from

these reports he makes up the general bank proof. At the end of the

fiscal period, which is usually six months, the income and expense

accounts are carried into the loss and gain account, and the difference,

less dividend charges if any, is carried from the loss and gain ac-

count into surplus. When transactions occur that affect accounts in

the general ledger not printed in the general bank proof, the names

of such accounts are written in.

17. General Bank Proof. This form is ruled on one side only

to show all the transactions of each day, and the names of all the

principal accounts are shown in Fig. 12. The size should be 14 x 17

inches, the sheets should be loose leaf, handled loose for each day, and

afterwards filed in a permanent binder. The general bank proof is, as

its name indicates, a form for the proof of the entire day's work in ever}'

department. It is made up from the receiving, paying, discount, and

other tellers' settlements, and the mailing clerk's proof sheets. The
columns designated, State of Cash, show in detail the actual cash

on hand ; clearings on hand, and cash items being counted as part of

the cash. The proof of cash affords a proof of the day's cash trans-

actions. By adding the cash receipts to, and deducting the cash

payments from, the balance of the previous day, the amount should be

equal to the amount of cash on hand. The total under Clearings, in

this column, affords a proof of the clearings, and should agree with

the total of the clearing house register. Under Correspondents is
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afforded a proof of the bank pages in the individual ledger for corre-

spondents and under Deposits a proof of the entries on the depositors'

pages of the individual ledger. The columns of the general ledger

are for the proof of the whole day's transactions, and the entries

correspond to those of the general proof. Little or no writing is

necessary upon this form, except figures. Daily reports can be filed,

kept as long as needed, bound afterwards if desired—always ready

o o
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loose-leaf fonn or in a bound book, as preferred. The sheet is

ruled and printed to cover the information needed, Fig. 13. The

bonds should be numbered consecutively as received, and the credit

entries left open until tlie bond is sold or othei*wise disposed of. The

entries in the stock and bond register are very similar to the register

of mortgages or bills payable or receivable. The balance of the

stock and bond register and the bonds appearing thereon as unsold,

should tally with these securities and the stocks and bonds account,

or, as it is sometimes called the Investment Account in the general

ledger.

19. Interest Slip. The interest slip is a form used for com-

puting the monthly interest allowed depositors who carry large ac-

counts and balances. Fig. 14.

On the left-hand side of the account are entered each day, the

Ledger Balance, Transit Deductions, and Amount not Available Jor

Clearings, with a total of the debits carried to the debit column, and

the balance carried to the credit column. At the end of the month

the columns are footed and proved. Where the agreement calls for

a payment of 2% on the average daily balance in excess of any certain

amount, the amount is deducted from the Net Balance column

and the interest for one day at 2% is figured, which is the multipli-

cation of the amount by two, the product being divided by 365; or

the amount can be easily found upon the printed interest tables. The

amount found due the customer is then made a credit on the interest

slip, passed to the individual bookkeeper for credit on the customer's

account, and the slip sent to the customer as an advice of the amount

credited. The total of all the interest slips of the month is charged

to the interest account in the general ledger.

The accounts to be carried in the general ledger are indicated

by the list of resources and liabilities given in Art. 5. In the resources

all such items as are a portion of cash would be carried under Cash.

Besides the enumerated accounts there should be accounts for

Salary and Expense, the latter of which may be divided as required.

If a bank is not a National Bank, the item of circulation

—

United

States Deposits, and Redemption Fund—would not be needed. Some
flexibility must be allowed in determining accounts; for instance, if

the bank owned real estate or its buildings, all such accounts should

appear under resources.
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Each department of the bank is self balancing. By means of

the proof sheets, the work of each teller is proved by itself. The

sum of all the checks on our bank cashed by the paying teller, re-

ceived by the receiving teller, discount clerk, collection clerk, and

mailing clerk, and received from the clearing house must equal the

total amount of checks debited on the individual ledger. All the

checks on outside or correspondent banks received must equal those

sent to other banks for credit; all checks received that are payable

through clearing house banks must equal the amount shown by the

clearing house register. Every item entering or leaving the bank

through any of the departments is cared for there and controlled by

the ledger accounts; thus in searching for an error it can be easily

located.

PAYING TELLER

20. Books and Forms Used. The books in charge of the paying

teller are the Paying Teller's Proof Book, Certified Check Register,

Paying Teller's Settlement Sheet, and Cash Proof. The ordinary

check, Fig. 15, is one drawn by the depositor against his account

Kfrnt^t^i/ff^. ^^^
^y.</^^^^m^^<j^

:>or

SPECIMEN
tUU^o-

Fig. 15. Regular Form of Customers' Check

in the bank. Of late a new form of check called the voucher check,

Fig. 16, is being extensively 'used. This check differs in form

according to different ideas, and is sometimes a single strip like an

ordinary check, with the statement of account on the face or on the

back, or made to fold as is shown in our illustration. We show both

the front and back of the check.

Some firms require the receipt of the receiver in addition to the

endorsement upon the check. This makes it especially hard for the
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paying teller. It is the paying teller's business to carefully scrutinize

each check, seeing that the signature is genuine, and that the en-

dorsements are in proper form and correct. He must also know.

Fig. 17. Certified Check

before he honors the check, that there are sufficient funds to the credit

of the account to cover it. The requirement by the customer of an

extra receipt, which must be made before the check is good, throws an

PAYING TELLER

Date--

Individoal Ledger Bookebbper

A TO K

Debit account of _ „

Certified Check in favor of -

For Amount $.

L TO Z

Paying Teller.

Fig. 18. Debit Slip for Certified Checks

additional obligation upon the paying teller wliich ho should not be

called upon to meet. Banks do not like this form and, from a legal

point of view, it is unnecessary.
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21. Certified Check. It is frequently the case that the customer

can use his own check as well as a draft for remittance, in case it is

certified as being good by the bank carrying his deposit. Fig.

17 shows one method of certification. This is frequently done by

rubber stamp impression across the face of the check, with the signa-

ture of the paying teller written thereon. As soon as a check is

certified, it becomes a charge against the account of the individual

in the individual ledger, and in order to facilitate such entries the

paying teller makes out a memorandum charge ticket against the

STATE NATIONAL BANK
RECORD OF CHECKS. CERTIFIED
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of certification, the name of the customer, the name of the payee for

whom it is certified, with cokimns for the carrying out of the amount,

the total for the day, and the date paid. The size of this form is

15 X 13 inches, or larger if the lines are more than \ inch apart. The

paying teller foots the amount of the day total column at the close of

business and carries it to its proper column. A credit ticket for the

amount of this total is made out for the certified checks' account in

the individual ledger. WTien a check that has been certified has

been paid, the date is entered in its proper place on the register; thus
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balance of the previous day, the amount received from the receiving

teller the previous day and the present day; the amount received

from the discount clerk the previous day and the present day, the

balance from clearings, a record of drafts sold (if this duty is in the

the hands of the paying teller), and an Exchange column for any

exchange which may be earned in this department.

On the Paid side of the account will first be found a list of checks

on our bank.

Some banks record the name and amount of each check but our

bank has a form whereby the checks as they come in are numbered

upon their face by a clerk using a numbering machine. Fig. 21.

The sheet is placed in an adding machine and the checks are listed

—

they may be listed with pen if desired. The clerk sees that the unit

number on the check corresponds with the number in the left-hand

column. He strikes a total at the end of each column and if necessar}'

uses the second or third sheet. The column Other Banks indicates

checks, drafts, or paper upon other banks cashed in our bank that

day. At the end of the day the totals of all the columns are footed

which is the sum the paying teller balances on. In case an error

should occur, it will be seen that the search for checks by number will

be very much easier than it would be by name.

There should be columns in the proof book for clearings paid,

correspondents, non-clearing banks, and sundry expense. In case

the balance of clearings is in our favor it goes on the Received side, but

if the balance of clearings is against us, the numbers of the banks and

the amount paid to each of them is entered in the Clearings column

on the Paid side. Certificates of deposit, when paid, are entered as

if they were checks. All items of bank expense, such as rent, salary,

stationery, postage, etc., are entered in the Svndri/ Expctise column.

^^'hen drafts are sold for cash an entry is made of the amount and the

exchange in the proper column, but when a check is taken an entry

must also be made of the check in the Paid column. At the close of

the day the footings of the various columns are carried to the paying

teller's settlement sheet.

24. Paying Teller's Settlement Sheet. This is a form used to

make the final settlement of the day's business, and prove the day's

transactions in this department. It is turned over, after being proven,

to the general bookkeeper who enters its totals in the general bank
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proof. For particulars of this form, see Fig. 22. It should be 11x11

inches in size.

The settlement sheet is divided into two parts, the first being a

recapitulation from the paying teller's proof book, and the second,

which may be included on the same sheet if desired, being the Proof of

STATE NATIONAL BANK
PAYING TEUER CASH PROOF

Day .19
TOTAL
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This item should be sub-divided to cover the number of independent

ledgers, or series of ledgers, controlled in the general ledger. Any

item of expense and clearing house exchanges should also be entered.

The receipts are from clearing house balance, drafts sold, and ex-

change.

On the Credit side are shown checks and items paid, checks on

our bank, correspondents, clearings checks, non-clearings checks,

clearing house balance, expense, drafts sold, exchange, certified

checks, and exchanges to clearing house. The two sides of the

debit and credit statement on the settlement sheet should bal-

ance.

25. Cash Proof Sheet. The cash proof sheet is ruled and printed

to show how the daily cash proves, with the name of the bank and the

date at the top and the following items printed in. On the Debit

side—^balance brought forward, received from receiving teller previ-

ous day, received from receiving teller present day, received from

discount teller previous day, received from discount teller present day,

received from collection clerk previous day, received from collection

clerk present day, received from clearing house, and such general

items as have been received at the window. On the Credit side of

the account, it shows checks and items paid out, being total from the

proof sheet, followed by cash on hand, divided thus: gold coin, gold

certificates, national bank notes, legal tenders, silver certificates, silver

dollars, fractional silver, nickels, and cents. The total amount of this

summary is carried into the next column which, added to items paid,

must balance with the debit. This sheet is 11 x 11 inches and is

shown in Fig. 23. As this proof is a trial proof of the paying teller's

transactions for the day, it should be completed before closing the

settlement sheet.

It is frequently the case that banks allow each of the tellers to

have charge of their balance of cash from day to day, not turning it

over to the paying teller unless there should appear to be a larger

amount than was necessary for their department. The receiving

teller turns over his cash each day, beginning his work each morning

with an empty drawer. Where the tellers or clerks do not turn in

their cash and settlements to the paying teller, each one of them

turns his settlement sheet, or proof books, or both if necessary, over

to the general bookkeeper.
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RECEIVING TELLER

26. Books and Forms. The books and forms used by the

receiving teller are The Customer's Pass Book, The Deposit Ticket,

Fig. 1., Certificate of Deposit, Certificate of Deposit Register,

Receiving Teller's Proof and his Settlement Sheet. The customer's

pass book is a memorandum book with date, item column, and money

column in which is entered the customer's deposit as it is made, with

the initial of the teller receiving the same. It is usually leather

covered with the name of the bank "in account with" (name of custo-

mer to be written in) printed thereon, with whatever instructions to

customer may ])e deemed necessary. Upon opening an account

with the bank a customer is presented with a bank book containing

G211arRafids8asingsB^;nk $.

GHDiOr EaI»I1>Sj9T(Sk« N»

ba—deposited io *bis BbiyU

Dollars

Pi\vi\blf Io oi order, ip cuircirt funds

on 'be firsl day of I oi) tbe returr) of tbis Certificafc properly ci)dorsed.

n-ilh n)OT)lbs interest at tl)c rate of four per cent pcTanouro.

SJMiSEif SPECIMEN
lUl TOuiriJuiV Casbiee

NO INTER EST ATTEHOUC ^^

Fig. 24. Certificate of Deposit

the amount of his first deposit. He is also given a book of blank

checl^ for his use in drawing against the account. Banks pay con-

siderable attention to the convenience of customers in this regard,

furnishing small pocket size check books, sometimes bound in leather,

containing fifty or one hundred checks, and various desk size check

books containing from one hundred to one thousand checks as may be

required to meet the demands of the customer. Some banks even go

so far as to have a special check j)rinted for the use of large customers

and bound in whatever manner is most desirable. Business firms

who wish to have a special check of their own, either printed, litho-

graphed, or made from steel plate, pay the expense of such check

books themselves.

27. Certificate of Deposit. A certificate of deposit is shown in

Fig. 24. It is issued by the bank and is a certificate that tlie person
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CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT

Issued By BANK

DATE DEPOSITED BY ORDER OF NO, AMOUNT TOTALAMOUNTTIME- S;SS
Amounts
Brought Forward

06

Fig. 25. A Register for Certlflcates of Deposit
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named therein has deposited a specified sum of money to be paid,

either to himself or to some designated person, on presentation. Such

certificates are usually issued to those who do not wish to open ac-

counts for checking purposes but merely desire to place the money

in the bank for safe keeping. These certificates may be issued pay-

able on demand, or at a definite, future date, in which latter case

interest is allowed, and the certificate cannot be redeemed until the

date of maturity.

28. Record of Certificates of Deposit. A convenient size for

a record of certificates of deposit in loose leaf is 15 x 14 inches.

This provides for a j inch writing space, fifty lines to the page. If

the space is widened the sheet must necessarily be made larger. At

the top of the form is printed the sheet No., where the sheets are num-

bered in serial order as they are started. The name of the bank by

whom the certificates are issued is printed at the head of the sheet

The sheet is ruled to show the date of deposit, the person by whoni

deposited, at whose order the amount is to be paid, the number of the

certificate, the amount, the total amount on deposit, the time for which

the certificate runs, the rate of interest, and the date paid, Fig.

25. A spring back holder will be found most convenient to use for

current work, although many banks use a sectional post binder for

both current and transfer work. \Miile there are not many leaves

in use the post binder works very well, but as the number increases

the book l^ecomes heavier and is more difficult to handle. A transfer

binder should be provided to care for the used sheets.

The sheet is designed to be the record of all certificates of deposit

which the bank issues, so that it may know at any time, not only how
much it has on deposit against certificates of deposit but also when
the certificates become due, and what interest they carry.

When a certificate of deposit is issued, the regular form, Fig.

24, is filled in l)y the receiving teller, who then makes the proper

entry on this sheet. Each certificate of deposit bears a consecutive

serial number, and the entry is made upon the line bearing the con-

cluding figures of the same number. It is thus impossible for a certi-

ficate of deposit to be issued without its being properly entered upon

the records of the bank. The number of the certificate need not be

entered as the lines are numbered consecutively from 00 to 99. The
first sheet used would have no sheet number and the entries would
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begin at number one on the second line, provided the numbering of

the certificates issued begins with one. The second sheet used

would be sheet number one, which would indicate that the first line

number upon the sheet was number one hundred. Thus sheet

number 5 would be 500 to 599, sheet number 10 would be 1000 to

1099, sheet number 21 would be 2100 to 2199, etc. If this style of

book was introduced in a bank and the first certificate of deposit to be

entered was number 7135 the first sheet used would be numbered 71

and the entry would be made opposite the concluding numbers, that

is, 35 on the sheet. Should a certificate be spoiled or cancelled

for any reason, it should be filed away and the line covered by

that number should be left blank in the entries, and marked

cancelled with red ink. ^^^len the certificate is issued, all of

the information called for is entered up to the column. Amount of

Interest.

WTien a certificate matures, it is paid through the paying teller's

department, the amount of interest is calculated, a debit ticket to

Interest account is made out and the amount of the certificate, plus

the interest, is paid to the customer. The general bookkeeper enters

the interest, and this closes the transaction.

Wlien all the certificates of deposit upon any one sheet have

been paid and closed out, the sheet is removed from the current

binder into a transfer binder, in its proper numerical order. If at

any time any question comes up regarding certificates of deposit, the

full record can at once be found in the transfer binder, and any definite

one located immediately by the sheet which carries the number of the

certificate.

By keeping the register in this manner it is impossible for a

forged certificate to be cashed, inasmuch as every certificate must

bear a serial number and should such a certificate be presented for

payment, the fraud would be instantly detected. No certificate made

out by the receiving teller can be missed or lost, as each number

must be accounted for, and a cancelled line upon any sheet will show

that that number has never been issued. The cashier, on turning

to this record, can easily determine how much he has on deposit

against certificates of deposit; how much he will be called upon to

pay out at any given date ; and how much any one depositor is carrying

on certificates.
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29. Receiving Teller's Proof Book. The proof book of the

receiving teller is a sheet used for recording the day's transactions

in his department. It is ruled and printed to show name of depositor,

total amount deposited, exchange charge, and the specific information

regarding the deposit, viz, cash, our bank, clearings, non-clearings,

and correspondent, with a column for sundries, Fig. 26.

Upon receiving a deposit the name of the depositor is entered

in the first column, the amount of the deposit in the Total column,

STATE NATIONAL BANK
RECEIVING TELLER'S PROOF BOOK

Day 19

RECEIPTS CR OR
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from the deposit. All checks on the State National Bank are entered

in Our Bank column. Those on other clearing house banks of the

city, in the Cleariiujfi column. Checks on banks not in the clearing

house in the Non-Clearings column. Those outside of the city are

entered in the Correspondents column, and turned over to the mailing

clerk as soon as possible after being received, so that no delay may

occur in forwarding them for collection. Upon this fonn the record

of a certificate of deposit would show the number, in place of the

depositor's name, the amount being carried into the Total column.

If the amount received is in check, it must be entered in the proper

check column, and if in cash in the Cash column.

Any currency delivered to the paying teller during the da}-

should be entered under the Sundries heading. The various debits

and credits upon this proof balance, and the totals are shown upon the

settlement sheet of the receiving teller.

30. Receiving Teller's Settlement Sheet. This sheet is a re-

capitulation of the total day's receipts at the receiving teller's window,

and is taken as a daily proof of the accuracy of the work. It shows

on the Debit side, checks on our bank, clearings checks, non-clearings

checks, correspondents, expense, two blank lines for any moneys

turned over to any department, and cash on hand, sub-divided thus:

gold, gold certificates, national bank notes, legal tenders, silver

certificates, silver dollars, fractional silver, nickels and cents. The
Credit side shows the total deposits for the day and the amount of

exchange received. At the close of the day the cash should be counted

and entered in detail, and the two sides of the settlement sheet

nuist balance with the proof. Fig. 27. AMien found correct the

settlement sheet is turned over to the general bookkeeper for entry

in the bank proof. This completes the regular forms and methods of

the receiving teller.

DISCOUNT CLERK

31. Books and Forms. The following are the books and forms

and the method of use for the discount clerk.

32. Liability Ledger. This book is also called the Discount

Ledger and the Note Ledger. There is a slight ditTercnce in the form

used by difl'erent banks, but the one herewith presented, Fig. 2<S,

is everything that can be required. This form is ruled and printed
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to show at the head, sheet No., Hmit, name and address of customer;

and in the box heading, date of note, number, by whom made,

by whom endorsed, rate, date discounted, amount of discount,

date due, amount of note, amount paid, and total amount.

The size of this book is usually 14 x 17 inches. The best binders

to use are regular current binder for current work and transfer binder

for inactive and closed sheets. Indexing should be the same for each

book (alphabetical), and fifty divisions is better than twenty-five

divisions.

This ledger is an individual record of discounted paper, and

should, therefore, be handled the same as an individual ledger.

CREDIT. 19....

$

Please give full detailed description Approved,
of the debit.

O. K.

Fig. 30. Credit Ticket for Discounts to Customers

Each borrowing customer should have an account wherein all dis-

counted notes and payments thereon are recorded. These accounts

should be arranged alphabetically, same as a telephone or city direc-

tory. It is desirable to know the endorser, and for whom they endorse,

therefore a card index should be kept for them, showing the prin-

cipals* names, dates, and amounts. Sheets should be numbered, each

account beginning with number one and up. Should an account

which has been transferred be re-opened the original sheet is taken

from the transfer binder, restored to the current binder, and the

account continued upon the same sheet.

This book is one of the most valuable books of accounting for

banks, as it shows at a glance how much credit a customer is carrying,

the v(jlume of his discount, his limit, how much is not due, amount

unpaid, and also with what promptitude he meets his obligations.

The Discount or Commercial Loan account, carried hy the general

bookkeeper controls this ledger.
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33. Discount Register. This book is used for a record of

commercial discounts in the order in which they are made, and shows

the daily transactions. Its total shows in the discount clerk's daily

settlement. The form is as follows: date received, maker, endorsers,

number (number should be printed on the form 00 to 99 as indi-

cated in other books), amount, total, discount, total discount, rate of

interest, date of bill, time, date due, net amount, total net amount

as shown in Fig. 29, size 15x12 inches, printed on both sides.

tmmom. . x ' ! ^rrf-- —'-^ "—

COLLATERAL LOAN REGISTER
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Loans Made

should equal the amount of total paper discounted for the day, and if

it does so the entries are correct. A debit ticket is made and turned

over to the general bookkeeper for the Discount account of the total

amount of the day's discounts, and a credit ticket for the total amount

of the interest or discount earned

to be credited to the Interest and

Discount account. When a dis-

count is made to a customer a

ticket is made showing the net

amount to be credited to the

customer's account and this ticket

is turned over to the individual

bookkeeper for entry, Fig. 30.

As the notes are entered

upon the numbered lines the

number indicated is placed upon

the note, by which it becomes

identified thereafter. As notes

and bills discounted represent

the bulk of the assets of a bank

it is of the greatest importance

that a full and detailed descrip-

tive record of every note should

be kept, and should these records

be incomplete very serious com-

plications might result. It be-

comes necessary, at times, to trace

loans through various books and

if the discount register is kept as

it should be the task is easy.

34. Collateral Loan Reg=

ister. This book is ruled and

printed to accommodate date,

number, name of borrower, time,

rate, amount, interest, amount

paid, collateral, value, and date of payment, Fig. 31.

The collateral loan register is used to record the collateral loans

each day, which are posted to the liability ledger the same as dis-

Loans Made to-day

LoanB Paid to-day

Increase Decrease

Fig. 32. Debit Ticlcet for Charge to Loan
and Discount Account
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counts. WTien the loan is made it is given a number (consecutive),

and this, with the date and other information, is entered in the regis-

NAME NO.

AooRess

ENDORSED BY

RATE AMOUNT INTEREST

AMOUNT t

PAYABLE AT

DISCOUNTED rOR

Fig. 33. Card Record for Discount Tickler

ter. This book is not line numbered owing to the fact that it is

often necessary to use several lines to enter the full detail record of the

Metropolitan Trust and Savings Bank
S. W. COR. LA SALLE AND WASHINGTON STREETS, CHICAGO

Hours: lO A. M. to 3 P. M. Saturdays, 9 A. M. to 12 M.

Your note for $ due ._

payable at j may be found at th_ Bank.

Checks offered in Payment must be Certified.

CALVIN F. CRAIG, Cashier

PRKSEKT THIS NOTICE AT THK DISCOUNT WINDOW

Fig. 34. Notice of Note Due

collateral and its value. AMien the collateral is changed this fact

must be noted in the collateral column and a record of the substituted
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security made. This book keeps a constant check upon the collateral

loans and enables the oflBcers to know the relative value and changes

in any collateral deposited as security for moneys loaned. When

interest is paid the amount is entered in the Interest column, and when

the note is paid, in whole or in part, entry is made in the Amount Paid

column, and the date placed under the Date of Payment. The totals

of the Amount Paid, Interest, and Amount columns are carried to the

dailv settlement sheet. A debit ticket is given to the general book-
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rate of interest, amount, and when due, Pig. 33. It is filed in a

chronological index about ten days prior to the due date. When it

comes up, a notice is sent. Fig. 34, to the maker that the note

will be due upon a certain date, and as soon as the notice is mailed,

the card is transferred to the due date. As soon as the note is paid, the

card is destroyed, but if the note should not be paid at maturity, the

card is forwarded in the tickler to indicate the time of extension. A
book is sometimes used for this purpose, giving daily maturities. It

is loose leaf, chronological, in the form of a diary, with tabbed index

sheets for the days of the current month and for the succeeding months

and years. The notes are entered in this book at the maturity date,

Fig. 35. All notes that are disposed of by payment or renewal

are footed up at the close of business, and a credit ticket made for the

total amount of the Loan and Discount account. Notation should

be made upon the cards or in the book tickler, if renewed.

36. Discount Clerk*s Proof Book. The discount clerk's proof

book is used to record the transactions of the day at his desk,

Fig. 36. "Whenever a loan is made to a depositor his name is written

under Deposits Credited and the interest is credited in the Interest and

Discount column, \^^leneve^ a customer pays a note, his name is

entered with the amount in the Loans Paid column. Any charges

connected therewith are entered in the Exchange column. Upon
the Credit side of the proof book, is found a column for Correspondent,

under which are entered the proceeds of collections made for

banks having accounts in the individual ledger and also drafts drawn

in payment of collections made for other banks. Under Non-Clear-

ings should be entered the amount of the non-clearing house checks

received during the day. The Sundries column is used for other

items, such as checks turned over for collections by the paying teller,

the receiving teller, and the mailing clerk, and for such other items

as do not properly belong to the special columns.

The entries on the Debit side are for cash received in payment

of notes and drafts charged to depositors under Our Bank. Any
notes that are drawn on, or certified to, by other clearing house

banks, and checks upon such banks received in payment of discounts

or notes, are entered under Clearings. Checks upon outside banks

and advices for credit, for collection upon notes made by corre-

spondents, are entered imder Correspondents. Any amount of non-
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clearings checks left uncollected from the previous day, and also the

amount of such checks turned over during the present day, are entered

under Non-Clearings debit. The Sundries column is for the use of

such entries as do not belong in any other column.

aatt><>o<iaaJ*>*oujaaBeaw<»a<WBi>w>8<w>aod»aa<iaaftea6aiw<a»oaaai>aa»aiaawwiBiiiBB>Bao—>d»—o>w<i]

Sliilll! I
Chicago,. .190.

Due.

.alter date, (or value received . promise to pay
;

todi^Qi^ cf thc-^..

Dollars
\

1 at -, .office in OikJiso, vtii iatcrestal sevco per cent per amuan after maturity until paid.

', bppitoif iMj^iMMiQ»pff<JC! Wffocsnft <WffWi>Pftr fl<i»<igflflflPOO^CiPffC^rff<Tom'rff'aiffg'TrrffirffffcrTffffrTffirrffTfiirftB<]>^ooqoti

Fig. 38. Commercial Form of Promissory Note

37. Discount Clerk's Settlement Sheet. The settlement sheet

of the discount clerk is similar to that of other departments and gives

a full summary of the day's transactions in this department. Fig. 37.

On the Debit side the entries made are for checks on our bank, clear-

ings, correspondents, and sundries, and are the recapitulation of the

p-
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non-clearings unpaid should appear upon the Debit side in the settle-

ment. Cash on hand as shown in the detail, exhibits the actual

amount of cash in this department at the close of business, and the

total should always equal the footing of the debit side of the proof.

"

Due
? Qucago, . 190 No :

ifter date, lor value received promise to pay

i to the order /the METROPOLITAN TRUST & SAVINGS BANKi

. Dollars
i

I
at it! olficc in Chicago, with interest at seven per cent, per annum after maturity until paid.

Aa« to mcnn Oi. paTnj«Til of ul<l us. Tuhmltj Is Biv^o ttT»»oc*Sly to »oy dilatory of any Conrt of R.cord, to ipftcaj fof ibe oBdrrtlriKd le uld Coon.

' arTor or appesj .ball bo protested opofl UI4 jadpiscat, cor any bill In rno'ity &lo) to inte

••> ••Ch pttic««dlBrt and cooteot »o Immedlito ea^oilonoj'OD euch jBdgmont. »11 that 6.

- iaaiua«fltlcaoi aos^^ajeo^t Ubcrtb, MFTcnUj vmlTM t>, Uic 0AliAn«oiulorecr««aa goarauu

^B irnmrniriptrTTrnffirrrffTTrr'irrrnTtnfTrtrrrrrir"'""*""'*"'"'"'"'"''"""'"*"^""""""''"'

Fig. 40. Judgment Note Paj'able to the Order of the Endorser

38. Special Forms. The discount clerk uses a number of

forms in his department—perhaps more than are used in any other

department of the bank. The various forms and notes given through

the bank for discount are the ordinary commercial note, Fig. 38, the

commercial note with authority to charge to individual firm or cor-

poration account, Fig. 39, the judgment note, payable to the order

Chicago,

r to the order oi the .^-.

in ChicagOk with interest at seven per cent per annum after maturity until paid.

Am* lo m^mn IM s.r»MI of aid M». a.thotlty U .l«c. Irnvocabl? to any tItorocT of a«r Coan of RMord. to apprar fof tba .ed*ralr..d_^. _Mltf_<

|BI^-Btl».wl.».«a«»oo.at .bfUs. b.r«ali»r aodco.Iaaa. )*lr».»l«ill»«tprt^.i* IB !*...* o

bowpBtd tktf 9..teOT1bBT«1tb com* Bad u. fwrcMI. atloraar*. f«BB..ad .lao tofiloa ca#ouTii loitktf «a.tef.«bBT«1tbco«UBad UB fwr ccol. attoraar*. («B*..Bd .lao tofiloa ca#ouTii lortb«aa>OBoltherfof.*itbaoa«fa.«*atii»c.atBiaalBo»nloi
^

MrB^>lSc<»<la»aaJcca.t.l<eli»-..U»^#»Uaaapo.l»biBJt=«ol..lltliat.ajJ»ilof«.TatBTaobJ .ina. I».ia«l fux tatcby lautaj. Oasaad.
\

I

jiiilM liiiiilia iiliiii III I Bill lintjr w—Hf
"

i
' TTl^-n'm 'rn '

Fig. 41. Judgment Note Payable to the Order of the Bank

of the endorser, Fig. 40, the judgment note payable to the order of

the bank, Fig. 41, the collateral note giving the bank the authority to

dispose of the collateral in case the note is not paid at maturity,
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Chicago,

after date, for value received promise

to pay to the order of METROPOLITAN TRUST & SAVINGS BANK,

at its oflBce in Chicago,

DOLLARS,

with interest at the rate of per cent, per annum, after

, having deposited with the legal holder

hereof as collateral security

and the undersigned hereby give the said legal holder or holders, his, her or their
assign or assigns authority to sell the same or any part thereof, on the maturity
of this Note, or at any time thereafter, or before, at public or private sale, without
advertising the same, or demanding payment or giving notice, and to apply so
much of the proceeds thereof to the payment of this Note as may be necessary to
pay the same, with all the interest duo thereon, and also to the payment or all

expenses attending the sale of said collateral, and in case the proceeds of the sale
of the same shall not cover the principal, interest and expenses, the undersigned
will pay the dehciency forthwith after such sale, with interest at seven per cent,
per annum. Said legal holder hereof, his, her or their assigns, may purchase at
any such sale. And it is hereby agreed and understood, that said collateral, and
any money realized on sale thereof in excess of the amount due upon this Note,
shall be applicable to the payment of any other Note or claim which the said legal
holder may have against the undersigned, and in case of any exchange of or addi-
tion to the collat(!ral above named, the provisions of this Note shall extend to such
new or additional collateral, and so far as aald collateral shall consist of what is

usually called commercial paper, the said holder may, instead of selling the same,
collect it, with or without suit, or make such compromise as said holder may
deem best with all or any of the parties thereto, and may extend the time of pay-
ment of any such paperwithout thereby extending the time of payment of the indebt-
edness or liability aforesaid of the undersigned, and after deducting the expenses
of such sales and collections, the said holder may apply the proceeds and the money
aforesaid toward the payment of said indebtedness or liability, and if there be any
excess over and above the amount of this Note, realized by collecting said com-
mercial paper, either with or without suit, then the legal holder hereof is author-
ized to apply such excess to the payment of any other Note or claim which said
legal holder may have against the undersigned, upon the surrender of said col-
lateral or any part thereof, the party to whom the same Is surrendered sball give
his receipt therefor.

[SEAL.]

t [SEAL.]

[SEAL.]

Fig. 42. Collateral Judgment Note with Authority to Sell
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Fig. 42, and the collateral note given with a judgment clause, which

is the same as the collateral note shown in Fig. 42 with the addition

of the following clause:

"And to further secure the payment of said sum, authority is given

irrevocably to any attorney or any court of record to appear for the under-

signed in said court, in term time or in vacation, at any time hereafter, and
confess a judgment without process in favor of the holder of this note, for

such amount as may appear to be unpaid thereon, together with costs and ten

per cent attorney's fees and also to file a cognovit for the amount thereof,

with an agreement therein that no writ of error or appeal shall be prosecuted

upon such judgment, nor any bill in equity filed to interfere in any manner
therewith, and to waive and release all errors in any such proceeding and con-

sent to immediate execution upon such judgment, all that said attorney may
do by virtue hereof being hereby ratified."

Metropolitan Trust and Savings Bank
S. W. Cor. La Salle and Washington Streets, Chicago

Hours: 10 a. m. to 3 p. m. Saturdays, 9 a. m. to 13 m.

Your note for $ payable at

is due 19 .... , and may be found

at Bank.

Checks offered in Payment must be Certified.

Calvin F. Craig, Cashier.

To

PRESENT THIS NOTICE AT THE DISCOUNT WINDOW

Fig. 43. Postal Notice of Note Due

Notice of Note Due. \\Tienever a note becomes due or generally

a few days before that time, a notice is sent to the maker, either a slip

or a postal card, Fig. 43. In case the note is not paid promptly

upon the due date a second notice is sent, providing the note is

not to be protested, Fig. 44. Upon demand note the interest be-

comes due monthly and a notice, Fig. 45, is sent a few days before

the interest becomes due. These notices are unnecessary when
arrangement has been made to charge the amount of the note or the

interest to die customer's account when due. In such cases a debit

ticket is made in duplicate, one for the charge in tlie individual ledger

and one sent to the customer the day tlie charge is made, giving the

amount of the same and the item.
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Protesting Notes. The law requires that in order to hold an

endorser, a note which is not paid at maturity shall be protested by

^tropalUan ©ntat Sc ^aomga iBaitk

(Bliimso, 3(iltnatB.

OavivaIi, Scapi^TTs and Unditidbd Profits. Otrm Mixtion IIoi.L.ABa

19

Dear Sirs :

Your notefor $ fell due this day. You are

earnestly requested to give the same your immediate attention.

Yours truly,

CALVIN F. CRAIG, Cashier.
OaiOASo Stook Bxohaxob Bt7ix.diito

Fig. 44. Second Notice of Note Due

a notary public or other authorized public officer for non-payment.

Payment of the note is first formally demanded by the bank and after

MEMORANDUM FROM
Metropolitan Trust and Savings Bank

S. W. Corner La Salle and Washington Streets

Chicago, 19 .

.

Dear Sir:—The interest on your demand note for $

to amounts to $

Please remit for same, and obUgc, Yours truly,

CALVIN F. CRAKJ, Cashier.

To.

Fig. 45. Notice of Interest Due

refusal is demanded, by notice, t)f the maker and each of the endors-

ers. A protest notice must be in regular legal form, Fig. 46, and
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the certificate of protest, Fig. 47, is attached to the protested note.

A copy of the notice is sent to the maker of the paper and to each

endorser thereon, and a debit ticket to the account of the maker is

turned over to the individual bookkeeper for entry, credit being

given Protest account. A proper record should be kept of all protested

paper, as in Fig. 4S.

NOTICE OF PROTEST

STATE OP ILLINOIS "j

COUNTY Y SS.

J
19.

SIR:
A for S

Dated 19.

Payable

Signed by

Endorsed by

being this day due and unpaid, and by me protested for non-payment, I hereby notify

you that the payment thereof has been duly demanded, and that the holders look to

you for payment, damages, Interest, and costs.

Done at the request of.

NOTABY PUBLIC

To

Fig. 46. Notice of Protest

Sometimes it is necessary for the bank to hold an authorization

in proper legal form for an individual to sign notes for a corporation,

and a form for this purpose is shown in Fig. 49.

Loan Ledger. In this connection we show another loan ledger

used by many banks for demand loans. Fig. AO. The size of this

form is 11^ x 11 inches. It is used as other loose-leaf ledgers with

an alphabetical index for each binder. Its use is confined to demand
or call loans and therefore that account in the general ledjrer should
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Certificate of Protest—Illinois Form.

BUU of 3Um0t0,

County of
>ss.

U? it Hiuamn, THAT on this

day of in the year of our Lord one thousand nine

hundred I, a Notary Public

duly commissioned and sworn, and residing in the

in said County and State, at the request of

went with the original which is above attached,

to the office of

and demanded thereon, which was refused

Whereupon I, the said Notary, at the request aforesaid, did PRO-
TEST, and by these Presents, do SOLEMNLY PROTEST, as well

against the of said the

endorsers thereof, as all others whom it may or doth concern, for

exchange, re-exchange, and all costs, charges, damages, and interest

already incurred by reason of the non- of the

said

And I, the said Notary, do hereby certify, that, on the same day
and year above written, due notice of the foregoing Protest was put in

the Post-OflBce at as follows:

Notice for.

for.

for.

for.

for.

Each of the above-named places being the reputed place of residence

of the person... to whom this Notice was directed.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto

set my hand and affixed my Official Seal, the day
and year first above written.

NOTAKy PUBLIC

Feesr-'NotlnB forProtoHt. . . 25 cents; Protest 75 cents
Noting Protest, . . . 25 cents; Notices

Certificateand Heal, . 2SoentB; Posture
Vol ; Page %

Fig. 47. Certificate of Protest
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control it. After a loan is made a sheet is opened and the account

entered in the usual manner in the loan section. In case taxes or in-

surance is paid upon property used as collateral, it is entered in the

portion devoted to that purpose. The interest, computed monthly, is

charged in the Interest column and this portion should balance the

interest account for loans and discounts in the general ledger. This

sheet keeps the taxes and insurance absolutely separate from all other

charges, and the total of these sections balances with the Customers*

Taxes and Insurance account in the general ledger. This sheet
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Credit Statement. In receiving an application for a loan, cither

a discount or endorsed commercial paper, it is customary for banks

to require a credit statement, showing the full condition of the firm

HfBalUfb, that the President and Secretary of this corporation
be and they arc hereby authorized for and on behalf of this corporation,
to borrow from time to time from the METROPOLITAN TRUST AND
SAVINGS BANK, such sum or sums of money as they in their judg-
ment and discretion may think best, the amount of such indebtedness
to said METROPOLITAN TRUST AND SAVINGS BANK not to ex-

ceed at any one time (exclusive of interest) the sum of $

AniJ b* it furtljw vesalxtsb. that to secure the payment of such
money so borrowed and to evidence such indebtedness, or make
renewals of notes theretofore given, the President and Secretary of

this corporation be and they are hereby authorized and directed for

and on behalf and in the name of this corporation, to make, execute
and deliver to said METROPOLITAN TRUST AND SAVINGS BANK
from time to time, as such President and Secretary may, in their judg-
ment and discretion, think best, the judgment promissory note or notes

of this corporation, such judgment notes to be in such form and to

contain, each, any, and all such conditions, provisions, stipulations,

covenants, promises, agreements and powers of attorney of any and
every name, nature and description, as said banking company may re-

quire or request, and as such President and Secretary may, in their

judgment and discretion, think fit and proper.

Anb ht M fttxti^tt rtaalvtb. that said METROPOLITAN TRUST
AND SAVINGS BANK, its successors or assigns, shall not be in any
manner responsible for or required to see to the application of any of

the money or moneys so borrowed. This resolution shall be in full

force and effect and binding upon this corporation so far as said

METROPOLITAN TRUST AND SAVINGS BANK is concerned, until

the same is repealed and notice in writing of such repeal delivered to

said METROPOLITAN TRUST AND SAVINGS BANK, at its office

or place of business in Chicago, Illinois.

/ DO HEREBY CERTIFY that at a proper meeting duly called,

ofthe Board of Directors of.

held on the day of. A. D. 19 , a

resolution of which the above andforegoing is a full, true, and complete

copy, was duly passed and spread on the records of said

Secretary
Chicago, 19

Fig. 49. Authorization to Sign for a Corporation

asking the accommodation. The ordinary credit form now in general

u.se gives the customer the opportunity to pa.ss upon the value of

his accounts receivable and his bills receivable. The form as
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given, Fig. 52, enables the banker to judge whether the so-called

asset is really an asset that can be depended upon.

No banker can be too particular in his requests for a statement

from time to time, even from a regular customer, as that customer is

using the people's money entrusted to the })ank for safe keeping and

investment. When special statement is desired, the discount clerk
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pliclt, he is positively tempting a man to tell him that his business

condition is excellent, when it is really precarious; at least he is

encouraging him, perhaps unwittingly, to place a higher valuation

upon his assets than is justified by facts. The simple form allows the

honest man to unconsciously overestimate the value of his resources,

while it gives the man who is inclined to be dishonest an opportunity

to blind the banker to his true condition. This report, after being

MESSENGER'S SLIP.

Rehnn this memorandum to Hie Oiscoun?- ClerV ifffached to flie i>etn. if

'

unpaid - if paid wilb proceeds.
,
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40. Collection Register. This is a book for the entry of col-

lections received by the bank from its customers, and is ruled to show

date received, number (which should be consecutive), for whom,

payor, payable at, amount, sent to, and remarks. Fig. 54.
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tive, and it is thereafter identified by this number. If outside of the

city, it is given to the maiUng clerk who sends it to the proper corre-

spondent, and notes the same on the register. The duties of the

collection clerk and the mailmg clerk are very closely related, the

first attending to the city collections, and the second to the foreign

collections, but as these are intermingled it is necessary that they

should work together. In some banks one clerk attends to the duties

of both offices.

41. Collection Tickler. A tickler is primarily intended to

keep close track of the due dates of various collections as to when they

should be received in the natural order, and to avoid delays as much

Metropolitan Trust and Savings Banlc

Chicago, 19 .

.

Dear Sir:

On examining our Statement Files we find we have no recent

statement from you. We would be glad to have you forward us a copy

of your last balance sheet on the enclosed blank.

We use these statements purely for reference, and they are strictly

confidential.

Yours truly.

Cashier

Fig. 53. Request for Financial Statement

as possible in remittance and credit, consequently a card record of

each item presented for collection should be kept in a chronological

file, the cards being placed as near the date of prospective returns

as possible. At the proper time, if nothing has been heard from the

collection the mailing clerk notifies the holder. Fig. 55.

42. Draft for Use of Customers. Our Fig. 56 gives the usual

form of draft upon individuals or firms which customers of the bank

use for drawing upon their customers.

43. Notice of Draft, ^^^lcn drafts are received from outside

of the city or from customers, made upon any person, firm or com-
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pany in the city, whether they are customers of the bank or not, they

are sent out by messenger with a form similar to Fig. 51 used by the

discount clerk, or a notice is sent to the parties upon whom the draft

was made, Fig. 57.

STATE NATIONAL BANK

DAILY TICKLER.

MOMn&Y , ton
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the individual bookkeeper and an advice card, Fig. 58, is sent

to the customer. This may be either printed on a sUp to enclose, or

what is more convenient, upon a postal card. In forwarding items

for collection the clerk should use care in designating whether the

METROPOLITAN TRUST AND SAVINGS BANK
S. W. Cor. La Salle & Washiazton Stneta, CHICAGO

Dear Sir

:

We have a draft for $_ -drawn on you at.

by-

Your immediate attention will oblige.

Yours respectfully,

COLLECTION DEPT. CALVIN F. CRAIG, Cashier.

CHECKS OFFERED IN PAYMENT MUST BE CERTIFIED.

Fig. 57. Notice of Draft Due

Metropolitan Trust and Savings Bank

CHICAGO 190

Vmir letter nf re^j>.i.ite.it.



<;Ki.^t N,, STATE NATIONAL BANK
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cept actual receipts, the other record not entering into the general

l)ooks.

46. Collection Clerk's Settlement Sheet. The collection clerk'a

settlement sheet is a recapitulation of the daily proof similar to that

shown for other clerks, the detail of which is shown in Fig. 60.

No. 3
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packages with the name, clearing house number of the bank, and

the total amount of the clearing showing at the top of each package.

'^'*®*
CHICAGO CLEARING bOUSB

from

STATE NATIO.VALBANK
CLERK'S STATEMENT
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drawn or its representative in the clearing house. As soon as the

total number of checks is entered in the register, the total amounts

chargeable to each bank are entered upon the clearing house delivery

ticket, Fig. 62. The addition of the various amounts appearing

CHICAGO, 19.

QIIjp Ampriran (Uruat auJj ^auut^a Sank

Will pay through the Clearing House, for this Memorandum

To $

Teller

. DOLLARS.

Cashier

Fig. 64. Clearing House Check

in the account of each bank will show the total amount due from the

clearing house on that date.

49. Clearing House Settlement Slip. This slip is similar to the

delivery ticket, having the names of all the banks and their number
and shows the total amount of checks to be delivered to the clearing

CLEARING HOUSE. CASHIER'S CHECK.

PAYABLE TO

Fig. 65. Clearing House Chock

house in exactly the same manner as the delivery ticket. These
entries are all made before clearing. The work of the settlement

clerk at the clearing house is to fill in the credits to each bank when
all other banks have delivered to him their checks drawn upon our
bank. After the statement of the settlement clerk is completed, he
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delivers the same at the manager's desk, and receives a memorandum

showing the amount due the clearing house or what amount is

due our bank. If the balance is in favor of our bank the clearing

house manager gives a check to the bank for the amount due, and

if the balance is in favor of the clearing house, our bank makes a

clearing house check to its manager. Figs. 64 and 65.

As soon as the delivery clerk has completed the full delivery of

his checks to the representatives of the various banks, and has re-

ceived from the settlement clerk the checks presented upon our

bank, he immediately leaves the clearing house and returns to our

bank with his receipts for deliveries and all of the checks upon our

bank turned over at the day's clearings.

The settlement clerk remains to prove the work of the day and

to make a settlement with the clearing house. The checks from

bank to clearing house, or from clearing house to bank, are pre-

sented the same day and are paid in currency or coin. Any checLs

or other items that go through the clearing house, that are found to

be irregular or "not good" for any reason whatsoever, are returned

to the bank from which they emanated.
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MAILING CLERK

50. Books and Forms. As the mailing clerk has charge of all

of the cash items received or sent out by mail, he must have the neces-

sary books and stationery to cover these duties.

The collection register is described in the collection clerk's books

and forms, Fig. 54.

51. Foreign Collection Register. This book is for the entry

of all checks and itc^ms sent to correspondent banks for collection.

The ordinary form for collections forwarded is shown in Fig. 66. It

is the duty of the mailing clerk to enter these collections upon this

form showing due date, banks sent to, for whose account, their

number, payable at, our number, and amount. If it is necessary to

trace a collection, the mailing clerk sends out a notice to the receiving

bank, Fig. 67, and enters date in the When Sent column. \Vhen

the collection is returned or paid, it is noted in the column When
Paid. The ordinary form used for sending out items for col-

lection is shown in Fig. 68. It is in duplicate, two colors of

paper being used, the original running four or five to the page and

perforated. This form is made in various sizes to accommodate the

needs of the business. The items entered thereon show number,

drawer, to whose order, on what bank, and amount. The duplicate

is kept as a record until remittances for all items thereon have been

received and checked.

Customers frequently discount sight drafts, made to their own
order, with bill of lading attached, covering all kinds of shipments of

merchandise which arc only released to the drawee upon payment of

the draft. By this method of collection the property covered by the

bill of lading is kept within the control of the owner until the draft is

paid. Any items accompanying a draft should be carefully noted on

the register and advice.
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I

02

03

05

06
07

08

09

44

45

46

47

48
4©

Amount Carried forward,

STATE NATIONAL BANK
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52. Foreign Collection Register and Forwarding Slip, a labor

saver, is shown in Fig. 69. With this form the charge entry and the

Metropolitan Trust & Savings Bank
Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits over $1,000,000

Chicago,

Please advise fate of our

No. Day sent On Due Amount

Please make reply on this letter. CALVIN F. CRAIG, Cashier.

Fig. 67. Collection Tracer

advice are made at one writing. The size of the full sheet is 1^ x 14

inches, but as there is a 4 inch foldover (perforated) on the right-

hand side, exactly duplicating the printing and columns shown on

METROPOLITAN TRUST & SAVINGS BANK
C\SHIEF nTTTPAfiO 19....
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Having sheets in constant readiness, a strip of carbon paper is

inserted under the fold and a Hst of the items to be forwarded written

as usual. After all are entered, the folded strip is torn from the sheet,

and serves, without any rewriting, as a letter of advice. The original

is then filed in a binder under the alphabetical division to which it

properly belongs. As there are many banks with similar names it

is usual to index by state and town. When collections are returned

or accounted for, they are checked upon the proper sheet, and the

sheet is filed in a binder for dead matter, to be kept for reference only.

By the use of this sheet it is impossible for the entry and letter of ad-

PLEASE RETURN THIS CARD

To Metropolitan Trust & Savings Bank
CHICAQO, ILL.

Chicago,
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RETURNED BY

Metropolitan Trust & Savings Banit

FOR REASON INDICATED BY X BELOW

At the close of the day the various totals are added and proven

by the letters of advice, and in the meantime, another clerk lists and

foots the checks. The notes turned over by the collection depart-

ment must be handled in a similar manner and where documents ac-

company the item they should be carefully noted on the letter of

enclosure.

Notes, checks, and sight drafts, and other items unpaid are de-

livered to this department to

be returned. There is usually

a printed slip to accompany

the item and pinned to it,

which gives the reason for non-

payment checked thereon, Fig.

72.

The mailing clerk has vari-

ous other duties, such as send-

ing out letters for reference,

Fig. 73, making debit tickets

to individual or correspondent

bank accounts for items that

have been returned on account

of "Not Sufficient Funds," or

for other reasons. Fig. 74, and

such other matters as are con-

nected with any of the banks

outside of the regular corre-

spondent banks.

54. Mail Clerk's Proof shows at the end of the day, on the Debit

side: Items charged to our bank, clearing banks, non-clearing banks,

and correspondents; while the Credit side shows the money received

from miscellaneous banks and each of the correspondent banks, and

from exchange, Fig. 75. When an item is received through the

mail the clerk enters the name of the bank and the item or items

listed in their proper column, accGrcl"nc *he bank upon which

they are drawn. The total amount, if the ?e is received from

one of the banks with whom we carry ai: ; nkred on the

Credit side, under the proper name, and a crcn. ued cover-

ing the amount for the entry by the individual u. ht. If the

320

Endorsement Missing
Endorsement Questionable
Clearing House Stamp Missing

Signatiire Missing

Incomplete Signature
Signature Incorrect

Date
Name of of Payee Altered

Amount Uncertain
Not Sufficient Funds
Drawn Against Uncollected Funds
No Instructions to Pay
Account Closed

No Account
Not on Us
Gujirantee Endorsement
Guarantee Amount
Payment Stopped
Counter Signature Missing
No Funds

Fig. 72. Advice of Non-pajiiient

J
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items are from some other bank with whom we have no account, and

which is to be paid by draft, the entry is made in the Miscellaneous

column for the net amount, with the exchange noted in the Exchange

column, and a sHp is made out for the draft clerk.

Metropolitan Trust and Savings Bank
S. W. Cor. La Salle and Washington Streets

Chicago, 19.

Dear Sir:

In the ordinary course of business

NAME BUSINESS ADDRESS

has given us your name as a reference.

We thank you in anticipation for any information you may furnish
us, and will be glad to render you a like service at any time. Your
reply hereon will be held in confidence.

Yours sincerely,

Cashier.

Fig. 73. Inquiry to a Reference

A further proof is necessary for the purpose of making a complete

record of all checks remitted to other banks for credit to our account,

Fig. 76. The name of the bank to whom the remittance is sent

DEBIT
Date 19....

Acc't

Approved $

A check of on the

to the order of

endorsed by has been returned to us

for

O. K

Fig. 74. Debit for Uupaid Clieck

is entered and an itemized account of the checks, or the total,

with direct reference to the letter of advice, together with the total
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amount is entered in the Charge column. A debit ticket in issued to

the individual bookkeeper debiting the bank in each case. The

total is proved with the advice letter, and with the separate listing of

the checks upon an adding machine by another clerk.

SHFFT Wn
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having charge of the A to i^ or L to Z ledgers. These items are then

posted to the Individual Ledger account, Fig. 77, with a recapit-

ulation of the posting as made, which must agree with the machine

Hst. When the total day's checks are posted to one account, the

DEBIT. 19

$

Please give full detailed description Approved

.

of the debit.

O. K.

Fig. 78. Ticket for Miscellaneous Charges

amount of the day's total is carried into the Total column. After the

deposit, if any, is posted, the balance is struck at once and carried

into the Balance column. The balance of each ledger at the close of

the day's business must agree with the account controlling that ledger

in the general ledger. Accounts for correspondent banks, and such

Metropolitan Trust and Savings BanR

CREDIT Chicago, 19..

Account S

Full explanation
^

O. K Approved.

as follows: )

Fig. 79. Ticket for Miscellaneous Credits

other banks as we may have reciprocal dealings witli are carried in

the individual ledger. It is a question of convenience to the book-

keeper whether these accounts shall be separated from the customers'

accounts or not, but we advise that they be kept in alphabetical order

by state and town, immediately preceding the customers' accounts
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as, by this means, they are easier of access than if they were distrib-

uted through the ledger. The balance of the Correspondents account

must be taken separately to tally with the account in the general

ledger. If a bank is doing a sufficient reciprocal business with coun-

try banks to warrant, a separate ledger should be kept for corre-

spondent bank accounts.

The individual bookkeeper receives from various tellers and

clerks, for entry in the individual ledgers, at various times during

the day, debit tickets which are memoranda of charges to individual

Metropolitan Trust and Savings Bank
S. W. Cor. La Salle and Washington Sts.

Chicago 19

M

Your account stands overdrawn $

Please give the szune your attention without delay.

CALVIN F. CRAIG. Cashier.

Fig. 80. Notice of Overdraft

accounts, Fig. 78, and credit tickets which are memoranda of credit

to individual accounts. Fig. 79. The debit tickets are printed in

black and the credit tickets in red.

The individual bookkeeper makes out the notices of overdraft,

used to notify a customer when his account is overdrawn, Fig. 80,

which is turned over by him to the mailing clerk to be forwarded.

There are three little books which the individual bookkeeper

can keep, if he chooses, the memoranda in wliich he will find very

useful. One is for the recording of new accounts in the order in which

they are opened, one is for keeping a record of accounts as they are

closed, and the other for keeping a record of overdrafts. As the

bookkeeper is frequently asked for this information, it is to his advan-

tage to have the data at hand whenever it is required. It is useful to

know the number of new accounts opened during the month; the
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list of accounts closed is frequently valuable as a courteous letter may

cause the customer to return to the bank; and the overdraft record

shows at a glance what accounts are overdrawn, upon what date they

were notified, and how long the overdraft has been standing.

STATEMENT CLERK

56. Books and Forms. The making of monthly statements

to customers has practically superseded the writing up of bank pass

books. We will show two forms used for this work. The bank
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taken from the total deposits, added to the previous month's balance,

showing the present month's balance, Fig. 81. Entries on these

statements are made daily.

The balance is brought forward at the beginning of the month,

upon a new sheet. All debits and credits are posted as made, using

carbon paper. Pen carbon may be used, making statements in ink,

or pencil carbon, making statements in indelible pencil. This book

is a proof book for the ledger that it represents, and is a perpetual

check upon the individual ledger balances. One great advantage

of this system is that the work may be divided among several clerks,

and thus handled without any unnecessary delay, so that statements

Chicago, 19 ...

.

RECEIVED OF

THE METROPOLITAN TRUST & SAVINGS BANK

OF CHICAGO

Statement of my Account to 19...., with

Vouchers, and agree to examine same carefully,

and if not correct to give notice and make all reclamations within

ten days.

Fig. 83. Receipt for Vouchers

can be in the customers' hands the second or third day of the month

for the preceding month.

We show another form of customer's statement which is printed

on medium weight bond with a duplicate or second sheet, printed or

unprinted, of a different color. This form is ruled and printed to

show the name and address of the customer, the number of checks

returned, the request to report if any error is found, the date and

amount of each clieck issued, the date and amount of each deposit

made, and the balance. This sheet may be used in a sectional post

binder or a prong binder as preferred, and there should be a binder

for each individual lodger. The indexes should be leather tabbed sheets

arranged the same as for the particular ledger represented in Fig. 82.

There are two ways of using this statement. One is to use it

singly, having the amounts entered and the statement, together with

S29
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the cancelled cliecks, returned to the customer as soon as possible

after the end of the current month. The other is to use the form in

STATEMENT RECORD
NAMS
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or against the individual ledger balance for the section covered by

the work.

A receipt should be taken from the customer showing the date

of the delivery of the statement, and the number of vouchers received,

Fig. 83. The use of this receipt frequently avoids a controversy.

A card record should be kept with each customer showing the

delivery of statement, Fig. 84.

It is frequently necessary on account of the failure of customers

to call for their statements to send them a postal card calling attention

to the fact that their statements are ready and waiting for them,

Fig. 85.

As the duties of the statement clerk do not require his entire

time, he is often called upon to assist the individual bookkeepers in

their work.

^^tili^ai&BaaMfgyggita^^
OrCBIQkCO.

t» PARR'S BANK LIMITED Coic»E3.cuA»oENAno»\i.IUirB of Cbicaoq,

eanbolofiicv Lao^

LONDON. SPECIMEN

FiR. 86. Foreign Bank Draft

DRAFT TELLER

57. Books and Forms. The draft teller attends to the making

of drafts and cashier's checks and the registration of the same, using

in this work, the Draft Register, the Cashier's Check Register, the Daily

Proof, and his Settlement Sheet. In case a bank does not have suffi-

cient business to employ a draft teller, his duties devolve upon the

discount clerk.

58. The Bank Draft is a check drawn upon one bank by an-

other. The difference between its form and the ordinary check is

shown in our Fig. 8G. All banks have correspondent accounts at

different financial centers, against which drafts are drawn for re-

mittances and for sale to their customers. Our bank, as has been
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stated, carries correspondent accounts in New York City, Boston,

and St. Louis.

Application jor Nmv York Draft. When customers desire to

have a draft or a number of drafts, they write out their order and

present it to the draft teller with their check for the full amount,

which may include the exchange, or if desired the exchange may be

paid in cash, Fig. 87. It is often the case that, owing to the

conditions of the money market, banks do not make any extra charge

or exchange charges for drafts made upon their regular correspondents.

^

^ PKArrON NEW YORK WAI«T£I>

TOttf«
$.

^ $.

<:^^f

BOVCHT BY

.$.

NO..

Fig. 87. Application for Drafts

59. Register of Drafts. The draft clerk makes out the drafts

sold to customers and those necessary for remittance to country banks

in payment for checks upon our bank and collections made by us for

them. lie must register each draft, entering the information as

follows: Date, to whose order (line number to correspond with num-

ber of draft drawn), amount, total for day, exchange, total exchange

for day, and to whom sold. Fig. 88.

The total of the day's business will balance the total of the

amount received for drafts the same day. An account should be

opened with each correspondent bank upon which drafts are drawn

in the individual ledger, as noted in that department. Payments as

reportetl should be properly checked. This register in loose leaf

8S2
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Metropolitan Trust and Savings Banlc
OF CHICAGO. ILL;

Capital, Surplus and Profits, $1,000,000

S. W. Corner La Salle and Washington Streets

CHICAGO 19

Dear Sir:—Enclosed find draft as mentioned below, inpayment of the following

collections: _^ , ,Yours truly, „ , .

CALVIN F. CRAIG. Cashiers

TOUK NO.
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allows each bank's account to be kept separately if desired, and the

total amount of drafts drawn upon it may be ascertained at any

moment. It makes no difference how many banks are utilized or

how many drafts are drawn, this system provides a proper, continuous,

and instantaneous check. It is numerically arranged so that each

draft must be accounted for, and the same plan should be followed

as in other line number sheets. The size of the form is 15 x 17

inches, and it is used as described for other loose-leaf books of con-

tinuous entry.

Advice to Correspondent Banks. An advice of the number and

amount of each draft drawn upon a correspondent bank is copied

from the draft register each day at the close of business and mailed

to the bank, Fig. 89. This enables the correspondent bank to

always have a check upon drafts presented to them for payment.

Union Bank of Chicago
CMir:AanlLL<%

Pay TOTue
ORDEBrtP „,
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Cashier's accouvi in the individual ledger, against which all of these

items are charged when paid, and credited when made.

60. Cashier's Check Register. The loose-leaf sheet used for this

purpose should be the same size and is very like that described for the

certified check record. This register is for the purpose of keeping a

record of the cashier's checks issued by the bank and shows the date,

to whom payable, for whom issued, the number of the check, the

amount of the check in the daily column, a column for total amount

.•Sho«4- Nn «TATR IMATinNAI. RAMK
DRAFT CLERK'S PROOF

Day 19
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with the number printed in the check register. The same instructions

apply regarding the skipping of a line in case a cashier's check is

spoiled as those given in connection with certificates of deposit.

At the close of each day the amount of all checks entered in the

Amount column is totaled and carried into the Total Amount Check

column. A credit ticket is made out for the total amount of cashier's

checks for the day, which amount is entered in the proof and is passed

to the individual bookkeeper for entry in the Cashier^s Check account.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
DRAFT CLERK'S SETTLEMENT SHEET
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61. Draft Teller's Proof Book. This book, Fig. 92, is a loose

leaf, sheet size 11x11 inches, used for recording all of the transac-

tions of the day which take place in the draft teller's department.

It shows a debit of cash received, checks on our bank, clearings,

non-clearings, correspondents, and when bills and salaries or other

charges against the bank are paid by cashier's checks, expense and
salaries should be included.

The Credit must show the total amount of drafts issued, the

total amount of cashier's checks issued, and exchange.

62. Draft Teller's Settlement Sheet. This is a form used to

make a final settlement of the day's business and prove the day's

transactions in this department, and is turned over, after being proven,

to the general bookkeeper. This form should be about 11 x 11

Inches in size, and is a recapitulation from the draft teller's proof

book. It shows the various debits and credits for the day, with a

proof of cash similar to the settlement sheets in other departments,

Fig. 93. '

A WORD ABOUT COUPONS

63. Banks receive coupons at almost every window. They
are presented at the paying teller's window for cash redemption;

they are deposited with the receiving teller; they are given to the

note teller and to the collection clerk for collection ; and are received

through the mailing department for collection and credit. They are

the most difficult paper to identify that a bank handles, and each

clerk handling coupons should, at the time he receives them, be sure

to preserve a record in such a manner that if they are, for any reason,

returned unpaid it will be known who presented them to the bank.

Coupons are quite small, therefore it is a good plan to slip them
into an envelope with the identifying data upon the outside of the

envelope. This envelope should be retained when the coupons are

sent away for redemption until such time as it is certain that they will

not be returned.

Coupon RegiMer. It is a very good plan for banks to keep a

register upon which is to be recorded the description of all coupons

received. As these coupons are turned over to the collection clerk

or to the mailing clerk for collection, one of these should keep

the record. The form is ruled to show series, number, descrip-
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Fig. 93. Bond with Coupons Attached

TliiB Is a typical form of coupon bond, with interest coupons attached at the right.

Each coupf)n calls for the payment of the interest due on the bond for the period

covered—usually six montlis. When interest is due, the coupon Is detached and liecomes

a draft payable at any bank. The bond being a negotiable instrument, the name of the

owner Is not require<l but the coupon is Identifled by the number which corresponds

with the numl)er of the bond. The fact that the coupons are small and do not bear the

name of the person presenting them for payment, makes it very necessary that they he

properly recorded by the bank cashing them.
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tion, payable at, received from, amount and date paid, Fig. 94.

Each coupon should be registered separately, with the information

given as shown in the heading. If this plan is followed, there is no

diflSculty in tracing the coupons to the customer who cashed or de-

posited them.

Shee^ No STATE NATIONAL BANK
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Express Money Orders usually clear with some bank that is a

member of the clearing house. They are marked for this bank and

are handled the same as checks that clear through the same bank.

Postal Money Orders are received on deposit but are collected at the

post office by messenger.

Checks that do not clear on account of "Not Sufficient Funds" or

for any other reason, are returned to the bank from which they came.

If one of these checks is drawn to be protested in case of non-payment,

or if a protest is considered necessary by the holding bank, the check

must be presented at the window of the bank upon which it is drawn

before the closing hours.

Non-Clearings checks are collected by messengers at the banks

upon which they are drawn unless the bank clears through some other

bank.

Some banks find it very profitable to maintain correspondent

relations with foreign banks and issue Letters of Credit. The letter

of credit is given for a specified amount, say $2,000.00, and it

can be collected in varying amounts to suit the purchaser at various

banks in the foreign countries visited. The traveler, in collecting an

amount, makes a draft upon the bank who sold him the letter of

credit, and the amount of this draft is entered in its proper place

upon the letter of credit to show that so much has been paid.

Upon receipt of this draft, which is identified by the signature,

the foreign bank pays to the customer an equivalent, in their

money, of the amount drawn. A very convenient method for

travelers in foreign countries and one which is handled by many

banks is the Express Traveler's Checks, issued by the express com-

panies. These checks are in the following denominations: $10.00,

S20.00, $50.00, $100.00, $200.00. A traveler may purchase any

amount of these checks that he desires. At the time of purchase,

he signs in the presence of the bank official, in the upper part of

the check, each check that he receives. These checks are payable

in any part of the world where the company has an express office.

The only identification necessary is the signing of the check in the

lower left-hand corner by the recipient, at any office. It goes with-

out saying that no one can collect these checks except the person who

purchased them. A legitimate exchange charge is made for letters

of credit or express traveler's checks.
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A BANKING CHART

65. The simple chcart, Fig. 95, shows the relative position

of the different banking departments that have been described

in these lessons. A study of this chart in connection with the

lessons will aid in making clear to the student the dependence of one

department upon another, and the general trend of the accounting

work of the bank toward the common center of the general book-

keeper's department.

SAVINGS BANKS

66. Accounting in a savings bank is a much more simple prop-

osition than is found in commercial banking. The number of

withdrawals from savings accounts are necessarily limited, owing to

the fact that in order to withdraw any amount from such an account

it is necessary to bring the pass book to the bank.

Savings banks discourage the withdrawal of funds, for two

reasons: First, it would require a much larger clerical force, as is the

case in commercial banking; and second, it is contrary to the purpose

of the system itself, which was established to encourage the accumu-

lation of savings. Savings banks, as a special inducement for deposi-

tors to leave their money with them, pay from three to four per cent

interest upon deposits that are in their bank for full six months, some

of them allowing a few extra days at the beginning of the term in

order to encourage more deposits. Laws have been passed in most

of the states requiring the filing of a notice of the proposed with-

drawal for a specified time in advance, usually sixty to ninety days.

It is very seldom that the bank requires such a notice, and it is only

in times of panic or financial disturbance that the notice is demanded,

at which time it forms a valuable safeguard against the rapid depletion

of the resources of the bank. It allows the bank to invest its funds

in interest paying securities more closely than could be done if they

were not safeguarded in this manner.

Should a depositor withdraw a portion of his funds between

interest dates, it is customary to compel him to forfeit the interest for

the expired period. This is a loss to the depositor and a profit to

the bank.

The accounting department of a savings bank usually consists

of a general bookkeeper, a paying teller, a receiving teller, and as
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many individual bookkeepers and assistant individual bookkeepers

as are necessary. In some savings banks the cashier keeps the

general books.

CASHIER

67. The cashier in a savings bank has practically the same

duties in a modified form, as the cashier in a commercial bank. He
is more closely identified with, and has a greater responsibility in the

matter of investment of the surplus funds. The investment books

used by a savings bank are similar to those used by other banks.

No.
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Our deposit book has the following on the first page

:

Established 1873

STATE SAVINGS BANK

Account No. 26952

A E I O U Y

Take care of this book.

If you lose it, give immediate notice

to the bank. Always present this book

when money is deposited or withdrawn.

The customer is identified by number, and to aid in finding the ac-

count more readily, and as an additional identification, the initial of

the surname is inserted immediately preceding the proper vowel (tlie

first in the name); for instance, if Mr. Brown opened an account,

there would be a 5 inserted immediately preceding the vowel 0.

The inside of the pass book has the name of the bank, account

number, and the following matter: "Payable only on presentation of

this book to the depositor whose signature is numbered identically

herewith. Not transferable, except after notice to, and with the con-

sent of, the bank. All deposits are received subject to the rules of the

bank which will be found on the last three pages of this book." It

is ruled to show date, deposit, entered by, withdrawals, and balance.

GENERAL BOOKKEEPER

68. The general bookkeeper has charge of the general books

of the bank. The general ledger is similar in form to that used for

346
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commercial banking, providing the Boston ledger is used, and exactly

the same as our general ledger, loose-leaf form. The general book-

keeper carries the asset and liability accounts of the bank and an

investment ledger similar to that carried in the commercial depart-

ment. He receives daily reports from the paying and receiving

tellers and the individual bookkeepers, and while the individual

ledgers are not necessarily balanced daily, a balance is called for

often enough to insure their accuracy.

69. General Cash Book. In savings banks the general book-

keeper usually keeps a general cash book, which is made up to show

the cash receipts divided as the individual ledgers are divided by the

controlling accounts, a column for interest earned, loans, investment,

and a sundry column. The cash withdrawals are divided in the

Pass Booti. ^ ^^ -^

''^'f^ Prcr/vro or

W,f,l<:ss.

Ovuiter'ofSaid^Acccu'it

Fig. 98. Savings Account Check or Receipt

same manner with columns for investment, loans, expense, and sun-

dries. The ruling is shown in our Fig. 97. Entries are made in

this book from the reports of the individual bookkeeper as to the

deposits and withdrawals, after being checked against the reports of

the receiving teller and the paying teller. The paying teller's

report shows any loans or investments made, interest received on

same, and also a record of cashier's checks to pay current bills of the

bank and salaries, which are to be charged to expense and itemized.

PAYING TELLER

70. The paying teller has entire charge of the moneys of the

bank, paying out to depositors, and on ca.shier's checks issued for

expense. It is usual when a depositor desires to draw money, for

3i8
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him to make out a receipt to the bank which is used instead of a check

upon the bank. This receipt bears the number of the pass book

which is the same as that of the ledger account, or it may be in the

shape of a draft upon the bank to pay the amount to the payee named

in the draft, charging it to the bank book number named therein.

Fig. 98.

Whatever form of order may be used, it is generally presented

by the depositor himself, together with his pass book. If he should

STATE SAVINGS BANK
PAYING TELLER'S REPORT
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afford the bookkeeper an additional means of verifying the ledger

balance after the amount withdrawn has been posted. In some

banks the checks or orders for money are presented to the in-

dividual bookkeeper first. He refers to the ledger account, O.K.'s

the balance, and passes the same to the paying teller for pay-

ment.

As the checks are paid, the teller files them on a spindle. They

may be removed for entry in the ledger as often as desired during the

day, but when any number of them are taken at a time they should be

listed in duplicate, on the adding machine, and the initialed original

filed on the spindle in its proper place. Some banks mark the

depositor's account number opposite each amount withdrawn to

assist in checking up the day's business. When the withdrawal

closes an account, the pass book is taken up and filed, the ledger page

removed from the current to the inactive binder, and the signature

card also removed to a file for Closed accounts. The fact that savings

banks do not usually take a daily balance and that the number of

withdrawals is limited makes the discovery of errors more diflBcult.

Every available safeguard should be taken to prevent mistakes and

frequent opportunity provided for balancing the day's entries. The

ledger sections should be balanced against the controlling accounts

in the general ledger very frequently.

71. Paying Teller's Report. The paying teller should make a

daily report showing the amount paid out on accounts closed and the

amount paid out on open accounts. These two amounts should

balance the total amount of the individual ledger accounts as sub-

mitted by the individual bookkeeper for each ledger or series of

ledgers controlled by the general ledger. His report should show also

the amount paid on cashier's checks, the account for which should

be handled in the same manner as noted in commercial banking, with

the exception that the general bookkeeper usually keeps the itemized

account, Fig. 99.

RECEIVING TELLER

72. It is the duty of a receiving teller in a savings bank to

receive and enter in the pass books the moneys deposited to the

credit of old and new customers, and to open the metal banks given

to customers for their home savings, and to count the money in the
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SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

Metropolitan Trust and Savings Bank
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INDIVIDUAL BOOKKEEPER

74. In savings bank accounting, the depositor is known by

number. \Vhen the account is opened, a numbered pass book is

given (which numbers should run consecutively) and the same number

is given to the ledger account identifying it thereafter.

The checks as they are received from the paying teller by the

bookkeeper are posted direct to the ledger accounts after they have

been arranged by him in numerical order. A Controlling account

STATE SAVINGS BANK
RECglVINS TELLER'S PROOF
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of the Ccard and the ruling is practically the same as that for the loose-

leaf ledger sheet. As accounts are not so frequently referred to as

in the commercial department, it is practical to use 1,000 loose-leaf

sheets in a ledger binder. As soon as an account is closed, the sheets

for that account should be removed from the current binder and

placed in a transfer binder for the use of dead accounts.

The customers* tickets for the entire day's deposits,when received

from the teller, should be arranged in numerical order and listed

STATE SAVINGS BANK
RECEIVING TELlER-a REPORT
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for withdrawals is done direct from the checks after they have

boon arranged in numerical order according to account number, and

the entire amount of the different sections added together should

balance the total withdrawals made according to the paying teller's

proof. The checks should be cancelled and filed. It is the custom

of most savings banks to retain these as receipts and when filed in

date order as paid they represent data showing the Debit side of the

ledger account. In some banks the checks are surrendered periodi-

METAL BA^I^.Na IN ACCOUNT WITH
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Most banks compute interest on the monthly balances during

the month of June, assuming that it will be the same on July 1st.

Deposits during June make no difference, but when withdrawals are

made the interest must be changed accordingly. This is compara-

tively little labor as no one withdraws money during June who can

leave it until July 1st. About the only real rush in savings bank

work is during the first few days in January and July, when there is

a greater activity in the accounts especially in withdrawals. Interest

FARMERS DEPOSIT SAVINGS BANK
PmsBURGH. Pa.

DEPOSITS '^^
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safe place of deposit for money, papers, jewelry or other valuables.

NAME
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entirely separate from the banking corporation, is frequently composed

of the same people.

As the rental of the boxes, and the proper safe guarding of the

contents against loss by fire or burglary, is the only business of this

company the accounting is very simple. The only books kept are

the stock ledger and register for the company, a cash book simply

showing the receipts for rental and the disbursements for the various

items of expense, a journal for closing entries, and a small bound

general ledger, having Debit, Credit, and Balance columns. In the

balance column, debit, balances are recorded in black and credit

balances in red ink.

^NAME
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The Co-renter's contract, description, and ledger card differs from

that of the individual, inasmuch as it is a joint and several contract

permitting either of two parties to have access to the box after the

death of the other, and duving the life of both. It is necessary to

have the two descriptions, Fig. 107.

A renter may empower a deputy, or more than one deputy, to

enter the vaults and have access to his box at any time, but the power

vested in the deputy differs from that of the co-renter, in that it

ceases with the death of the renter and may be revoked at any time

by the original renter. Cards for deputies. Fig. 108, should be of

another color, either blue or red, and have no tabs.

NAME
SAFE NO.

EXPIRES
ADDRESS^

RENTAL a

Fig. 109. Expiration Card tor Lenses

The renter's cards have tabs upon them and are kept in numerical

order according to the numbers of the boxes rented, with guide cards

between them to indicate the tens, hundreds, and thousands, so that

the moment a key is presented the card is instantly obtainable, giving

a complete description of the renter, also his ledger account and pass-

word, in fact everything necessary to be known to identify him.

The deputy's card (not tabbed) is kept in the ledger case directly

behind the canl of the renter whose deputy he is. It is thus possible

for one renter to have several deputies who have authority to open

his safe.

859
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When a renter comes to open his safe ho is attended by the watch-

man, who opens the bank's lock for him. All safes in vaults require

a key of the bank and a key of the renter to open. The bank's locks

all open with the same key, but each renter's key is different. The
renter has all of the keys of his lock that are made, and the box cannot

be opened by the bank authorities unless in the presence of the renter.

When a safe is not in use a numbered card, Fig. 100, should be

made, these cards being kept in a separate file so that the attendant

may know what boxes are unrented. When a box is rented the card

BOX RENT PAYABLE INVARIABLY IN ADVANCE

CHICAOO. ILL, .19-

NAME.

ADDRESS

.

To STATE SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS Dr.

For Rent of Safe No. .Due.

Fig. no. Renter's MontlUy Statements

is taken out, filled in properly, as has been explained, and deposited

in the individual ledger file current.

A "dead" file is kept for closed accounts. When the renter gives

up his box, and when the account is balanced, the card is transferred

from the current file to the "dead" file.

An expiration card, Fig. 100, should be made out, noting name,

address, number of box, price per year, and when due. These

cards should be made out at the time the box is rented in order that

every customer will be represented on the expiration cards. These

cards are filed in a chronological file and come up whenever the

360
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rent is due so that statements can be sent out promptly and with

little trouble. The form of statement sent to customers is simple,

Fig. 1 10. As the guide cards in the time tray run according to days,

months, and years, it is only necessary when a customer pays his rent

to note the payment on the card and transfer it to its proper space for

the succeeding year. It is a good plan to keep expiration cards upon

which payments are made out of the time tray until they have been

checked up with the entries in the cash book for the day, or a

i^S^t^iia^iimmmti^^m^mmmmmmmh^m

NAME

ADDRESS

DATE RENTED

BOX NUMBER

II. I —I

—

jT iTTiTr—mfrim irTwii

PASS WORD

RENT EXPIRES

Fig. 111. Cross-Index for Renters

machine list made of them to show that they balance with the re-

corded receipts.

The use of the expiration card greatly facilitates the sending out

of statements, and keeps a very close tab upon those who are behind

in their rental.

A cross-index should be kept for renters, Fig. Ill, giving

name and address, date rented, number of box, password, and time

of expiration. With this index, if anyone simply gives the name we

can readily ascertain the particulars and number of his box without

asking for the key. We will also know what date his rent comes due,

without reference to the expiration cards.

An account is kept in the general ledger called Rentals. To
this account is credited all amounts received for rental of boxes. A
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key account should also be kept to which is credited money received

on deposit for keys, and debited for money paid back in rebates

when keys are returned by customers who surrender their boxes.

The regular expense accounts necessary are kept, and the dis-

bursements are all made by check accompanied by voucher. All

other detail is similar to regular commercial accounting.

A DAY'S BUSINESS

While the following synopsis will not include all of the bank's

business for one day, a suflBcient number of transactions without

unnecessary duplication, will be given to fully illustrate the various

divisions of the work. It should be the student's duty to properly

place the various transactions in the different departments and make

the entries necessary to balance the day's business.

A list of thirty depositors is here given, showing their balance

at the commencement of the day's business. These depositors are

as follows:

H. R. Whiteside
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Lexington Hotel Co. $ 25,778.92

Texas Real Estate Co. 23,765.07

Mrs. G. K. Sacks 345.86

Miss Alice Greenwood 2,345.71

New York Life Insurance Co. 60,000.00

Pacific Surety Co. 8,975.20

Olcott Novelty Co. 2,345.90

Empire Knitting Mills 17,790.00

Snow Flake Laundry Co 2,755.00

Scribner Printing Co. 700.30

Houghton Lumber Co. 29,754.20

The following are the business transactions of the day as far as

is necessary to illustrate the various duties, entries, etc.

:

Deposit of the West Mfg. Co.

Currency $ 40.00

Gold 10.00

Silver 2.35

Checks

:

Peacock Bros. 100.00

On New York 210.20

On Boston 9.51

On Denver, Colo. 34.30

Total 406.36

Loaned to Lexington Hotel Co., $10,000.00, on demand at 5% with

collateral 100 T & P Bonds at 112.

John Anderson secures permission to overdraw and cashes a check

for $81.00 on our bank.

Peacock Bros, buy drafts as follows, paid by check:

New York $11,201.90

St. Louis 642.61

Cash Pay-Roil Check for the sum of $9,201.50 and makes

deposit as follows:

Checks

New York $ 2,200.35

Boston 12,910.00

363
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Birmingham, Ala. $ 1,200.00

Our Bank (Fred Bushnell) 210.10

Total 16,520.45

Less Exchange 1.20

16,519.25

The Cleveland Stone Co. discount a note for $1,500.00 for 3 months

at 6%. The discount amounts to $22.50, the net proceeds are

$1,477.50

John Parkinson opens an account and deposits $2,840.00 (check on

Bardwell & Co, City).

For Standard Roofing Co. discounted four notes as follows: /

Domestic Poultry House, $500.00—3 months

at 6%, discount $7.50, proceeds $492.50.

George Anderson, New York City $250.00—

4 months at 6%, discount $5.00, proceeds

$245.00.

John Peterson, Davenport, Iowa, $300.00

—

5 months at 6%, discount $7.50, proceeds

$292.50.

Climax Poultry Co., Kansas City, Mo.,

$175.00—3 months at 6%, discount $2.63,

proceeds $172.37.

The Mailing Clerk received from the Commercial National Bank of

New York City (correspondents) checks on our bank as follows:

Sullivan Oil Co. $ 1,172.37

Texas Real Estate Co. 2,000.00

New York Life Insurance Co. 21,000.00

The West Mfg. Co. 4,444.44

Other Clearing House Banks of the

City 1,200.40

On Non-Clearing House Banks of

the City 100.00

Total 29,917.21
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John Smith buys a letter of credit for $2,000.00, on which the charges

are $10.00 for service. He pays cash.

Bill for new desk is paid, amount $80.00.

Gas Bill paid, amount $9.80.

Certified Check presented for Edward Ward & Co., $10,102.90.

The following checks were presented at the Paying Teller's window

and paid:

Wright Range Co. $ 280.10

City Gas Co. 13,000.10

The Nelson Co . 2.25

Miss Alice Greenwood 350.00

Fred Bushnell 25.00

Garside Drug Co 500.00

Total 14,157.45

Check presented, John E. Bates for $19.00. Refused, not sufficient

funds.

Deposit by John D. Johnson & Co.
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Individual Bookkeeper checks turned over from Clearing House to

charged to accounts.
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Received by mail, from First National Bank, Quincy, HI., the fol-

lowing items:

Checks on our bank

H. II. Whiteside $ 163.20

Olcott Novelty Co. 680.02

Checks on the Continental Bank 524.00

Checks on the First National Bank 2,132.45

Checks on the New National Bank 10.00

Total 3,509.67

Sold Certificate of Deposit—6 months at 4%, to Miss Irene Campbell,

amount $100.00.

Deposit by H. R. Whiteside as follows:

Cash
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Cashier's Check for $1,000.00 given to the Central Heater Co. to

put up on contract with the Lexington Hotel. Contract with Hotel

deposited as security, term sixty days, charge $10.00. The Central

Heating Co. pay the $10.00 in cash and give note endorsed by the

president, due in sixty days, for $1,000.00.

Jobn Y. Pearson opens an account with the bank. He deposits

$1,000.00 Cash and a Certificate of Deposit on the Continental Bank

with four months to run at 4% for $500.00, the amount added to his

deposit for earned interest, $3.33. The bank carries the Certificate

until maturity for the unearned interest.

Telephone message to charge $1,000.00 sight draft on Sullivan Oil

Co. to their account. Note of John D. Peterson being unpaid and

no protest, is returned to sender (no charge on account of being our

correspondent). Note of Morgan Bros, for $3,720.60 not paid and

protested. Protest fees $2.90, charged Boston. Draft on Preston

Printing Co. for $25.50 paid. Credit account Boston correspondent.

The Discount Tickler shows the following notes due

:

Central Heater Co. $1,000.00

charge to account.

Texas Real Estate Co. 350.00

charge to account.

Houghton Lumber Co. 1,000.00

Payable at Old Natl. Bank, City—sent out by Mes-

senger and paid.

Snow Flake Laundry Co. 300.00

Renewed for 60 days, interest $3.00, charged to

account.

Issued to Richard Sparling for Cash, Certificate of Deposit number

21096, for $1,100.00.

Deposited by Miss Alice Greenwood:
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Currency $ 9.00

Gold 5.00

Check on New National Bank 100.00

Total 114.00

Check paid on O. K. of Cashier to stranger. Check drawn on

First National Bank, Los Angeles, California, for $435.00. Exchange

charge of $.50 deducted.

The Collect on Clerk turned over to the Note Teller the following

payments for notes:

John J. Peterson, $100.00 collected for Massachusetts National

Bank, Boston.

John G. Bliss & Co., $450.50 collected for the Third National

Bank of St. Louis, payable at Central State Bank, City, Certified

by that bank and sent through the Clearing House.

Received from the First National Bank of Carlo, 111.:

Checks on Continental Bank City $1,023.33

Checks on First Natl. Bank, Milwaukee 116.35

Checks on Farmers' Bank,Minneapolis 321.00

Checks on New Orleans Nad. Bank 1,100.00

Checks on Farmers' Bk., Oshkosh, Wis. 100.00

Total 2,660.08

Sent in payment for this New York Draft $2,658.68. Exchange

$2.00.

Snow Flake Laundry Co. make a deposit as follows

:

Currency $35.00

Silver 5.50

Checks our bank

Mrs. G. K. Sacks 1.80

John Anflerson .75

Fred Bushnoll 1.50

Postal INIoney Order 2.00

Express Money Order 1.80

Total 48.35

Mrs. J. G. Benson makes a deposit of $500.00 and takes a Certificate

of Deposit payable on doniand.

369
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Received from Third National Bank, Baltimore, collection No. 842,

being note of F. E. Williams due March 31st, payable at our bank,

protest, amount $265.20.

Received from First National Bank, Emporia, Kansas, collection

No. 3122, note of the Central Iron Co. due March 28th, payable at

Continental Bank, Chicago, amount $601.50, protest.

Received from Farmers' Bank, Princeton, 111., collection No. 8741,

sight draft on the Wright Range Co. for $50.00, no protest.

The Discount Tickler shows the following notes to be due

:

Garside Drug Co. $ 1,000.00 charged their acct.

West Manufacturing Co. 15,689,70 charged their acct.

Greenburg & Co. 2,100.00 payable at First

National Bank, City, Certified by them and sent to

Clearing House for payment.

Sullivan Oil Co. 511.50 charged their acct.

Mailed to our New York correspondent for credit the following

checks

:

F. E. Chase & Co.—First National Bk., N. Y., $1,200.00

On Commercial Bank, N. Y., endorsed by Central Heater Co. 560.10

On Third Nad. Bk., N. Y., endorsed by Edward Ward & Co. 5,000.00

On Commercial National Bank, N. Y., City.

J. G. Spencer & Co. $1,110.05

N. Y. News Co. 205.00

C. E. Sheppard & Co. 601.80

On Second Natl. Bank, Jersey City, endorsed H. R. Whiteside 91.05

Drafts were drawn on our New York Correspondent during the day

as follows:

No. 45622, payable to Third National Bank, Baltimore,

for collection No. 842, note F. E. Williams, exchange $1.20—$264.00.

No. 45623, payable to Sullivan Oil Co. $1,(X)0.00 for

which we received their check, exchange charged $1.00 paid in cash.

No. 45624, payable to Farmers' Bank, Princeton, III

for collection No. 8641, sight draft Wright Range Co., exchange $.50;

amount $49.50.

370
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No. 45625, payable to Continental Bank, Chicago, for

collection J. B. Smith & Co., no exchange, $461.00.

Received from First National Bank, Memphis, Tenn., draft on Chase

National Bank, N. Y., for $164.20, proceeds of collection sent out by

Cleveland Stone Co. Credited their account less $.35 exchange.

Note of John B. Pearson, endorsed by Central Heater Co.,

protested for non-payment. Protest fees $2.00, if not paid to-<lay

must be charged to account Central Heater Co. to-morrow.

Advice from the Third National Bank of St. Louis that collections

sent them have been paid as follows

:

Continental Commercial Co. $ 200.00

Wrought Iron Range Co. 1,150.20

Luyties Bros. 65.80

Their exchange charge $1.50, net amount credited our account.

Our credits go to F. E. Atchison for Continental Commercial Co., to

Wright Range Co. for the Wrought Iron Range Co., and to the Nelson

Co. for Luyties Bros. Collection charges $.50 on Wrought Iron

Range Co. and $.25 exchange for each of the others.

The Perkins Millinery Co. open an account with the bank, depositing

$150.00 currency, and a check for $1,800.00 on Bardwell & Co , they

also have entered for collection on M. Loeb &: Co , note due at their

bank in thirty days signed by Christopher Joy and endorsetl by

Perkins Millinery Co.

John H. Perkins of the above company has twenty coupons series "J"

numbers 823 up for $3.00 each, cashed at Paying Teller's window.

Deposit by Timm Bros. & Stagg as follows

:

Currency $100.00

Gold
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Central Natl. Bank, Columbus, Ohio $100.00

Farmers' Bank, Lancaster, Ind. 25.00

Total 412.47

Less Exchange .40

412.07

Deposit by City Gas Company as follows:
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West Mfg. Co. $51,642.08

Garside Drug Co. 1,210.00

Lexington Hotel Co. 701.95

Lexington Hotel Co. 321.30

Lexington Hotel Co. 5.00

N. Y. Life Insurance Co. 5,000.00

Empire Knitting Mills 745.08

Empire Knitting IMills 1,792.33

Check on the First National Bank, City for $922.10, cashed by

Paying Teller for convenience of a customer.

The Nelson Co. give a collateral note for $500.00 secured by a note

made to them due in 6 months, amount $1,000.00, signed by Edward

Ward & Co. Discount $7.50, net amount credited their account.

Mrs. G. K. Sacks presents a Certificate of Deposit due with interest

for months at 4%, issued by the Continental Bank, City, amount

$1,000.00, and receives the cash therefor.

The Wright Range Co. apply to the Cashier for discount on their

own note, amount $10,000.00, time 90 days. The Cashier before

making the discount, requests them to furnish him with the proper

note pledging the officer's individual liability as well as that of the

corporation. Student prepare note.

John Johnson deposits a demand Certificate of Deposit not bearing

any interest for $750.00.

The Standard Roofing Co. leave with the Cashier for safe keeping

a contract with die C. & N. W. Railway Co. for $10,000.00. Show
Cashier's receipt.

The Olcott Novelty Co. present the following drafts on customers

outside of the city, for colection:

Benson & Bmwn, St. Louis $105.85

Milwaukee D. Gds. Co., Milwaukee,Wis. 88.05

Schipper & Block, Peoria, 111. 95.00

Siegel & Cooper Co., New York City 845.12

People's Dry Gds. Co., Boston, :\Ias.s. 18.40

Boggs & Buhl, Allegheny, Pa. 327.09

Peacock Bros, present a draft for collection with bill of lading at-
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tached, on Netherlands Grain Co., Minneapolis, Minn., for SI ,231.25.

This draft is made to their own order with instructions to turn over

bill of lading upon payment.

Edward Ward & Co., ask for the certification of a check, amounting

to $3,142.16.

The Cashier buys $50,000.00 city of Joliet School Bonds, term 20

years, at 94.

Cashier's Check issued to John N. Wrenn & Co. in payment for the

above bonds.

The Cleveland Stone Co. discount a Judgment Note for $200.00,

60 days. Discount $2,00, net amount credited to their account.

Student make note and follow transaction.

The following checks and notes sent in by outside individuals and out-

side banks were found by the collection clerk uncollectible. He
hands them to the proper department for attention.

Omaha Nad. Bank, Omaha, Nebr. $165.00

(Note) Fourth Natl. Bank, Kansas City, Mo. *201.05

J. G. Spencer, Louisville, Ky. 80.10

Third Natl. Bank, St. Louis, Mo. 812.09

City Bank, Oshkosh, Wis. 112.00

*$2.00 protest fees.

The Garside Drug Co. make a deposit as follows:

Currency $ 75.00

Gold 20.00

Silver 39.25

Checks: Our Bank

Miss Alice Greenwood 52.50

John D. Johnson Co. 115.71

Sullivan Oil Co. 65.00

Checks: City Banks
' State National 250.00

J. Scott Banking Co. 8.10

M. Tx)eb & Co. 015.66

First Natl. Bank, Peoria, 111. 20.90

Farmers' Natl., Kewanee, III. 713.21
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shipping provisions 72

Adding machine 181

check-figure machines 220

checking statistics 219

cost finding 200

daily ledger balance 207

listing pay-roll amounts 198

making duplicate records of

bank deposits 200

making sales records 182

making trial balance 185

monthly statements 188

operating ex]icnsc8 and earnings 213

perpetual stock record 213

proof of posting 192

reconciling bank balances 210

recording cash received 194

types of 221

Note.—For page numbers see foot of pages.

Adding machine type of book-

keeping machines

Address

of recipient of letter

of writer of letter

Addressing machines

Advice card

Advice to correspondent banks

Page

233

13, 14

13

169

308

335

Alphabetical indexing 148, 152

Appearance of letter, importance

of 25

Application, letters of 54
applying at suggestion of friend

of employer 58

blind ad 66
model letter 58

quaUfications worth insisting on 59

too brief letter 56
too discursive letter 58

Assistant cashier of bank 242
Automatic time stamp 239

Automatic typewriter 179

B

Bank balances, reconciUng 210

Bank bookkeeping 241-374

commercial banking 241

safety deposit vaults 355

savings banks 344

Bank deposits, making duphcatc

records of with adding

machine 206

Bank draft, sending money by 51

Blind ads 54

Body of letter 13, 16, 21

general appearance of letter 25

order of subjects treated 22

paragraphs 21
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INDEX

Page

Bookkeeping, bank (see Bank
bookkeeping)

Bookkeeping machines 227

adding machine type of ma-

chine 233

Elliott-Fisher machine 228

typewriter type of machine 233

use of 227

Boston ledger form 256

Brevity, a requirement of busi-

ness letters 28

Burroughs adding machine 226

Burroughs ledger posting and

statement machine 233

Business correspondence (see also

Correspondence and fil-

ing) 11

body of letter 21

complaints and how to handle

them 75

credits and collections 84

follow-up letters 109

form of letter 13

form letters 91, 97

handling inquiries 103

introductory 11

letters of appUcation 54

letters of recommendation and

introduction 61

personal business letters 48

ordering goods and acknowledg-

ing orders 68

suiting style of reader 42

tone of letter 34

wording of letter 27

Business-getting letters 13

Calculating and bookkeeping ma-

chines 221

bookkeeping machines 227

tabulating machines 235

types of adding machines 221

Carbon copies 128

Card index, with numerical index 153

Cash, counting in bank 246

Cash proof sheet 276

Note.—For page numbers see fool o/ pages.

Page

Cash received, recording with

adding machine 194

Cashier

commercial bank 241, 253

savings bank 345

Cashier's check 335

Cashier's check register 337

Certificate of deposit 227

record of 279

Certified check 270

Certified check register 270

Changes of address 125

Check, sending money by 51

Check-figure machines 220

Check writing and protecting

devices 238

Classes of men, adapting letters to 43

Clearing house clerk 311

Clearing house register 311

Clearing house settlement slip 313

Clearings clerk 250

Clearness, a requirement of busi-

ness letters 27

Clippings, fiUng 159

Closing paragraph of letter 101, 107

Collateral loan register 288

Collection clerk 249, 304

advice card 308

books and forms 304

collection clerk's daily proof 309

collection clerk's settlement

sheet 311

collection register 305

collection tickler 306

draft for use of customers 306

notice of draft 306

Collection letters 85

assumption of honesty 88

installment contracts 86

last resort methods 89

preliminary letters 88

reselling goods 88

various methods of handling 85

Collection register 305

Collection tickler 306

Commercial banking 241

accounting department 243
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Page

Commercial banking (continued)

accounting methods — books

and forms 253

banking chart 344

cashier 241

clearing house clerk 311

collection clerk 304

commercial banking 241

coupons 339

day's business 362

discount clerk 283

draft teller 331

general bookkeeping 256

individual bookkeeper 323

mailing clerk 315

paying teller 267

pertinent suggestions 341

receiving teller 277

statement clerk 328

Complaints 75, 125

classes of 77

dissatisfaction with goods 80

need of courtesy 75

non-delivery of goods 78

promptness in making 75

specific statements necessary 77

Completeness, a requirement of

business letters 28

Complimentary close of letter 17

Comptometer 221

Conclusion of letter 13, 17

Copying-book 127

Copying correspondence 127

carbon copies 128

copying-book method 127

mechanical copiers 128

Corrections in correspondence 1 27

Correspondence, business (see

Business correspondence)

Correspondence and filing 115

copying correspondence 127

correspondence short cuta 122

filing division 138

filing equipment 160, 162

filing systems 141

introduction 115

mailing-room machinery 169

\ote.—For page numbers tee fool of pages.

Page

Ciirrespondence and filing (con-

tinued)

miscellaneous filing 155

opening and distributing mail 115

stenographic division 131

Correspondence requisitions 124

Correspondent banks, advice to 335

Cost finding with adding machine 200

Coupons 339

register of 339

Courtesy, a requirement of busi-

ness letters 30, 34, 75, 88

Credit letters 84

Credit reports, filing 100

Credit statement 302

Cross-footings, checking with

adding machine 219

Currency, sending in registered

letter 51

D
Daily ledger balance, taking with

adding machine 207

Dalton adding machine 226

Dash, use of in letters 37

Date line of letter 13, 14

Delay in handling correspondence 120

Departmental distribution of mail 119

Dictation 122, 123

Dignity of firm, correspondent

must protect 42

Discount clerk 283

books and forms 283

collateral loan register 288

discount clerk's proof book 293

discount . clerk's settlement

sheet 294

discount register 287

discount tickler 290

liability ledger 28:5

special forms 295

Discount ledger 283, 287

Discount teller 249

Discount tickler 290

Dissatisfaction with goods, com-
plaints due to 80

Distributing mail 117
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INDEX

PJ.SO

Documents, filing loS

Draft for use of customers 306

Draft teller 253, 331

books and forms 331

cashier's check register 337

draft teller's proof book 339

draft teller's settlement sheet 339

register of drafts 332

Drawings, filing 159

Duplicates of letters, wisdom of

keeping 5

1

Electrically driven adding



INDEX

Page

I

Incoming-mail clerk 115

Indentation of paragraph 21

Indexing, methods of 146

alphabetical 148

geographical 149

numerical \, 146

selecting index 152

subject "• 151

Individual bookkeeper

commercial bank 251, 323

savings bank 352

Inquiries, handling 103

characteristics of letter 106

general inquiries 104

particular inquiries 104

selling direct or through deal-

ers 103

value of inquiries 104

Installment contracts, collection

letters on 86

Interdepartment correspondence 121

Interest slip 266

Inter-inter cabinet 164

Introduction, letters of 65

Introduction of business letter

13, 14

Invoices

checking with adding machine 216

filing 157

K
Key-driven adding machine 222

L

Ledger balance, taking with add-

ing machine 207

Legal papers, filing 158

Letter-printing machines 175

cylinder machine 176

flat-bed machine 177

Letters of credit 342

Liability ledger • 283

Listing adding machines 182, 226

Burroughs 226

Dalton 226

Lists, tabulation of in letter 24, 68, 72

Loan ledger 299

Note.—For piige numbcm see foot of pages.

M
Page

Mail, opening and distributing 115

departmental distribution 119

distributing incoming mail 117

interdepartment correspondence 121

opening mail 115

sorting mail 116

Mail clerk

in bank 315

in business 115, 251

Mailing machines 173

Mailing-room machinery 169

addressing machines 169

automatic typewriter 179

folding machines 172

letter-printing machines 175

mailing machines 173

mimeograph 178

Maps, filing 159

Marchant Calculator 225

Margins of letter 25

Mechanical accounting 181

Mechanical calculator (see Add-

ing machine)

Mechanical copiers 128

Messenger slip 301

Metal files 167

Mimeograph 178

Miscellaneous folder in filing sys-

tem 149

Money order, sending money by 51

Monroe adding machine 223

Monthlj' statements, making

with adding machines 188

Multipost 174

N

Non-clearings checks 342

Non-delivery of goods, complaints

due to 78

Non-listing adding machines

Comptometer 221

Monroe 223

Note ledger 283

Note teller 249

Notice of draft 306

Notice of note due 297
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INDEX

Number, dictating by
Numbering machine

Numerical indexing

O

Page

122

240

146, 152

Office equipment 181-240

adding machine 181

calculating and bookkeeping

machines 221

checking statistics 219

cost finding 200

daily ledger balance for com-

mercial house 207

handhng check figures by ma-

chinery 220

Usting pay-roll amounts 198

making sales records 182

making trial balance 185

mechanical accounting 181

mechanical check on invoices 216

miscellaneous equipment 238

monthly statements 188

operating expenses and earn-

ings 213

perpetual stock record 213

proof of posting 192

reconciling bank balances 210

recording cash received 194

tabulating accounts receivable

for credit department 217

tabulating machines 235

Operating expenses and earnings,

making comparative
statements of with add-

ing machine 213

Order

acknowledging 24

filing 156

Order blank, printed 50, 70

Ordering goods 68

description of goods ordered 68

general directions 70

identification of goods ordered 68

Usting of goods ordered 68

payment for goods 69

shipment of goods 70

time limit 70

Note.—For pnge numbers nee font of pages.

Page

P

Paragraphing of letter 21

Paying teller

commercial bank 246, 267

savings bank 348

Paying teller's report 350

Payment for goods, arranging for

69,72
Pay-roll amounts, listing with

adding machine 198

Perpetual stock record, keeping

with adding machine 213

Person letter is written in, effect

of 37

Personal business letters 13, 48

dupUcates of 51

form of 48

requirements for different types 48

tone of 48

Personal mail sent to business

address 116

"Postage saver" envelope 94

Postal money orders 342

Posting, proof of with adding

machine 192

Postscript of letter 18

Pounds, shillings, and pence add-

ing machines 205

Preliminary collection letters 88

Printed letters (see Form letters)

Printed order blank 50, 70

Proof book

collection clerk's 309

discount clerk's 293

draft teller's 339

mail clerk's 320

paying teller's 272

receiving teller's ' 281, 351

Protesting notes 298

Q
Qualifications, general, for any

position 59

R
Railroad system 143

Reader of letter, suiting style to 42
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INDEX

Page

Recapitulation of deposits and

withdrawals 354

Receiving teller

commercial bank 247, 277

savings bank 350

Recommendation, letters of 61

classes of 61

necessity of honesty 61

references 65

in unsealed envelope 63

Reference index of names and

addresses 126

Register of drafts 332

Remittance, letter acknowledging 24

Remitting money, methods of 51

Reselling goods to dissatisfied

customers 88

Roller copier 128

S

Safety deposit vaults 355

Sales records, making with add-

ing machine 182

Salesmen's correspondence 155

Salutation of letter 13, 15

Savings banks 344

cashier 345

individual bookkeeper 352

general bookkeeper 346

paying teller 348

receiving teller 350

Scaled letters, advantage of 93

Sealing machines 173

Second person, use of in letters 39

Sectionets 165

Sentences in letter, length of 36

Settlement sheet

collection clerk's 311

discount clerk's 294

draft teller's 339

paying teller's 273

receiving teller's 283

Shipment of goods 70, 72

Short cuts in correspondence 122

complaints and changes of

address 1 25

corrections in letters 127

Note.—Fnr itnge numbers see foot of pagex.

Page

Short cuts in correspondence (con-

tinued)

correspondence requisition 124

dictating by number 122

form paragraphs 122

stenographer's reference index 126

talking machines for dictation 123

Signature of letter 17

Slang, use of in letters 40

Sorting mail 116, 161

Split-and-normal device of add-

ing machine 183

Stamping machines 173

Statement clerk 252, 328

Stenographer's reference index 126

Stenographic division 131

advantages 131

hints for stenographers 136

records of work 132

Stock and bond register 266

Subject index 151, 152

Superscription of letter 19

Tabulating machines 235

Tabulation of goods ordered 24, 68, 72

Tact, a requirement of business

letters 31, 34

Talking machines for dictation 123

Tally sheet, mail clerk's 117

Telegrams 136

Third person, use of in letters 38

Time limit of order of goods 70

Time stamp 239

Ton and hundredweight adding

machines 202

Tone of letter 34

breezy letters 41

length of sentences 36

person in which letter is written 37

"put yourself in his place" 34

use of dash 37

Transfer files 161, 166

Trial balance, making with add-

ing machine 185

Typewriter type of bookkeeping

machines 233
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Page Page

U W
Unsealed letters, disadvantage of 93 „_
,^ . . ^ X- t _i.- Id mo Wording of letter ^7
Upright sections for vertical files 162 k f 28

V clearness 27

Vertical files, styles of construe- completeness 28

tion 162 courtesy 30

Vertical filing 143 tact 31

.Vote.

—

For page numbers see Joot of pages.
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